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Feldkhun, Daniel (Ph.D., Electrical Engineering)
Doppler Encoded Excitation Patterning (DEEP) Microscopy
Thesis directed by Prof. Kelvin H. Wagner
Traditional optical imaging systems rely on lenses and spatially-resolved detection to probe
distinct locations on the object. We develop a novel computational approach to 2D and 3D imag-
ing that instead measures the object’s spatial Fourier transform using a single-element detector
and without requiring precision optics. This wide-field technique can be used to image biological
and synthetic structures in fluoresced or scattered light using coherent or broadband illumination.
It employs dynamic structured illumination, acousto-optics, RF electronics, and tomographic al-
gorithms to circumvent several trade-offs in conventional imaging, such as the dependence of the
optical transfer function on the imaging lenses and the coupling of resolution and depth of field.
We use Fourier optics concepts to derive the dynamic optical transfer function, evaluate dif-
ferent Fourier sampling strategies, and investigate and compare tomographic algorithms for 2D
and 3D image synthesis. We also develop conceptual and analytical models to describe imaging of
fluorescent as well as amplitude and phase scattering objects, the effects of broadband and spatially-
incoherent illumination, and nonlinear wide-field super-resolution imaging. We consider sources of
noise, analyze and simulate SNR behavior for several types of noise and Fourier sampling strategies,
and compare the sensitivity of the technique to conventional imaging. We describe several exper-
imental proof-of-concept systems and present two-dimensional high-resolution tomographic image
reconstructions in both scattered and fluoresced light demonstrating a thousandfold improve-
ment in the depth of field compared to conventional lens-based microscopy. Finally, we
explore approaches for high-speed Fourier sampling and propose several related sensing techniques,
including wide-field fluorescence imaging in scattering media.
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Chapter 1
Background, Fundamentals, and Applications
When one talks about “imaging” one usually implies forming a visual likeness of a two- or
three-dimensional object by sensing some of its characteristics, such as color and reflectivity, at
distinct points in space. In this case the role of the optical system is to map the spatial locations
on the object to points or pixels in the image. This can be accomplished by scanning a focused
illumination beam across the object. Alternatively, a lens can be used to create a wide-field image
on a detector array such as a Charge-Coupled-Device (CCD). Illustrated in Figure 1.1a for the
case of wide-field imaging, this measurement process can be considered as projection of the object
structure onto a nearly orthogonal basis set of spatial locations.∗
While such spatial basis decomposition is an intuitive way to represent and measure structure
(after all, this is how our eyes work), in many situations other representations and analysis methods
can be advantageous. Holographic systems, for example, partially measure the three-dimensional
structure of an object indirectly by interferometrically recording its effect on the phase and ampli-
tude of an optical wavefront.1 Alternatively, phase retrieval algorithms applied to intensity-only
measurements of the far-field diffraction patterns created by an object under coherent illumination
can be used to extract its large-scale and small-scale three-dimensional structure using diffraction
tomography2 or speckle interferometry3 techniques without relying on an imaging lens. On the
other hand, the resolution of conventional lens-based imaging systems can be enhanced beyond the
diffraction limit by illuminating the object with a sequence of patterns and applying spatial het-
∗ Orthogonality is not exact since there is always some cross-talk between spatial locations in the image due to
the point spread function of the imaging system.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Spatial Basis Decomposition: In traditional imaging, each location on the object is mapped to a
corresponding point in the detector plane using a lens system. (b) Pseudorandom Basis Decomposition: In some
compressive imaging techniques, instead of direct detection, the image is spatially modulated by a series of pseudo-
random pattern masks. The light transmitted or reflected by the masks is spatially integrated and detected using a
single-element detector. The time-varying detector signal is then processed to reconstruct the image. This approach
is an optical analog to JPEG compression. (c) Fourier Basis Decomposition: This work describes a different approach
to imaging – instead of spatially-modulating an image, the object itself is illuminated by moving sinusoidal patterns
of different spatial frequencies and orientations. The object’s scattered or fluoresced response to the structured illu-
mination is collected and spatially integrated on a single-element detector. The time-varying detector signal measures
the spatial Fourier components of the object and can be processed to reconstruct the image by Fourier synthesis.
erodyne algorithms to the resulting images.4,5 I will discuss such structured illumination imaging
in more detail later in the chapter. In applications where available bandwidth is highly constrained
or in wavelength regimes where detector arrays are expensive or not available, it is possible to
optically encode a two-dimensional (2D) image into a compressed data stream by spatially mod-
3ulating the wavefront with a series of pseudorandom or Hadamard binary patterns and detecting
the resulting time-varying light flux using a single-element detector.6,7 This kind of compressive
sensing by pseudorandom basis decomposition, illustrated in Figure 1.1b, can be considered as an
optical analog to digital compression algorithms such as JPEG.
This work describes a new approach to wide-field image formation, called Doppler Encoded
Excitation Patterning (DEEP) microscopy,8–11 that instead creates a synthetic image by decom-
posing the object into its spatial Fourier basis components as shown schematically in Figure 1.1c. I
will describe this process in much more detail in the following sections and chapters. DEEP shares
many common elements with the above techniques and a variety of other related imaging schemes
described throughout the text (e.g. see Section 2.1), such as spatial and temporal heterodyne
detection, tomographic reconstruction, structured illumination, and single-pixel compressive sens-
ing, yet provides a number of unique capabilities for two-dimensional and three-dimensional (3D)
measurements of scattering and fluorescent objects. This chapter introduces the basic principles
of DEEP, considers its unique properties in the context of other imaging methods, and discusses
some promising applications in microscopy of biological and synthetic structures.
1.1 A Fourier View of Lens-Based Imaging
As first noted over a century ago by Ernst Abbe in his theory of image formation,12,13 a
2D or 3D object being imaged by an optical system can be represented as a linear combination
of sinusoidal Fourier components. If a scattering 3D object is illuminated by plane waves from
many directions and one considers only single scattering events according to the first Born ap-
proximation,14 each Fourier component acts like a sinusoidal volume grating, diffracting a pair of
planar wavefronts, whose orientations, amplitudes, relative phases, and relative angular separation
are determined by the orientation, amplitude, phase, and spatial frequency of the Bragg-matched
volume grating, respectively.12,15,16 The higher the spatial frequency, the wider the angle between
the diffracted plane waves. Note that this concept can be extended to fluorescent objects as well
by considering their structure as an incoherent sum of spatially and temporally coherent sinusoidal
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gratings emitting pairs of planar wavefronts. The Fourier representation of the diffracted or emitted
wavefronts is sometimes referred to as the “angular spectrum of plane waves”.17 This perspective
on imaging is the foundation of Fourier Optics and plays a central role throughout this thesis.
According to this viewpoint, the fundamental role of lenses in an imaging system is to capture
this diffracted or emitted angular spectrum of plane waves19 and recombine it to create a coherent
sum of interference patterns that form the intensity image. In a telecentric imaging system, for
example, there is a direct linear mapping between the components of the object’s angular spec-
trum and the plane waves forming the image, as illustrated in Figure 1.2a. Since the Numerical
Aperture (NA = sin θ, where θ is the half-angle subtended by the aperture) of the objective lens
limits the angular range of captured plane waves, the lens aperture in effect acts as a low-pass filter
5in the Fourier domain, limiting the finest resolvable grating period to approximately λ/(2NA),
corresponding to the Abbe (or Rayleigh) diffraction resolution limit. Moreover, phase error varia-
tions across the lens produce spatial-frequency-dependent phase and amplitude errors in the image.
Linear effects of the optical system on the Fourier components of the image are embodied by the
Optical Transfer Function (OTF).
As illustrated in Figure 1.2b, the orientation, amplitude, and relative phase of the interfering
plane waves captured by the lens can be mapped to pairs of complex points distributed in a volume
of the 3D Fourier space, representing the 3D OTF. Since the wavevectors admitted by the NA
map to a spherical surface in Fourier space (sometimes called the k-surface or Ewald sphere), the
3D shape of the OTF can be obtained by autocorrelating a portion of the k-surface or simply
by considering the range of tilts for each grating frequency such that both corresponding ±1st
diffraction orders are captured by the NA of the lens. The out-of-plane points in the 3D OTF are
due to diffraction from tilted Fourier components of the object structure captured by the lens and
limit the axial resolution or conversely, the depth of field (DOF) of the optical system, which is
found to vary inversely with the square of the NA. Thus, in a classical imaging system, resolution
and DOF are coupled quadratically through the NA of the optics. These observations also extend
to more complex optical systems, where the entrance and exit pupils play the role of lens apertures.
As we shall see, unlike lens-based imaging systems which process a volume of points in
Fourier space simultaneously, DEEP microscopy can rapidly measure individual complex Fourier
coefficients of the object confined to a thin Fourier plane. These planar Fourier samples map to
axially-invariant sinusoidal components of the object, effectively decoupling DOF from NA.
1.2 Super-Resolution by Trading Degrees of Freedom
From an information theory point of view, one can quantify the maximum amount of infor-
mation that can be transferred by an optical (or any other) system by the number of degrees of
 The classical depth of field is given approximately by twice the Rayleigh range, z0, of a Gaussian beam focused
by the lens, such that the beam waist is located at the focal plane.
6freedom, or information channels, available in the system, NF , and the number of resolvable levels,
q, that can be used to quantify each degree of freedom (as determined by the signal-to-noise ratio,
SNR, of an optical detector, for example). As long as the limiting physical constraints of the mea-
surement system do not change, NF remains invariant, regardless of the manner and the domain
in which the information is recorded and packaged. For example, if one considers a microscope
objective as the information-limiting element of a microscope (recall the low-pass filter analogy in
the previous section), which is often the case, there are many ways in which the electromagnetic
information passing though the lens could be recorded and processed to measure the object struc-
ture: by using a CCD camera to directly record the intensity image; by scanning a pinhole detector
in the image plane; by using the lens “in reverse” to project a small focal spot onto the object
as it is scanned underneath the objective and recording the integrated response; by measuring the
response of a stationary object to a variety of projected patterns; by interferometrically recording
the angular spectrum of plane waves captured by the lens in the Fourier plane to create a digital
hologram; etc. In all cases the number of degrees of freedom in the measurement can not exceed
that of the objective lens, whether NF is represented by the maximum number of resolvable
pixels in the image, the maximum number of resolvable spectral bins in the Radio-Frequency (RF)
spectrum of the detector signal, the number of angles that can be resolved by a hologram, the
number of coefficients that can be distinguished in the Fourier transform of the image, etc.§
For time-domain systems, we know from the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem that the
number of independent samples required to represent a signal of duration T and maximum band-
width BT , or equivalently, the number of degrees of freedom in such a signal, is determined by
the Time-Bandwidth product (TB), NF = 2TBT + 1.¶ Analogously, for space-domain systems,
 For a lens, NF is approximately determined by the number of resolvable spots encompassed by the field of view
and depends on the NA of the lens as well as its on-axis and off-axis aberrations. Note that more rigorous definitions
of NF take into account noise in the optical system as described in new optical information theories.
20 Moreover,
NF can also differ by several factors of 2, depending on whether the optical system is coherent or incoherent, and
whether it is sensitive to the state of polarization.
§ Note, however, that in the case of interferometric measurements, NF is twice that in intensity-only measurements
using the same system, since both amplitude and phase information is measured.
¶ The unity term accounts for information contained in a time-invariant (DC) signal and can be neglected for
information-rich systems.21
7NF is determined by the spatial extent, Lxyz, and the maximum spatial frequency, Bxyz, of the
structure being measured through the Space-Bandwidth product (SB), NF = (2LxBx + 1)(2LyBy +
1)(2LzBz +1). A full analysis of the degrees of freedom available in a real optical system, however,
must take into account not only its parameters in time and space, but also in other dimensions
carrying information about the object, such as polarization and wavelength. Moreover, if one wants
to quantify the total information available in the measurement, one must also take into account
the number of resolvable levels, q, per degree of freedom (e.g. the number of gray levels per pixel).
This is known as the Shannon-Hartley information capacity C = log2(m), where m = qNF is the
total number of possible resolvable “measurement states” (e.g. pixel value combinations in an im-
age). For example, Cox and Shepperd showed that the information capacity of an optical system
accounting for the degrees of freedom in time and space and two polarization states can be written
as:21
C = NF log2 q = (2LxBx + 1)(2LyBy + 1)(2LzBz + 1)(2TBT + 1) log2(1 + s/n), (1.1)
where s/n is the ratio of the average signal power and the additive noise power (it does not take
into account signal-dependent shot noise), such that in the electronic domain q = √1 + s/n. One
interesting consequence of the logarithmic dependence of the information capacity on the signal-
to-noise ratio is that the gain in information capacity in return for increasing the SNR diminishes
(linearly) with SNR, although the SNR threshold above which the information gain becomes neg-
ligible depends on the specific sensing problem at hand.
Whereas the total number of degrees of freedom in an optical system is invariant, it has
been known since the early works of Toraldo di Francia, Lukosz, Lohmann and others,22–24 that
it is possible to overcome classical optical limits by sacrificing degrees of freedom in one domain
to increase the degrees of freedom in another when some information about the object is known
a priori, such as its variability in time, dimensionality, spectrum, or polarization response. Much
of the work in this area has aimed at the challenge of extending the spatial frequency cutoff of
an optical system beyond the diffraction limit, or super-resolution. Grimm and Lohman,24 for
8example, describe how rotated conjugate masks placed in the image and object planes can be used
to trade spatial resolution in one dimension for super-resolution imaging in the other dimension.
Moreover, a variety of techniques has emerged for super-resolution imaging of objects that vary
slowly in time, trading temporal for spatial resolution.
As described in 1963 by Lukosz and Marchand,25 for example, it is possible to exceed the
diffraction limit of a microscope objective in 2D by exploiting the Moire´ effect. In this scheme, a
moving amplitude grating is placed in front of the object, producing a moving Moire´ pattern in
the image plane that contains structure due to features finer than the diffraction limit. At the
same time, a conjugate grating located near the image plane and moving synchronously in the
opposite direction is used to modulate the image, as shown in Figure 1.3b. By integrating the
resulting modulated pattern in time using an imaging detector (such as the human eye) over at
least one period of motion, a super-resolution image is accumulated (on top of a low-resolution
background). In the Fourier domain, this corresponds to down-shifting the high spatial frequencies
of the object into the pass-band of the OTF using the first grating and remodulating them back
into their original Fourier locations using the second grating, thereby synthesizing an expanded
OTF spanning a greater range of spatial frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 1.3a.
More recently, several closely related structured illumination techniques have been used to
acquire stunning super-resolution microscopic images.4,26 In these schemes, instead of placing a
pair of moving gratings in conjugate planes, an image of a grating is projected onto the object.
As the grating is phase-shifted, a set of images is acquired and digitally processed to reconstruct
a super-resolution image. When the structured illumination is projected using the imaging ob-
jective, as illustrated in Figure 1.3c, it is possible to double the system resolution, whereas by
generating the illumination pattern externally, as shown in Figure 1.3d, features as small as λ/4
can be resolved, even using a low-NA objective (this is a factor of 2 smaller than can be achieved
using an aberration-free lens with unity NA).26 Non-linear excitation27,28 or near-field evanescent
illumination patterns29 can be used to enhance resolution even further. In an analogous manner,
illumination with axial periodicity has been used to attain depth resolution finer than the classical
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Figure 1.3: (a) Multiplying the object and grating structures in real space (whether by placing the grating in front
of the object or by patterning the illumination) corresponds to convolving the OTF with the Fourier transform of the
grating structure. By demodulating the overlapping copies of the OTF, a larger effective OTF can be synthesized.
This approach can be used to increase lateral (red) or axial (blue) resolution of the optical system. (b) One-
dimensional super-resolution can be implemented by placing two conjugate moving gratings near the object and
image planes. By integrating the image on the detector during motion of the gratings, a super-resolution image is
accumulated. Resolution can be enhanced along other directions by using additional differently oriented conjugate
grating pairs. (c) A super-resolution image can be synthesized by projecting a grating onto the object using the
imaging objective and collecting and processing a sequence of images as the grating is phase-shifted and rotated. In
this way, the diffraction limit can be surpassed by a factor of 2. (d) By generating the grating using an external
optical system (e.g. by interfering two laser beams), the microscope’s resolution can be more than doubled.
depth of field.30 Although periodic illumination patterns are prevalent in super-resolution tech-
niques, more generally, any shifted pattern containing a combination of Fourier components (such
as a speckle pattern produced by a diffuser) can be used to recover spatial frequencies beyond the
bandpass of the classical OTF.5,31 In this general case, the system OTF can be written as a corre-
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lation of the aperture passband with the power spectrum of the illumination pattern.31 Thus, given
a diffuser with a sufficiently broad spatial power spectrum, even a pinhole aperture can be used to
resolve wavelength-scale features in the far field (provided that a high-resolution reference image
of the speckle pattern produced by the diffuser alone is available for use as a decoding mask).5
The structured illumination imaging approaches discussed above share a common principle:
temporal resolution is traded for additional spatial degrees of freedom since several frames or longer
integration times are need to synthesize the super-resolution image. Although DEEP also uses
structured illumination, it is a fundamentally different approach to imaging that makes it possible
to redistribute the available degrees of freedom in the temporal resolution, spatial dimensionality,
Fourier-domain coverage, dynamic range, spectral sensitivity, and object specificity of the optical
system in a flexible, electronically-programmable way.
1.3 Rapid Fourier-Domain Sensing with Dynamic Patterns of Light
Unlike lens-based imaging systems, which process a coherent sum of spatial frequency com-
ponents within a volume of points in Fourier space encompassed by the 3D OTF, DEEP microscopy
uses dynamic illumination patterns to rapidly measure individual complex Fourier coefficients of the
object. Rather than using structured illumination to replicate and expand the 3D OTF, the OTF
is synthesized from its elements – points, radial slices, and planes in Fourier space. This approach
makes it possible, for example, to generate a planar OTF instead of the compound toroidal 3D
OTF shape characteristic of spatially-incoherent lens-based systems shown in Figure 1.2 (or curved
surfaces in the case of coherent ones). Since the lateral extent of the 3D OTF determines the opti-
cal system’s lateral resolution while its axial extent determines the depth of field (DOF), a planar
OTF effectively decouples DOF from resolution – an example of a trade-off in degrees of freedom,
where depth resolution is traded to enhance axial localization in the spatial frequency domain. I
will discuss applications where this is beneficial later in the chapter. Moreover, with direct high-
speed electronic control over Fourier-domain sampling, it is possible to tailor the performance of
the imaging system given a priori information about the object, enabling efficient filtering, object
11
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Figure 1.4: The core idea of Fourier basis decomposition: In this example three Fourier components of the object
are measured by illuminating the object with sinusoidal patterns with different spatial frequencies and orientations
moving across the object at velocity vo. The object’s response (which can be transmitted, reflected, or fluoresced
light, for example) is spatially integrated on a single-element detector, resulting in sinusoidal time-domain signals
whose amplitudes and phases probe the corresponding complex spatial Fourier coefficients.
classification, compressive imaging, and wavefront correction.
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 illustrate the core principle of DEEP, which is based on a simple observa-
tion: the spatially-integrated flux scattered, fluoresced, or transmitted by an object in
response to a moving sinusoidal intensity pattern will oscillate in time, the amplitude
and phase of the oscillation corresponding to the amplitude and phase of the matching
Fourier component present in the object. In 2D, this can be seen mathematically by decom-
posing the intensity reflectance, transmittance, or fluorescence (i.e. intensity response Iobj(x, y)) of
the illuminated structure into its Fourier components, multiplying by a moving sinusoidal intensity
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frequency of the fringes. A spectrum of such fringe patterns measures a slice through the object’s 3D Fourier space.
pattern, and spatially integrating:
id(t)∝ ∞∬−∞ Iobj(x, y)[1+m2 cos (2pi(f0uu − νot))]dxdy
= ∞∬−∞ [
∞∬−∞ Iobj(fx, fy)ej2pi(fxx+fyy)dfxdfy] ⋅ [1 + m2 ej2pi(f0uu−ν0t) + c.c.]dxdy
= Iobj(0,0) +m
2
ej2piν0t
∞∬−∞ Iobj(fx, fy)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∞∬−∞ ej2pi[(fx−f0x)x+(fy−f0y)y]dxdy
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dfxdfy + c.c.
= Iobj(0,0) +m
2
ej2piν0t
∞∬−∞ Iobj(fx, fy)δ(fx − f0x, fy − f0y)dfxdfy + c.c.= Iobj(0,0) +m
2
Iobj(f0x, f0y)ej2piν0t+ c.c. . (1.2)
Here Iobj(fx, fy) represents the complex Fourier transform of the intensity response of the structure
encompassed by the illuminating beams, id is the detector current, f0u and ν0 are the spatial and
temporal frequencies of the sinusoidal intensity pattern, m is the modulation depth, c.c. represents
the complex conjugate, and u = x cos θ + y sin θ is the rotated coordinate at angle θ of the tilted
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illumination fringe pattern such that f0x = f0u cos θ and f0y = f0u sin θ. Thus, by illuminating
the object with a sequence of moving sinusoidal fringes spanning a range of spatial
frequencies f0u and orientations θ, detecting the spatially-integrated response with a
single-element detector, and demodulating the time-domain signal, the object’s Fourier
components can be measured. The intensity image can then be recovered by Fourier
synthesis. In this way, Fourier space can be probed in a variety of ways, some of which I will
discuss in detail in Chapter 2.
Since the number of Fourier samples collected in this manner determines the number of
degrees of freedom in the image, each Fourier sample must be measured in a matter of microseconds
or faster to make this approach a practical alternative to pixel-based or spot-scanning techniques.
To make this possible, as illustrated in Figure 1.5a, instead of mechanical scanning, DEEP uses an
acousto-optic Bragg cell to spatially modulate the illumination wavefront. Here I will consider bulk
acousto-optic modulation of visible light, however other high-speed spatial modulator technologies
such as a reflective SAW device32 or a grating light valve33 can be used with FIR, UV, or potentially
even X-ray illumination. In the low-efficiency linear diffraction regime, a pair of tones driving the
Bragg cell creates a pair of 1st-order diffracted wavefronts. By optically projecting the acoustic
beat wave propagating in the Bragg cell onto the object, the diffracted wavefronts are made to
interfere, producing sinusoidal fringes running across the object at the projected acoustic velocity
and with a pitch proportional to the two-tone beat frequency. Thus, by driving the Bragg cell with
a double-sided chirp, for example, the object is probed with a succession of spatial frequencies,
thereby measuring a linear slice through Fourier space, as illustrated in Figure 1.5b. For a Bragg
cell, the maximum number of resolvable Fourier samples along the slice is limited by the time-
bandwidth product, TB, while the minimum sample time is dictated by the acoustic propagation
time, ta, (which is also the T in TB). For a high-resolution acousto-optic device with TB ∼1000
and ta ∼10 us, it takes ∼10 ms to sequentially measure 1000 Fourier samples (assuming the detector
and the digitizer can keep up). Additional Fourier slices can be measured by rotating the object or
the illumination pattern using a prism or an arrangement of mirrors. As discussed in Chapter 7,
14
several non-mechanical illumination rotation designs could be used to fully rotate the illumination
pattern faster than the acoustic access time, ta, and could increase the imaging speed by several
orders of magnitude.34
1.4 DEEP in the Context of Prior Art
Several imaging systems based on Fourier basis analysis have been proposed in the literature:
In 1983, R. A. Hutchin filed a patent for a Fourier microscope where an object is illuminated
with a moving interference pattern produced by a pair of laser beams.35 Light transmitted by the
object in response to the illumination is recorded with a single-element detector as the angular
separation or wavelength of the illuminating beams is mechanically scanned using an arrangement
of mirrors during the motion of the pattern, thereby measuring the objects complex spatial Fourier
transform along a direction. Additional Fourier slices are acquired sequentially by rotating the illu-
mination with respect to the object. An image of the object is synthesized by Fourier-transforming
the acquired data.
In 1976, C. C. Aleksoff36 proposed an active remote sensing technique where a single-element
detector is used to record radiation scattered from an object moving across an interference field
produced by two point sources. The electronic detector signal is used to modulate a laser beam,
producing a one-dimensional holographic recording of the object on a moving emulsion film. Fourier
Telescopy is a related approach for remote sensing that has been developed in the Russian literature
in the 1980’s,37,38 where sinusoidal optical or RF patterns are projected onto remote targets, such as
airplanes or satellites. The return signal produced as the object flies across the fringes is detected
using a single large-area detector. By using sparse two-dimensional arrays of transmitters and
employing phase closure algorithms, multiple Fourier components of the object can be recovered
from the detected signal. V. Mandrosov has also proposed extending the multiple transmitter
Fourier Telescopy concepts to microscopy.38
T. Turpin39 describes an optical microscope similar in principle to Synthetic Aperture Radar,
where a single laser beam is used to illuminate the object from a variety of directions. Coherently
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scattered light from the object is detected as the optical plane orientation and the angular sepa-
ration between the laser illumination beam and the line of sight of a single-element detector are
mechanically varied. An optical heterodyne Fourier processor, IMSYN, is used to sequentially
synthesize a three-dimensional reconstruction of the object.
M. Mermelstein has proposed a microscopy technique that uses interference patterns pro-
duced by a fixed array of discrete modulated laser beams to measure multiple Fourier components
of the object at once without moving components.40,41 Based on this technique, a hybrid fluores-
cent imaging system has been recently demonstrated combining sparse Fourier sampling without
mechanical scanning with high-speed low-resolution lens-based imaging to enhance the resolution
of a conventional microscope.42,43
Building on these bodies of work, one of the aims in developing DEEP was to make wide-field
single-pixel imaging through high-speed Fourier analysis and synthesis practical for microscopy ap-
plications. To this end, one of the salient contributions of the DEEP technique is the use of
acousto-optic wavefront modulation to synthesize a wide range of dynamic illumination patterns
with electronic speed and precision. In contrast to Fourier analysis methods that rely on fixed
transmitters, DEEP microscopy makes it possible to rapidly probe complex Fourier coefficients
anywhere within the object’s diffraction-limited Fourier space and enables dynamic control of the
Optical Transfer Function, which I derive in Chapter 2. As I discuss in Chapters 2 and 6, the DEEP
technique can be applied to measure fluorescent as well as scattering amplitude and phase objects,
can be used with broadband and spatially-incoherent illumination sources (which in some cases can
be advantageous), and could be used to resolve features smaller than the diffraction limit through
wide-field nonlinear imaging. Although the DEEP imaging process is fundamentally different from
conventional tomography (e.g. it is sensitive to fluorescent objects), as described in Chapter 3,
established tomographic algorithms can be leveraged to enable real time 2D image synthesis and
can also be applied to 3D imaging with DEEP. In Chapter 4 I consider the noise and sensitivity
of DEEP microscopy and compare its performance to conventional lens-based imaging. To demon-
strate some of the capabilities and algorithms of the technique, in Chapter 5 I describe a series of
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experimental proof-of-concept DEEP systems leveraging heterodyne detection and low-noise elec-
tronics. I also present high resolution DEEP image reconstructions of reflective and fluorescent
objects synthesized using these systems, demonstrating a nearly complete wide-field decoupling
between image resolution and depth of field, which can be advantageous for some applications.44,45
In Chapter 7 I describe several technologies, such as 2D acousto-optic modulation, non-mechanical
wavefront rotation using a pulsed laser cavity, and wavelength-multiplexed Fourier sampling, that
could not only pave the path for video-rate imaging using DEEP, but also for studying dynamics
on the microsecond and even nanosecond timescales. Furthermore, I introduce a number of new
imaging modalities based on the DEEP technique, including coherence-gated imaging in scattering
media, wavelength-multiplexed 3D tomography, wide-field depth-resolved imaging, near-field mi-
croscopy, large working distance imaging using phase-calibrated low-precision reflective optics, and
passive remote sensing.
1.5 Key Benefits of DEEP
1.5.1 Decoupling Depth Of Field and Resolution by Fourier Analysis
Referring back to Figure 1.5, one may notice that the detection optical system is non-imaging
– its role is simply to collect as much of the light scattered or fluoresced by the object as possible
and direct it onto the spatially-integrating single-element detector. One can see that when Fourier
components are measured sequentially by illuminating the object with individual pairs of inter-
fering plane waves, the depth of field of the imaging system is determined not by the NA of the
optics, but by the axial depth over which the interference pattern is invariant, which for coherent
illumination can extend over several millimeters even when the period of the interference pattern
is sub-wavelength. Thus, as illustrated in the inset in Figure 1.5, resolution and DOF are essen-
tially decoupled. As mentioned earlier, this decoupling corresponds to planar sequential sampling
of Fourier space.
However, as can be seen from the geometry of two-beam interference shown in Figure 1.6, the
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Figure 1.6: Resolution and DOF are not completely decoupled in DEEP due to the geometry of two-beam interfer-
ence: at lower spatial frequencies (and lower RF difference frequencies ∆ν), the “diamond” of interference is deeper
than at higher ones. Moreover, the DOF varies with position in the field of view. As I will show in Chapter 2, the
“diamond” is actually a 3D Gaussian apodization function and is drawn here as a rhombus only to schematically
illustrate the effect.
decoupling is not complete. Clearly, at low spatial frequencies, where the interfering plane waves
are almost collinear, the interference pattern can extend much further than at the highest spatial
frequencies, where the DOF is limited approximately by the width of the interfering beams. In
fact, this high-frequency DOF limit can be related to the maximum resolution through the number
of interference fringes in the field of view (FOV). When the interference fringes are generated in
a conjugate plane of a spatial modulator such as a Bragg cell, as shown in Figure 1.3, the ratio
of DOF and resolution is determined by the space-bandwidth product of the spatial modulator,
which for a Brag cell corresponds to the acousto-optic time-bandwidth product and can be as large
as several thousand. Thus, for high-resolution imaging an improvement of about three orders of
magnitude can be expected over conventional lens-based systems, in which DOF is commensurate
with resolution for NAs approaching unity. Interestingly, for each spatial frequency, the DOF also
depends linearly on the radial distance from the center of the FOV, vanishing at the edge of the
field. I will discuss the depth of field and OTF properties of DEEP in detail in Chapter 2.
1.5.2 High-Resolution Imaging Without Precision Optics
Figure 1.7 illustrates a reflective implementation of a DEEP system that relies on a large,
high NA, low-precision reflector to project acousto-optically generated interference patterns onto
the object. The same optic is used to collect the light scattered or fluoresced by the object onto
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Figure 1.7: A reflective implementation of DEEP. The acousto-optically diffracted first-order beams are rotated
using a Dove prism or other means and projected as plane waves onto the sample using a large-NA and long-
working-distance optic (coarse phase errors in the optic can be compensated electronically). The sample can be tilted
and/or rotated to access different Fourier planes for 3D measurements. The reflector could be machined from metal,
electroformed, or assembled as a mosaic of flat mirrors. The modulated light fluoresced or scattered from the object
is collected with high efficiency by the large-area reflector onto a high-speed detector.
a single-element detector via a beam splitter. In the case of sequential Fourier sampling, due to
the direct mapping between projection aperture coordinates and Fourier space, it is possible to
correct for coarse phase errors in the reflector surface by electronically controlling the phase of the
acoustic pattern in real time or by adjusting the phase of individual measured Fourier components
in post-processing. As exemplified by the remote microscopy testbed system design described in
Chapter 5, such a large aberration-compensated reflector can be many centimeters in diameter
and can be positioned many centimeters or even meters away from the object, while maintaining
wavelength-scale resolution, millimeter-scale depth of field, and high light collection efficiency.
We shall see in Chapter 2 that if the reflector surface is positioned near the exit pupil of the
optical system, it must be optically-precise only within a small fraction of its Numerical Aperture
(NA) determined approximately by the inverse of the number of resolvable spots, or equivalently,
the time-bandwidth product of the Bragg cell. Thus, for a Bragg cell with TB ∼1000, the surface of
a 20 cm diameter reflector needs to have optical precision (e.g. λ/10 surface quality) over a region
less than a millimeter in size. As a result, it is possible to envision a large reflector machined out
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of metal, electroformed, or even assembled from a mosaic of flat mirrors. Chapter 5 describes the
design an implementation of such a reflective DEEP system. Interestingly, for sequential in-plane
Fourier sampling, only phase errors that are asymmetric about the illumination axis need to be
compensated. If both beams producing an interference fringe pattern are phase-shifted by the
same amount, the phase of the interference fringes does not change and the measurement remains
unaffected by the phase error.
In order to compensate for phase errors, the errors need to be measured. This can be done
once after assembly, or more frequently for a system that is dynamic or may deform over time
(as in the case of a large reflector). As I discuss in Chapter 7, calibration of the system can be
performed using known targets with broad spatial frequency coverage such as a fluorescent bead,
a reflective zone plate, or a group of gratings. Alternatively, calibration may be performed in real
time using the object itself by using constrained recursive error minimization techniques based on
phase closure algorithms, for example.46,47
1.5.3 Efficient Fourier-Domain Filtering and Compressive Sensing
Since DEEP makes it possible to selectively measure individual Fourier components of the
object’s absorptive, reflective, or emissive structure under electronic control, it offers great flexibility
in the Fourier-space distribution and sequence of spatial frequency measurements as well as complete
control over the illumination intensity and duration of each measurement. With a priori information
about the class of objects being measured, one can tailor the Fourier sampling strategy to increase
measurement speed or sensitivity of the system. For example, if the objects under study are
elongated membranes of muscle cells or filaments oriented in a known direction, it may be sufficient
to measure only high-frequency components along a specific direction in the Fourier domain. In
contrast to subsampling in the spatial domain, the precise position and composition of the object
does not need to be known a priori. Furthermore, filtering operations can be performed very
efficiently by probing specific Fourier components of the object, without throwing away photons or
wasting measurement time as in the case of digital Fourier-domain filtering of pixelized images. This
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capability enables, for example, object recognition with high speed and sensitivity using a matched
filter. Moreover, in systems with limited data throughput capacity or in speed-critical applications,
a sparse but strategic sampling of Fourier space may be chosen when some information about the
class of objects or about the key characteristics that need to be measured is known a priori, or
even without such knowledge.48 This constitutes a Fourier-domain compressive sensing analogue to
pseudorandom basis decomposition described earlier and other task-specific basis-projection sensing
techniques.49,50 I will discuss Fourier sampling strategies and associated benefits and trade-offs in
more detail in Chapter 2.
1.6 Example Applications of Fourier-Domain Microscopy
So far I have talked about the large DOF, wavefront correction capabilities, and Fourier-
sampling flexibility of DEEP as enabling tools for imaging. The following sections describe some
of the applications that could benefit from the DEEP toolbox and motivate this work.
1.6.1 Neuron Signal Tracking
One of the most exciting applications that stands to benefit from DEEP is the challenging
task of tracking action potentials propagating in three-dimensional networks of living neurons in
real time. While neuron signaling between isolated neurons has been studied extensively using
voltage and ion sensitive dyes and fluorophores,51,52 spatially and temporally resolved tracking
of signals propagating in an extended network containing more than a few neurons is one of the
important problems of neuroscience that has not been solved by existing technology. In such a
dense living neuron network, action potentials can propagate over distances spanning hundreds
of microns in less than a millisecond via intertwined axons and dendrites that can be under a
micron in diameter. A brute-force approach to temporally and spatially resolved imaging of action
potentials propagating in a mm3 volume, for example, would require a 3D imaging system with a
throughput of ∼ 1012 voxels/second (assuming (103)3 voxels and a KHz frame rate), not to mention
single-photon sensitivity needed to resolve signaling events with such high imaging throughput.
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Even the fastest existing 3D imaging technologies fall far short of this metric, although several
sparse volume scanning and sampling techniques have been proposed for capturing action potential
dynamics that rely either on a priori information about the network structure53,54 or on statistical
considerations about neuron distribution and signal timing.55
With its large DOF, DEEP provides an alternative two-dimensional method for tracking neu-
ron signals that weave and branch in a 3D volume. The fundamental assumption in this approach
is that depth-resolved imaging is not necessary to capture signals propagating between neurons
located at different depths. By combining wide-field 2D fluorescent imaging of propagating action
potentials with millisecond time resolution and millimeter-scale DOF using DEEP with low-speed
depth-resolved 3D imaging of the neuron network (e.g. using a scanning two-photon or confocal
microscope), a temporally and spatially resolved map of signaling pathways between neurons in
the 3D network can be constructed, thereby reducing the throughput requirement by three orders
of magnitude. However, even without the auxiliary depth-resolved map, a two-dimensional depth
projection of neuron signaling dynamics could provide much more information about 3D neuron
connectivity than a conventional image of a two-dimensional slice or a 3D scan of a small portion
of the network.
Furthermore, because neuron networks comprise thin dendrites and axons that exhibit high
contrast relative to the interstitial regions, raster scanning or pixel-based wide field imaging can be
information inefficient. Instead, strategic sampling of Fourier space (i.e. Fourier-domain compres-
sive imaging) with DEEP could potentially be used to further reduce the information throughput
requirement without a priori knowledge about the specific structure of the neuron network. Fourier-
domain imaging can be even more advantageous when the propagating signals themselves exhibit
large-scale structure. Recent studies of the turtle visual cortex, for example, have revealed that
visual cues can result in action potential waves traveling through the cortex.56 Such cortical waves
could be measured, discriminated, and correlated with the visual cues with very high speed and
light efficiency by electronically tailoring the OTF of DEEP as described earlier.
One of the greatest obstacles for optical neuroimaging is the strong scattering of light in
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biological tissue, which limits the optical imaging depth to ∼ 500 µm at long wavelengths (and less
at shorter ones) and restricts in-vivo studies of action potentials to the very surface of the brain. In
Chapter 7, I will describe a broadband DEEP technique that can double or triple the optical imaging
depth in scattering media by employing a broadband source and using coherence gating to reject
scattered illumination photons. Unlike Optical Coherence Tomography,57 which achieves similar
optical penetration depth improvement using coherence gating of back-reflected light from a scanned
focused spot, broadband DEEP is a wide-field technique that is compatible with fluorescence and
could potentially extend the imaging depth of DEEP to more than a millimeter below the brain
surface.
Another difficulty in high-speed imaging of action potentials using voltage-sensitive dyes and
fluorophores is that these signals are typically very weak compared to the fluorescent background
due to intrinsic fluorescence and voltage fluctuations – action potential signals measuring one part
in 104 are typical (and one part in 102 is the best that can be expected).58 This makes imaging of
action potentials using CCD detectors or even scanning systems difficult due to their limited dy-
namic range. DEEP, on the other hand, is sensitive to signal modulation and rejects time-invariant
background as part of its heterodyne detection process. By combining front-end heterodyne back-
ground rejection, wide dynamic range of a single-element large-area detector, and light-efficient
Fourier-domain filtering, DEEP could be well suited for detecting weak signals dominated by
strong background fluorescence (however DEEP is not immune to the noise due to background
fluorescence).
It has been known since early studies of the giant squid axon in the 1970’s, that propagating
action potentials are accompanied by slight variations in the angular distribution of light scattered
by the axon, presumably due to a voltage-induced change in the birefringence of the membrane.59,60
Thus, with a phase-sensitive imaging technique that can resolve ∼ 10−3 changes in the index of
refraction, it may be possible to track action potentials non-invasively, without introducing dyes or
fluorophores into the neural network.61 In Chapter 2 a modified DEEP system is described that
can be used to image phase structures and, combined with background rejection inherent in DEEP
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detection, may be suited for such a task.
1.6.2 High Throughput Cell Classification
Cell cytometry is another application where the capabilities of DEEP can advance the state of
the art. In a typical flow cytometer, for example, a variety of cells in a suspension are “packaged”
into small droplets using a vibrating nozzle. As the droplets fall, an optical system is used to
identify the cell type and control a droplet charging device that electrostatically deflects and sorts
the falling droplets. State of the art cell cytometers process up to 100,000 70 µm droplets per
second.62 To keep up, the optical classification system must be simple, typically comprising a laser
beam and several detectors that measure the relative amounts of transmitted, scattered light, and
sometimes fluoresced light. On the other hand, by taking advantage of the light-efficient Fourier-
domain filtering/classification and selective Fourier sampling capabilities of DEEP, and leveraging
some of the high-speed Fourier sampling techniques described in Chapter 7, it could be possible
to implement a high-speed optical system that is sensitive to local structure of the cells as well as
their global scattering and fluorescence characteristics. This could not only enable the system to
classify of a larger variety of cells but also to process or robustly reject droplets containing multiple
cells, thereby increasing the yield and reliability of the flow cytometer. Furthermore, the wide-field
imaging and efficient Fourier-domain matched filtering capabilities of DEEP could enable a volume
cytometry system that processes multiple moving cells in parallel at high speeds, providing a tool
with even higher throughput and selectivity than serial flow cytometers.
1.6.3 Characterization of MEMS Dynamics
DEEP can also be helpful in studying dynamics of synthetic structures such as Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS). MEMS structures, such as tilting mirrors or rotating gears, often
have micron-scale features with height profiles in excess of 100 µm. Furthermore, these devices
are often actuated at KHz or even MHz rates. A DEEP imaging system that has a large DOF
and can be stroboscopically synchronized with the MEMS drive signal, could enable fully-resolved
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characterization of the dynamics of such a MEMS device. Furthermore, when full imaging is
not necessary, the phases of a small number of Fourier components can be tracked on nanosecond
timescales using DEEP to monitor single-shot events such as the closing of a MEMS switch. Another
constraint on MEMS imaging systems is that during testing and development MEMS devices are
typically actuated using high-voltage probes positioned under a microscope and are sometimes
enclosed in an environmental chamber to maintain the proper ambient viscosity. A reflective DEEP
imaging system offering micron-scale resolution, millimeter-scale field of view and depth of field,
and a working distance of many centimeters could prove invaluable for such studies.
1.6.4 Focus-Free Microscopy and Inspection
DEEP is capable of measuring a one-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional object in
a matter of microseconds without the need to focus. When combined with a high-speed feature
recognition processor, a machine vision system based on DEEP technology could enhance through-
put in massively-parallel conveyor belt applications, such as inspection of electronic connectors or
integrated circuits. Since the salient features of such devices are often rectilinear, two orthogonal
one-dimensional acousto-optic DEEP systems could be used together to inspect each part for defects
or misalignment with micron-scale resolution at the full speed of the assembly line. Furthermore,
the Fourier-domain pattern recognition capability of DEEP could be used to detect specific defects
and sort the parts accordingly, much as in the case of cell cytometry discussed earlier.
Chapter 2
Fourier Analysis:
Multiplexing and Sampling Strategies, 1D OTF Derivation, 2D and 3D OTF Synthesis
Since DEEP is a Fourier-domain imaging technique, it is essential to consider how information
about the spatial frequency components of the object is captured and transferred by the optical
system before it is processed to synthesize the image. Unlike traditional lens-based techniques which
form images by capturing and recombining radiation due to the variety of spatial frequencies present
in the object collectively, DEEP offers the flexibility of measuring individual Fourier components
either sequentially or in parallel and enables programming of the amplitude and phase response
of the system independently for each Fourier plane, for each Fourier slice direction, and in some
cases for each Fourier sample along the slice. In fact, one of the most useful features of DEEP is
the ability to electronically and dynamically control the Optical Transfer Function (OTF) of the
imaging system. In this chapter, I will consider multiplexing and Fourier sampling strategies in
DEEP in the context of other imaging techniques, derive the Dynamic Optical Transfer Function,
and discuss tomographic methods for 2D and 3D image synthesis.
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2.1 Multiplexing and Basis Projection in Imaging Systems
As I discussed in Chapter 1, any structure of interest can be decomposed into a linear combi-
nation of independent degrees of freedom, which in the language of linear algebra can be represented
as a set of mutually-orthogonal basis vectors in a vector space. The basis set may describe the
structure completely or not, and may correspond to spatial locations (points), Fourier “gratings”,
Fresnel zone rings, wavelets, Hadamard patterns, or pseudo-random patterns, for example. An
imaging system must be able to detect the light modulated or emitted by each measurement basis
set component, and to assemble and/or process the resulting signals (which must remain separable
to avoid information loss) to form a visual likeness of the object. Such basis decomposition may
be performed at the object itself (as in scanning fluorescence microscopy) or in the plane of an
image formed by lenses (as in photography). Alternatively, when the complex electromagnetic field
can be probed by coherent detection or inferred through constrained phase retrieval,3 a linearly
transformed basis set can instead be measured at a Fourier plane (as in some types of holography),
or at any other place in the propagating optical field, and used to synthesize the image compu-
tationally. Furthermore, depending on the illumination and detection optical paths as well as the
detector design, the degrees of freedom in the measurement basis can be mapped, for example, to
different spatial locations, time slots, RF frequencies, spectral distributions, optical wavelengths, or
other separable information-bearing channels, thereby attaining a variety of trade-offs in imaging
performance. I will refer to such basis mapping strategies as different types of “detection channel
multiplexing”.∗ Table 2.1 attempts to classify various computational optical imaging techniques,
including several types of DEEP microscopy, according to their measurement basis and domain,
and detection channel multiplexing strategy.
In conventional lens-based imaging, the most familiar forms of detector channel multiplexing
are time and space multiplexing: the image can be synthesized sequentially by measuring one
∗ Note that detection channel multiplexing refers to the various schemes for compartmentalizing the measured
basis set as part of the detection process and is different from the concept of combining measurements to improve
the SNR (sometimes referred to as Felgett’s advantage or multiplex advantage) in Fourier transform and Hadamard
spectroscopy,7 for example.
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Detection Channel Multiplexing Strategy
Space
{Aperture}
Angle
Time
RF Frequency
{ Spread
Spectrum
} Wavelength
Image-Space
Measurement
Basis
Points
Conventional
Wide-Field
Imaging
SR-SAM42
Array OCT63
Vidicon Raster
Scan
FD-OCT64
(B-scan)
Piezoelectric-
Elasto-Optic
Spatial
Modulator65
Fourier DEFT66
FD-OCT64
(A-scan)
Hadamard {COMP-I67} HadamardTransform
Imager7
Pseudo-
Random
Single-Pixel
Compressive
Imaging6
Far-Field
Measurement
Basis
Points
(in far-field)
↕
Fourier
(at object)
Parallelized Time Sequential
Holography39
Diffraction Tomography
Speckle Intensity Imaging3
Fourier Microscopy68
Digital
Holography
SAR
DEEP-Phase
Object-Space
Measurement
Basis
Points
Multifocal Scanning
Microscopy69
Scanning
Confocal
Microscopy
Doppler-
Encoded AO
Scanner70
Spectrally
Encoded
(Fiber)71,72
Microscopy73
Fresnel
Zones
Optical
Scanning
Holography74
Fourier
Fourier
Telescopy36,38
SR-SAM42
DEEP-TM
Multi-Frequency
Fourier
Telescopy75
{SAM40,41}
DEEP-FM
DEEP-TFWM (see Chapter 7)
Table 2.1: Detection Channel Multiplexing in Imaging Systems
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location at a time using a single detector (as in raster scan imaging with a Vidicon tube, scanning
confocal microscopy,76 or flying spot77 microscopy, for example), or by imaging multiple locations
on the object at once onto a detector array such as a CCD, as in wide-field microscopy.
Alternatively, it is possible to optically encode each point in the image using a distinct
frequency and detect the combined modulated light using a single-channel detector to produce a
time-domain Fourier representation of the image. Such a multiplexing strategy was first proposed
by Fournier D’Albe78 in 1921 for transmitting images by telegraph. The same principle is at the
core of a novel detector design proposed by N. Ben-Yosef and G. Sirat65 that modulates the image
intensity using an M ×N array of crystals via the piezoelectric-elasto-optic effect. Each crystal is
actuated with a unique pair of RF frequencies mapping linearly to the x and y coordinates (requiring
only M+N transducers). The resulting time-domain detector signal can be mapped to a 2D Fourier
transform of the image, making it possible to perform simple spatial Fourier-domain operations in
real-time without storing and processing the entire image, enabling tasks like image stabilization
and tracking, image magnification, and spatial filtering with only a small amount of computation.
It is also possible to perform an optical inverse Fourier transform and re-synthesize the image (on
top of a uniform bias) by illuminating an identical (or even the same) modulator matrix with light
modulated in time by the detected signal. An analogous RF multiplexing approach using active
illumination has been developed by Korpel et al.70 in the late 1960’s for transmitting and displaying
television signals. This technique relies on the Doppler shift acquired by light upon diffraction by
an acousto-optic deflector to map RF frequencies to focal spot positions. As we shall see, these
RF-multiplexing approaches can be regarded as duals of the DEEP technique, which establishes a
mapping between RF frequencies and spatial frequencies (rather than points in the image or at the
object).
On the other hand, the Direct Electronic Fourier Transform (DEFT) technique66 invented
in the 1970’s measures the Fourier coefficients in an image formed by a lens by exciting acoustic
strain waves on the surface of a single large-area metal cathode photodetector (or bulk waves in a
semiconductor) using orthogonally-oriented piezoelectric transducers. Due to the coupling between
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local strain and photoemmissivity in metals, known as elastophotoconductance, a propagating
strain wave spatially modulates the incident intensity pattern multiplicatively, so that the spatially
integrated photoelectron current probes the corresponding Fourier component of the image, just as
in DEEP. Thus, by varying the direction and frequencies of the acoustic strain waves sequentially
(time multiplexing) or by driving the transducers with multiple frequencies at once (RF frequency
multiplexing), it is possible to build up a full electronic Fourier transform of the intensity image. In
many ways, DEFT represents an image-space analogue to DEEP, however it does not provide any
improvement in the depth of field or otherwise affect the optical transfer function of the imaging
system.
While image decomposition into points or Fourier components may be most amenable to
analysis and intuition, in some cases other basis sets can be advantageous (e.g. the structure of
interest may be more sparse in one basis than another, resulting in more efficient information
coding). Hadamard basis image decomposition,7 for example, has been studied in the late 1960’s
and 1970’s for improving the SNR and reducing bandwidth consumption of TV signals. In one
scheme a pair of 1D binary Hadamard pattern masks are translated in orthogonal directions be-
hind a 2D image formed by a lens, while the light transmitted by the masks is collected by a
single-element photodetector.79 With modern advances in high speed modulator technology and
computing, such time-multiplexed image pattern coding has become practical for real-time imag-
ing. Moreover, recent work in compressive sensing49 has shown that it is possible to greatly reduce
the number of measurements needed to capture the information in a complex image by projecting
it onto a randomly-generated measurement basis. Such random-basis decomposition can also
be used to implement real-time image encryption (if the random basis seed can be kept secret).49
To demonstrate these coding concepts, a single-pixel compressive imaging system was a recently
developed6 that uses a 2D DMD MEMS mirror array to rapidly modulate an image formed by a
lens with a random sequence of pseudo-random binary patterns. The reflected signal is integrated
 More specifically, an N -pixel image that can be represented by S significant coefficients in some sparse basis
can be exactly recovered (by minimizing the l1 norm in the sparse basis) with very high probability from only K
projections onto a randomly-generated basis (i.e. measurements), as long as S ≤ O(K/ log(N/K).
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on a single-element photodiode to generate a real-time compressed data stream, demonstrating
∼ 2 × −3× compression without significant image degradation. Compressive sensing concepts can
also be applied directly to the DEEP technique. For example, it has been theoretically shown48 and
experimentally demonstrated in the context of MRI80 that in many cases by measuring randomly-
selected Fourier coefficients of the object it is possible to greatly reduce the number of measurements
required to faithfully reconstruct the image, as in the case of random basis projection. Since
in DEEP the set of frequencies measured along any given Fourier slice is unrestricted (there is no
scanning time penalty for jumping between frequencies), such random Fourier sampling can be used
to reduce measurement time without sacrificing image quality. In contrast to single-pixel compres-
sive imaging techniques such as those described above, however, DEEP is an active illumination
technique that benefits from Fourier basis decomposition at the object rather than in the image
plane, providing capabilities such as lensless imaging, extended DOF, and OTF control.
The strategy of measuring Fourier basis components directly at the object or in the far-field
rather than at the image plane is by no means unique to DEEP. Perhaps the most familiar examples
are Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)§ and Digital Holography (DH) far-field coherent detection
techniques, which rely on point-by-point (SAR) or simultaneous densely arrayed (DH) measure-
ments of the interference of the complex scattered field with a reference signal to reconstruct the
image. However, these techniques are able to achieve only limited coverage of Fourier space (de-
termined by the typically small numerical aperture of the detector array in the case of DH, or the
aircraft trajectory in the case of SAR). Fourier Microscopy,68 on the other hand, aims to expand the
limited Fourier support of DH by acquiring a sequence of digital holograms from different angles,
thereby computationally synthesizing a larger effective aperture. Taking this approach even further,
Time Sequential Holography39 (TSH), a microscopy technique developed by T. Turpin, combines
the point-by-point aperture synthesis approach of SAR with coherent single-point optical detection
 In this case, the number of measurements must satisfy K ≥ O(S log(N)) for exact reconstruction, as compared
to K ≥ O(S log(N/K)) in the previous footnote.
§ Although SAR is a radio and microwave wavelength imaging technique that employs very different terminology,
coordinate systems (e.g. range and Doppler), and processing algorithms, it can be formulated as a method of image
formation using Fourier-domain data81 and is highly related to coherent Fourier optical techniques discussed herein.
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and an optical Fourier processor, IMSYN, to reconstruct an image from a full or partial complex
Fourier transform of the object, potentially even in 3D. With TSH, the Fourier components can
be probed sequentially using a laser plane wave transmitter and an angularly-displaced coherent
receiver which can be independently positioned on the surface of a hemisphere to detect light scat-
tered by the matching Bragg grating in the structure. Alternatively, parallel Fourier measurements
can be made using multiple pairs of receivers and transmitters. Note that temporally coherent
sequential measurements are possible with SAR because it relies on radio and microwave signals
whose phase can be directly detected. In the visible regime, however, only intensity can be directly
detected and measurements of the complex field needed to faithfully reconstruct the image are not
possible without a reference wavefront (as in DH and TSH). Nevertheless, several techniques such
as Diffraction Tomography and Speckle Intensity Imaging,3 make use of constrained phase retrieval
algorithms and far-field intensity measurements to computationally recover an approximate im-
age without requiring a reference wavefront. These far-field sensing techniques share a common
(Fourier) basis with DEEP and provide a wealth of algorithms and signal processing methods that
can be used in reconstructing images from DEEP data. However, DEEP falls into a somewhat
different and less known class of imaging systems that rely on the interaction between the object
structure and projected interference patterns to probe the object’s Fourier components.
Optical Scanning Holography74 (OSH) represents one such technique that relies on object-
space interference patterns to probe individual basis components, although the basis set in this
case is Fresnel zone patterns rather Fourier components as in the case of DEEP (the two basis
sets are actually closely related). In OSH, the measurement is performed sequentially by spatially
scanning a temporally-modulated Fresnel zone illumination pattern across the object and detecting
the scattered (or fluoresced) light with a spatially-integrating single-element detector. By demod-
ulating the detected signal and mapping the resulting sequential measurements onto an x− y grid,
a 2D hologram of the object structure can be computationally synthesized, such that each complex
scatterer on the object maps to a phase-shifted Fresnel zone pattern in the hologram. Since each
displaced intensity zone pattern is equivalent to the interference of a shifted spherical wave with a
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plane wave, it is possible to reconstruct the complex image of the object structure by computation-
ally illuminating the hologram with a plane wave and simulating the propagation of the modulated
field to the virtual focal plane. Unlike Digital Holography techniques, in this case the hologram
is recorded in the time domain without requiring a high-resolution detector. Moreover, the ob-
ject structure can be scattering, reflecting, or fluorescent since the recording process is incoherent.
Furthermore, by shrinking the detector aperture, it is possible to record phase structures as well
as amplitude-only structures. These distinctions are also shared by the DEEP technique. Unlike
DEEP, however, the depth of field attainable with OSH is determined by the NA corresponding to
the range of spatial frequencies contained in the Fresnel zone patterns. Furthermore, in contrast to
DEEP, it is not possible to compensate for phase distortions in the illumination system or other-
wise control the OTF using OSH since it relies on the inseparable combination of multiple Fourier
components to make each measurement, as in a conventional lens-based imaging system.
Fourier Telescopy36,38 (FT) is another imaging technique closely related to DEEP that per-
forms Fourier basis decomposition by illuminating the object with interference patterns. FT was
developed in the late 1970’s and 1980’s as a method for imaging satellites from the ground, even in
the presence of atmospheric aberrations, and can be applied to radio, optical, and even ultrasound
imaging. This technique relies on an array of coherent transmitters to generate a sequence of remote
interference fringe patterns, relative motion between the fringe pattern and the object (e.g. due
to motion of the satellite or a small frequency shift between transmitter pairs), and a large-area
detector or array of detectors that integrates the scattered radiation. An RF frequency multiplexed
variant of FT employing multiple transmitter pairs to illuminate the target with several interference
patterns simultaneously has also been developed.75 Much like DEEP, FT probes individual Fourier
components of the object using a spatially-integrating intensity detector and reconstructs the image
using a Fourier transform, however in contrast to DEEP it relies on a fixed array of transmitters
spanning a relatively small NA and is therefore much more limited in its coverage of Fourier space.
Furthermore, since FT is primarily a remote sensing technique, it relies on coherently scattered
light and a relatively low-NA collecting aperture, and is therefore affected by speckle and other
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diffraction artifacts in the image (I will discuss the effects of speckle on DEEP in Chapter 4).
The subject of this thesis was originally inspired by the work of M. Mermelstein et al. at
MIT on a Fourier basis imaging technique dubbed Synthetic Aperture Microscopy (SAM).40,41 In
analogy to Fourier Telescopy, SAM illuminates a microscopic object with coherent optical plane
waves emanating from a fixed annular array of transmitters, such as mirrors positioned to redirect
the light from a single laser source onto the object, and collects the object’s optical response with
one or more detectors. In contrast to FT, however, SAM is designed primarily to image fluorescent
rather than scattering structures. Furthermore, in the most recent generations of SAM, an acousto-
optic deflector (Bragg cell) is used as a multiple-channel electronically-controlled beam splitter to
generate the illumination beams (which are coupled to the annular mirror array using another
set of mirrors). The Bragg cell is used not only to split the beams, but also to independently
control the amplitude and phase of the individual diffracted beams. Although each diffracted beam
incurs a different Doppler shift due to acousto-optic diffraction, the combined interference pattern
can be made stationary by using harmonic frequencies and strobing light source at the lowest
harmonic.¶ In SAM, Fourier measurements can be performed sequentially by turning on one pair
of beams at a time and measuring object fluorescence as the relative phase of the (stroboscopically
modulated) interfering beams is stepped through one or more cycles. Alternatively, multiple Fourier
components can be measured simultaneously (albeit with some cross-talk) by turning on multiple
beam pairs and using spread spectrum phase modulation to encode the signal due to each beam
pair using a different spread spectrum key. RF frequency multiplexing is also possible if a higher
bandwidth detector is used. For multiple-beam-pair measurements, a prime number of beams
(e.g. 41) is used to create a non-redundant illumination array to ensure that the mapping between
spatial frequencies and decoded signals is unique as well as to maintain a large depth of field.
Another key innovation in SAM is the use of spatial parallelism to attain high-resolution imaging
while measuring only a relatively small number of Fourier samples (determined by the density and
¶ Such a stroboscopic technique is also employed in an acousto-optic pattern projector implemented as part of a
video-rate 3D imaging system by the author and M. Mermelstein82
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geometry of the illumination array). This is accomplished by using a high speed low resolution
CCD detector, such that each detector pixel measures light from a different region in the field
of view. Since the area covered by each pixel is small, the number of Fourier patterns needed
to characterize it is also small. This space-multiplexed/time-multiplexed (and potentially spread-
spectrum or frequency-multiplexed) approach can be considered as a super-resolution technique (I
refer to it as SR-SAM) that uses structured light to enhance the resolution of a conventional lens-
based imaging system. Such an SR-SAM system has been recently demonstrated to enhance the
resolution of a conventional 0.1 NA microscope imaging fluorescent beads to that of a microscope
with a nearly unity NA.42
2.2 Multiplexed Fourier Sampling in DEEP
In contrast to SAM and SR-SAM, DEEP employs a Bragg cell not to generate and control a
specific array of beams, but as a reconfigurable spatial modulator of the full illumination field, and
uses a single-element spatially-integrating detector to perform measurements entirely in the Fourier
domain. As I will describe in the following sections, this approach maintains high measurement
speed and makes it possible to sample Fourier space with complete freedom either sequentially or in
parallel via frequency multiplexing, and to shape the system OTF in real time with ample flexibility.
Furthermore, various implementations of DEEP can be used with temporally and/or spatially
coherent or incoherent illumination to image fluorescent or scattering objects, phase objects, as
well as structures with a non-linear response, demonstrating different benefits and trade-offs in
each case as I will discuss in the following chapter. In Chapter 7 I will also describe several
variations of DEEP that use multiple spectrally-selective detectors and wavelength-multiplexing
to encode different spatial frequencies and illumination angles in order to further speed up the
measurement.
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2.2.1 Time-Multiplexed (Sequential) DEEP
The simplest implementation of DEEP employs sequential sampling, as introduced in Chap-
ter 1, where at most one spatial frequency is measured during the acousto-optic access time. This
Fourier scanning approach is a dual analogue to spatial scanning techniques and can be accom-
plished by driving the Bragg cell with a discrete sequence of dual-tone RF signals to produce pairs
of interfering plane waves at the object or by using a slowly-varying double-sided chirp waveform
(such that the optical wavefront is modulated by only one resolvable acoustic beat frequency at a
time within the Bragg cell aperture).
Time-multiplexed Fourier sampling enables diffraction-limited wide-field imaging with a depth
of field that can exceed the field-of-view, even at wavelength-scale resolution, representing a thousand-
fold gain in DOF compared to conventional imaging (e.g. several millimeters vs. several microns).
This is possible because sequential spatial frequency measurements are temporally incoherent with
respect to each other and the sinusoidal interference patterns used to probe each spatial frequency
have a large axial extent, as illustrated in Figures 1.5 and 2.1a. Furthermore, since each such mea-
surement corresponds to a conjugate pair of point-like samples in the 3D Fourier space, by rotating
and tilting the illumination with respect to the object it is possible to sequentially synthesize an
arbitrary 3D OTF exhibiting inversion symmetry, as I will discuss later in this chapter.
An important drawback of sequential sampling is the relatively slow measurement speed.
Thus, in the case of a 1D Bragg cell with an acousto-optic access time of 20 µs, at least 20 seconds
are needed to create an image with a million degrees of freedom (assuming the rotation stage and
digitizer can keep up). However, as I already discussed in the context of compressive sampling
techniques, by choosing the Fourier samples randomly, or alternatively, by a judicious sampling
choice based on some a priori knowledge about the object, many fewer samples may be needed to
capture the desired information. In such cases, acousto-optic sequential Fourier sampling can be
well suited for high-speed large-depth-of-field imaging or feature recognition.
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2.2.2 Frequency-Multiplexed DEEP
In photon-rich experiments where the SNR is not limited by the light budget, it is possible
to greatly surpass the measurement speed of sequential sampling by driving the Bragg cell with
a signal comprising multiple pairs of RF tones, thereby measuring multiple spatial frequencies
simultaneously. The complex amplitude due to each distinct spatial frequency probed by the
illumination can be recovered by Fourier analysis of the detected signal, since each distinct difference
frequency in the RF signal results in a distinct Doppler shift between the corresponding interfering
beams and maps to a distinct detected carrier frequency, as illustrated in Figure 2.1b.
One of the drawbacks of such frequency-multiplexed sampling, however, is a reduced depth of
field compared to sequential sampling. As evident in the case of a comb-like RF spectrum shown in
Figure 2.1b, there is redundancy in the beat frequencies present in the RF signal (especially for low
spatial frequencies), such that multiple frequency-redundant interference patterns with different
tilts may contribute to the detector signal at a given carrier frequency. Since it is not possible to
separate these simultaneous mutually-coherent contributions, Fourier sampling can no longer be
confined to a plane, reducing the effective depth of field. In other words, the axial extent of the
coherently-summed interference patterns due to each unique RF beat frequency is smaller than in
the case of sequential sampling.
In some cases it is possible to leverage the speed advantage of parallel frequency measure-
ment without sacrificing depth of field by driving the Bragg cell with a signal lacking redundant
beat frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 2.1c. Aperture arrays producing non-redundant Fourier
measurements have been studied by astronomers for use in cross-correlation radio interferometry83
and optical sparse aperture imaging84,85 and are used in several Fourier-domain imaging techniques
described earlier.40,75∥ In DEEP, with 1D non-redundant frequency-multiplexed sampling, only
N RF frequencies are needed to measure 12N(N − 1) Fourier samples for a given orientation of the
∥ Although simple 1D non-redundant arrays can be found analytically for a small number of array elements (e.g.
11),86 the number of solutions grows exponentially with N, so that larger 1D arrays and 2D arrays require the use
of heuristic search algorithms using random guessing, simulated annealing, or a learning neural/elastic network, for
example.83
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Figure 2.1: (a) Time-multiplexed (sequential) sampling. The object is illuminated with one fringe pattern at a
time resulting in a large DOF. Period, amplitude, phase, and orientation of the illumination pattern may be chosen
independently for each sample (dashed lines represent past/future samples). Fourier sample resolution is determined
by the acousto-optic access time, ta, scaled by the velocity of sound vs and the magnification, M, of illumination optics.
(b) Frequency-multiplexed (FM) sampling. The object is illuminated with multiple spatial frequencies to measure
multiple samples along a Fourier slice simultaneously, thereby speeding up the measurement. However, the DOF is
reduced due to coherent contributions from several redundant tilted interference patterns at each spatial frequency.
(c) Non-redundant FM sampling. Since there are no redundant frequency pairs in the RF signal, each detected
carrier maps to a distinct Fourier sample, however the samples are not collinear. (d) Double-sided non-redundant
FM sampling. Symmetric RF tone pairs produce non-redundant beats, while signal contributions due to redundant
tilted interference patterns at other frequencies are rejected (dotted gray impulses, small dots in Fourier space). The
remaining samples lie along a Fourier slice resulting in a large DOF at the cost of reduced signal strength. (e)
Continuous FM sampling. A continuous RF spectrum can be used to measure an entire Fourier slice with a reduced
DOF. As with other OTF plots, the illustrated fx − fz OTF section can be found by mapping the RF spectrum
onto the k-surface and autocorrelating, since a linear mapping between RF frequencies and illumination angles is
assumed.
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object relative to the illumination. Although these samples are not confined to a linear slice through
the azimuthal plane, each spatial frequency measurement is separable and exhibits a large depth of
field (along a unique direction) characteristic of sequential sampling. Such separable non-collinear
Fourier samples may be accumulated for different object tilts and rotations to adequately populate
the 3D Fourier space as discussed later in this chapter in the context of the 3D OTF.
Alternatively, the Bragg cell can be driven with a signal with a double-sided RF spectrum
(centered about a carrier) containing a subset of non-redundant frequency pairs, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1d, such that the non-redundant beat terms produce distinct but co-aligned interference
fringe patterns illuminating the object. Such symmetrically-non-redundant sets of frequencies can
found using heuristic search algorithms,83 for example. By rejecting detected signal components due
to redundant frequency pairs and keeping ones due to the non-redundant beat terms, it is possible
to measure multiple separable samples along a Fourier slice simultaneously without sacrificing depth
of field. In this case, however, the price to pay for large-depth-of-field frequency-multiplexed Fourier
slicing is loss of signal. For N frequencies of equal amplitude present in the drive signal, at most
1/(N − 1) of the modulated detector current contributes to the desired signal. Therefore, double-
sided non-redundant frequency-multiplexed sampling is appropriate only in experiments that are
not limited by the available photon flux.
Although so far I’ve discussed signals comprising discrete frequencies, by extension it is
possible to drive the Bragg cell with a broadband continuous RF signal and measure an entire
Fourier slice simultaneously with frequency resolution limited by the acousto-optic access time, ta,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1e. Alternatively (in the absence of a wide-band waveform synthesizer),
this can be accomplished by rapidly sweeping the difference frequency between two RF tones on
a time scale faster than the access time of the Bragg cell.∗∗ In either case, due to the presence
of redundant beat frequencies within the acousto-optic aperture, the attainable depth of field is
related inversely to the breadth of the RF spectrum or the sweep rate. I will further discuss and
∗∗ Note that a rapid double-sided chirp introduces an additional quadratic phase to the measured Fourier slice
which can be compensated during reconstruction. I will discuss this in more detail in Chapter 5.
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demonstrate the effects of the RF drive signal spectrum on the optical properties of DEEP in the
context of the 1D OTF later in this chapter.
Frequency-multiplexed sampling corresponds in effect to a differential frequency-mapped
aperture due to the acousto-optic Doppler shift, which can be considered as a Fourier-domain
dual of frequency-mapped pixel imaging techniques.65,70 In these systems light from each location
on the object is encoded with a different RF frequency and combined with light from other locations
on a single-element detector, resulting in a time-domain detector signal that represents a spatial
Fourier transform of the object. In frequency-multiplexed DEEP, on the other hand, each temporal
frequency of the detector signal maps to a different spatial frequency of the object (rather than
location), resulting (by Fourier synthesis) in a time-domain signal that represents a 1D projection
of the object. I will make use of this concept later in discussing the OTF of DEEP.
While frequency-multiplexed sampling of the object’s spatial frequency response can lead to
higher speed (albeit lower depth of field) measurements, as will become evident from the derivation
of the OTF, the relative intensities and phases of the interference patterns cannot be programmed
independently for each spatial frequency, resulting in a reduced flexibility in sampling Fourier space
compared to the nearly unconstrained OTF synthesis and filtering capabilities of sequential DEEP.
Interestingly, however, it is a simple matter of changing the RF drive signal to vary the mode of
operation between sequential and frequency-multiplexed DEEP since they both rely on the same
hardware (in fact, sequential sampling is just a special case of frequency-multiplexed sampling).
Thus, by combining time and frequency multiplexing in a single measurement it is possible to
tailor the balance between measurement speed, depth of field, coverage of Fourier space, and SNR
for different types of objects and measurement tasks. This kind of electronic control over the
fundamental optical properties of DEEP is one of the key strengths of this technique.
2.2.3 Multiple Channel Detection
So far I have discussed DEEP as a single-pixel technique, however DEEP measurements can
be further parallelized by employing additional detection channels. For example, by dividing the
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Figure 2.2: A fluoresced-light DEEP system utilizing acousto-optically synthesized coherent structured illumination.
A two-tone RF drive signal diffracting two 1st order beams is illustrated for clarity, however s(t) and the diffracted
1st order field can be more complex.
field of view into multiple regions and collecting light from each region onto a different detector,
such as a pixel of a CCD array, Fourier analysis of the entire field can performed using fewer Fourier
samples than with single-pixel DEEP. In this case, low-resolution imaging obviates the need for
low-frequency interference patterns. A recently demonstrated super-resolution Synthetic Aperture
Microscope system42 based on such a hybrid multi-pixel Fourier analysis approach was described
earlier in the chapter.
It is also possible to greatly increase the measurement speed of DEEP by using a broadband
or multi-wavelength illumination source, encoding different groups of samples in Fourier space with
distinct wavelengths, and employing a dispersive element or an array of filters to direct correspond-
ing portions of the object response spectrum onto different detectors. I will discuss several such
wavelength-multiplexed DEEP techniques for 2D and 3D imaging in Chapter 7.
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2.3 The Dynamic Optical Transfer Function of DEEP
Having discussed various approaches to sampling of Fourier space with DEEP, it is instructive
to examine the linear optical properties of DEEP analytically by deriving the Optical Transfer
Function for a variety of RF signals. I will begin by deriving the 1D OTF using linear Fourier
optics concepts for the case of a temporally and spatially coherent laser illumination source and
a fluorescent object and will interpret the result for the limiting cases of two-tone and broadband
RF signals. I will then extend the OTF to two and three dimensions. Although the following
discussion will focus primarily on DEEP systems that synthesize structured illumination using 1st-
order acousto-optically diffracted light as illustrated in Figure 2.2, a similar analytical approach
may be followed for interferometric DEEP systems using other diffraction orders (for example 1st
and 0th order), as well as for DEEP systems using other spatial modulator technologies such as
SAW devices,32 programmable MEMS gratings,33 MEMS mirror arrays, and liquid crystal devices.
2.3.1 A 1D Theoretical Analysis of Fluorescence Imaging
Referring to Figure 2.2, consider the effect of an arbitrary RF signal, s(t), driving the
Bragg cell on the detector current, id(t), when an object with a fluorescent intensity response
∣Iobj(x, y, z)∣2, is illuminated by spatially and temporally coherent light (i.e. CW laser light). It is
first helpful to make some assumptions:
 The illumination optics used to project the acoustic pattern onto the object are treated as a
linear space-invariant afocal telecentric system (i.e. a telescope) with a magnification M−1
(which is negative for the illustrated system). Afocality ensures that the diffracted plane
waves are projected as plane waves onto the object so that the interference fringes are planar
rather than hyperbolic (as in the case of spherical waves). Furthermore, optical systems
that are telecentric and afocal are space-invariant.87 Linearity and space-invariance are
necessary for describing the optical properties of DEEP using an OTF. While it is possible to
model space-variant 3D imaging systems as space-invariant systems by employing suitable
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coordinate transformations,87 such a general analysis is beyond the scope of this work.
 The collimated source beam is uniform and has a Gaussian field profile a(x, y′) with a waist
radius ra =Mro along the Mx and My′ dimensions:
a(x, y′)∝ e−(x2+y′2)/r2o (2.1)
Note that the incident field is written as a function of demagnified (and tilted) coordinates
(x, y′) for clarity to avoid carrying the demagnification factor M explicitly throughout the
derivation.
 The Bragg cell is operated in the linear regime – i.e. the strength of diffraction into the 1st
order is approximately proportional to the strength of the drive signal (a condition which
usually entails relatively low acousto-optic diffraction efficiency – typically ∼ 5%). I will
discuss the effects of nonlinear diffraction in Chapter 6.
 The incident field is modulated by the Bragg cell only in the y−z plane. This is reasonable,
since the incident optical beam can be compressed anamorphically or using cylindrical lenses
in the x dimension to intercept only the main lobe of the acoustic wavefront, avoiding the
nonuniformities in the acoustic diffraction pattern (which depend on the shape and size of
the piezoelectric transducer).
 Device-specific polarization dependence of acousto-optic interaction as well as acoustic
propagation and energy walk-off effects88 are not taken into account. As a result of walk-off,
a manifestation of the highly anisotropic acoustic k-surface and the resulting misalignment
between the wavevector and the Poynting vector, the acoustic energy propagates at an
angle with respect to the y′ axis thereby breaking the exact conjugate relationship be-
tween the acoustic spatial modulation plane and the object plane. However the effects of
walk-off can be made negligible by using a long focal length lens to focus the diffracted
field and/or using a crystal cut along the walk-off direction. The incident polarization is
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chosen according to the design of the Bragg cell to attain the optimum balance between
the time-bandwidth product, bandshape flatness, and diffraction efficiency for the device.
 The interfering beams are assumed to have no mutually-orthogonal polarization compo-
nents. This is the case if they are both linearly TE-polarized such that the polarization
vectors pˆ∝ kˆ1× kˆ2, implying that the polarization must be rotated together with the inter-
ference pattern when additional Fourier slices are measured. Otherwise, the contrast of the
interference pattern would depend on the angle between the interfering beams, an effect
that is not modeled in this derivation. Furthermore, it is assumed that the Fluorescent
response is polarization-insensitive, implying that the fluorescent molecules have a random
or orientationally-uniform distribution within any given resolvable spot on the object.
 The Fresnel (paraxial) approximation is used to calculate the diffracted field in front of
and behind the focal plane at the object. In the paraxial regime, the free-space transfer
function can be approximated as:17
H0(kx, ky) = ejz√k20−k2x−k2y ≈ ejk0ze−j(k2x+k2y)z/2k0 (2.2)
where k0 = 2pi/λ0 is the free-space optical wave-vector and kx and ky are its x and y
components. Note that since this approximate form is valid for ∣ky ∣ ≪ ∣k0∣,17 it is not
accurate for high-NA illumination patterns and the exact form of the scalar propagator must
be used instead. Nevertheless, paraxial analysis offers much insight into the fundamental
optical properties of DEEP.
To obtain a simple analytical representation of single sideband Bragg diffraction, it is convenient to
consider the RF waveform, s(t), driving the Bragg cell as a real signal, sm(t), modulating a carrier
oscillating at the angular center frequency, Ωc:
s(t) = sm(t)e−jΩct + c.c (2.3)
 The wavevectors, k, are related to spatial frequencies, f , as k = 2pif . I will use k-space instead of spatial
frequency coordinates throughout the following text.
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where c.c. represents the complex-conjugate term (s(t) must be real).
By treating the Bragg cell as a tilted moving phase grating and assuming linear diffraction,
it can be shown (e.g. see pp.206-209 and pp.276-277 in Goodman17) that the complex amplitude
of the +1st-order acousto-optically diffracted field, U+1(x, y, t) can be written approximately as:
U+1(x, y, t)∝ a(x, y)sa (t + y
vo
) e−jω+t + c.c. , (2.4)
where
sa (t + y
vo
) ≡ ha(t)⊛ sm(t)⊛ δ (t − ta
2
+ My
va
) . (2.5)
Here ⊛ stands for temporal convolution, va is the acoustic velocity in the Bragg crystal, vo =
va/M is the velocity of the illumination fringes, ω+ = ω0 +Ωc is the optical frequency Doppler up-
shifted by the RF carrier frequency, and Ui(x, y, t) = a(x, y)e−jω0t is the complex amplitude of the
Gaussian field illuminating the Bragg cell. The term ha(t) is the acousto-optic impulse response. It
represents the Fourier transform of the Bragg cell’s electro-acousto-optic bandshape (downshifted
to baseband) and incorporates effects such as frequency-dependent diffraction efficiency and the
electronic frequency response of the transducer.89 The traveling-wave acoustic beat signal, sa(t +
y/vo), represents the scaled and carrier-demodulated traveling index of refraction perturbation
within the Bragg cell. A delay of one half of the acousto-optic access time, ta, is included since the
coordinate system origin is centered in the middle of the beam,90 however the actual delay may
be longer depending on the position of the transducer and any electronic delays. The linear phase
factor, ejk0y sin θB , due to the Bragg angle, θB, is not explicitly written since it is canceled by the
tilt between the y and y′ axes.
The three-dimensional field, Uo(x, y, z, t), illuminating the object, can be found by convolving
the diffracted field with the 2D point spread function, pi(x, y), of the pattern projection optical
system, and propagating the resulting two-dimensional field in z using the free space propagator,
h0(x, y; z):
Uo(x, y, z, t) = U+1(x, y, t)∗∗pi(x, y)∗∗h0(x, y; z), (2.6)
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where ∗∗ stands for 2D spatial convolution. Taking the 2D Fourier transform of the illumination
field (parameterized by z and t), one obtains:
Fxy {Uo(x, y, z, t)}∝ [A(kx, ky) ∗ Sa(kyvo)ejkyvot]Pi(kx, ky)H0(kx, ky; z)e−jω+t + c.c.
∝ e−jω+t∫ ∞−∞ A(kx, ky − κ) [ejk0ze−j(k2x+k2y)z/2k0]Pi(kx, ky)Sa(κvo)ejκvotdκ + c.c. (2.7)
Here ∗ stands for 1D spatial convolution, the upper-case letters represent the Fourier transforms of
the corresponding lower-case functions, and the bracketed term is the Fresnel free space propagator,
H0(kx, ky; z). As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the term A(kx, ky − κ) corresponds to the Fourier plane
spot due to a diffracted beam, while the integration variable, κ ≡ Ωm/vo, represents the offset of the
diffracted spot in the Fourier plane and depends on the respective angular frequency component,
Ωm, in the RF modulation signal, sm(t). The term Pi(kx, ky) = ∣Pi(kx, ky)∣ej∆φ(kx,ky) is the complex
pupil function of the illumination system incorporating residual phase errors, ∆φ(kx, ky), due to
various aberrations in the optical system (e.g. see pp.145-146 in Goodman,17) as illustrated by the
curve at the Fourier plane in Figure 2.2.
As illustrated in Figure 2.3a, for an incident field with a wide Gaussian profile, a(x, y), the
Fourier domain support of A(kx, ky) is very small and in this region the quadratic phase term due
to the Fresnel propagator can be approximated by a plane using the linear terms in its Taylor
expansion in the neighborhood of (kx, ky) = (0, κ):
k2x + k2y ≈ κ2 + 2κ(ky − κ) +:0(ky − κ)2 ≈ 2κky − κ2 (2.8)
This approximation models the illumination wavefront as a linear combination of plane waves and
is appropriate when the object depth is much smaller than the confocal distance of the Gaussian
illumination beams z ≪ z0 = k0r20/2 (corresponding to a quadratic phase deviation of much less than∼ pi across the support of A(kx, ky) in k-space). For an object-space beam waist ro ≈ 100 µm and
λ0 = 0.5µm, the confocal distance, z0 ≈ 63mm, greatly exceeds the depth of the typical microscopic
 For the illustrated telecentric telescope the exit pupil is located at infinity, however a complex image of the exit
pupil is found at the telescope’s Fourier plane.
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Figure 2.3: (a) The paraxial angular phase front due to the Fresnel propagator, H0(0, ky; z), can be linearized in the
small neighborhood encompassed by the spot function, A(0, ky − κ). (b) Since the pupil phase error function varies
much slower than the angular phase front, it can be similarly linearized (note: the phase error function is greatly
exaggerated relative to the angular phase front). (c) The linearized phase functions result in a linear combination of
tilted and phase-shifted plane waves under a Gaussian envelope illuminating the object. Note that a slight y-shift of
the Gaussian envelope due to the linear term of the phase error function is negligible compared to the envelope size.
object, validating the linear approximation. The simplified convolution integral then becomes:
Fxy {Uo}∝ ej(k0z−ω+t)∫ ∞−∞ ejκ2z/2k0ejκvote−jκzky/k0A(kx, ky − κ)Pi(kx, ky)Sa(κvo)dκ + c.c. (2.9)
Phase aberrations, ∆φ(kx, ky), in Pi(kx, ky) represent small deviations from the ideal illumination
system transfer function that vary orders of magnitude slower than the ideal paraxial angular phase
front described by H0(kx, ky; z). Therefore, as before, keeping only the linear terms of the Taylor
expansion of ∆φ(kx, ky) in the neighborhood of (kx, ky) = (0, κ) one obtains:
∆φ(kx, ky) ≈ ∆φ(0, κ) + kx∆φ′kx(0, κ) + (ky − κ)∆φ′ky(0, κ) (2.10)
where ∆φ′kx() and ∆φ′ky() represent the first derivatives of ∆φ() with respect to kx and ky. As-
suming that ∣Pi(kx, ky)∣ is constant or varies very slowly with ky (this is the case in most optical
systems), it can be represented as a constant in the neighborhood of (kx, ky) = (0, κ). Therefore,
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the convolution integral may be written as:
Fxy {Uo}∝ ej(k0z−ω+t)∫ ∞−∞ [e−jκzky/k0ejkx∆φ′kx(0,κ)ej(ky−κ)∆φ′ky (0,κ)A(kx, ky − κ)]×ejκ2z/2k0ejκvotPi(0, κ)Sa(κvo)dκ + c.c. (2.11)
Returning to real space by taking an inverse 2D Fourier transform of the bracketed terms, the
illumination field can be written as:
Uo(x, y, z, t)∝ ejk0ze−jω+t∫ ∞−∞ e−jκ(y−vot−κz/2k0)a(x +∆φ′kx(0, κ), y − κzk0 +∆φ′ky(0, κ))× [e−jκ∆φ′ky (0,κ)Pi(0, κ)Sa(κvo)]dκ + c.c. (2.12)
As illustrated in Figure 2.3c, in this form the illumination field is seen to be a superposition of
moving, tilted, phase-shifted plane waves, where each plane wave has a tilted Gaussian envelope and
is modulated by the product of the complex-valued pupil function and the RF spectrum evaluated
at the corresponding RF modulation angular frequency κ ≡ Ωm/vo. Thus, it can be seen even at this
point in the analysis that it is possible to correct any linear phase error affecting the diffraction spot
in the pupil plane at a given κ by electronically adjusting the spectrum of the RF modulation signal
sm(t) to cancel the unwanted phase factor in the pupil function. Note that although linear phase
error terms also cause a spatial shift in the Gaussian envelope, phase aberrations typically vary
much slower than the ideal paraxial angular phase front making such shifts negligible compared to
the field of view.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the detected signal, id(t), is due to the fluorescent response
to the intensity of the illumination. To find the relation between the illumination field and the
detected signal, observe that since the far-field radiation due to the fluorophores is isotropic and
spatially incoherent, the fluoresced light captured by the objective and integrated over the detector
surface is proportional to the total fluorescent flux from the object. Thus, ignoring DC bias and
optical-frequency terms, the time-varying portion of the detector signal, i˜d(t), can be found by mul-
tiplying the time-varying illumination intensity by the object’s fluorescence response, Iobj(x, y, z),
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and spatially integrating in 3D:
i˜d(t)∝∭ ∞−∞ Iobj(x, y, z) ∣∫ ∞−∞ e−jκ(y−κz/2k0)a(x, y − κzk0 )PS(κvo)ejκvotdκ∣2 dxdydz (2.13)
where PS(κvo) represents the synthetic pupil function expressed by the bracketed term in Equa-
tion 2.12. Recalling that a(x, y − κz/k0) ∝ e−[x2+(y−κz/k0)2]/r2o represents a tilted Gaussian beam
envelope one obtains:
i˜d(t)∝∭ ∞−∞ Iobj(x, y, z)e−(x2+y2)/r2o× ∣∫ ∞−∞ e(j−2z/r2ok0)κ2z/2k0e(−j+2z/r2ok0)κyPS(κvo)ejκvotdκ∣2 dxdydz (2.14)
where ro is the waist radius of the Gaussian envelope in object space. Recognizing the magnitude-
squared term as an inverse temporal Fourier transform and employing the autocorrelation theorem,∗
the Fourier transform of the time-varying detector signal can be written as:
Ft {˜id(t)}∝∭ ∞−∞ Iobj(x, y, z)e−(x2+y2)/r2oe−jΩmy/vo×RΩm {e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω2mz/2k0v2oe2Ωmzy/r2ok0voPS(Ωm)}dxdydz (2.15)
where I have made the substitution κ ≡ Ωm/vo and used RΩm{} to represent autocorrelation in
Ωm.
 The exponentials in the autocorrelation correspond to the z-dependent exponential factors
in the integrand of Equation 2.12 that describe a tilted plane wave under a Gaussian envelope (see
Figure 2.3c). With the help of Equations 2.5 and 2.12, PS(Ωm) can be expanded as:
PS(Ωm) = e−j∆φ′ky (0,Ωm/vo)Ωm/voPi (0, Ωm
vo
)Sm(Ωm)Ha(Ωm)e−jΩmta/2 (2.16)
where Ha(Ωm) is the acousto-optic transfer function.
Equation 2.15 can be simplified and interpreted in terms of a 1D OTF when the modulation
signal, sm(t), is either a single tone as in sequential DEEP or a wide-band waveform as in frequency-
multiplexed DEEP. I will first consider sequential sampling.
∗ The autocorrelation theorem17 can be used to show that F {∣g()∣2} = R{F {g()}}, where g() is an arbitrary
function and R{} stands for autocorrelation.
 Note that the Ωm-dependent phase factor has been extracted from the autocorrelation with the help of the
identity: Rβ {ejβ} = ejβ for any real variable β.
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2.3.2 The 1D OTF for Sequential Fourier Sampling
The synthetic pupil function, PS(Ωm), due to a complex single-tone signal, sm(t), with a
frequency, Ω′m, can be expressed as an impulse pair:
PS(Ωm; Ω′m) = PS(Ω′m)δ(Ωm −Ω′m) + PS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωm +Ω′m), (2.17)
where δ() is a Dirac delta function, while PS(Ω′m) and PS(−Ω′m) represent the complex ampli-
tudes of the positive and negative sidebands. Since for a general function, g(β), Rβ{g(β)} ≡
∫ ∞−∞ g∗(β′)g(β+β′)dβ′ (where ∗ represents conjugation), the autocorrelation term in Equation 2.15
can be expanded as:
RΩm {e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω2mz/2k0v2oe2Ωmzy/r2ok0vo [PS(Ω′m)δ(Ωm −Ω′m) + PS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωm +Ω′m)]}
= ∫ ∞−∞ [e(−j−2z/r2ok0)Ω′2mz/2k0v2oe2Ω′mzy/r2ok0voPS(Ω′m)δ(Ω′m −Ω′m)+ e(−j−2z/r2ok0)Ω′2mz/2k0v2oe−2Ω′mzy/r2ok0voPS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωˆm +Ω′m)]
× [e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω′2mz/2k0v2oe2Ω′mzy/r2ok0voP ∗S (Ω′m)δ(Ωm + Ωˆm −Ω′m)
+ e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω′2mz/2k0v2oe−2Ω′mzy/r2ok0voP ∗S (−Ω′m)δ(Ωm + Ωˆm +Ω′m)]dΩˆm
= e−2(Ω′mz/rok0vo)2[PS(Ω′m)P ∗S (−Ω′m)δ(Ωm + 2Ω′m) + P ∗S (Ω′m)PS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωm − 2Ω′m)
+ [e4Ω′mzy/r2ok0vo ∣PS(Ω′m)∣2 + e−4Ω′mzy/r2ok0vo ∣PS(−Ω′m)∣2]δ(Ωm)], (2.18)
where Ωˆm is an auxiliary integration variable. Note that the DC term in the inner brackets does
not contribute to the time-varying detector signal. The remaining bracketed terms represent two
complex sidebands at twice the RF frequency of the modulation signal. Combining Equation 2.15
and the sideband terms of Equation 2.18, one obtains:
Ft {˜id(t)}∝∭ ∞−∞ Iobj(x, y, z)e−(x2+y2)/r2oe−2(Ω′mz/rok0vo)2dxdze−jΩmy/vody (2.19)× [PS(Ω′m)P ∗S (−Ω′m)δ(Ωm + 2Ω′m) + P ∗S (Ω′m)PS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωm − 2Ω′m)] .
The bracketed term corresponds to the autocorrelation of the synthetic pupil function without the
DC term (which I have been explicitly neglecting in this derivation by considering only the time-
varying detector signal). I will represent this DC-filtered autocorrelation by R˜Ωm{PS(Ωm; Ω′m)}.
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One may also recognize the inner double-integral as a y-axis projection operator and the outer
integral as a Fourier transform. This result can be interpreted by mapping temporal to spatial
dimensions using t ↦ y/vo and Ωm ↦ kyvo (a key step in processing the digitized detector signal),
obtaining:
F {˜id(t)} = ∫ ∞−∞ i˜d(t)e−jΩmtdtz→ ∫ ∞−∞ i˜d ( yvo) e−jkyydy = Fy {i˜d ( yvo)} , (2.20)
such that
Fy {i˜d ( y
vo
)}∝ Fy {Py {Iobj(x, y, z) [e−(x2+y2)/r2oe−2(Ω′mz/rok0vo)2]}} R˜Ωm{PS(Ωm; Ω′m)}, (2.21)
where Py is a y-axis projection operator. It can be seen from this expression that before projection
onto the y-axis, the object intensity response is windowed by a Gaussian function along each
dimension. The 3D Gaussian window, w(x, y, z,Ω′m), represented by the term in square brackets,
corresponds to the intensity envelope of the interference pattern illuminating the object. The 2D
Gaussian envelope in the x−y plane limits the field of view, while the z-dependent Gaussian function
limits the depth of field.
The autocorrelation in Equation 2.21 can be interpreted as a transfer function by consider-
ing the detector signal as a filtered 1D projection of the intensity image, Iim(x, y, z). Note that
according to the Fourier Slice Theorem:
Fy {Py {I(x, y, z)}} ≡ SFky {I(x, y, z)} , (2.22)
where the operator SFky takes a 1D Fourier slice along the ky axis of the 3D Fourier transform
of the operand. One can use this relationship to obtain H1D(Ωm; Ω′m), the 1D OTF relating a
Fourier slice of the windowed object to a Fourier slice of the image for the case of single-tone RF
modulation:
Fy {˜id(y/vo)} = SFky {Iobj(x, y, z)w(x, y, z,Ω′m)}H1D(Ωm; Ω′m), (2.23)
 The Fourier Slice Theorem states that a 1D slice through the Fourier transform of a multi-dimensional object is
equivalent to a 1D Fourier transform of a 1D projection of the object.14
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where
H1D(Ωm; Ω′m) = R˜Ωm{PS(Ωm; Ω′m)} (2.24)
= PS(Ω′m)P ∗S (−Ω′m)δ(Ωm + 2Ω′m) + P ∗S (Ω′m)PS(−Ω′m)δ(Ωm − 2Ω′m).
Here PS(Ωm; Ω′m) is the synthetic pupil function evaluated at the RF modulation frequency Ω′m as
given by Equations 2.16 and 2.17, and as before, Ωm ↦ kyvo.
The 1D OTF expression in Equation 2.24 applies to measuring a single spatial Fourier com-
ponent of the windowed object. It is also possible to formulate a synthetic 1D OTF characterizing
the sequential measurement of an entire Fourier slice by varying the modulation frequency, Ω′m.
However, since the depth extent of the Gaussian window function, w(x, y, z,Ω′m), in Equation 2.23
varies with frequency (due to the frequency-dependent overlap of the interfering beams), in order to
describe the measurement using a space-invariant synthetic OTF one must assume that the depth
of the object of interest is substantially smaller than the depth of field over the full frequency range
of the measurement and treat the window function as constant in z. Using Equation 2.21 and
scaling between Bragg cell space and object space using the demagnification factor, M , the waist
radius of the Gaussian window in z can be written as:
rz = rava√
2M2λ0ν′m , (2.25)
where ν′m = Ω′m/2pi is the RF modulation frequency. One can think of rz as a measure of the depth
of field of sequential DEEP.
parameter value description
M -20 demagnification factor of telecentric telescope system
ra 10 mm waist radius of Gaussian source beam (ra =Mro)
va 620 m/s acoustic velocity in Bragg cell (va =Mvo)
λ0 0.5 µm free-space wavelength(νm)max 10 MHz maximum RF modulation frequency (νm = Ωm/2pi)
NAmax ≈ 0.16 maximum Numerical Aperture (NAmax =Mλ0(νm)max/va)
Table 2.2: Example Physical Parameters of a DEEP Microscope
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For a DEEP microscope system with parameters listed in Table 2.2, for example, the minimum
depth of field, (rz)min, is approximately 2 mm. In this case, for a thin (sub-mm) microscopic
object,§ the window function is approximately constant in z and Ω′m and the synthetic 1D-OTF
for sequentially measuring N samples along a Fourier slice can be written as:
H1D(Ωm) ≈ SFky {Iim(x, y, z)}SFky {Iobj(x, y, z)w(x, y)} =
N∑
i=0 R˜Ωm{PS(Ωm; Ωi)}, (2.26)
where again, Ωm ↦ kyvo. One can see from Equations 2.24 and 2.26 that by sequential Fourier
sampling it is possible to synthesize an arbitrary inversion-symmetric 1D OTF function as a sum of
a sequence of spectral autocorrelations. With frequency-multiplexed sampling, on the other hand,
the choice of the 1D OTF is much more constrained, as I discuss in the following section.
2.3.3 The 1D OTF for Frequency-Multiplexed Fourier Sampling
When the RF modulation spectrum is broadband it is more challenging to interpret Equa-
tion 2.15, however I will proceed by noting that within a limited depth range about the focal plane,
the y-dependent exponential term in the autocorrelation is approximately constant. For a 2ro wide
field of view, the y-dependent autocorrelation term can be neglected if:
z ≪ rava
2M2λ0νm
. (2.27)
For the example system parameters in Table 2.2, the range constraint is found to be z ≪ 1.55 mm
and is applicable to many microscopic objects such as samples on a glass slide. Moreover, as will
become apparent shortly, the depth of field of frequency-multiplexed DEEP using a broadband
modulation signal is much smaller than this range and the approximation is valid even for thick
objects.
Mapping temporal to spatial dimensions using Equation 2.20 and neglecting the y-dependence
§ Sequential measurements of thicker objects can not be characterized by a synthetic OTF due to the dependence
of the window function on Ωm. For thick objects, lower spatial frequencies along the y dimension contribute more
strongly to the detector signal than higher frequencies as the distance from the focal plane grows (i.e. the object is
filtered by a depth-dependent 1D low-pass filter).
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of the autocorrelation, Equation 2.15 can now be written as:
Fy {˜id(y/vo)}∝ ∫ ∞−∞ Fy {Pyz {Iobj(x, y, z) [e−(x2+y2)/r2o]}}×RΩm {e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω2mz/2k0v2oPS(Ωm)}dz. (2.28)
The term in square brackets is the Gaussian window function, w(x, y), and the Pyz operator projects
the windowed 3D object intensity structure onto the y−z plane. This expression can be interpreted
by considering the object as a stack of thin 2D depth slices. The detector signal can then be treated
as a sum of y-axis projections of each 2D slice, each projection filtered by a different z-dependent
1D OTF, H1D(Ωm; z):
Fy {˜id(y/vo)} ≡ ∫ ∞−∞ Fy {Pyz {Iim(x, y; z)}}dz= ∫ ∞−∞ SFky ;z {Iobj(x, y; z)w(x, y)}H1D(Ωm; z)dz, (2.29)
where
H1D(Ωm; z) = SFky ;z {Iim(x, y; z)}SFky ;z {Iobj(x, y; z)w(x, y)}
=RΩm {e(j−2z/r2ok0)Ω2mz/2k0v2oPS(Ωm)} . (2.30)
Here PS(Ωm) is the synthetic pupil function defined in Equation 2.16, the SFky ;z operator takes a
1D slice along the ky axis of the 2D Fourier transform of the operand for each object depth, z, and
Ωm ↦ kyvo. Intuitively, the contribution to the detector signal for each depth can be considered
as a Fourier sum of oscillatory signals due to the multiple traveling sinusoidal interference patterns
illuminating the object. Since the amplitude and phase of each such signal corresponds to a distinct
complex spatial Fourier coefficient of the object along a planar Fourier slice at that depth (multiplied
by the corresponding 1D OTF), the sum of the signals produces a time-varying detector current
contribution tracing out a filtered 1D projection of the object depth slice. The total time-varying
detector current is the sum of such filtered 1D projections at each depth. This is an important
concept and I will make use of it throughout this text.
Figure 2.4 plots ∣H1D(Ωm; z)∣ for the example system parameters in Table 2.2 and a modula-
tion signal with a flat-top spectrum described by the rect function. Since in DEEP there is a direct
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Figure 2.4: (a) Height and contour maps of the magnitude of the z-dependent 1D OTF of a DEEP system with
parameters specified in Table 2.2 plotted using Equation 2.30. The modulation signal driving the Bragg cell has a
flat-top RF spectrum spanning 20 MHz. The width of the illustrated sinc profiles, ∆z, limits the depth of field at each
frequency. The triangular OTF profile at z = 0 is the autocorrelation of the rectangular RF spectrum. Note that ∆z
has a minimum at half of the maximum frequency (the mid-frequency), in accordance with Figure 2.1e. (b) Halving
of the width of the RF spectrum quadruples the depth of field measure, ∆z. (c) 1D OTF for an arbitrary asymmetric
synthetic pupil function amplitude profile. (d) The width of the main sinc lobe, ∆z, at the mid-frequency is plotted
as a function of RF spectral width (assuming a rect spectrum). ∆z is found to vary quadratically with the inverse of
RF bandwidth, corresponding to the quadratic dependence of DOF on the inverse of NA in conventional lens-based
imaging systems. (e) 1D OTF for a single-tone RF drive signal. Note that this plot slightly overestimates the depth
of field since Equation 2.30 does not account for y-dependence of the OTF several mm away from the focal plane.
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correspondence between the RF spectrum and a 1D slice through the pupil function, it is not sur-
prising that a frequency-multiplexed DEEP system with a rectangular RF spectrum shares many
of the properties of a conventional incoherent optical system with a rectangular pupil function17
(incoherent because intensity rather than field is detected). For example, at z = 0, the 1D OTF
has a triangular pass-band, corresponding to the autocorrelation of the rect function. The depth of
field can be characterized by the width, ∆z, of the main lobe of the sinc z-profile of the 1D OTF at
each frequency. The plots show that ∆z is minimum at mid-frequencies, which is consistent with
Figure 2.1e. Moreover, by plotting the minimum ∆z as a function of maximum Ωm, it is clear that
depth of field varies quadratically with the inverse of RF bandwidth, which is consistent with the
inverse quadratic relationship between DOF and NA in conventional optical systems.
In contrast to traditional lens-based imaging, however, one of the strengths of DEEP is the
ability to electronically synthesize a variety of 1D OTF phase and amplitude profiles that can lead
to different trade-offs between DOF, resolution, and other degrees of freedom than in the case of
the simple rectangular pupil function. Equation 2.30 allows one to calculate the depth-dependent
behavior of the 1D-OTF of DEEP near the focal plane for any Bragg cell modulation signal, sm(t).
For example, Figure 2.4c plots the 1D OTF for an arbitrary asymmetric electronically synthesized
pupil function profile, while Figure 2.4e plots the 1D OTF for a single-tone signal, which as we saw in
the previous section leads to a nearly complete decoupling between depth of field and resolution.¶
By comparing Equation 2.30 with Equation 2.15, however, it is evident that in the case of
frequency-multiplexed sampling the synthetic 1D OTF is constrained to the form of a z-dependent
autocorrelation function in contrast to the nearly arbitrary z-independent 1D-OTF that can be
synthesized by sequential sampling. Nevertheless, even this constrained ability to electronically
program the pupil function constitutes a powerful tool for controlling image formation.
Moreover, it is possible to leverage both the speed of frequency-multiplexed sampling as well
¶ When applying Equation 2.30 one should check that the depth constraint of Equation 2.27 is met to be able to
neglect the y-dependence of the 1D OTF. In the single-tone case plotted in Figure 2.4e, for example, the constraint
is only loosely met, leading to a slight overestimate of the waist radius of the Gaussian depth envelope. In this case,
Equation 2.24 provides a more accurate model of the measurement.
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as the large depth of field and OTF synthesis flexibility of sequential measurements by employing
a hybrid sampling approach where a small number of relatively wide frequency bands is measured
sequentially. For example, by coherently combining twenty 2MHz wide FM measurements, it is
possible to attain a relatively large DOF, maintain the NA and resolution of the full synthetic
bandwidth (e.g., 40 MHz), and measure a 1000 frequency Fourier slice 50 times faster than by
sequential sampling.
2.3.4 2D and 3D OTF Synthesis
Since DEEP is capable of independently measuring distinct Fourier slices (and in the case
of sequential sampling, even distinct Fourier coefficients) with low cross-talk by re-orienting the
object or the illumination, the 2D or 3D OTF may be synthesized by combining multiple 1D OTFs
over a range of projection angles and interpolating to account for sparse coverage of Fourier space,
as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The synthetic 2D OTF can be expressed mathematically as:
H2D(kr; z) =W2D(kr)N−1∑
n=0 H1D(krv0; z; θ = npi/N), (2.31)
so that
∫ ∞−∞ Fxy {Iim(x, y; z)}dz = ∫ ∞−∞ H2D(kr; z)Fxy {Iobj(x, y; z)}dz, (2.32)
where I have employed the mapping Ωm ↦ krvo. Here θ = arcsin(ky/kx) is the Fourier slice
angle, kr = √k2x + k2y is the Fourier-domain radial coordinate, and W2D(kr) is a radially-dependent
interpolation weighting filter that has the form of a ramp function to account for the linearly-
increasing spacing between the radial slices as a function of frequency.2 Note that when the thickness
of the object is much smaller than the depth of field (as in the case of sequential sampling, for
example), integration along the z axis is unnecessary.
The same concept can be applied to synthesize the 3D OTF, however in the case of frequency-
multiplexed sampling this is analytically straightforward only if the z-dependence of the 1D OTF
can be neglected (e.g. by employing a hybrid time/frequency multiplexing approach or by ensuring
that the beat frequencies are non-redundant as in Figure 2.1d). In this case the synthetic 3D OTF
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Figure 2.5: A complex 2D or 3D OTF with inversion symmetry can be synthesized by combining multiple 1D OTFs
obtained by rotating and/or tilting the illumination with respect to the object. Each 1D OTF may be synthesized
as a continuous autocorrelation function or may be synthesized sequentially from discrete Fourier samples. An
interpolating ramp filter W2D(kr) or a quadratic filter W3D(kρ) is applied to compensate for radially-increasing
inter-sample spacing. For example, in this way it is possible to synthesize a 2D OTF that is circularly asymmetric
and has missing regions as illustrated.
can be expressed by introducing a 3D radial coordinate kρ = √k2x + k2y + k2z (s.t. Ωm ↦ kρvo), an
elevation angle φ = arcsin(kρ/kz), and a 3D weighting factor W3D(kρ) which varies quadratically
with the cross-section of the solid angle attributed to each Fourier slice (assuming equal angular
spacing between slices):
H3D(kρ) =W3D(kρ)M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0 H1D(kρv0; θ = npi/N ;φ =mpi/M), (2.33)
such that
Fxyz {Iim(x, y, z)} =H3D(kρ)Fxyz {Iobj(x, y, z)} . (2.34)
Hence, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, by electronically programming H1D(Ωm) for each orientation
of the illumination with respect to the object,∥ it is possible to dynamically synthesize slice-
by-slice 2D or 3D OTFs with complicated, circularly asymmetric shapes that can be tailored for
specific measurement speed and sensitivity requirements, sensing tasks, and classes of objects with
∥ While rotation and/or tilting of the illumination relative to the object necessary for slice-by-slice OTF synthesis
can be accomplished relatively quickly using mechanical rotation stages, in Chapter 7 I will discuss several much
faster techniques for acquiring Fourier slices at different angles without relying on moving components.
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known Fourier structure such as thin cellular membranes or grid-based semiconductor structures,
enabling a form of compressive imaging. Moreover, in conjunction with a feedback system, one
can envision dynamic correction of coarse phase errors in the pupil function (e.g. due to flexing of
a large reflector). The main constraints on the synthetic OTF are that it must possess inversion
symmetry and must be representable as a sum of 1D autocorrelations. In the case of sequential
Fourier sampling, each autocorrelation term corresponds to a single Fourier sample, rather than a
Fourier slice, offering even greater flexibility in defining the multi-dimensional OTF. Once the 2D
or 3D OTF of the system is established, it can be employed in reconstructing the object by Fourier
synthesis as discussed in the following chapter.
2.4 Measuring Scattering Amplitude and Phase Objects
In deriving the 1D OTF in Section 2.3.1 I assumed a fluorescent object, each fluorophore
radiating isotropically and incoherently with respect to the other fluorophores. However, DEEP can
also be used to measure reflective and transmissive (and implicitly absorptive) amplitude structures,
and as we shall see later, even phase objects (with appropriate system modifications). Such objects
scatter the incident radiation anisotropically and coherently. As a result, detecting a portion of
the scattered wavefront is not necessarily equivalent to spatially integrating the object’s intensity
response – a key assumption in the derivation. Instead, to fully analyze imaging of coherently
scattering objects using DEEP, one must propagate the scattered light through the detection system
onto the surface of the detector. In the absence of significant birefringence and other polarization-
related effects,∗∗ the detected signal for scattering objects can be written as:
id(t)∝∬
D
∣pc(x, y)∗∗∫ ∞−∞ [γobj(x, y, z)Uo(x, y, z, t)]∗∗h0(x, y; z)dz∣2 dxdy (2.35)
where ∗∗ stands for 2D convolution, γo(x, y, z) is the object’s complex scattering structure, Uo(x, y, z, t)
is the field incident on the object as expressed in Equation 2.6, pc(x, y) is the impulse response
∗∗ Throughout this text, I generally assume that scattering does not significantly alter the polarization of the
optical field so that the contrast of detected interference patterns is not altered by changes in polarization. I also
assume that the strength of scattering (and fluorescence) does not depend significantly on the incident polarization.
Although these assumptions hold for many types of objects, they may not be valid for other objects that exhibit
birefringence, Rayleigh scattering, strong dipole moments, etc. In such cases polarization must be taken into account.
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(point spread function) of the light collection system, h0(x, y; z) is the free-space Fresnel propaga-
tor, and D represents the area of the detector (it is assumed that the detector is centered on the
optical axis). However, instead of re-deriving the OTF using Equation 2.35, I will proceed to build
an intuitive description of the difference between imaging fluorescent and scattering objects using
DEEP.
Consider first a thin 2D scattering object (which can be reflective and/or transmissive) that
modulates the amplitude of the incident field, but not the phase. Ignoring multiple scattering (first
Born approximation), such an object can be represented by Fourier analysis as a coherent sum
of ideal sinusoidal amplitude gratings. As illustrated in Figure 2.6a, when the angular separation
between a pair of interfering beams incident on an amplitude grating component is such that the
diffraction orders due to each beam overlap, the mutually Doppler-shifted diffracted fields interfere
to produce a spatially-uniform intensity beat at the difference frequency, 2Ωm. The amplitude and
phase of the intensity modulation depends on the amplitude and spatial phase of the grating. Note
that for an ideal sinusoidal amplitude grating which creates only two diffracted ±1st orders for each
incident beam, the beat happens only when the spatial period of the Fourier component is half of
the period of the interference fringes illuminating the object, and occurs only along the optical axis
(along other directions overlap occurs only between beams diffracted by different gratings). Thus,
a detector positioned in the far field or behind a pin hole at the center of a Fourier plane to detect
the intensity beat along the optical axis can be used to probe the amplitude and spatial phase of
the Fourier component of the object that matches the kx wavevector component of the incident
beams. Thus, by scanning the angular separation between the incident beams, it is possible to
measure the spatial Fourier components of the amplitude structure along a Fourier slice.
A more general description of measuring a 2D scattering object using DEEP emerges by
considering the diffracted field at the Fourier plane (or in the far field). Each tilted illumination
beam introduces a linear phase factor to the diffracted field, so that the Fourier plane field can be
considered as a superposition of two replicated 2D Fourier transforms of the scattering structure,
γobj , shifted in opposite directions by ∆kx = ±Ωm/vo relative to the optical axis (DC), as illustrated
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in Figure 2.6a. Thus, the intensity measured by a DC-centered detector in the Fourier plane is
proportional to the squared magnitude of the sum of the mutually-shifted Fourier transformed
fields, Ua ≡ U(kx, ky + Ωm/vo)(ejΩmt + c.c.) = F(kx, ky + Ωm/vo){γobj(x, y)}(ejΩmt + c.c.) and Ub ≡
U(kx, ky −Ωm/vo)(e−jΩmt + c.c.) = F(kx, ky −Ωm/vo){γobj(x, y)}(e−jΩmt + c.c.), integrated over the
exposed area of the detector, D:
id(t; Ωm)∝∬
D
∣U(kx, ky +Ωm/vo)ejΩmt +U(kx, ky −Ωm/vo)e−jΩmt + c.c.∣2dkxdky (2.36)
If the detector is placed behind a pinhole at DC, as illustrated, the amplitude of the modulated
signal (oscillating at 2Ωm) probes the product of the magnitudes of the ±∆ky terms for each fre-
quency, while the phase of the signal measures the phase difference, ∆φ(±Ωm/vo) =∠U(0,Ωm/vo)−
∠U(0,−Ωm/vo), between the ±∆ky terms:
i˜d(t; Ωm)∝ ∣U(0,Ωm/vo)∣∣U(0,−Ωm/vo)∣ cos (2Ωmt +∆φ(±Ωm/vo)) (2.37)
where the relative intensity of the interfering beams is assumed to be the same. In this case, as
the angular separation of the interfering beams is varied, a 1D Fourier slice (without the DC term)
of an object that is purely real or imaginary along the scan direction can be obtained from the
amplitude and phase of the detected intensity modulation (after subtracting a quadratic phase
factor due to the frequency sweep). The real and imaginary parts of the Fourier slice of such
an object have opposite symmetry parities, resulting in an odd phase.91 On the other hand, the
measurement is insensitive to the even part of the Fourier slice phase (exhibited by complex objects
with odd or even symmetry, for example). Furthermore, any one-sided components of the Fourier
slice are not measured. As a result, it is possible to detect some phase structures, but not others
using this technique. A linear phase structure (i.e. a phase ramp), for example, has a one-sided
Fourier transform and produces no intensity modulation at all (the refracted beams never overlap).
A phase grating, on the other hand, has an even Fourier magnitude as well as both odd and even
Fourier phase components. Therefore, it has a signature in the detected signal. However, since the
even part of the Fourier phase is rejected by the measurement, without some a priori information
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about the object a phase grating is indistinguishable from an amplitude grating that has the same
signature using this technique.
On the other hand, if the pinhole is removed and the area of the detector is increased to
collect all of the scattered light, it can be seen from Figure 2.6a that the time-varying detector
signal measures a 1D autocorrelation of the object’s Fourier transform as the beam angle, θ, is
scanned. This is equivalent to measuring a 1D slice through the Fourier transform of the object’s
intensity structure, which is the same result obtained with fluorescence DEEP as we saw earlier
in the chapter. This can be understood from an energy conservation argument. As long as all of
the light is collected, conservation of energy dictates that no matter where the detection occurs,
the integrated intensity will equal that collected by an infinitely-large detector surface placed just
behind (or in the reflective case, in front of) the grating. The scattering object then plays the role
of an intensity mask placed in front of the detector surface, resulting in a detected signal that is
proportional to the illumination intensity pattern multiplied by the mask and spatially integrated
(as described by Equation 2.13). In this case, the object can be treated as a Fourier sum of intensity
gratings rather than amplitude gratings. Note that the physical processes in imaging a fluorescent
object and a scattering object using DEEP are different – in one case, the object responds to the
incident intensity, while in the other it modulates the incident field which is then interfered and
converted to intensity at the detector. Nevertheless, the net effect and the corresponding formalism
remain exactly the same as in the case of a fluorescent object – as long as all of the transmitted or
reflected light is collected. Note also that in this case phase structures can not be detected at all
since they have no effect on the total detected intensity.
The intermediate case where a portion of the diffracted light is collected by the detector,
as illustrated in Figure 2.6a, can be modeled as a windowed 1D autocorrelation in Fourier space.
Thus, for an amplitude object, as the size of the detector aperture is reduced, DEEP transitions
from measuring an Fourier slice of the intensity structure to measuring a Fourier slice of the am-
plitude structure (without the DC term). Note also that this transition affects the measurement of
higher spatial frequencies before the lower ones. Interestingly, as the collecting aperture shrinks,
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Figure 2.6: (a) A scattering object modulating the amplitude of the incident field can be treated as a Fourier
sum of amplitude gratings (dashed sinusoid). When the object is illuminated by a pair of interfering Doppler-shifted
beams, a detector located in the far field or behind a pin hole at the center of the Fourier plane detects a beat signal
at the difference frequency, 2Ωm, when the amplitude grating period is half of the interference fringe period. A phase
grating, diffracts many orders (parenthesized), producing additional beat signals at harmonic fringe periods. More
generally, varying the angle, θ, between the interfering beams shifts two replicas of the Fourier-transformed scattering
structure in opposite directions at the Fourier plane. The detector measures the squared magnitude of the summed
Fourier-plane fields, ∣Ua + Ub∣2, integrated over the DC-centered detector (or pinhole) area. For amplitude objects,
the magnitude and phase of the detected modulation measures a Fourier slice (without the DC component) as θ
is scanned. For complex objects, however, the single-sided and even-phase parts of the Fourier transform are not
measured. If all of the scattered light is detected (dash-dotted line in k-space), a 1D autocorrelation of the object’s
Fourier transform (i.e, a Fourier slice of the intensity structure) is obtained by scanning θ, just as in fluorescence
DEEP. This is equivalent to placing a large detector just behind the object, which acts as an intensity mask and
can be treated as a Fourier sum of intensity gratings (bold sinusoid). The intermediate case (dashed lines), where a
portion of the diffracted light is detected, can be treated as windowed 1D autocorrelation in Fourier space. (b) A
full complex Fourier transform slice of the object can be measured by interfering an angle-scanned beam with a fixed
on-axis reference beam. A beat signal at Ωm is detected at the center of the Fourier plane whenever a diffracted
order of the scanned beam aligns with the reference beam. In general, the time-varying detector signal measures
the Hermitian product of the Fourier-plane field and its shifted replica at the DC spot, accumulating a complex
Fourier transform of the object as θ is scanned (assuming a small enough pin hole). Asymmetric scanning enables
quantitative phase measurements, but sacrifices the large DOF of symmetric scanning.
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the measurement time and/or sensitivity of DEEP changes depending on the object. For example,
in the case of a sinusoidal intensity grating, wide-aperture DEEP detects a strong signal carrying
half of the incident power when the interference fringe pattern period exactly matches the grating,
whereas in narrow-aperture (e.g. pinhole) DEEP since the diffracted power is spread across mul-
tiple diffraction orders, a much weaker signal is produced at each corresponding harmonic spatial
frequency during the scan (note, however, that the total detected power due to the grating over
the time of the scan is the same). On the other hand, as described above, sensitivity to phase
structures increases as the collecting aperture shrinks. Note also that in wide-aperture DEEP an
object with many Fourier components can produce a detector signal with a large DC bias resulting
in a higher shot noise floor than in narrow-aperture DEEP. It may be surprising that there is a shot
noise advantage in shrinking the aperture and collecting less light! On the other hand, whereas
speckle noise due to scattering objects is effectively integrated away in wide-aperture DEEP, as the
detector aperture shrinks, speckle effects become increasingly significant. I will consider noise in
DEEP systems in Chapter 4.
Another potential drawback of using a small collecting aperture, is that a slight decentering
of the aperture can greatly affect the measurement. A decentered pin hole, for example, results in
non-radial slicing of Fourier space. Such misalignment, however, can be compensated during signal
processing in the same way as rotation axis misalignment as I will explain in Chapter 5. Note also
that if a pinhole detector is used in a frequency-multiplexed DEEP system (as opposed to sequential
DEEP), the presence of redundant tilted beam pairs with the same angular separation results in a
frequency-dependent “smearing” of the Fourier transforms along the ky axis in Figure 2.6a, thereby
widening the effective collection aperture (but note that low spatial frequencies are smeared more
than higher ones).
As illustrated in Figure 2.6b, it is possible to measure a full complex Fourier slice of the
scattering object by employing a fixed reference beam aligned with the optical axis and an angle-
scanned probe beam that sweeps over both negative and positive angles. In this case, the magnitude
and phase of the time-varying intensity signal at a detector placed behind a pin hole in the Fourier
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plane measure the magnitude and phase of the object’s Fourier coefficients, thereby accumulating
a complex slice through the 2D Fourier space of the object as θ is scanned:
i˜d(t; Ωm)∝ ∣U(0,Ωm/vo)∣ cos (2Ωmt +∠U(0,Ωm/vo)) (2.38)
Since the interference pattern illuminating the structure tilts with θ, the Fourier samples are mea-
sured along a circle (i.e. a portion of an Ewald sphere) in the ky − kz plane, thereby sacrificing the
large depth of field of double-sided DEEP. Note, however, that the electronic OTF synthesis and
error compensation capabilities introduced in the context of sequential fluorescence DEEP apply
to this technique as well, but without the conjugate inversion symmetry limitation on the synthetic
OTF. Moreover, this technique enables simultaneous, quantitative, and unambiguous
measurement of both phase and amplitude structures. Such wide-field quantitative phase
measurements are normally difficult to attain using established phase-imaging techniques such as
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy, although recently developed computational
methods have been successfully applied to address this challenge.92
Chapter 3
Fourier Synthesis Algorithms in 2D and 3D
3.1 2D Image Reconstruction – The Polar Sampling Problem
In Chapter 2 we saw that DEEP directly measures the object’s spatial Fourier transform
coefficients along radial cross-sections or “slices” in Fourier space. I also employed the Fourier
Slice Theorem to show that this is a Fourier-domain equivalent to measuring 1D projections of
the object structure, an operation known as a Radon transform.14 While reconstructing an image
from a set of Fourier measurements may appear to be a simple matter of performing a 2D (or 3D)
Fourier transform, computationally this can be a challenging task due to the inherent conversion
between polar and cartesian coordinates. Since the Fourier samples are acquired on a polar grid,
whereas the synthetic image must be eventually stored, processed using an FFT, and displayed
as a rectangular array of pixels, digital reconstruction methods generally include an interpolation
step that can introduce significant artifacts to the image, depending on the object structure, the
sampling density, the interpolation domain, and the specific algorithm.93
Polar Fourier measurements also result in radially decreasing sampling density. As a result,
to avoid aliasing artifacts due to undersampling at high frequencies, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
criterion applied at the perimeter of the Fourier support dictates that for an object with diameter
D and a maximum resolvable spatial frequency fmax the number of radial Fourier slices should
satisfy M > piDfmax to cover the full angular range of pi.94 The minimum number of samples along
each slice, however, is only N > 2Dfmax, as in the case of cartesian sampling. Thus, assuming an
N × N synthetic image, the total number of Fourier samples, M × N , must be pi/2 times larger
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for polar Fourier measurements than for cartesian measurements to avoid undersampling at high
frequencies. Moreover, depending on the reconstruction algorithm, the oversampling factor may
need to be increased even further to attain sufficient interpolation accuracy at high frequencies.
If the minimum sampling density required by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is sat-
isfied, it is in principle possible to exactly recover N ×M data points on a rectangular grid from
N ×M independent measurements along radial lines (or any other sample distribution) by con-
sidering the interpolation process as a linear global filtering operation.94 This global interpolation
method can be formulated as an NM ×NM matrix inversion (or deconvolution) operation, however
in practice more samples are required to ensure that the matrix is nonsingular, especially in the
presence of noise. Even neglecting the oversampling requirement, exact interpolation by global
matrix inversion is very computationally-intensive (∼ O(N6), assuming N ≈ M). Moreover, such
global deconvolution can be performed only in post-processing after all the data has been collected.
Instead, a variety of more computationally-efficient and real-time image synthesis algorithms using
local interpolation have been developed in the context of spotlight-mode SAR, which can be de-
scribed as a radial Fourier sampling image synthesis technique,95 and for projection tomography,
where the image is reconstructed from a collection of Radon transforms at different angles.2 Since,
like DEEP, these techniques reconstruct the image from measurements that map to slices in Fourier
space, many of these well-known and emerging algorithms are directly applicable to image synthesis
from DEEP data. Furthermore, in DEEP neither the angular spacing of the slices, nor the spacing
of Fourier samples along a given slice is constrained to be regular and can be programmed indepen-
dently from slice to slice. As we shall see, this makes it possible to leverage algorithms that employ
pseudo-polar grids to improve the accuracy and speed of interpolation. Moreover, since DEEP
allows the measurement time (and/or illumination intensity) to be programmed independently for
each Fourier sample, the Fourier-domain filtering (weighting) operations inherent in many of the
image reconstruction algorithms can be performed optically by allocating the appropriate num-
ber of photons to each Fourier sample, instead of electronically after the data has been digitized,
leading to improved measurement speed and sensitivity. In the following sections I will consider
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the complexity, fidelity, computational requirements, and other benefits and trade-offs of some of
these algorithms, which can be roughly classified into two main categories – direct Fourier synthe-
sis methods that perform polar-to-cartesian interpolation in the Fourier domain, and tomographic
backprojection methods that perform the interpolation in image space.
3.1.1 Direct Fourier Synthesis Methods
Since DEEP directly measures the spatial Fourier coefficients of the object, it is natural to
first investigate image synthesis by a direct Fourier transform of the data.∗ This is the prevalent
method in digital processing of SAR data, for example (in part due to the need for other Fourier-
domain processing).96 The typical direct digital Fourier synthesis approach can be divided into
four steps:
(1) Acquire and store complex Fourier coefficients on a polar coordinate grid.
(2) Optionally apply a weighting function to the acquired Fourier samples.
(3) Interpolate the polar Fourier samples to form a data array corresponding to a regular
cartesian coordinate grid.
(4) Perform a fast 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the interpolated data to generate
the image.
By employing the FFT algorithm, the last step in this process can be very computationally-efficient,
requiring O(N2 logN) floating-point operations to process an N ×N interpolated data array, es-
pecially if the array dimensions are powers of 2 (the 2D FFT is computed by performing 1D FFTs
for every row and column). In practice, however, it is the interpolation step that dominates the
computation time if a high-quality image reconstruction is desired.93,97
The simplest Fourier-domain interpolation schemes such as linear or nearest-neighbor can
be fast, but typically result in unacceptable reconstruction artifacts, mainly due to high-frequency
∗ In this section I will focus on digital Fourier synthesis, however it is also possible to generate the image using
an optical Fourier processor with much higher speed and in principle, with fewer artifacts (since no interpolation is
necessary).
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errors where the polar samples are sparse.2,93 Equivalently, such local interpolation techniques
perform well only if the Fourier transform of the object varies slowly with respect to the spacing
between Fourier samples. Thus the quality of reconstruction can be position-dependent (since fea-
tures at the periphery of the FOV correspond to high-frequency oscillations in the Fourier domain).
Also, a relative shift of the centroid of the object with respect to the center of rotation of the mea-
surement system can add a large linear phase term to the measured Fourier samples, resulting in
interpolation errors due to phase wrapping between adjacent samples. Thus, a linear phase sub-
traction (step 2 above) is often performed before the interpolation step to improve reconstruction
quality.93 More sophisticated local interpolation methods using spline interpolation,98 and grid-
ding99 can produce more accurate reconstructions at the expense of computation time, which for
N ≲ 1000 is closer to O(N3) than O(N2 logN).97 Another approach for reducing artifacts in direct
Fourier synthesis known as “angular band-limiting”100 restricts the angular bandwidth of the object
structure by filtering to avoid angular aliasing, however this method appears to be useful only for
CT systems where a continuous time-domain detector signal at each radial position can be filtered
before Fourier sampling is performed.
A brute-force alternative to interpolation followed by an FFT is to directly evaluate an in-
verse polar Fourier transform numerically (by using polar-rectangular coordinate transformations),
however this is computationally very slow (O(N4)) and no exact fast polar Fourier transform al-
gorithm analogous to the FFT is currently known.101 The 2D polar Fourier transform can also be
formulated in cylindrical coordinates as a Fourier sum of Fourier-Bessel expansions (also known
as Hankel transforms).94,94 While this approach makes it possible to exploit symmetries in the
object to reduce the computation time, without such a priori knowledge there is no apparent
computational advantage.
In recent years several approximate but fast algorithms have emerged for directly computing
the Fourier transform from polar data onto a regular output grid and vice-versa in O(N2 logN) op-
erations. The Nonequispaced Fast Fourier Transform (NFFT)102,103 (also known as the unequally-
spaced fast Fourier transform or USFFT) represents a class of algorithms that efficiently implement
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the spline and gridding interpolation methods mentioned above. The (inverse) NFFT algorithms
generally comprise the following steps:102
(1) Convolve the non-uniformly sampled data with a (truncated) function with compact sup-
port (the convolving function can be truncated Gaussian, B-spline, Hanning, etc.). This
approximates the data with a smooth function. Weights may also be applied to the sampled
data to compensate for non-uniform sampling density.
(2) Sample the convolved data using an oversampled cartesian grid. The oversampling factor
affects the accuracy of the reconstruction.
(3) Compute the FFT of the oversampled convolved data.
(4) Apply precomputed weights to the transformed data to deconvolve the smoothing function
applied in step 1.
For L2 input and N2 output samples, a q × q convolving function, and an oversampling factor of
κ, the computation time for the NFFT approach is tc = c1(qL)2 + c2(κN)2 log(κN) + c3N2, where
the terms correspond to steps 1, 3, and 4. Note that the NFFT algorithm is not specific to the
distribution of the Fourier samples and the problem of Fourier image synthesis from projections
is a special case of applying the inverse NFFT to Fourier samples that are arranged on a polar
grid. The trade-off between computational complexity and reconstruction errors of the NFFT is a
subject of debate in the literature.101,103
A different set of algorithms designed specifically to efficiently compute the Fourier transform
of polar data onto a regular grid (and vice-versa) employ an intermediate concentric squares (CS)
grid, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. One of the salient feature of the CS grid is that the samples are
spaced regularly along cartesian grid lines in the vertical and/or horizontal dimension, making it
possible to interpolate samples on each CS perimeter line to samples on a regular 2D cartesian
grid using the computationally-efficient 1D chirp-Z transform.93,96 Since samples are also regularly
spaced along each radial CS grid line, it is possible to use 1D chirp transforms to interpolate
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Figure 3.1: Projection tomography systems perform a Radon transform of the object by acquiring 1D projections of
the structure from different angles, which can be assembled into a sinogram. According to the Fourier Slice Theorem,
the Fourier transform of each row of the sinogram maps to a radial slice in the 2D Fourier space. Since no fast polar
Fourier transform is known, direct Fourier synthesis algorithms interpolate the polar Fourier data onto a regular
grid or a concentric-squares (CS) grid before performing a fast 2D Fourier transform to generate the image. The
double arrows indicate transformations with O(N2 logN) computational complexity. Arrows with solid dots indicate
the NFFT approach,102 whereas arrows with open dots trace the key steps of the pseudo-polar FFT algorithm.101
Alternatively, CS-grid Fourier samples can be measured by acquiring projections with angle-dependent sample density
using a linear-scan geometry as shown, for example. The resulting projections can be assembled into a linogram in
Radon space, where each object point maps to a line rather than a sinusoid.104,105 In DEEP, the CS-grid samples can
be acquired directly by electronic control of the Fourier slice angles and sample spacing along each slice. Note that
the “bow tie” regions containing horizontally and vertically-aligned samples on the CS grid are processed separately,
then combined to form the image.
samples from a polar grid onto the CS grid as well, although since the CS are not spaced evenly in
angle some amount of angular interpolation is necessary making polar-to-CS mapping less accurate
than CS-to-cartesian mapping. Moreover, it has been shown that an exact or nearly-exact Fourier
transform can be computed from the CS grid onto a cartesian grid in O(N2 logN) operations.101,104
Note that due to the inherent symmetry and separability, CS-grid algorithms typically process the
wedge-like regions corresponding to the horizontally- and vertically-aligned Fourier samples (see
figure) in parallel, mapping the samples in each region to a 2D array (which is straight-forward
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since the samples along each perimeter line and along each radial line are equispaced and conserved
in number). Recently, a pseudo-polar FFT algorithm has been proposed that relies on polar-to-
CS grid interpolation followed by an exact CS-to-cartesian Fourier transform to compute a polar
Fourier transform with good accuracy (e.g. mean-squared error of ∼ 10−3 for a 64x64 image of
Lena) in a total of 140N2 logN floating point operations.
Instead of polar Fourier sampling followed by interpolation, it has been suggested that tomo-
graphic measurements can be made directly on a CS grid, resulting in a projection map referred
to as a “linogram” (since in this case object points map to lines rather than curves as in a sino-
gram).104,105 Figure 3.1 illustrates an example projection tomography system that relies on moving
linear source and detector arrays to synthesize a linogram. The linogram approach, however, is not
widely used in practice due to the inherent mechanical and geometrical constraints. One of the
strengths of DEEP, on the other hand, is the ability to adjust the angular spacing of the slices and to
vary the Fourier sampling along each slice at will simply by controlling the RF spectrum and timing
of the electronic signal driving the Bragg cell. Thus, with DEEP it is possible to measure Fourier
samples directly on a CS grid just as easily as on a polar grid. The fast CS-to-cartesian Fourier
transform can then be evaluated directly without the polar-to-CS interpolation step, potentially
resulting in substantially faster and more accurate reconstructions.
3.1.2 Tomographic Backprojection Methods
As we saw in the previous section, sophisticated direct Fourier image synthesis techniques
can provide high-quality image reconstructions from polar Fourier data with O(N2 logN) compu-
tational efficiency (at least for large images). Nevertheless, the preferred approach in tomography
applications has been to avoid frequency-domain interpolation altogether and to instead perform
image synthesis entirely in image space for several reasons. The first is that the reconstructed
image often has fewer artifacts when interpolation is performed in real space rather than Fourier
space, although recent advances in polar Fourier transform algorithms are challenging this notion.
The second and perhaps more fundamental reason is that whereas direct Fourier transform algo-
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Figure 3.2: The Filtered Backprojection image synthesis method (see text for description). Note that whereas in
projection tomography Fourier slices are computed from 1D parallel projections, in DEEP Fourier data is measured
directly. A movie demonstrating image synthesis using filtered backprojection is available.
rithms can only be applied in post-processing once all the Fourier samples have been measured, as
we shall see image-domain interpolation enables real-time image synthesis (such that the image is
accumulated at the same time as the data is acquired, slice by slice).
The prevalent image reconstruction technique in tomography is known as “filtered backpro-
jection” (FBP). This is also the image synthesis method used in the proof-of-concept DEEP system
described in Chapter 5. The FBP algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and can be understood
intuitively as follows.2,105 I have already used the Fourier Slice Theorem to argue that the Fourier
transform of a 1D parallel projection of a 2D structure is just the 2D Fourier transform evaluated
along a radial line (slice) at the projection angle. Because the Fourier components probed by one
slice are distinct from those probed by another slice (except at DC), the full 2D transform can be
approximated by summing the Fourier slices over the pi angular range spanned by the projections.
Note, however, that the density of the corresponding Fourier samples falls inversely with radius
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(assuming regular spacing along each slice). Thus, to compensate for the non-uniform Fourier
coverage, a radially-increasing weighting function (a.k.a. “ramp filter”) should be applied to the
Fourier samples before or after synthesis (or in the case of DEEP, this can be accomplished by con-
trolling the illumination intensity during the measurement process). Because the Fourier transform
is a linear operator, every step of this Fourier synthesis process has a direct analog in real space.
In this case, each rotated slice on a 2D Fourier grid maps to a 1D projection rotated and backpro-
jected (or “smeared”) along the projection axis in image space, whereas the process of applying a
weighting function to each Fourier slice corresponds to a 1D convolution of each projection with a
filter kernel. Thus, the image can be synthesized directly in real space without any Fourier-domain
operations from 1D parallel projections as follows:
(1) Acquire a parallel projection of the object. The parallel projection comprises a collection
of line integrals, measuring a 1D “profile” of the 2D structure along direction θ.
(2) Apply a 1D ramp filter to the projection by convolving with the filter’s impulse response
function. In some cases the ramp filter is modified by applying a smooth window function
(e.g. a Hamming window) to suppress high-frequency noise.
(3) Backproject (or “smear”) the filtered projection, creating an image-sized 2D array that
varies in 1D only.
(4) Rotate the smeared projection by θ, using image-space interpolation (e.g. bilinear or bicu-
bic) to calculate values on the regular image grid.
(5) Sum the rotated and filtered backprojection with the previous such backprojections com-
puted for different projection angles θ.
(6) Repeat process starting at step 1 with a new projection angle θ = θ +pi/M , where M is the
total number of projections, until the full angular range of pi has been covered.
Note that unlike direct Fourier techniques, the FBP process outlined above can be performed in
real-time, building up the image progressively as new projections become available. Mathematically,
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the FBP process can be expressed as:2
Iim(x, y)∝ M∑
i=1 pˆθ(x cos θi + y sin θi), (3.1a)
where pˆθ(r) is the filtered projection at angle θ:
pˆθ(r) = pθ(r) ∗ g∨(r) ∗ g∩(r). (3.1b)
Here g∨(r) is the ramp filter impulse response, g∩(r) is the (optional) smoothing window impulse
response, ∗ represents 1D convolution, and pθ(r) is the acquired 1D parallel projection which can
be expressed as a Radon transform (line integral) of the 2D object structure γobj(x, y):2
pθ(r) =∬ ∞−∞ γobj(x, y)δ(x cos θ + y sin θ − r)dxdy, (3.1c)
where δ() is the Dirac delta function. Note that the backprojection, rotation, and interpolation
steps are implicit in Equation 3.1a. In this case, each pixel of the image is computed separately and
the 1D filtered projection pˆθ(r) is interpolated each time (using linear interpolation, for example)
to calculate pˆθ(x cos θi + y sin θi).
Computationally, it is more efficient to perform the 1D convolutions in Equation 3.1b as
multiplications in the Fourier domain, which can be accomplished without any frequency-domain
interpolation. In this case, the computational complexity of the filtering step is dominated by
the O(N logN) operations of the forward and inverse 1D FFTs rather than the O(N2) floating
point operations required for direct 1D real-space convolution. It is important to point out that
even though the FBP method was developed for projection tomography, where the measurements
provide 1D projections, it can be applied directly to DEEP, which measures Fourier samples along
a slice. The latter case can be considered as FBP with a short-cut, since the initial 1D FFT to
transform the projection data to the Fourier domain before the filter is applied is unnecessary,
saving O(N logN) operations. Thus, in the case of DEEP, starting from the acquired Fourier
samples the filtered backprojections can be written as inverse DFTs, so that the discrete form of
Equation 3.1b becomes:
pˆθ[n] = 1
N
N−1∑
k=0 Pθ[k]G∨[k]G∩[k]e−j(2pi/N)kn, (3.2)
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where Pθ[k] = SFθ{Iobj(x, y)w(x, y)}H1D(Ωm; θ)δ[Ωm − (2k/N − 1)Ωmax] represents N samples of
the Fourier slice of the object at angle θ filtered by the corresponding 1D OTF (see Equations 2.26
and 2.30), G∨[k] = ∣k∣ is the ramp filter, and G∩[k] is the window function.
It should be emphasized that as written, the DFT computation of the filtered backprojection
as formulated in Equation 3.2 is an approximation to Equation 3.1b and can lead to several types
of reconstruction artifacts. Notice that the products of the sampled projection Pθ[k] and the
functions G∨[k]and G∩[k] in the discrete Fourier space transform to 1D periodic convolutions in
discrete space rather than the continuous convolutions in Equation 3.1b, leading to inter-period
interference. It can be shown, however, that inter-period interference can be eliminated entirely by
appending an array of N − 1 zeros to each Fourier-domain function (I will represent this operation
using the zero-padding operator Z2N−1[k′]{} that produces a sequence indexed by k′ spanning
2N − 1 samples).106 Another artifact resulting from Equation 3.2 is known as “dishing”. This
effect manifests itself as a DC offset and strong apodization of the reconstruction and is due to the
fact that unlike the continuous ramp filter, which is zero only at DC, G∨[k] zeros-out a region of
frequencies in the DC neighborhood corresponding to k = 0. It turns out that dishing can also be
fully eliminated by computing the Fourier-domain filter from the discrete form of the band-limited
ramp filter impulse response g′∨[n] which can be written as:2
G′∨[k] DFT←Ð→ g′∨[n] =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1/4 if n = 0,
0 if n even,
1
n2pi2
if n odd.
(3.3)
Thus, inter-period interference and dishing artifacts in the synthesized image can be avoided by
modifying Equation 3.2 as follows:
pˆθ[n] = 1
2N − 1 2N−2∑k′=0 Z2N−1[k′] {Pθ[k]G′∨[k]G∩[k]} e−j(2pi/N)k′n. (3.4)
Equations 3.1a and 3.4 describe the FBP algorithm implemented in the proof-of-concept DEEP
system.
While the FBP algorithm avoids artifacts associated with Fourier-domain interpolation and
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enables real-time image synthesis, this can come at a computational cost compared to direct Fourier
reconstruction methods. The computational burden is dominated by the backprojection summa-
tion in Equation 3.1a, which must be evaluated for each pixel coordinate, (x, y), requiring O(N3)
operations (assuming M ≈ N) compared to the O(N2 logN) complexity of some of the direct
Fourier Synthesis algorithms discussed earlier. However, recently a fast hierarchical FBP algo-
rithm (which I will refer to as HFBP) has been proposed that can in principle achieve the best
of both worlds, enabling real-time high-fidelity reconstructions with O(N2 logN) computational
complexity.97 The HFBP algorithm exploits an interesting property of the Radon transform that
makes it possible to shift the reconstructed image in 2D simply by applying a different circular shift
to each projection in the FBP sinogram (in effect “shearing” the sinogram). This makes it possible
to hierarchically decompose the FBP process by dividing the reconstruction into four quadrants
that can be computed in parallel from sheared and cropped sinograms as follows:
(1) Circularly shift each row of the sinogram by an appropriate amount so that the quadrant
of interest is centered at the origin of the reconstruction.
(2) Radially crop the resulting sheared sinogram, keeping only the central N/2-wide portion.
(3) Apply FBP to the sheared and cropped sinogram.
(4) Crop the resulting reconstruction, keeping only the central N/2 ×N/2 region.
(5) Shift the reconstructed quadrant back to its proper position and combine with other quad-
rants reconstructed in the same manner.
This process can be applied recursively by dividing each quadrant of the reconstruction into four
sub-quadrants, and so on. It can be shown that the steps outlined above produce a synthetic image
that is exactly equivalent to that obtained by conventional FBP,97 however this process does not
in itself lead to a fast O(N2 logN) algorithm. To attain the latter, one might recognize that since
 In fact, the FBP algorithm can be formulated as a Fourier synthesis technique employing global convolution to
interpolate the data in the Fourier domain,96 and is sometimes referred to as “the convolution algorithm”.93,96
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each quadrant represents fewer degrees of freedom than the four-quadrant reconstruction, it is not
necessary to perform the FBP in step 3 above over all projection angles (rows) of the sinogram.
It follows from Shannon’s sampling theorem that for each quadrant division the sinogram can be
angularly downsampled by a factor of two without loosing information, provided that an averag-
ing filter is applied to the columns of the sinogram before decimation. Moreover it can be shown
that if such angular downsampling is performed at every recursion level for each sub-quadrant, an
O(N2 logN) algorithm results.97 Note however, that Nyquist-limited lossless downsampling re-
quires an ideal bandpass filtering which entails convolution of the full sinogram columns with a sinc
function, a computationally costly and non-real-time operation. Alternatively, the downsampling
bandpass filter can be approximated using a small convolution kernel at the cost of introducing
some aliasing artifacts. It is possible, however, to reduce such aliasing artifacts by angular over-
sampling, thereby trading algorithm speed for reconstruction quality. The desired level of angular
oversampling can be attained without the need to acquire additional data by downsampling the
sinogram only below a certain (user-adjustable) level of the hierarchical decomposition (i.e. only for
sub-quadrants below a certain size). Using this approach, the authors of the algorithm have demon-
strated a reconstruction of a 256 × 256 Shepp-Logan head phantom that is indistinguishable from
that obtained using conventional FBP, while attaining an order of magnitude speedup.97 While
the proof-of-concept DEEP system described in Chapter 5 uses conventional FBP to synthesize
the image, the hierarchical FBP approach is a promising alternative for next generation DEEP
systems.
3.2 3D Image Reconstruction
In conventional tomography and microscopy systems 3D objects can be reconstructed by
stacking multiple two-dimensional x − y sections acquired as the object is translated along the
orthogonal z axis (as in helical scan tomography,105 for example). With DEEP, however, such
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depth sectioning is not possible (at least with a CW laser source) due to the large depth of
field. Instead, 3D objects can be imaged using DEEP by rotating and tilting the object relative to
the illumination to measure Fourier slices in different tilted planes as illustrated in Figures 2.5 and
performing 3D Fourier synthesis. In tomography, a closely related approach where the 3D structure
is reconstructed from rotated and tilted parallel projections is known as direct three-dimensional
reconstruction and has received considerable attention.
In direct 3D tomography, there are two distinct methods for measuring 3D Fourier space
using parallel projections. One approach, sometimes referred to as the line-projection107 or the X-
ray transform108 method, employs a 2D array of detectors (or a 2D scanner) to record 2D parallel
projections of the object structure from different view angles. According to the generalized Fourier
Slice Theorem,§ the 2D Fourier transform of each such 2D projection maps to a planar section of
the 3D Fourier transform. Thus, by acquiring 2D projections for a variety of angles along a great
circle the full 3D space can be sufficiently sampled, as illustrated in Figure 3.3a. Note, however,
that the are many ways to accomplish this. One approach is to simply rotate the object around
any fixed axis. Alternatively, the orientation of the object relative to the illumination can be made
to wobble or trace a more complicated 3D orbit. A general sufficiency condition formulated by
Orlov and Vainshtein109 (a.k.a. Orlov’s condition) for coverage of the 3D Fourier space using 2D
projections implies that the 3D object can be fully reconstructed only if the locus of the projection
plane normals on a directional unit sphere intersects any possible central cross-section of the unit
sphere,105 leading to an infinite variety of possible projection trajectories.¶
An alternate tomographic method for measuring 3D objects is to acquire a series of 1D
projections by measuring surface integrals of the object structure over a set of parallel planes, as il-
lustrated in Figure 3.3b. Such 1D projections are sometimes referred to (perhaps counterintuitively)
 Chapters 6 and 7 discuss some methods for attaining depth sectioning with DEEP using pulsed laser sources
and spatially incoherent light.
§ The derivation of the Fourier Slice Theorem14 can be generalized to higher dimensions resulting in an operator
equality: FmPm = SmFN , where F , P and S are the multi-dimensional Fourier transform, projection, and sectioning
operators, respectively.
¶ It is easy to see, for example, that this condition is satisfied in the case of fixed-axis object rotation, since the
projection plane normals trace out a great circle on the unit sphere which must intersect any other circle with unit
radius.
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Figure 3.3: (a) In line-projection or X-ray transform tomography, a 2D detector array is used to measure 2D
projections of the object from different angles. In this case the 2D Fourier transform of the projection maps to a
planar section of the 3D Fourier space. Although it is in principle sufficient to measure 2D projections as the object
or illumination is rotated around a fixed axis to fully cover the 3D Fourier space (as illustrated), other projection
angle trajectories may be advantageous. (b) In planar-projection or Radon transform tomography, surface integrals
over parallel planes intersecting the object are measured to produce a 1D projection of the object structure at a time.
This can be accomplished by a 1D integration of the 2D line projections shown in (a), for example. The 1D Fourier
transform of each such planar projection maps to a 1D radial slice through the 3D Fourier space. Fourier slices for
many object rotations and tilts spanning the 3D hemisphere must be acquired for full 3D coverage. In DEEP, it is
natural (but not necessary) to measure 1D Fourier slices along planes (shown by dashed lines). As in line-projection
tomography, these Fourier planes need not share a common tilt axis.
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as planar projections, and collectively represent the Radon transform of the 3D structure:107
p(s, nˆ) =∭ ∞∞ γobj(r)δ(s − r ⋅ nˆ)d3r, (3.5)
where γobj(r) is the 3D object structure as a function of 3D cartesian coordinates r⃗ ≡ (x, y, z), nˆ
is the unit normal vector of the projection plane, s is the distance of the projection plane from
the origin, and δ() is the 1D Dirac delta function. According to the generalized Fourier Slice
Theorem (a.k.a. Projection-Slice Theorem, Central Slice Theorem)§ the Fourier transform of each
1D projection in the 3D Radon transform maps to a 1D central slice of the 3D Fourier transform
of the object. Thus, by obtaining 1D projections and thereby measuring 1D Fourier slices for all
directions in a hemisphere, the full 3D Fourier transform of the object can be synthesized. In
X-ray tomography systems, such 3D Radon transforms can be obtained by spatially-integrating 2D
projections (described above) along one dimension onto a linear detector array (e.g. using a slit
collimator). In DEEP, on the other hand, 1D Fourier slices are measured directly for any tilt and
rotation of the object with respect to the illumination. Moreover, since DEEP uses a spatially-
integrating single-element detector to acquire 1D Fourier slices, it is in principle more light-efficient
(at least in the case of highly scattering objects or omnidirectionally emitting objects) than the
conventional tomographic approach which rejects off-axis light in at least one dimension to obtain
a parallel projection.107
Whether the tomographic 3D data is acquired through 2D projections, 1D projections, or by
direct Fourier measurements as in DEEP, many of the 2D Fourier synthesis algorithms discussed
in the previous section can be extended and applied to reconstruct 3D images. Note, however, that
2D projections can in principle be measured directly on a regular grid using a 2D detector array so
that only 2D polar-to-cartesian interpolation is required to reconstruct the 3D image in this case.
On the other hand, Radon transform methods generating 1D projections require 3D interpolation
in Fourier space and/or image space, leading to different algorithms. I will focus on the latter case,
since it is the one most relevant to DEEP. In this case, direct Fourier synthesis algorithms can be
modified to use 3D Fourier-space interpolation. For example, the O(N3 logN) 3D version of the
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NFFT algorithm discussed earlier has been implemented in C and as a MATLAB toolbox.110,111
An O(N3 logN) algorithm based on 3D concentric squares grids and chirp-Z transforms similar to
the pseudo-polar and linogram methods discussed earlier in the context of 2D Fourier synthesis has
also been proposed.112
The filtered backprojection algorithm can also be extended to three dimensions. Assuming
the 3D Fourier space is sampled along slices with regular linear and angular spacing such that
O(N2) data points lie on each of O(N) central planes in Fourier space, the FBP method can be
applied in several ways to the 3D data. One approach is to first synthesize O(N) 2D projections by
applying the 2D FBP algorithm to samples on each Fourier plane separately, then to compute 3D
backprojections from the 2D projections by “smearing” them in the direction of the Fourier plane
normal, and finally to add up the O(N) 3D backprojections at each voxel in the reconstructed
image. The other approach is to calculate a 3D backprojection from each 1D projection (and
hence 1D Fourier slice) separately by smearing the 1D projection radially and orthogonally to
the projection direction (I will refer to this operation as Radon backprojection), then summing
the O(N2) 3D Radon backprojections at each voxel. While mathematically both methods are
equivalent, the former approach is O(N) times faster computationally. This follows from the
observation that in the two-step approach, the computation is dominated by the summation of
O(N) backprojection values at each of O(N3) voxels, leading to an O(N4) algorithm. In the
one-step Radon backprojection approach, however, O(N2) backprojections are added at each voxel
resulting in an O(N5) algorithm. Note that this comparison is valid assuming that it takes at most
O(N3) operations to compute each 2D projection, smear it, and interpolate onto a 3D regular grid
in image space. We have already seen that the 2D FBP can be accomplished in O(N3) operations,
or even faster with the hierarchical FBP approach. The operation of smearing the projection
along the 2D pixel grid is a matter of indexing and can thus be considered instantaneous. Real-
space 3D rotation and interpolation can also be performed in O(N3) operations assuming that
the interpolation filter kernel volume is much smaller than N (note that 3D interpolation can
be considered as a 3D convolution of the data with a small filter kernel followed by resampling).
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This is certainly the case for simple interpolators which are sufficient in image space – trilinear
interpolation, for example, requires a 2×2×2 kernel. Thus, theO(N4) summation of backprojections
at each voxel in the two-step 3D FBP algorithm indeed dominates the computational burden. One
would expect that by generalizing the 2D hierarchical FBP scheme discussed earlier to 3D, the
computational complexity of 3D FBP can be reduced even further to O(N3 logN) operations,
which is comparable to that of direct 3D Fourier synthesis techniques.
It is also important to note that whereas in the 2D FBP algorithm each Fourier slice is
multiplied by a linear “ramp” function to compensate for the radially decreasing sampling density
(see Figure 3.2), the weighting function applied to each Fourier slice when the 3D FBP algorithm
is used to reconstruct the 3D object from 1D projections is a quadratic one. As can be seen in
Figure 3.3b, this is due to the fact that the sampling density of 3D Fourier space measured along
radial slices falls with the surface area of a sphere rather than the circumference of a circle as in the
1D case. Using a well-known property of the Fourier transform, it can be shown that the quadratic
weighting of the 1D Fourier slices can be accomplished in real space by taking the second derivative
of each 1D projection, so that the continuous form of the 3D filtered backprojection algorithm can
be written as:105,107
γim(r) = 1
2
∫ pi
0
dφ sinφ∫ 2pi
0
dθ {∫ ∞
0
ρ2Pθ,φ(ρ)ej2piρsdρ}
= − 1
8pi2
∫ pi
0
dφ sinφ∫ 2pi
0
dθ (∂2p(s, nˆ)
∂s2
)
s=r ⋅nˆ , (3.6)
where γim(r) is the reconstructed 3D image, φ and θ are the spherical inclination and azimuth
angles, respectively, Pθ,φ(ρ) is the corresponding Fourier slice as a function of the Fourier-space
radial coordinate, and p(s, nˆ) represents the 1D projections or the Radon transform of the object,
as defined in Equation 3.5. Note that since sin(φ)dφdθ represents an infinitesimal surface element of
a sphere with a unique direction normal nˆ, the above equation can be considered as an integration
over the surface of the directional unit sphere. While Equation 3.6 can be arrived at by considering
Fourier sampling density as discussed above, it describes the inverse 3D Radon transform and was
originally derived by Radon in 1917.113
Chapter 4
Noise and Sensitivity
I have discussed so far a number of innate capabilities of DEEP that are largely foreign to
classical lens-based optical systems, including wide-field imaging using a single-element detector,
decoupling of resolution and depth of field, electronic control of sampling and filtering in the
Fourier domain, compensation of optical errors through active illumination, and tomographic 3D
image synthesis. However, such capabilities offer no benefit if the measured signals are too weak
and corrupted by noise to convey useful information about the object structure of interest. Thus
one must ask: What are the fundamental noise and sensitivity constraints and trade-offs of DEEP
and how do they compare to other imaging techniques? This question is especially important for
fluorescence measurements where the maximum emitted response can be a million times smaller
than the excitation intensity, and nonlinear microscopy where the signals are even weaker. In this
chapter I will consider susceptibility of DEEP to several fundamental sources of noise and compare
the sensitivity of DEEP to conventional lens-based imaging techniques.
Before discussing noise, it is important to clarify what I mean by “noise”. I will use the
term “noise” to refer to random or nearly random fluctuations in the data that obscure to some
degree the information of interest (i.e. signal). The data and noise could be analog or digital, and
may be spatially and/or temporally distributed. Furthermore, noise may be optical, electronic,
acoustic, or mechanical and may affect the amplitude, phase, frequency, polarization, or any other
degree of freedom of the data. Noise may be additive and signal-independent, or it may be signal-
dependent, as in the case of multiplicative noise. Noise may also be a statistically stationary random
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process, or its probability distribution may vary with time. Moreover, noise may appear to have a
random character, but may actually be completely deterministic and invariant across an ensemble
of identical measurements (as in the case of speckle in the absence of motion). Nevertheless, such
deterministic noise cannot be isolated from the signal without additional external information about
the object or its environment (such as unresolved object structure). In contrast, I will use the term
“artifacts” to refer to unwanted non-random fluctuations (errors) in the data that are dependent
on the signal, measurement parameters, and/or data processing. Because of their nonrandom
nature, artifacts can often be isolated from the data (if they don’t cause loss of information) by
such techniques as calibration, filtering, thresholding, and deconvolution (and better system or
measurement engineering). Examples of artifacts include radial and circular patterns in a synthetic
image due to radial sampling of Fourier space, aliasing effects due to sparse sampling and diffraction
patterns due to edges in the optical system. In addition, DEEP measurements may be affected by
nonlinearities such as saturation and clipping due to a limited dynamic range, cross-talk between
different frequency channels, nonlinear acousto-optic diffraction, nonlinear illumination response,
etc. As with other optical systems, the synthetic image may also suffer from a variety of optical
aberrations (although DEEP provides a means of compensating some of these). However, in this
chapter I will focus mainly on random noise rather than artifacts, nonlinearities, and aberrations.
In the optical domain, the power of the signal relative to that of noise can be characterized
by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):
SNRo = Ps
Pn
= ΦsTm
σn
, (4.1)
where Pn stands for average (over an ensemble of many identical measurements) optical noise
power, which for random photon noise is proportional to the standard deviation, σn, of the intensity
fluctuations; Ps represents average signal power, which is proportional to the average signal photon
flux, Φs (Φs = Ps/h̵ω, where ω is the optical angular frequency); and ΦsTm represents the average
number of signal photons detected during the measurement time Tm. Since upon detection each
incident photon generates a single electron-hole pair (assuming unity quantum efficiency η), the
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photon flux (i.e. optical power) is proportional to electrical current rather than electrical power.
As a result, the electronic SNR goes as the square of the optical SNR:114
SNRe = i2
σ2i
∝ (η SNRo)2, (4.2)
where i2 is proportional to the mean electrical power and σ2i is the variance of the electrical current.
To avoid confusion, I will henceforth try to explicitly distinguish optical and electronic signal-to-
noise ratios as SNRo and SNRe, respectively.
As hinted in the preceding discussion, there are many kinds and sources of noise that can
affect a DEEP measurement, each contributing to the overall SNR of the system. Some of the
usual suspects include:
Optical noise sources:
 Optical shot noise (quantum noise): Optical shot noise is an unavoidable manifestation
of the statistical distribution of photon arrival times at the detector and reflects the non-
classical quantum nature of light. Photons generated by a temporally coherent source (i.e.
a laser) have approximately the same energy, h̵ω, and are randomly distributed in time. As
a result, their arrival times are uncorrelated and can be described as a Poisson process.115
The standard deviation of a Poisson photon stream is equal to the square root of the mean
number of photons detected during the measurement time Tm: σn = √n. Hence, in a
system where shot noise dominates other sources of noise (i.e. a shot noise limited system)
the optical SNR (see Equation 4.1) is given by the ratio of the mean number of signal
photons, ns, and the square root of the mean number of total photons, n, measured during
time Tm:
SNRoshot = ns√
n
= ΦsTm√
ΦTm
= Ps ⎛⎝
√
Ph̵ω
Tm
⎞⎠
−1 = √mPsTm
h̵ω
(4.3)
Here P and Φ represent the average total optical power and average total photon flux,
respectively (Φ = P /h̵ω), m = Ps/P is the modulation depth, and the bracketed term rep-
resents the average shot noise power. One can see from the above equation that shot noise
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becomes significant when the total number of photons arriving during the measurement
time is small (e.g. ∼ 103 photons for a fully-modulated signal), or when the signal is a weak
modulation on top of a larger bias. In this weak-signal regime, suppressing other sources
of optical and electronic noise below the shot noise level can be a challenging endeavor. I
will discuss a detector design that can attain the shot noise limit even for weak signals in
Chapter 5.
When the signal of interest is much weaker than the average measured optical power
(as is often the case with sequential DEEP, for example), shot noise is due predominantly
to the average photon flux and can be treated as signal-independent. This noise is dis-
tributed evenly across the frequency domain (it has a flat power spectral density) and is
therefore classified as “white noise”. Although such shot noise is fundamentally Poissonian,
its statistical properties are accurately approximated by a Gaussian probability distribu-
tion for all but the weakest signals.114 Hence, to make it mathematically and intuitively
tractable, signal-independent shot noise is generally modeled as additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), which is a stationary and ergodic process whose statistical properties do
not change as a function of time and can be deduced from a single sufficiently long measure-
ment instead of an ensemble of identical measurements. Furthermore, AWGN is completely
uncorrelated in time, frequency, and spatial domains (i.e. fluctuations at each point in time,
frequency, or space are independent from fluctuations at other such points). I will discuss
the effects of signal-independent Gaussian white noise in DEEP in Section 4.1. On the other
hand, Gaussian white noise statistics no longer apply when modulation is strong relative to
the average optical power level, as I will discuss in Section 4.2.
Unlike laser radiation, temporally partially-coherent and incoherent light does not
necessarily obey Poisson statistics. Statistics of photons emitted by black body thermal
sources, for example, are described by the Bose-Einstein probability distribution, which at
low photon energies results in a much lower SNR than Poissonian shot noise. However,
statistics of thermal photons near the visible regime where h̵ω ≫ kBT (i.e. λ≪ 50µm) are
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nearly Poissonian.115 I will consider shot noise due to other broadband sources, such as an
LED or a Ti:Sapphire laser, to be Poissonian as well. Since shot noise is a fundamental
property of all quantized particles, it is also inherent to acoustic phonons in the Bragg cell as
well as to electronic current. However, as I will discuss later, acoustic shot noise is generally
insignificant compared to other noise sources.
 Laser phase noise: Phase noise in laser emission can arise due to a number of sources,
including spontaneous emission into the resonator modes, minute vibrations of laser cavity
mirrors, and gain fluctuations.116 Since optical frequency is determined by the rate of change
in phase, phase noise can also be considered as frequency noise and results in broadening
of the laser linewidth. Fortunately, since acousto-optic DEEP can be viewed as a common-
path grating interferometer, the interference pattern illuminating the object is not directly
affected by phase or frequency deviations of the source beam, as is discussed in the context
of partially-coherent illumination in Chapter 6.
 Mode hopping: laser mode hopping refers to sudden quantized jumps in the lasing fre-
quency due to competition between different allowed longitudinal modes within the laser
cavity. Mode hopping can occur due to spatial hole burning (gain depletion near the peaks
of the standing wave pattern of the strongest mode), as well as small thermal, electronic, or
mechanical perturbations of the cavity and is particularly prevalent in diode lasers.114 Al-
though small frequency jumps due to mode hopping do not in themselves affect the projected
interference patterns in an acousto-optic DEEP system (see previous bullet), gain variation
across different modes can result in strong intensity fluctuations (∼ 1%) and may thereby
corrupt a DEEP measurement. However, such mode-hopping-induced intensity fluctuations
can be greatly reduced or eliminated by temperature-controlling the laser source or reducing
its gain.
 Relative intensity noise (RIN): RIN is a measure of fluctuations in laser intensity
relative to the average intensity (often expressed in dBc/Hz relative to the average carrier
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power). RIN can be additive (background-dependent) or multiplicative (signal-dependent),
and unlike phase noise and mode hopping, RIN directly affects a DEEP measurement.
Although RIN includes shot noise, at lower frequencies (below ∼ 1 MHz) RIN is dominated
by other sources, including laser power supply noise, vibrations in the cavity, and gain
variations due to thermal fluctuations and pump source noise.114,116 RIN is often peaked
at the laser’s relaxation oscillation frequency (which can range from the KHz regime for
solid-state lasers to the GHz regime in the case of semiconductor laser diodes).116 Within
the range of ∼ 10 KHz to ∼ 40 MHz typical of an acousto-optic DEEP system using a diode-
pumped solid state laser, for example, it is mainly the lower frequencies that are affected
by technical RIN. However, in Chapter 5 I will discuss a detector front end design that can
be used to greatly suppress technical RIN and attain the shot-noise limit throughout the
frequency range of DEEP signals.
 Beam Pointing Fluctuations: The beam pointing instability of a laser is due primarily
to mechanical vibrations and thermal effects,116 and can be a significant fraction of the
beam divergence angle. Fortunately, due to the common-path grating interferometer design
of acoustooptic DEEP, the projected interference pattern is largely insensitive to such fluc-
tuations (at least within a limited DOF). This follows from the same arguments used to
describe spatially incoherent imaging using DEEP in Chapter 6.
 Optical Speckle: Optical speckle refers to pseudo-random spatial intensity fluctuations
in the light diffracted by the unresolved diffuse structure of a scattering object. Speckle is
observed only with temporally and spatially coherent illumination and can be seen in the
far field by shining a laser beam onto a wall or a piece of paper, for example. Although
speckle is completely deterministic, it’s spatial distribution can be characterized as random
and depends strongly on the fine (unresolved) structure of the object. Since speckle carries
information about the structure of the scattering object, it is sometimes considered as signal
rather than noise.3 I discuss the effects of speckle on DEEP measurements in Section 4.3.
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Electronic noise sources:
 Electronic shot noise: Electron photocurrent generated by the photons incident on a
photodiode inherits Poisson statistics from the photon flux, resulting in photoelectron shot
noise with a standard deviation of σsh:
σsh = q
Tm
√
ηn = q¿ÁÁÀηΦ
Tm
= √2qiB, (4.4)
where q is the electron charge, Φ is the average photon flux, n = ΦTm is the average number
of photons arriving at the detector in measurement time Tm, η is the quantum efficiency of
the detector, B = 1/2Tm is the detector bandwidth, and i = qηΦ is the average generated
photocurrent. The SNR due to electronic shot noise can be written as:
SNResh = i2sσ2sh = i
2
s
2qiB
= ηΦ2s
2BΦ
= ηmΦs
2B
, (4.5)
where is = qηΦs is the mean photocurrent due to the signal (background subtracted), and
m = Φs/Φ is the signal modulation depth. Note that for a fully modulated signal (with m =
1), SNResh = ηΦTm (i.e. the average number of photons detected during the measurement
time Tm). Referring to Equation 4.3, one can see that (for η = 1) the electronic SNR due
to shot noise is the square of the optical shot noise SNR, as discussed earlier. Other than
this difference, I will treat electronic and photocurrent shot noise in the same manner since
they are a manifestation of the same phenomenon, namely random arrival (and absorption)
of photons and are described by the same statistics.
Unlike photodiodes, photoconductors (which vary resistance in proportion to the in-
cident photon flux) exhibit double the shot noise due to Poissonian carrier generation and
recombination. However, while photoconductors are important in the infrared regime, they
make much poorer detectors than photodiodes in the visible. More importantly, detectors
with gain, such as avalanche photodiodes (APD) and photon multiplier tubes (PMT) also
exhibit noise in excess of the photon shot noise. I discuss this excess gain noise as a separate
noise source.
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Electronic shot noise is generated not only by photocurrent but by a host of other
mechanisms as well.∗ For example, dark current in a photodiode results in additional shot
noise due to random thermal generation and recombination of charge carriers, as do vari-
ous bias and feedback currents in an amplifier. It is important to consider such additional
noise sources in designing photodiode front end electronics, for example.114 In well-designed
circuits, these signal-independent shot noise sources become important only when the pho-
tocurrent is very weak, in which case they can be treated in the same manner as Poissonian
photocurrent and optical shot noise.
 Gain Noise: In amplifying detectors such as an APD or a PMT (as well as in electronic
amplifiers), the gain, G, may exhibit random fluctuations with a variance, σ2G. Such multi-
plicative noise modifies the electronic SNR due to shot noise alone by an excess noise factor,
F = 1 + σ2G/G2:
SNReshG = ηΦ2s2BFΦ (4.6)
In general 1 ≲ F < 2 for PMTs.117 Due to their large electron multiplication gains (G ∼ 106),
PMTs are well suited for detecting very weak signals or counting photons whose unamplified
shot noise would otherwise be buried in photon-independent electronic noise such as Johnson
noise (see below). APDs, on the other hand, have much lower gains (e.g. G ≲ 100), yet
exhibit large gain-dependent excess noise factors (F ≈ G0.3 → G1), making them useful only
when the signal is very weak and photon-independent electronic noise is much higher that
the photocurrent shot noise.114,117
 Thermal noise (Johnson/Nyquist noise): Thermal noise, also known as Johnson or
Nyquist noise, is due to the temperature-dependent Brownian motion of charge carriers
within resistive electrical materials, and is the main culprit in photon-independent electrical
noise. Johnson noise is independent of current and its standard deviation, σth, varies as
∗ Note that full electronic shot noise is associated with current flow across a potential barrier, such as a p-n
junction, where charge generation (e.g. due to photons) is random and obeys Poissonian statistics. Interestingly,
current generated by a constant potential (e.g. a battery) across a conductor or a resistor exhibits much lower
shot noise than would be predicted by Poisson statistics due to the tendency of electrons to repel (scatter) each
other.114,116
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the square root of temperature, T, resistance, R, and measurement bandwidth, B, when
B ≪ kbT/h (i.e. B ≪ 6.25 THz):117
σth = √4kBTB
R
(4.7)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (kbT ≈ 0.025 eV ≈ 4.14× 10−21 J at room temperature).
Note that σth represents the standard deviation of current fluctuations. On the other hand,
voltage fluctuations due to Johnson noise increase with
√
R, so that the total electrical power
dissipated in a resistor due to Johnson noise depends only on temperature, not resistance
(P th = 4kbT)!
Aside from photon flux independence, effects of Johnson noise on a DEEP measure-
ment are indistinguishable from those of signal-independent shot noise, since both are white
and Gaussian. However, unless care is taken in the detector circuit design, Johnson noise
can easily dominate shot noise in high-bandwidth detection of weak signals. From Equa-
tions 4.4 and 4.7, the ratio between the SNRs due to shot noise and Johnson noise is given
by:
SNResh
SNReth
= σ2sh
σ2th
= Rqi
2kbT
≈ iR
51 mV
(4.8)
Thus, the average photovoltage V = iR must exceed 2kbT /q ≈ 51 mV at room temperature
for detection to be in the shot noise limited regime (assuming Johnson noise dominates all
other photon-independent electronic noise sources, as is often the case at high frequencies).
For example, a room-temperature photodiode with a capacitance Cd ≈ 100 pF sourcing
current across a 50 Ω resistor to attain a bandwidth of B = (2piRlCd)−1 ≈ 30 MHz, results in
Johnson noise current of σth ≈ 18 pA/√Hz and a corresponding full-bandwidth noise current
of ∼ 100 nA. In this case, the average detected current must exceed 1 mA to be in the shot
noise limited regime. For a good photodiode with a responsivity of 1 A/W, this corresponds
to at least 2 mW of average incident optical power (i.e. a lot of light). However, it is
possible to attain shot-noise limited detection at much lower light levels without sacrificing
bandwidth by employing active circuit elements (e.g. a transimpedance amplifier) in the
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detector front-end design as I discuss in more detail in Chapter 5. Alternatively, gain-
adjusted shot noise limit (see Equation 4.6) can be attained at low signal levels by using a
PMT or an APD.
The total electrical SNR can be written as:
SNRe = i2s
σ2sh + σ2th + σ2e (4.9)
where σ2e represents the noise variance due to additional photon-independent electronic noise
sources, some of which are discussed below.
 1/f noise: A variety of electronic noise sources dominate near low frequencies, but disap-
pear with increasing frequency. Collectively these fluctuations are called “1/f” noise. Note,
however that 1/f is a qualitative description, not a quantitative metric (e.g. some of the
included noise varies as 1/f2). Another term for such noise is “flicker” noise, reflecting its
spurious and statistically poorly-behaved nature. The various causes of flicker noise are a
subject of debate, but include such effects as surface contamination, cracks, and manufac-
turing defects in ICs, carrier density and conductance fluctuation in carbon resistors, and
surface traps at electrodes.114,115 The general expression for 1/f noise standard deviation
is given by:115
σ1/f ∝√(i)αf−βB (4.10)
where α ≈ 2 and β ≈ 1. Note that 1/f noise power (variance) is approximately proportional to
the average current level. In the frequency range of acousto-optic DEEP, flicker noise is ∼ 40−
70 dB below its value at 1 Hz (in a 1 Hz bandwidth). Thus, this noise is primarily a concern
at low audio frequencies. Nevertheless, in the presence of a large current bias and a weak
signal, flicker noise may have an effect on a DEEP measurement, especially for low spatial
frequencies. Interestingly, unlike white noise, 1/f noise power is independent of measurement
bandwidth.118 Thus, the best way to avoid 1/f noise is to perform measurements at high
frequencies (e.g. ∼ 1 MHz). I will discuss how this can be done with DEEP by heterodyne
detection in Chapter 5.
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 Technical noise: I will use the term “technical noise” to refer to a diverse collection of
circuit noises with frequency-domain behavior and statistical properties that are circuit-,
device-, and environment-dependent and therefore difficult to categorize, but which can
be minimized by thoughtful circuit design and layout, as well as attention to component
noise specifications. Technical noise includes transistor and amplifier noise, electromagnetic
pickup and interference, switching power supply noise, digital switching noise in mixed
digital/analog circuits, etc. Circuit-related technical noise can be reduced below the levels
of other types of noise discussed here by techniques such as using ground and power planes
in multi-layer PCBs, using linear instead of switching power supplies, abundant filtering
of IC power pins, separating analog and digital components, traces, and power planes,
minimizing inductive loops (e.g. formed by a trace and its ground plane return path),
routing traces carrying weak sensitive signals away from or orthogonally to traces carrying
strongly modulated signals, etc.119 Technical noise due to amplifiers and transistors can also
be minimized by selecting low-noise components (e.g. BJT instead of FET transistors at
low frequencies) and paying attention to Johnson noise and shot noise due to bias currents.
I will discuss some of these considerations in Chapter 5.
Amplifier noise is often specified using the noise figure (NF), which is a measure (in
dB) of the additional noise due to the amplifier relative to an ideal noiseless amplifier when
a 50 Ω resistor is connected to their inputs at room temperature. Good RF amplifiers have
noise figures under 2-3 dB (in some cases even below 1 dB).114 Note that the noise figure can
vary substantially depending on the source resistance and collector current and generally
has a minimum at a specific source resistance (which is different for FET and BJT and
depends on collector current).118 Amplifier noise combines noise due to a variety of internal
sources such as transistor noise, 1/f noise, gain fluctuations, as well as shot noise due to bias
currents and internal Johnson noise. Thus the frequency-domain behavior of amplifier noise
is in general complex, however some general characteristics can be predicted. For example,
the noise variance of an FET is nominally higher than that of a BJT, but increases roughly
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as B3 (where B is the bandwidth), while that of a BJT amplifier falls as B2.117 On the
other hand, high-frequency behavior is dominated by white noise processes such as Johnson
and shot noise. In the case of a feedback amplifier, such as transimpedance op-amp, small
voltage noise at the differential input can be greatly amplified and rise to dominate all other
sources of noise near the high-frequency poles (resonances) of the feedback system and may
even lead to oscillation if the feedback system is not sufficiently damped.114
 Phase noise, jitter, and other signal generator noise: Since the acoustic perturbation
modulating the illumination in a DEEP system is generated in response to an electronic
waveform, it is important to consider electronic noise not just in the detection electronics,
but also in the signal generator and amplifier circuits. Signal generator noise affects the
illumination pattern multiplicatively via the acousto-optic interaction.
A good digital signal source, such as a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS), can typically
source 10 mA or more into a 50 Ω load. As discussed earlier, in this regime shot noise
dominates any Johnson noise due to the load and is over 160 dB below the maximum signal
power.
One must also consider phase noise at the output of a digital signal synthesizer,
which can occur as a result of period jitter of the clock source or internal timing jitter
due to variation in propagation and switching times of the digital logic. Furthermore, if a
DDS is clocked with a low frequency source (e.g. 50 MHz), the internal phase locked loop
(PLL) used to generate the high-frequency timebase (e.g. 500 MHz) introduces additional
phase noise. Phase noise results in a wide-band pedestal in the signal spectrum whose
power spectral density (PSD) is generally measured (in dBc units) with respect to a single-
tone signal peak at different frequency offsets from the peak. In DEEP, the relevant phase
noise spectral offset is the minimum resolvable frequency bin which may be ∼ 10 KHz, for
example. At this offset, a conventional inexpensive oscillator IC exhibits a phase noise of
∼ −140 dBc/√Hz (e.g. Connor-Winfield V702). The additional phase noise due the DDS
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itself may be −130→ −140 dBc/√Hz (Analog Devices AD9959) at this offset (including phase
noise to due the PLL). Thus, even if the measurement is made using the full ∼ 100 MHz
detector bandwidth, multiplicative noise power due to phase noise and jitter in the signal
source is ∼ 100 dB below the RF drive signal power and is therefore not a significant
contributor to noise in a DEEP system.
Additionally, a high power amplifier with NF ≈ 10 dB used to amplify the source
signal to drive the Bragg cell increases the relative noise power by a factor of 10 (assuming
a ∼ 50 Ω source resistance). Even so, the total signal generator noise power is typically
many orders of magnitude below the drive signal power.
 Quantization noise: An important source of electronic noise on the receiver side is due
to the limited number of digital values covering the dynamic range of an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). In general, the resulting quantization “noise” is nonlinear and signal
dependent, however for broadband signals spanning the dynamic range of the digitizer
resulting quantization errors can be treated as uncorrelated additive white noise. In this
case, the voltage variance of additive white quantization noise can be expressed as:106
σ2q = ∆212 (4.11)
where ∆ = Vmax2−B is the quantization step size (a.k.a. ADU or LSB), B is the number
of bits in the digitizer, and Vmax is the full-scale range of the digitizer. Equation 4.11
assumes that quantization errors can be treated as white additive noise. This assumption
is approximately valid as long as the signal amplitude spans more than a few quantization
steps and the signal is not strongly correlated with the clock waveform.114 In this case, for
a full-scale signal with an average power of V 2max/2, the quantization SNR can be expressed
as:
SNRq = V 2
2σ2q
= 3
2
22B ≈ (6B + 1.76)dB (4.12)
Thus, a full-scale signal measured by 14-bit ADC would result in an SNR of ∼ 86 dB, if the
 Note that since quantization errors are limited to ±∆/2, quantization noise is not Gaussian.
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signal were noiseless before digitization. To take full advantage of the dynamic range of the
ADC, in acquiring the data it is usually best to high-pass the signal before digitization and
scale the AC signal to match the full-scale range of the ADC without clipping. Note that
in practice, the effective bit-depth of most ADCs is reduced by 1-2 bits due to differential
nonlinearity (i.e. slight variation of the quantization step across the ADC dynamic range).
Note that (perhaps counter-intuitively) digital-to-analog converters (DACs) do not
exhibit quantization noise. After all, it is possible to generate an ideal sinusoid with only
one bit and a low-pass filter (additional bits allow for amplitude control).
Acoustic Noise:
 Acoustic shot noise: In a DEEP system ∼ 0.1 W of acoustic power is needed to diffract
sufficient light into the 1st order, yet remain in the linear diffraction regime. The coherently-
generated phonons propagating through the Bragg cell have shot noise of their own, which
obeys Poisson statistics and contributes multiplicatively to the overall optical noise via the
acousto-optic interaction. Using a typical phonon frequency of Ω ≈ 2pi × 75 MHz and a
measurement time of Tm ≈ 20 µs (acousto-optic access time), Equation 4.3 gives a shot
noise limited acoustic SNR of 3.6 × 109 ≈ 95 dB at this power level. Since such a low noise
level is likely to be dominated by optical noise sources (especially in a low-flux fluorescence
system), I will not consider phonon shot noise further.
4.1 Signal-Independent Gaussian White Noise
As discussed above, when the detected optical flux is weak (as in fluorescence microscopy),
thermal (Johnson) electronic noise can easily become the dominant noise, especially if the detector
front-end electronics are not optimized for detecting weak signals. It is therefore important to
consider how Johnson noise affects a DEEP measurement. As I already mentioned, Johnson noise is
signal-independent and uncorrelated and can be treated as white (frequency-independent) additive
noise with a Gaussian probability density function (PDF). Note that if the signal detected by
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Figure 4.1: (a) Power Spectral Density (normalized by the resolution bandwidth) of the detector current produced
when N(= 3) Fourier coefficients of a point-like object are measured sequentially (orange) and simultaneously (blue)
using DEEP. The frequency-multiplexed (FM) measurement lasts Tm seconds, while each of the N time-multiplexed
(TM) measurements lasts Tm/N seconds. The TM measurement can be equivalently treated as a single piecewise
Tm-long chirp (hatched). The PSD shown in blue results when the FM RF components are phase-aligned, mimicking
a flying-spot scanner. Black bars show heights of the FM PSD peaks when a random phase is added to each FM
illumination component. The white thermal noise variance is shown as a gray floor. Bandpass filtering (tan) can
reject out-of-band noise. The TM and FM SNRs at each frequency are determined by the respective OTFs (solid-blue
and dashed-orange envelopes) and their ratio can be greater or less than 1. However, the average SNR (see inset) is
greater by O(N) in the FM case. (b) While the FM and TM RF modulation waveforms have the same electrical
powers and produce the same total optical flux, the detected FM signal has more AC electrical power than the
TM signal due to the object’s response to intensity rather than field (i.e. spectral autocorrelation). (c) The FM
reconstruction has a lower noise floor than the TM image and produces wider, taller, and sparser impulses that span
N fields of view (FOV). However, since signal and noise are replicated due to the comb filter, a single FOV-wide
segment carries full information.
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a DEEP system is a weak modulation on top of a large bias (as is often the case in sequential
DEEP), the optical (and electronic) shot noise is due primarily to the bias (background) photon
flux and can be also approximated as signal-independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
However, since AWGN treatment of shot noise can lead to some erroneous conclusions about the
distribution of shot noise in the synthesized image, I will also discuss shot noise as signal-dependent
white noise in the following section. Certain other kinds of noise (esp. digital noise) may also be
approximated as additive white (but generally not Gaussian) noise and treated in a manner similar
to Johnson noise. The most relevant digital noise source for DEEP is quantization noise, which
may be approximated as additive white noise when the signal being digitized is uncorrelated with
the sampling clock and spans more than a few quantization levels.114
As illustrated in Figure 4.1a, additive white noise is distributed evenly in the frequency
domain. Moreover, if the statistical parameters and PDF of the white noise do not change with
time (e.g. they are independent of the signal), as in the case of Johnson noise, the noise process
can be considered stationary and ergodic, allowing one to characterize its properties (such as its
variance) by averaging over the length of a single measurement rather than averaging over an
ensemble of identical measurements at each moment in time. In the Johnson noise limit, the time-
average electrical noise power, P th within the measurement bandwidth, Bm, is proportional to the
variance of the thermal noise current, σ2th, (see Equation 4.7):
P th ∝ σ2th = 4kBTBmR . (4.13)
In a 2D fluorescence DEEP system using a photodiode, the signal photocurrent, is, depends linearly
on the signal photon flux, Φs, scaled by the detection efficiency, ηd (incorporating the fraction
of the photon flux collected as well as the quantum efficiency of the detector). The spectrum,
Φ˜s(Ωm; θ), of the signal photon flux is proportional to the Fourier slice of the object’s windowed
intensity response, Iobj , multiplied by the normalized 1D Optical Transfer Function, H1D(Ωm; θ)
(see Chapter 2, Equations 2.23 and 2.29), and scaled by the average illumination photon flux, Φ0,
incident on the object. Combining these relations, one obtains the electrical signal power spectral
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density (PSD), P˜s(Ωm; θ), normalized by the resolution bandwidth, ∆B = 1/2Tm (where Tm is the
measurement time):
P˜s(Ωm; θ)∝ ∣I˜s(Ωm; θ)∣2
∆B
= η2d ∣Φ˜s(Ωm; θ)∣2
∆B
= 2η2dΦ20
∆B
∣H1D(Ωm; θ)SFθ {Iobj} ∣2. (4.14)
Here SFθ{Iobj} represents a 1D Fourier slice (with radial spatial frequency coordinate kr mapped
to modulation frequency using Ωm ↦ krvo) at slice angle θ, I˜s(Ωm; θ) = Ft{˜id(t; θ)} is the RF
spectrum of the time-varying detector signal, the factor of 2 accounts for single-sidedness of the
power spectrum, and I have assumed that the object is thin compared to the depth of field (see
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4). Thus, the frequency-dependent SNR of 2D DEEP in the thermal noise
limit can be written as:
SNReth ∣
Ωm;θ
= ∫Bm P˜s(Ωm; θ)dΩ
P th
= R
4kbTBm
[2η2dΦ20
∆B
∫
Bm
∣H1D(Ωm; θ)SFθ {Iobj} ∣2dΩ] (4.15)
It is interesting to contrast the thermal-limit SNR as a function of frequency for time-multiplexed
(TM) and frequency-multiplexed (FM) DEEP. For this comparison, I will first assume that in both
cases N Fourier samples are measured along a 1D Fourier slice during a total measurement time
Tm as the object is illuminated by a constant average photon flux Φ0. The TM measurement can
be treated as a combination of N short single-frequency measurements, each Tm/N in duration,
combined coherently to reconstruct the 1D image. In this case, the resolution bandwidth is given
by ∆B = N/2Tm. On the other hand, in the FM measurement all the frequencies are detected
simultaneously over the full measurement time and ∆B = 1/2Tm.
Figure 4.1a illustrates this difference graphically for N = 3. Note that for a given mea-
surement, the electrical signal power within the resolution bandwidth (i.e. the term in the square
brackets in Equation 4.15) is independent of the measurement time (integrated energy, on the other
hand, is not). Furthermore, to ensure that the average optical power and electrical mean current
are independent of multiplexing and the number of samples, the TM and FM PSDs are normalized
such that the DC electrical power (area under the central peak in the PSD) is conserved. In con-
trast, the total (AC and DC) electrical powers found by integrating the PSDs are generally not the
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same for TM and FM measurements, since the total electrical power is proportional to the mean
square rather than the mean of the current as illustrated in Figure 4.1b.
The FM PSD shown in blue in Figure 4.1a could be obtained by illuminating a point-like
object (such as a fluorescent bead) with an interference pattern produced by modulating the Bragg
cell with a sum of N (in this case 3) tones of equal amplitudes and phases. The resulting acoustic
gratings would add up coherently to form a traveling acoustic pulse train within the Bragg cell.
When imaged onto the object, this moving acoustic diffraction structure would produce an array
of lines rapidly and repeatedly scanning across the object. Thus, a DEEP system driven by such
a voltage waveform is analogous to a flying-spot77 (or more precisely a “flying-line”) microscope.
This analogy can also be extended to two-dimensional scanning microscopy systems, and by
equivalence to wide-field imaging systems120,121 as well. Thus, it is helpful to understand the
effects of such a traveling pulse drive signal on the SNR when comparing the noise performance of
various DEEP waveforms and sampling strategies to conventional lens-based imaging systems.
Since the frequency-dependent SNR is given by the ratio of signal and noise powers within
the resolution bandwidth at each frequency (see Equation 4.15), one can see by comparing the TM
and FM PSDs that in 1D, the SNR of a sequential measurement can exceed the SNR
of a FM measurement at the highest frequencies, yet can be O(N) times worse at low
frequencies. When comparing sequential DEEP to a conventional 2D imaging system, such as a
scanning microscope, that measures the coherent sum of the entire angular spectrum captured by
the objective lens (rather than one Fourier slice at a time), the SNR penalty at low frequencies
is even more severe. In this case, the DC peak of the PSD of a sequential measurement of N
frequency samples along M slice angles is Tm/MN times lower than the peak of the “top hat” 2D
FM PSD (equivalently, the measurement time for each spatial frequency is MN times shorter for
 In practice, pulses would not be the best waveforms for driving a Bragg cell since at any given time only a small
portion of the acoustic aperture would diffract/scatter light. Furthermore, acoustic pulse power must be limited to
avoid saturated acousto-optic diffraction (since it’s not possible to diffract more than 100% of the light). However,
the same flying-spot effect can be attained much more efficiently by placing the Bragg cell in a Fourier plane of the
object and modulating it with a frequency chirp, as is commonly done for scanning a beam of light. In fact, it may
be possible to design a DEEP system employing two Bragg cells, one in an image plane, the other in a Fourier plane.
Depending on the desired modulation waveform and OTF, one or the other (or both) Bragg cells could be activated
to maximize diffraction efficiency without altering other system components or processing algorithms.
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the sequential measurement than for the 2D FM measurement). Assuming N ≈M , this translates
to an O(N2) thermal-limit SNR advantage for a conventional 2D scanning system compared to
frequency-sequential image synthesis using DEEP (at least at lower spatial frequencies) for the same
total illumination power. As I will discuss at the end of this chapter, however, this thermal SNR
disadvantage is mitigated if not compensated by higher sensitivity of DEEP compared to a spatially
scanning microscope due to an extended DOF, larger collecting aperture, and photon-conserving
Fourier-domain filtering capabilities.
It is important to note that the SNR comparison between TM and FM DEEP depends
strongly on the complex RF spectrum of the driving voltage waveform. For example, the bars in
Figure 4.1a illustrate the FM PSD peak heights obtained by imparting a random phase on each
frequency component of the RF drive waveform. Although the power spectrum of the RF voltage
modulating the Bragg cell and the average total photon flux incident on the object remain the same
as before, in this case the average SNR of FM sampling is lower and sequential sampling has an
SNR advantage at mid-frequencies as well as high frequencies.
According to Equation 4.15 and the preceding discussion, the Fourier domain SNR in the
thermal limit depends on the electronically-synthesized 1D OTF as well as the object’s frequency
response. Consider now the SNR behavior in the temporal/spatial domain of the reconstructed
image. Since during processing of the DEEP detector signal, temporal frequencies are mapped to
spatial frequencies (using Ωm ↦ kyvo) and time is mapped to space (using t ↦ y/vo), SNR can
be discussed in terms of temporal or spatial coordinates interchangeably. Since thermal noise is
white in both, frequency and spatial/temporal domains, the average SNR (SNR) in both domains is
determined by the ratio of the integrated signal power to the integrated noise power (see inset in the
figure), where the integration spans the bandwidth of the detector, Bd, in the Fourier domain, the
measurement time, Tm, in the temporal domain, and the synthetic 1D field of view in the spatial
domain. In fact, according to Parseval’s theorem,§ SNR is invariant across the Fourier,
§ According to Parseval’s theorem, the total energy, given by the integrated squared magnitude in each domain,
is conserved by the Fourier transform: ∫ ∞−∞ ∣x(t)∣2dt = 1/2pi ∫ ∞−∞ ∣X(Ω)∣2dΩ.
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temporal, and spatial domains since the integrated signal and noise powers (i.e. total energies)
are conserved across these domains. For the pulse-like FM modulation illustrated in Figure 4.1a,
SNR is ∼ 3N higher than in the sequential case, as can be verified by comparing the areas under
the quadratic FM PDF curve (blue line) and the flat-line TM PDF (dashed orange line) in the
large N limit.
When the OTF comprises discrete frequencies as illustrated in Figure 4.1a, it is possible to
increase SNR by applying a ∆B-wide bandpass filter at each frequency as shown in the figure. This
can be accomplished before or after digitization by employing a swept bandpass filter or heterodyne
detection (see Chapter 5) in the case of sequential sampling, or by applying a matched filter to
the TM or FM signal.¶ In the Fourier domain, filtering removes noise at interstitial frequencies
devoid of signal, whereas in the spatial/temporal domains filtering lowers the white noise floor by
the ratio of ∆B to the spacing between frequencies. Note, however, that SNR is reduced by the
same amount and remains equal in each domain after filtering.
The simple observation that the average SNR is conserved in the Fourier and spatial/temporal
domains can also be helpful in estimating the “local” (or “instantaneous”) SNR in the thermal
limit for various RF modulation waveforms.∥ As an example, consider the spatial signal and noise
distributions in the cases of the “flying line” illumination (blue) and sequential sampling (orange)
in Figure 4.1b. In both cases, if a point-like object is assumed and the signals are processed by
matched filtering, the reconstructed 1D image comprises several peaks distributed over the synthetic
field of view (FOV), as illustrated in Figure 4.1c.∗ The spacing of the peaks depends inversely
on the spacing of the frequency samples, so that the density of the peaks in the TM case is double
¶ Matched filtering can be accomplished by cross-correlating the detected signal with the noiseless impulse response
of the system and can be shown to be the optimal linear filtering method for maximizing the SNR in the presence of
stationary white noise.122∥ Note that it is possible to talk about SNR at a single point in a waveform, i(y), only by considering an ensemble
of identical measurements such that SNReth∣y = ⟨i(y)⟩2/⟨[i(y) − ⟨i(y)⟩]2⟩, where ⟨⟩ represents an ensemble average.∗ Since the FM signal is N times longer than each TM segment, the reconstructed FM image is N times wider
(i.e the FOV is scanned N times with an identical illumination pattern during the FM measurement time). However,
due to multiplication by a comb of ∆B-wide impulses in the frequency domain as a result of the matched filtering
operation, both signal and noise are replicated in the spatial domain and it is sufficient to consider only a single
FOV-wide segment of the reconstructed 1D image. Note that as a result, the filtered noise is neither Gaussian nor
white.
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that of the FM reconstruction. As a result of narrower filter bandwidth, the thermal noise floor
within the FOV is ∼N/2 times lower in the FM case than in the TM case (the factor of 2 is due to
the higher filter comb density). After computing the synthetic images from the respective filtered
PSDs (and scaling by 1/N in the FM case to account for FOV cropping), one finds that the signal
peaks in the FM image contain ∼ 3 times the total power of the TM image (they are ∼ 3 times as
high, ∼ 2 times as wide, and twice as sparse). This is consistent with Parseval’s theorem, so that
SNRFM ≈ 3N2 SNRTM in both, spatial and frequency domains (this can be verified by integrating
the signal and noise powers under the blue FM PSD envelope and the orange/dashed TM PSD
envelope in the figure). Note, however, that due to bunching of the signal power into pulses in the
spatial domain, as in the case of a point-like object, the peak local SNR can be much larger than
SNR. As a result, it is possible for the signal to be buried in noise in the spectral domain
resulting in SNR < 1, while obtaining SNR ≫ 1 at the locations of the reconstructed peaks
in the spatial domain. Of course, the dual situation is also possible, as in the case of a sinusoidal
object.
It is also interesting to consider the effect of chirped RF modulation on the SNR of a DEEP
system. We’ve already seen that adding a random phase to each frequency component of the
modulation waveform reduces SNR compared to a flat-phase waveform. What happens if instead
a phase offset is added that depends quadratically on frequency (as in a linear chirp)? A chirp can
cover the same bandwidth as an impulse and can be transformed into an impulse after detection by
matched filtering without loss of information. However, unlike a flat-phase broadband waveform,
a chirp spreads its energy evenly in time (a property commonly leveraged in coherent imaging
systems such as radar), thereby avoiding local energy peaking associated with an acoustic pulse
that can saturate acousto-optic diffraction and greatly limit the total diffracted power. On the
other hand, as mentioned earlier, there are much more light-efficient techniques for producing a
scanning-line at the object than an acoustic pulse (such as mechanical scanning or a Fourier-plane
AOD). It is therefore instructive to examine whether a chirped illumination pattern scanning across
the object is advantageous compared to a scanning line of the same total optical power and spatial
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bandwidth. In fact, as we will see, the local spatial SNR within the FOV of chirped DEEP
is the same as for sequential (TM) frequency sampling, regardless of the chirp rate, as
long as measurement time and bandwidth, as well as total illumination intensity are
conserved. Thus, perhaps surprisingly, a higher SNR is obtained when the object is illuminated
with scanning lines rather than with moving chirp patterns of the same optical power when making
a frequency-multiplexed measurement using DEEP, at least when noise is signal-independent.
To substantiate this conclusion, it is helpful to first consider what happens if the TM signal
shown in orange in Figure 4.1b is processed as a single measurement Tm in duration instead of
the piecewise manner described above. Such combined processing could be accomplished by cor-
relating the signal with a noiseless reference waveform (i.e. using a matched filter), for example.
In this case, the PSD of the concatenated signal would mimic the aggregate PSD of the piecewise
measurement, except for the shape of the DC peak, which would be N times narrower and N times
taller (as in the pulsed FM measurement), reflecting the longer measurement time. However, the
total integrated power and SNR is identical in this case to the TM measurement. Moreover, the
spatial reconstruction and noise distribution produced by applying a matched filter to the detected
piecewise chirp waveform is indistinguishable from those obtained by filtering each monotonic piece
individually and coherently combining the results, just as would be expected for a linear system.
Notice that as N grows and the TM waveform is divided into more and more monotonic segments,
the Fourier domain peaks widen and the height of the dashed envelope falls inversely with N (ex-
cept for the DC peak, which doesn’t change as long as average signal power and measurement time
remain fixed). Eventually, when N reaches the time-bandwidth product of the measurement, such
that Nmax ≈ Bd/∆BFM = TmBd, the RF waveform becomes indistinguishable from a continuous
chirp and the 1D OTF passband level of chirped DEEP (dashed line in Figure 4.1a) becomes 4Nmax
times lower than the DC peak (potentially below the noise level). Note that throughout the range
1≤N≤Nmax, SNR as a function of N for the piecewise chirp waveform remains the same as in the
TM case (see inset in Figure 4.1a).
 In this limiting case, no SNR gain is obtained by filtering the detected signal.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of thermal SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object produced using sequential frequency
sampling. N = 40 frequency samples were used. Random AWGN with a variance of 5000 e- was added to the signal,
which was processed by matched filtering to produce the image. The simulation was repeated 100 times to generate
ensemble statistics. Note: only the central 1000-point FOV of the image is shown.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of thermal SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object produced using frequency-multiplexed
sampling (scanning line). As explained in the text, the SNR is ∼ 3N/2 higher for FM pulse modulation than for
sequential sampling in previous figure. N = 40 frequency samples were used. Random AWGN with a variance of
5000 e- was added to the signal, which was processed by matched filtering to produce the image. The simulation was
repeated 100 times to generate ensemble statistics. Note: only the central 1000-point FOV of the image is shown.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of thermal SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object produced using a single continuous
chirp. Random AWGN with a variance of 5000 e- was added to the signal, which was processed by matched filtering
to produce the image. The simulation was repeated 100 times to generate ensemble statistics. Note: only the central
1000-point FOV of the image is shown.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation of thermal SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object produced using a repeating continuous
chirp. Random AWGN with a variance of 5000 e- was added to the signal, which was processed by matched filtering
to produce the image. The simulation was repeated 100 times to generate ensemble statistics. Note: only the central
1000-point FOV of the image is shown.
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This Gedanken experiment can be extended to predict the SNR in a DEEP system modulated
with a repetitive continuous chirp that sweeps over the same bandwidth K times faster and is
repeated K times during the length of the measurement, while preserving the total illumination
intensity. Note that for each resolvable frequency of the repeating chirp, the energy integrated over
the measurement time is conserved regardless of the chirp rate, and that repetition in the temporal
domain corresponds to multiplication by a comb of impulses in the spectral domain. As a result, the
PSD of the repetitive chirp signal resembles that of the single continuous chirp, but is now broken
up into a comb of impulses spaced with a duty cycle of K−1 and is K times taller (except at DC) to
conserve energy within each period of the spectral impulse comb. Since the PSD of the repetitive
chirp is taller and sparser than that of the single continuous chirp, the SNR can be reduced by a
factor of K compared to the single chirp case by applying a matched filter. Nevertheless, in the
spatial domain of the reconstructed image, the local spatial SNR within the field of view remains
the same for both types of chirp. This is due to the fact that in the case of the repetitive chirp, the
reconstructed image is replicated K times during the measurement time Tm (and after filtering, so
is the noise), whereas in the case of the single chirp only one image is synthesized. Thus, within a
single TmBd/N -wide FOV at the center of the reconstruction (see Figure 4.1c), the synthetic image
and thermal noise floor are independent of the chirp rate. This is another stark manifestation of how
different the SNR behavior can appear in the spectral and spatial/temporal domains. Figures 4.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.5 show simulated 1D signals, PSDs, reconstructions, and SNR plots for the TM, pulsed
FM, as well as single and repetitive continuous chirp modulation schemes discussed above. The
Matlab simulation code and documentation are attached as an Appendix.
Thus, in summary, one can write down several key conclusions regarding signal-independent
noise in DEEP (assuming the total RF drive power and bandwidth, illumination intensity, as well
as measurement time are conserved):
 Signal-independent additive white noise includes thermal noise, quantization noise, as well
as shot noise due to any large optical or electronic bias that dwarfs the signal.
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 Before filtering, this kind of noise is white in frequency, temporal, and spatial domains.
Filtering in the frequency domain introduces correlations in the spatial/temporal domains,
but does not affect noise uniformity.
 In the frequency domain, the SNR of a 1D sequential measurement can exceed the SNR
of a 1D FM measurement at the highest frequencies, yet can be O(N) times worse at
low frequencies (in the limiting case of “flying line” illumination). However, this behavior
depends greatly on the complex FM modulation spectrum.
 At low spatial frequencies, SNR of a conventional 2D imaging system (such as a scanning
microscope) can be as much as O(N2) higher than the SNR of a sequential measurement of
the same spatial frequencies using DEEP. However this is mitigated by increased sensitivity
of DEEP (as discussed at the end of the chapter).
 The average SNR (SNR) is conserved between the frequency, temporal and spatial do-
mains.
 After filtering, SNR is 3N/2 times higher for a line-scanning FM measurement than for a
1D sequential measurement.
 Local spatial SNR can be much higher or lower than SNR, depending on the object structure
and modulation strategy. For example, thermal SNR at the bright points of an object can
greatly exceed the SNR in the dim regions.
 When using a matched filter to reconstruct the image, chirped modulation offers no spa-
tial SNR advantage compared to sequential frequency sampling regardless of the chirp
frequency.
 Note that SNR can be different from the average spatial SNR within the central cropped field of view due to
signal and noise replication (as in the case of a filtered repetitive chirp).
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4.2 Signal-Dependent White Noise
So far, in considering the SNR for various methods of Fourier sampling, I have assumed
additive white Gaussian noise that does not vary with the signal. While such signal-independent
treatment is appropriate for thermal noise as well as shot noise due to a constant or slowly-varying
photon flux with a weak signal modulation, it does not correctly describe the important case of shot
noise due to highly-modulated light (as in the case of a sequential DEEP measurement of a grating
or a single point scatterer/emitter, or a flying-line FM measurement of a 1D structure). When the
signal contrast is high, shot noise can not be considered as a stationary process since its statistical
properties depend on the rapidly changing photon flux and can no longer be deduced from a single
long measurement. Instead, the statistics must be calculated at each point in time (or space)
from an ensemble of independent realizations of the measurement. Surprisingly, the non-stationary
character of shot noise is usually neglected in discussions of noise and SNR in the optics literature.
However, non-stationary shot noise has been analyzed123,124 and experimentally characterized125
in the context of interferometric detection of gravitational waves where the aim is to detect minute
intensity perturbations in the output of a phase-modulated interferometer locked to a dark fringe.
I will follow the approach of Niebauer et al.123 to establish the frequency dependence of non-
stationary shot noise, and then use this framework to discuss the effects of filtering and Fourier
sampling strategy on the spatial/temporal SNR of DEEP in the shot noise limit.
As an example, consider the case of the sinusoidal signal illustrated in Figure 4.6. As we
discussed earlier, assuming the arrival times of photons at the detector are uncorrelated, the vari-
ance of the shot noise (over an ensemble of measurements) within a small window of time, dt, is
proportional to the instantaneous signal intensity according to the Poisson distribution. In this
case, the statistics are clearly non-stationary – for example, the local noise variance at the troughs
of the sinusoid is much smaller than the time-averaged variance obtained form a long measurement
spanning many periods. By treating the shot noise current, in(t), as additive and real such that
the total detected current isn(t) = is(t) + in(is, t) (where is(t) represents the noiseless signal), and
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Figure 4.6: A simulation illustrating nonstationary Poisson shot noise exhibited by a fully-modulated sinusoidal
signal with an amplitude of 100 photoelectrons.
noting that noise in different time windows ∆t is uncorrelated, one can write the time-domain shot
noise autocorrelation (for any signal waveform) as:
⟨in(t)in(t + t′)⟩ = q
∆t
is(t)δ(t′) (4.16)
where the ⟨⟩ operand takes an average over an ensemble of measurements (i.e. expectation) and the
Kro¨necker delta function, δ(t′), indicates that shot noise is uncorrelated in time, q is the electronic
charge, and ∆t → 0. To explore the behavior of non-stationary noise in frequency space, one can
take the Fourier transform of the noise current over the measurement time Tm:
i˜n(Ω) = 1
T
∫ T /2−T /2 in(t)ejΩtdt (4.17)
where Ω represents the RF frequencies in the detected signal. Since in(t) is a random process,
so is i˜n(Ω), however the ensemble statistical properties of shot noise are not the same in the two
domains. Consider, for example, the autocorrelation of i˜n(Ω):
⟨˜i∗n(Ω)˜in(Ω +Ω′)⟩ = 1T 2 ⟨[∫ T /2−T /2 in(t)e−jΩtdt] [∫ T /2−T /2 in(t′′)ej(Ω+Ω′)t′′dt′′]⟩
= 1
T 2
∬ T /2−T /2 ⟨in(t)in(t + t′)⟩ ejΩ′tej(Ω+Ω′)t′dtdt′
= q
T
{ 1
T
∫ T /2−T /2 is(t)ejΩ′tdt} (4.18a)
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giving
⟨˜i∗n(Ω)˜in(Ω +Ω′)⟩ = qT i˜s(Ω′) (4.18b)
Here Equation 4.17 is used to obtain the bracketed terms, a change of variables t′′ ≡ t+t′ is applied,
Equation 4.16 and the sifting property are employed to collapse the double integral, and the term
in curly braces is recognized as a finite-time Fourier transform of the signal current. Equation 4.18b
reveals that the autocorrelation of the Poisson shot noise spectrum is proportional to
the signal spectrum. This simple relationship has several important implications. For example,
by setting Ω′ = 0, one finds that ⟨∣˜in(Ω)∣2⟩ ∝ i˜s(0) = is(t), leading to the conclusion that the
non-stationary shot noise PSD is frequency-independent (white) and proportional to
the time-average signal current, just as in the case of stationary shot noise.
A more surprising result emerges when one considers the difference between sequential and
frequency-multiplexed sampling in the signal-dependent shot noise limit. In the FM case, all fre-
quencies along a slice are measured simultaneously and coherently, producing a compound waveform
at the detector. The 1D image can be reconstructed from the detector signal by applying an ap-
propriate filter in the frequency domain (e.g. a matched filter). By re-deriving Equation 4.18b
with a linear filter applied to both, the signal and the noise, one finds that the image synthesis
filtering operation does not change the relationship between spectral correlation of shot noise and
the spectrum of the detector signal. One can therefore conclude that shot noise variance in the 1D
FM reconstruction is proportional to the local image intensity, just as in a lens-based 1D imaging
system. In the case of sequential frequency measurement, however, the situation is entirely differ-
ent. In this case, each frequency is measured independently during a distinct time slot and shot
noise in different measurement time slots is uncorrelated (see Equation 4.16). As a result, although
the signals are combined coherently to form the image, shot noise combines incoherently. Thus,
whereas shot noise within each single-tone segment of the detector signal obeys Equation 4.18b and
exhibits spectral correlation peaks at the corresponding frequency, non-stationary shot noise in the
TM synthesized image is spectrally uncorrelated and is therefore white in both, frequency and spa-
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tial/temporal domains as in the case of signal-independent noise. In other words, in the case of
sequential DEEP there is no difference between the distribution and statistics of shot
noise and thermal noise in the synthetic image, regardless of the signal modulation
strength!§
To gain some intuition for the effect of signal-dependent shot noise on the SNR, note first
that since the shot noise spectrum is white, the frequency-domain behavior of SNR shown in
Figure 4.1a is unchanged. We already saw that in the case of a point-like object and scanning-line
FM illumination, SNR is ∼ 3N/2 times higher for FM DEEP than for TM DEEP. However, for
FM DEEP almost all of the signal-dependent noise power is now located under the reconstructed
peak(s) instead of spreading evenly across the image. Since, the peak width is O{N} times smaller
than the field of view, one finds that in the case of a point-like object, the spatial SNR
advantage of FM DEEP over TM DEEP is lost when shot noise is signal dependent!
Note, however, that for images that are less peaked and distributed more evenly across the field of
view, spatial SNR reduction for FM DEEP is less apparent. The same conclusion can be reached by
considering the spatial spectrum of the object – objects with a dominant DC term tend to be more
extended and exhibit a shot noise distribution that looks more like the thermal case. On the other
hand, shot noise performance of sequential DEEP is expected to be on par with that of
FM DEEP (and by extension, conventional lens-based imaging) for objects without a
dominant DC term, such as high modulation depth gratings or point-like objects on
a dark background (e.g. isolated fluorescent molecules or clusters). Not surprisingly,
the shot noise distribution becomes more and more white in image space as bias is added to the
detector signal. To support these conceptual arguments, Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12
show simulations of 1D TM and FM DEEP reconstructions of a single point-like object as well as
a cluster of three such objects of different amplitudes in the presence of signal-dependent Poisson
shot noise with and without additional bias.
§ Although I have not proved it here analytically, this statement is corroborated by the simulations in Figures 4.7-
4.12 as well as the arguments above.
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This conceptual treatment of signal-dependent shot noise can also be extended to two (and
three) dimensions. For example, when a 2D structure is measured one Fourier slice at a time
using FM DEEP, shot noise from different Fourier slices adds incoherently (just as shot noise from
different frequency sample time slots adds incoherently in the 1D sequential DEEP measurement).
On the other hand, when conventional lenses are used to form an image, shot noise from the entire
Fourier plane is combined coherently all at once. Thus, in analogy to the 1D case, the thermal-
limit O(N) SNR advantage of 2D image formation using a lens compared to slice-by-slice Fourier
synthesis, disappears almost entirely for structures with relatively low DC content.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of the SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object in the presence of nonstationary Poisson shot
noise for sequential frequency sampling DEEP. The simulated illumination pattern was fully-modulated (no DC bias
was added) and N = 40 frequency samples were used (note that sparse frequency sampling results in multiple copies
of the reconstructed object and noise). Random Poisson noise was added to the signal, which was then processed by
matched filtering to produce the image (only the central 1000-point FOV is shown). The simulation was repeated
100 times to generate ensemble statistics.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation of the SNR in a 1D image of a point-like object in the presence of nonstationary Poisson shot
noise for frequency-multiplexed sampling (scanning line) DEEP. Simulation parameters are the same as in Figure 4.7.
As discussed in the text, the SNR advantage of FM sampling disappears in this case since FM shot noise is localized
while the TM shot noise is white in image space. Note also that in the FM case, the autocorrelation of the noise
spectrum is proportional to the power spectral density of the signal as derived above.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of the SNR in a 1D image of a cluster of point-like objects in the presence of nonstationary
Poisson shot noise for sequential frequency sampling DEEP. The simulation conditions are the same as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.10: Simulation of the SNR in a 1D image of a cluster of point-like objects in the presence of nonstationary
Poisson shot noise for frequency-multiplexed sampling (scanning line) DEEP. The simulation conditions are the same
as in Figure 4.8. Note that in the case of three impulses, the TM SNR shown in the previous figure is slightly worse
than the FM SNR since the structure exhibits higher DC content than a single-point object.
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Figure 4.11: The same simulation as in Figure 4.9, but with a large bias added (simulating illumination fringe
visibility of 0.05).
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Figure 4.12: The same simulation as in Figure 4.10, but with a large bias added (simulating illumination fringe
visibility of 0.05). In this case the FM shot noise is nearly white in image space (although a small signal correlation
remains), and the ratio of TM and FM SNRs is approximately the same as in the thermal limit. With such a large
bias, shot noise can be treated as stationary.
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4.3 Speckle Noise Due to Scattering Objects
For implementations of DEEP that rely on a coherent light source, it is also important to
consider the effects of speckle noise. Speckle manifests itself as random granular intensity fluctua-
tions that appear in images formed by coherent optical systems and is the result of the interference
of light scattered by the unresolved fine-scale structure of the object. In imaging systems speckle
is typically due to wavelength-scale surface roughness, however it can also result from optical path
variations due to single and multiple scattering within a 3D medium (in fact, multiple scattering
can enhance the effective optical roughness of the object). Such optically-rough surface or volume
structures can be considered to be made up of a large number of scattering elements. Assuming
that the phase and amplitude excursions imparted by the scattering elements on the optical field
are statistically independent from scatter to scatterer and that the phase perturbations are much
larger than a wavelength (in the r.m.s. sense) and hence equally likely to lie anywhere between −pi
and pi, the scattered field at each point (x, y, z) on a far-field observation plane due to the rough
microscopic structure can be modeled by a random phasor walk: Us(x, y, z) = ∑Nk=1 ∣ak∣ exp(iφk),
where N is the total number of illuminated scatterers.126 Both the amplitude and phase of the
resulting speckle field can be shown to be random – the former described by a Rayleigh probability
density function (PDF), and the latter by a constant PDF.127 The speckle intensity measured at
the far-field observation plane is thus also a random function described by a negative exponential
PDF, p(I) = (1/I) exp(−I/I) when I ≥ 0, for which the mean, I, and standard deviation, σI , are
equal. As a result, the contrast of the speckle pattern, C = σI/I, is everywhere unity (for polarized
spatially and temporally coherent illumination).126
It is also important to understand how speckle contrast can be suppressed and when speckle
noise does not occur at all. Since speckle is an interference phenomenon, speckle contrast can
be reduced only by combining different speckle patterns incoherently. It therefore is not possible
to suppress speckle by increasing the illumination area, for example, since speckle patterns from
different regions on the object add coherently, maintaining unity speckle contrast. On the other
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hand, since monochromatic interference patterns of different wavelengths combine incoherently and
scale with wavelength, illuminating the object with a sufficiently-broadband light source can greatly
suppress or eliminate speckle.¶ Similarly, illuminating the object from different angles with many
mutually-incoherent sources (or equivalently, a single spatially-incoherent source) results in the
addition of different speckle patterns on an intensity basis and thereby reduces speckle contrast.
Thus, the lower the temporal and/or spatial coherence of the illumination the less the speckle.
Note that speckle contrast depends on the coherence of the optical field at the power-law detector,
and thus can be affected not just by the illumination source but by coherence-scramblers (such as
a rotating optical diffuser) placed in the optical path as well as by the coherence properties of the
object itself. Thus, for example, even if the light source is coherent, there is no speckle
noise if the object response is incoherent, as in the case of fluorescence DEEP and
fluorescence microscopy in general.∥
Note that intensity speckle noise can occur in the far-field of a scattering object (referred to
as “objective speckle”), as well as in the image plane of a lens (known as “subjective speckle”). In
the latter case, speckle noise at each pixel is due to the interference of fields produced by scattering
elements within the corresponding small region of the object. Hence, the random-noise model of
speckle is valid only if there are many optically-rough scatterers within each resolvable spot. As a
result, speckle disappears when the imaging NA is large enough to resolve the individual scatterers
contributing to the optical roughness, for example. However, in the following discussion I will focus
on objective speckle since it is the kind most relevant to Fourier-plane DEEP measurements.
From the perspective of Fourier optics, the objective intensity speckle pattern is given by
the squared modulus of the spatial Fourier transform of the object-plane phase front perturbations
due to the optically-rough fine-scale structure. If the fine-scale structure of the object were known
¶ It can be shown that speckle is suppressed when the bandwidth ∆ν ≳ c/2σz, where c is the velocity of light and
σz is the standard deviation of the height fluctuations.
126∥ Note, however, that optically-rough structures in the illumination path can produce intensity speckle at the
object (e.g. scattering from the surface of an iris or propagation through a scattering medium). In the case of DEEP,
if such “illumination speckle” is present, it can lead to noise in the reconstruction of scattering as well as fluorescent
objects.
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completely, the far-field speckle pattern could be computed exactly via a Fourier transform, how-
ever without such knowledge both the fine-scale structure and the resulting speckle field can be
modeled as spatially-random distributions as discussed earlier. Even without the knowledge of the
microscopic scattering structure, the Fourier viewpoint can be helpful in understanding the behav-
ior of speckle. For example, according to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, the power spectral density
of the speckle pattern in the far field is given by the autocorrelation of the object’s reflectance or
transmittance function (assuming uniform coherent illumination), making it possible to estimate
the size distribution of the speckles.126 Thus, for a uniformly-illuminated uniform circular region
in the object plane, the resulting speckle intensity spectrum has a top-hat shape (with a DC spike)
and the average speckle size can be estimated as δs ≈ λ/NAs, where NAs is the numerical aperture
subtended by the illuminated scattering region as measured from the observation point. Conversely,
from the spectrum of the speckle intensity pattern it is possible to estimate the squared modulus
of the Fourier transform of the object brightness function, which is the basis of speckle interferom-
etry – a technique used by astronomers to acquire diffraction-limited images of stars through the
turbulent atmosphere.128 Furthermore, even for less specific objects, it is possible in some cases to
use iterative constrained phase retrieval algorithms to estimate the phase of the Fourier transform
and recover a complete image of the object from the intensity speckle pattern.3
The effect of speckle noise in imaging scattering objects using DEEP can also be intuitively
understood in the Fourier domain by revisiting Figure 2.6 discussed in Chapter 2.∗∗ Just as
in the case of coarser scattering features, illuminating the random fine-scale structure responsible
for speckle by two tilted acousto-optically generated plane waves produces two spatially shifted
replicas of the random-like speckle field at the far-field detector plane, each with a different Doppler
shift. The scattered field at the object plane can be considered as a product of the resolvable
object reflectance or transmittance and the random fine-scale amplitude and phase perturbations
responsible for speckle, since each unresolved scatterer adds a random phase offset and imparts
∗∗ An analytical description of speckle noise in DEEP is beyond the scope of this work, but has been derived by
several authors in the context of Fourier Telescopy and the related panoramic microscope.75,129
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a random amplitude modulation on the object reflectivity/transmissivity (note that in agreement
with the multiplicative model, dark regions of the object do not contribute to the speckle pattern).
Thus, in accordance with Equation 2.36, one can write the detector signal in the presence of speckle
as:
id(t; Ωm)∝∬
D
∣[Uobj(kx, ky +Ωm/vo)∗∗Uspeck(kx, ky +Ωm/vo)]ejΩmt
+ [Uobj(kx, ky −Ωm/vo)∗∗Uspeck(kx, ky −Ωm/vo)]e−jΩmt + c.c.∣2dkxdky (4.19)
where Uobj(kx, ky) is the Fourier transform of the object reflectance/transmittance, Uspeck(kx, ky)
is the objective speckle field due to the random scatterers alone, and ∗∗ stands for 2D spatial
convolution. In Chapter 2 I used conservation of energy to argue that when all of the scattered
light is collected onto the detector, the detected signal is the same as would result if the object were
positioned as an amplitude mask just in front of the detector surface. Since speckle develops only
at a distance from the object, one can conclude based on this argument that in this case speckle has
no effect on the detected signal – it is completely integrated away. The same conclusion is reached
by recalling that when all of the scattered light is collected, DEEP measures an autocorrelation of
the Fourier transform of the object structure windowed by the OTF support (determined by the
maximum angle between the illumination beams). Thus, the Fourier transform of the measurement
gives the squared modulus of the object structure convolved with the point spread function (PSF),
so that the object reconstruction is unaffected by the random fine-scale perturbations in phase and
amplitude that produce speckle. On the other hand, it is evident by considering the figure that
when the far-field detector aperture is very small (e.g. the detector is placed behind a pinhole), the
detector signal depends entirely on the local speckle intensity. For example, if the random speckle
pattern happens to have a null at the detector position, the signal will be zero regardless of the
amplitude of the Fourier component being probed.
 Note, however, that speckle is not necessarily problematic in the case of the pinhole-based phase measurement
technique illustrated in Figure 2.6b – since the full complex speckle field is measured, the object can be reconstructed
by a Fourier transform (as long as the speckle field amplitude due to the stationary reference beam is nonzero at the
detector pinhole position).
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Figure 4.13: Illuminating an amplitude grating Fourier component of a scattering object that is optically-rough
produces four identical shifted speckle fields in the far field. When the differential ky wavevector of the incident
fields matches the grating frequency, speckle fields due to the +1a and −1b orders overlap, producing a 2Ωm spatially-
coherent intensity beat. The beat signal is detected nearly regardless of the position and the surface area of the
detector. However, the smaller the statistical “number of speckles” encompassed by the detector area, the larger the
integrated intensity measurement uncertainty and the lower the system SNR.
In the intermediate regime where the detector area is finite and only a fraction of the scat-
tered light is captured, the effect of speckle can be viewed as an added uncertainty in the spatially
integrated intensity measurement. Intuitively, this can be understood by considering a single sinu-
soidal amplitude grating component of the object modulated by a random complex perturbation
due to the fine-scale random scatterers and illuminated by two tilted Doppler-shifted plane waves,
as illustrated in Figure 4.13. In this case, according to Equation 4.19, the combined diffracted field
in the detector plane is a coherent sum of four identical shifted speckle fields corresponding to the
±1st diffraction orders for each illumination beam. When the difference between the incident ky
wavevectors matches the spatial frequency of the grating, two of the Doppler-shifted speckle fields
overlap exactly contributing a speckle interference pattern that “blinks” uniformly at the difference
frequency, producing a strong detector signal at 2Ωm. The interference of the speckle fields due
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to the non-overlapping diffraction orders, on the other hand, results in dynamic speckle patterns
wherein the phase of the temporal intensity modulation is spatially uncorrelated, so that when
spatially averaged across the detector area they contribute a DC offset to the signal. In discussing
speckle-free scattering in Chapter 2 we saw that a limited detector aperture results in a “windowed
autocorrelation” in Fourier space. In the presence of speckle, however, information about the scat-
tering structure is evenly distributed across the far-field (as described by the 2D convolution in
Equation 4.19), so that the detected signal is nearly independent of the position and size
of the detector area and DEEP behaves as a true Fourier-domain autocorrelator even
for small detector apertures! However, as the angle between the illumination beams is varied
to probe different Fourier components, the total speckle intensity encompassed by the detector area
D fluctuates randomly about a mean value even though the characteristic speckle size remains the
same. This integrated speckle intensity fluctuation introduces an uncertainty to the measurement
that increases as the detector area shrinks. It can be shown that the SNR due to speckle is
approximately equal to the square root of the characteristic “number of speckles”, nsd,
integrated by the detector area.75,130 Note that this is a general result that holds not just in the
case of DEEP, but for any optical system that performs radiometric measurements in the presence
of speckle. For example, a similar relationship has been derived in 3D triangulation literature for
the uncertainty in estimating the location of a laser spot projected onto an optically-rough surface
producing subjective speckle in the image plane.131 To express the SNR due to speckle in terms of
system parameters, recall that the speckle size distribution is determined by the autocorrelation of
the object brightness function. As I pointed out earlier, for a uniformly-illuminated circular field
of view and a uniform object reflectivity the characteristic speckle diameter is δs ≈ λ/NAs ≈ λz/ro,
where ro is the field of view radius and z is the effective distance from the object to the far-field
detector plane (which can be foreshortened by using a lens). Since the detector diameter is given
by D = 2 NAd z, where NAd is the numerical aperture of the collection optics (or the NA subtended
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by the detector if it positioned directly in the far field), the SNR due to speckle can be written as:
SNRspeckle ≈ √nsd = √D2
δs2
≈ 2roNAd
λ
(4.20)
Note that this expression is not exact and depends on the object reflectance/transmittance function
which determines the characteristic speckle size, however it is a good first-order approximation for
objects that are distributed broadly across the field of view.
4.4 Sensitivity Comparison of DEEP and Scanning Microscopy
So far in discussing and comparing the sources of noise in DEEP I have treated the total
illumination power incident on the object and the optical response collected and converted into
current by the detector as invariants. However, when comparing DEEP to other imaging techniques
it is also important to consider how much signal is collected by the optical system and converted
to photoelectrons when the object is illuminated with a fixed total illumination power. I will
refer to this as the system sensitivity. Since DEEP can be considered as a reconfigurable spatial
frequency scanner (especially in the sequential sampling mode), I will focus on its spatial-domain
dual, the 2D scanning microscope, in making sensitivity comparisons. However, the conclusions
can be readily extended to many classical wide-field imaging systems by leveraging established
equivalence and reciprocity principles between scanning and wide-field microscopy.120,121 In some
cases I will explicitly differentiate between confocal and classical scanning microscopy due to their
disparate sensitivity and depth of field properties. Also, I will limit the sensitivity comparisons to
linear fluorescence microscopy systems, although many of the following arguments can be applied
to nonlinear microscopy and scattering objects as well. Moreover, to avoid unnecessary complexity
in discussing sensitivity, I will consider only the simplest of objects – point-like emitters (such as
fluorescent beads or quantum dots), or in some cases sinusoidal gratings – without loss of generality,
since more complex structures can be treated as linear combinations of such elemental objects.
We saw earlier in the chapter that when the dominant source of noise is signal-independent
(e.g. thermal noise), in the case of extended objects with a dominant low-frequency spectrum
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sequential sampling with DEEP can result in an image reconstruction with an O(N2) lower SNR
compared to a 2D scanning microscope in the worst case (assuming O(N) Fourier slices and O(N)
frequency samples along a slice). On the other hand, if the higher spatial frequencies of the object
spectrum are of primary interest, sequential sampling with DEEP can be advantageous, resulting
in a higher SNR than a spot scanner. Moreover, by employing a hybrid frequency-multiplexed and
time-multiplexed sampling strategy, even the worst-case (low-frequency) SNR penalty of DEEP-TM
can be reduced from O(N2) to O(N), although at the cost of a reduced depth of field. When the
primary source of noise is shot noise, the situation is different – for objects that result in strongly-
modulated DEEP signals (such as isolated point-emitters and 1D gratings), the SNR of sequential
DEEP and a spot scanner are comparable (assuming the same detected average intensity), whereas
for objects with a dominant DC peak the SNR is no better than in the thermal limit. Despite the
potential for an SNR penalty, as we shall see, the enhanced sensitivity of DEEP compared to a
scanning microscope can greatly mitigate if not erase the SNR cost of sequential Fourier sampling,
even in the worst case (O(N2)) scenario mentioned above.
4.4.1 Frequency Scanning and Spatial Scanning Duality
Consider a single fluorophore in the focal plane of a conventional 2D scanning microscope,
as illustrated on the right side of Figure 4.14. The detector is in the dark during most of the
scan, until the focused illumination spot happens to overlap the fluorophore, resulting in a sharp
detector current spike. On the other hand, if the same fluorophore is placed within the interference
pattern of a frequency-scanning sequential DEEP microscope, as illustrated on the left side of
Figure 4.14, the behavior of the detected signal is just the opposite. Because the spatial Fourier
spectrum of the unresolved fluorophore is uniform, the amplitude of the sinusoidal detector signal
is the same throughout the frequency scan, however the signal is very weak since only a small
fraction of the wide-field illumination is absorbed by the tiny fluorophore (or equivalently, since the
absorption cross-section of the fluorophore is distributed across many spatial Fourier components).
Assuming that the average illumination power incident on the object, scanning time, fluorescence
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Figure 4.14: Key concepts in comparing fluorescence sensitivity of sequential (TM) DEEP and spatial scanning
microscopy. Both systems acquire 2D images by scanning – one in spatial frequency, the other in space. Point
emitters are used as example objects without loss of generality. Given the same illumination intensity, field of view,
and measurement time, the total signal collected from a given point-emitter in the focal plane is the same for both
systems. However, DEEP can resolve emitters anywhere within the volume of interference, whereas light from out-
of-focus emitters contributes to unresolved background in conventional scanning microscopy or is rejected by the
pinhole in confocal microscopy. By correcting the phase errors of a large high-NA optical reflector, DEEP makes it
possible to collect a large fraction of fluoresced light while providing a large working distance. By limiting the scan
to a region of interest, both systems can improve sensitivity, however in DEEP the a priori information needed to
select the ROI is position-independent and less object-specific than in spatial scanning.
collection aperture, and detection efficiency are the same for the two systems, the fluorescence signal
accumulated over the entire duration of the scans is also the same, despite the reciprocal temporal
distributions of the fluoresced energy – a manifestation of the duality between spatial-basis and
Fourier-basis decompositions. In fact, in the absence of noise, the unamplified weak sinusoidal
DEEP signals can be linearly combined to produce a current pulse identical to that measured by
the spot scanner.
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4.4.2 The Depth of Field Advantage
While the sensitivity of the DEEP and spot scanners to fluorophores located in the focal
plane is commensurate, the same cannot be said for emitters located outside the focal plane of the
spot scanner. As illustrated in the figure, in a conventional spatial scanning microscope, out-of-
focus emission contributes an unresolved background bias to the image, resulting in higher noise
and reduced image contrast. In confocal scanning microscopy, out-of-focus light is rejected by the
pinhole to improve image contrast and axial resolution. Sequential-sampling DEEP, on the other
hand, is not sensitive to the axial position of the fluorophore due to the large depth of field. Thus,
information-bearing emission from all depths within the interference pattern contributes to the
detector signal and the reconstructed image. While for some 2D imaging applications it can be
argued that image contrast outside of the focal plane adds clutter to the image and obscures the
structure of interest, in other applications – for example neuron signal tracking (see Chapter 1)
or single-molecule microscopy – such 2D projections of the 3D structure can be much richer in
information than a single focal plane. In this case, assuming that the DEEP depth of field is O(N)
larger than that of a confocal microscope (which is typical for N ≈ 1000), DEEP can have up to an
O(N) sensitivity advantage over a confocal scanner (depending on how much of the information
within the illuminated volume is considered as “signal”).
4.4.3 The Collecting Aperture Advantage
In scanning-spot microscopy, typically the same objective lens is used to focus the illumination
and to collect the fluoresced light. As a result, when a relatively-low NA objective is used as a
focusing lens (e.g. to attain a sufficient working distance), only a small fraction of the fluoresced
light is collected. DEEP, on the other hand, makes it possible through electro-acousto-optic phase
error correction to use a low-precision optical surface with near-unity NA to attain wavelength-scale
imaging while maintaining a large working distance (e.g. see discussions in Chapters 1, 2, 5, and 7).
As illustrated in Figure 4.14, the same large-aperture optic can be used to collect a large fraction
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of the fluoresced light onto the detector. Moreover, large working distance illumination can provide
room to place separate collection optics around the object (e.g. an integrating sphere) to capture
even more of the fluoresced light. Thus, in some cases the increased collection efficiency of DEEP
can provide an order of magnitude sensitivity improvement compared to conventional 2D scanning.
4.4.4 The Fourier-Domain Windowing Advantage
As illustrated in Figure 4.14 and discussed throughout this thesis, the frequency scanning
domain of DEEP can be electronically programmed with almost complete flexibility. Thus for a
given total measurement time and illumination intensity, it is possible to spend an equal amount
of time measuring each Fourier component, or alternatively, to spend more time measuring some
Fourier components than others while conserving the total number of photons reaching the detector.
Although it is also possible to confine the scanning range of a scanning spot system to a certain
region of interest (ROI) on the object, mechanical constraints and speed limitations can reduce the
sensitivity advantage of this approach. More importantly, in order to choose the specific region of
interest, some specific a priori knowledge about the object and its position is typically needed (i.e.
which quadrant of the object contains the interesting part). With DEEP, such a priori knowledge
is independent of object position and can be more abstract – even information about the general
class of object can inform the decision about the Fourier components on which to concentrate the
scan. For example, if the objects of interest are cellular membranes or filaments, it may not be
necessary to spend as much time measuring low-frequency Fourier components as high-frequency
ones, regardless of the objects’ positions. Obviously the benefit of Fourier-domain selectivity is
highly task- and object-dependent, however, it is not difficult to envision sensing scenarios (e.g.
see above) where such photon-conserving filtering can result in an order-of-magnitude sensitivity
improvement.
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4.4.5 Photobleaching Considerations
In fluorescence microscopy, often the primary limitation on sensitivity is not due to the avail-
able illumination power, but to rapid and usually permanent fading of fluorescence at high illumi-
nation intensities known as photobleaching. While chemical pathways leading to photobleaching
can be complex and in many cases are not well understood, it is typically caused by unwanted
chemical reactions of the photo-excited fluorophore molecule (particularly during the long-lifetime
triplet excitation state) with other molecules in the surrounding solution. Photobleaching rates are
highly dependent on the particular fluorophore, its concentration, and the surrounding chemistry
(e.g. photobleaching can be reduced by adding synthetic antifade reagents to the solution).132 To
give an example, however, it is the author’s experience that with an illumination power of 1 W/cm2
(i.e. 2.5 mW illuminating a 500 µm2 field of view) bovine pulmonary artery cells stained with the
Texas-Red fluorescent dye (e.g. Invitrogen Fluocells prepared slide #2) can fade noticeably in a
matter of a few minutes.
Photobleaching can be modeled as a statistical process in which the fluorophore is chemically
converted into a non-emitting form with some probability after a number of photo-excitation and
emission cycles. Typically, when the fluorescent response is linear, the photobleaching rate also
depends linearly on the illumination intensity and can be described as a Poisson process where
the probability of a fluorophore photobleaching within a given time period is time-independent.
This leads to an exponentially-decaying probability for the total number of photons emitted by a
given fluorophore before it photobleaches.133 Note that since the photobleaching rate is linear with
intensity, the total number of bleached molecules within a given resolvable spot at the focal plane
remaining after the full scan time is statistically the same whether the spot is momentarily flashed
with high intensity illumination as in scanning spot microscopy, or is exposed to a steady low dose
of illumination as in sequential DEEP. Moreover, since the mean number of photons emitted by
a fluorophore before photobleaching is not dependent on incident intensity, one can conclude that
the total signal fluoresced from the small region during the measurement time is the same in both
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systems with or without photobleaching. Note that this argument can also be applied to emitters
located outside of the focal plane of the spatial 2D scanner which receive a lower instantaneous
illumination dosage (due to the expanding illumination cone) but are exposed longer, so that the
total number of photobleached fluorophores within the entire illuminated volume after the full
scan time is approximately the same for frequency and spatial scanning (given the same total
illumination intensity, field of view, measurement time, etc.).
I should point out that with spot scanning it is possible to acquire an image by exposing one
spot until it is photobleached, then proceeding to the neighboring spot until it is photobleached,
etc. With DEEP such high intensity, even when distributed across the full field of view, would
make the fluorescent object fade during the measurement time, resulting in an angularly-weighted
Fourier-domain measurement and a filtered reconstruction. However this fading effect could be
compensated by increasing the illumination intensity as the measurement progresses instead of
keeping it constant, resulting in an equivalent sensitivity. Note, however, that the same chemical
processes that lead to photobleaching can also alter the molecular structure and disrupt biological
processes within the sample of interest. Thus, the illumination intensity is usually kept low enough
to minimize such photodamage when imaging living organisms, for example.
4.4.6 Detector Dynamic Range and Background Bias Considerations
When sequential DEEP is used to measure an object with a dominant DC component in
its spatial spectrum, the detected sinusoidal signals are weakly modulated, exhibiting a large bias.
Although the bias current can be removed by high-pass filtering the signal after detection but before
digitization, the detector’s dynamic range (the ratio of the saturation level to the sum of detector’s
dark current and the front-end electronic noise) must be large enough to accommodate the bias
and resolve the weak modulation at the same time. The dynamic range of the detector becomes
a limiting factor if it is smaller than the shot noise SNR within the measurement bandwidth.
Fortunately, good single-element detectors are available that exhibit a high enough dynamic range
so that this can be avoided for typical DEEP measurements. In photomultiplyer tubes (PMTs), for
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example, the noise-equivalent illumination power within a 50 KHz measurement bandwidth (as in
the proof-of-concept DEEP system, DEEP-POC, discussed in Chapter 5) is typically 10 − 100 fW,
whereas the saturation intensity is typically 0.1−1 nW, resulting in a dynamic range of 103−104.134
However, an average fluorescence level of ∼ 1 nW (which is typical for ∼ 1 W/cm2 illuminating a
500 µm field of view) corresponds to ∼ 2.5 × 109 photons per second, giving SNRsh ≈ 224 within
the measurement bandwidth. Thus fluorescence DEEP measurements using a PMT are typically
limited by shot noise rather than detector noise (unless the average detected fluorescence is on the
order of a few picowatts). When imaging scattering objects, it is best to use photodiode detectors
which can be exposed to much higher light intensities. For example, in DEEP-POC ∼ 2 µW
of light scattered by a weakly-reflecting target in response to 2 mW of illumination power and
collected onto a detector corresponds to SNRsh ≈ 2240. The 70 MHz autobalancing detector design
described in Chapter 5 saturates at 6 mW and has a noise-equivalent power (NEP) of ∼ 1 nW
within a 50 KHz bandwidth (corresponding to an electronic dynamic range of 135 dB within the
measurement bandwidth, or 182 dB/Hz), again resulting in nearly shot-noise-limited detection even
for such a weak scattering signal. Thus, the dynamic range of the single-element detector,
whether it is a PMT measuring fluorescence or a photodiode-based detector measuring
scattered light, is not the primary limitation on the SNR and sensitivity of typical
DEEP measurements.
Note that while analog bias subtraction is a necessary step in processing DEEP data, it
also represents one of the key benefits of single-element detection with DEEP. Since the signal
of interest in DEEP is always modulated on an RF carrier, the bias level can be removed before
digitization by high-pass filtering the detector signal for each Fourier sample. In wide-field CCD
imaging, on the other hand, bias can only be removed after digitization and can therefore greatly
reduce the effective dynamic range of the CCD. This is a significant problem in a number of imaging
applications, including fluorescence microscopy where background auto-fluorescence often swamps
the signal of interest, and neuron action potential imaging where the signals can be many orders
of magnitude weaker than the background.58 Although scanning microscopy provides access to
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the analog detector signal before digitization, it is not possible to separate signal from bias before
the data is digitized and stored since a single DC intensity level is measured at each scan location.
However several scanning heterodyne detection techniques have been recently proposed that exploit
modulation of the illumination beam to suppress background fluorescence and multiply-scattered
light within tissue.135,136 In Chapter 7 I will discuss a related method for imaging in scattering
media using DEEP.
Chapter 5
Proof Of Concept: System Design and Initial Results
The principal experimental component of this research project was implementing several
bench-top prototype microscopy systems to demonstrate the principles of DEEP and as testbeds
for the development of the signal processing and image reconstruction algorithms. Four of these
systems (DEEP-POC generations 1−4) were developed incrementally on the same platform and use
a conventional microscope objective lens to illuminate the object and collect the optical response,
as illustrated conceptually in Figure 5.1. Additionally, I built a separate DEEP prototype based on
a large high-NA electroformed reflector (the kind used in automotive headlights) to investigate the
potential of forming high-resolution images from a large working distance using low-quality optics
and phase error compensation with DEEP. The following sections describe the design evolution of
these proof-of-concept systems and the experimental imaging results demonstrating some of the
capabilities of DEEP.
5.1 DEEP-POC-1: 1D Proof of Concept
The first generation of the DEEP-POC prototype (DEEP-POC-1) provided the first 1D
reconstructions of a reflective grating structure, demonstrating sequential tomographic projection
synthesis and the associated large depth of field characteristic of DEEP. It also served as a testbed
for many of the design features and physical components shared by the following more advanced
DEEP-POC generations. Although I refer to this system as “first generation”, it actually evolved
from several earlier experiments that are not described here for brevity. DEEP-POC-1 was built
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Figure 5.1: A simplified DEEP-POC architecture showing the key components of the microscope.
as a retrofit to a conventional off-the-shelf microscope, consisting of an acousto-optic interference
pattern projector, a custom differential detector module, as well as the associated signal synthesis,
control, data acquisition, and signal processing electronics and software. The optical and electronic
architecture of DEEP-POC-1 is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.2. An annotated photograph
of the system is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.1.1 Optical and Mechanical Design
5.1.1.1 Optomechanical Design Overview
The optomechanical design of DEEP-POC-1 can be divided into three sections: the acousto-
optic pattern generator; the modified off-the-shelf microscope; and the detection module. The
role of the acousto-optic pattern generator (which occupies most of the real-estate in Figure 5.2)
is to produce rotated moving sinusoidal illumination patterns. To accomplish this, referring to
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Figure 5.2: The optical and electronic system diagram of the first generation DEEP-POC system. Note that in the
actual system the microscope is rotated such that the optical axis of the objective is orthogonal to the plane of the
diagram. Thus the polarization states shown inside the microscope outline are in a frame of reference orthogonal to
the rest of the system.
Figure 5.2), a narrow beam of light from a laser source is optionally intensity-modulated using an
Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM), spatially filtered, expanded using a telescope, polarized horizon-
tally using a waveplate, and focused in 1D onto the Bragg cell using a cylindrical lens. The Bragg
cell, located in a conjugate object plane, is electronically programmed to diffract a pair of illumi-
nation beams. The diffracted beams are re-collimated using a cylindrical lens, demagnified using a
telescope and directed via a beam splitter onto a rotating retro-reflecting knife-edge prism located
at another conjugate object plane. Stationary and rotating waveplates are used to help ensure
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of the first generation DEEP-POC system.
that the polarization and intensity of the projector output does not vary with prism rotation. The
rotated illumination pattern is then coupled into a conventional microscope via several polarizing
beam splitters and waveplates (used to maximize light throughput), and imaged onto the object
using a microscope objective. Additionally, a small fraction of the illumination is directed to a
Fourier-plane monitoring CCD camera for diagnostics. The light reflected or fluoresced by the ob-
ject in response to the illumination is collected by the microscope, separated from the illumination
using a polarizing beam splitter and a wave plate or a set of fluorescence filters, and directed onto a
high-speed differential detector. The detector signal is then synchronously processed using analog
and digital electronics to generate a 2D image of the object. The following discussion describes the
subsystems and components of DEEP-POC-1 in more detail.
The pattern generator subsystem (which has remained for the most part unchanged through-
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out the DEEP-POC generations) is built on a 20′′ ×16′′ optical breadboard to make it “relocation-
proof” and to demonstrate that the system can be implemented as a relatively compact enhance-
ment to a conventional microscope. Most of the lenses, mirrors, waveplates, and beam splitters are
mounted with 0 − 2 degrees of fine adjustment (e.g. tip-tilt) but rely on coarse slide-and-tighten
adjustment for the rest. However, the two acousto-optic devices (which are the most alignment-
sensitive components, along with the spatial filter and the retro-reflecting knife-edge wavefront
rotation prism) are provided with fine adjustment in x, z, Bragg angle rotation, and out-of-plane
tilt. The Bragg cell and the two surrounding U-turn mirrors are mounted on a single sliding rail
carrier platform, making it possible adjust the axial position of the Bragg cell to coincide with the
object-conjugate plane without re-aligning the system. All of the optics in-line with the right-angle
(RA) knife-edge prism are also carrier-mounted on a single rail to ensure modularity and simplify
alignment. I carefully aligned most of the optics in the pattern generation subsystem in the order of
beam propagation using standard techniques such as employing a shear-plate to gauge collimation,
using pairs of irises to ensure coaxial beam propagation, and observing back-reflections from optical
surfaces to align lenses and beam splitters. However, the rotating knife-edge prism, which must be
centered and aligned with respect to both the rotation axis and the optical axis, requires special
mounting and alignment methods discussed in Section 5.1.1.5. Furthermore, a CCD camera placed
in a conjugate Fourier plane at the opposite end of the rail from the prism (see system diagram)
is used as an aid for prism alignment and to provide a visual display of Fourier slicing to the user
during the course of a measurement.
In the first-generation system the light from the projector entered the microscope (located
next to the breadboard) through one of the openings in the microscope turret, which also held the
objective lens. The microscope’s xyz stage provided a convenient and precise sample mounting
platform. The Zeiss ICS KF2 is a compact basic transmitted-light microscope with a removable
binocular tube and was chosen because it was the only microscope available for internal optical
customizations, which were implemented within a small cavity behind the turret (the microscope
has since been returned to its original state). The system was intended to be compatible with
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both scattering and fluorescent objects by exchanging a few components within the microscope as
illustrated and described in Section 5.1.2. After passing through the modified microscope optics,
the scattered or fluoresced light from the object exited the microscope through one of the eyepiece
ports in the binocular tube into the detection module, which was mounted piggy-back style as
shown in the photograph. I used an eyepiece placed in the other (left) port for visual observation
or photographing of the sample. The detection module was constructed using Spindler & Hoyer
cage system components. It served as a mounting platform for the autobalancing differential
detector described in Section 5.1.5 and contained optics to direct and focus the signal light from
the microscope and the external reference beam onto the two detector photodiodes.
While this microscope retrofit design represented a modular system architecture and obviated
the need to build a high-quality microscope from scratch, it suffered from several drawbacks that
eventually led to the next generation of DEEP-POC. One problem was that the weight of the
overhanging detection module compromised the rigidity of the microscope so that the structure
acted as an undamped vibration amplifier (which remained a problem despite several attempts to
brace the structure). Another issue was that the opening behind the turret where the modifications
had to be made was very small, was not designed for mounting additional optics, and was impossible
to access without removing the binocular assembly and the detection module. As a result, the optics
and mounts had to be miniature, could only be attached to the microscope body using epoxy, and
were very difficult to align. Moreover, the 150 mm focal length between the back focal plane
of the microscope objective and the projector output lens (chosen to optimally utilize the Bragg
cell bandwidth and objective NA) required mounting the microscope very close to the projector
breadboard. This restricted the motion of the sample translation stage and limited the possibilities
for mounting additional optical components.
5.1.1.2 Light Source Characteristics and Acousto-Optic Modulation
I chose the Coherent Technologies Compass 315M-100 (S/N H99112607) Diode-Pumped Solid
State (DPSS) 532 nm 100 mW laser as the system light source for several reasons (not the least
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of which was that several Compass modules were available in the lab). This laser is compact,
provides a very stable round single longitudinal mode (TEM00) vertically-polarized output beam,
has low RIN (< 0.25%), and generates sufficient illumination power for fluorescence experiments
even when the intensity is reduced by two orders of magnitude due to low-efficiency Bragg cell
diffraction and the multitude of surface reflections in the optical path. The laser head and the
separate laser controller module are rigidly mounted directly on the optical breadboard, creating a
self-contained pattern projection system that can be relocated without re-alignment. One drawback
of this strategy is that the integrated fan used to cool the laser heat sink blows directly onto the
microscope subsystem and is a source of vibrations. To address both of these issues, in the last
generation of DEEP-POC I disconnected the integrated fan and mounted a fan on the laser emission
side of the heat sink using a rod anchored to the optical table to ensure mechanical isolation from
breadboard components. To power the laser I used a Lambda LNS-X-15 15V, 5A linear power
supply “brick” which I modified with a switch to toggle the laser power and equipped with a
proper polarized plug to interface to the control module. Note that it generally takes ∼10 minutes
for the laser to stabilize after turn-on.
In order to visualize and characterize the running interference fringes projected onto the
object, the fringes can be made to appear stationary to the eye (or a camera) by synchronously
modulating (e.g. strobing) the illumination intensity at the Doppler difference frequency of the
interfering beams, or the fringes can be made to move across the object at a slower apparent
rate by introducing an additional offset modulation frequency (as in optical heterodyne detection
discussed later).82 In DEEP-POC this amplitude modulation is accomplished using an acousto-
optic modulator (AOM), a close cousin of the acousto-optic deflector (a.k.a. AOD, Bragg cell)
with a narrower acoustic transducer, a much smaller time-bandwidth product, and a much faster
response time. The Crystal Technology AOMO 3350-120 (S/N 10078) device used in DEEP-
POC, for example, is a longitudinal TeO2 AOM with a 6 ns modulation rise time, a 150 MHz RF
bandwidth, and a 350 MHz center frequency.∗ Note, however, that the modulation rate depends
∗ Note: in generation 4, this Crystal Technology AOM was replaced with a NEOS device.
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on the time it takes for the acoustic wavefront to propagate across the optical beam – for example,
the 6 ns rise time is specified for a 30 µm beam diameter. To stroboscopically stop fringes due to a
maximum Doppler difference frequency of 25 MHz (which is typical for DEEP-POC experiments),
requires a modulation rise time of ∼20 ns, corresponding to a 100 µm optical beam diameter at
center of the AOM. Since the minimum 1/e2 beam diameter at the output of the Compass laser is
∼340 µm (actually, the minimum waist size is ∼30 mm in front of the laser aperture), the beam
waist must be demagnified approximately three-fold. The problem is similar to coupling a laser
beam into a resonator by mode-matching, and can be accomplished using a single lens by positioning
the lens so that the laser’s minimum beam waist is located one focal length away. A surprising
result of Gaussian beam propagation is that the minimum waist of the demagnified beam is then
located at the opposite focus of the lens (rather than infinity).137 Using a matrix-based Gaussian
beam propagation Matlab script, I found that a standard 50 mm focal length lens can be used
to demagnify the laser beam to generate a 106 µm beam waist diameter, thereby approximately
matching the modulation speed requirements if the laser minimum waist location and the AOM
are placed at opposite foci of the lens.
The vertically-polarized modulated 1st order beam diffracted from the AOM is spatially
filtered using a 5-axis spatial filter assembly with a 15 µm pinhole at the focus of a 23× objective.
An iris at the entrance aperture of the spatial filter is adjusted to pass only the 1st order beam and
to block the 0th order and higher diffraction orders. The spatial filter not only ensures a spatially-
uniform Gaussian illumination field but also serves as the first stage of a ∼100× beam expander
that generates a collimated ∼12.5 mm beam.
5.1.1.3 Illumination Optical Path Highlights
As illustrated in the inset in Figure 5.2, when unfolded, the illumination optical path starting
at the Bragg cell and ending at the object plane can be described as a pair of cascaded telecentric
afocal telescopes bridged by the wavefront rotation prism. This 8-f system de-magnifies the illu-
minated acoustic pattern ∼25 times to cover a ∼500 µm diameter field of view at the object. An
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important element that is not shown in the unfolded view is the cylindrical lens that is used to
collapse the source beam in the vertical dimension to illuminate only a thin horizontal sliver at the
center of the Bragg cell. This ensures that only a uniform central slice of the acoustic diffraction
pattern is illuminated, thereby greatly improving the spatial uniformity of the diffracted 1st order
beams and the illumination pattern with a relatively minor sacrifice in diffraction efficiency. Note
that the focal length of the cylindrical lens must be sufficiently large to avoid exceeding the vertical
out-of-plane acceptance angle of the Bragg cell as I discuss in the following section. A different area
of the same cylindrical lens is used to re-expand and collimate the diffracted beams. I found that
using the same cylindrical lens at the input and output of the Bragg cell greatly simplifies alignment
and improves the illumination beam quality, since even slight rotation and/or tilt misalignment of
two different cylindrical lenses can result in severe distortions.
Note that although the Bragg cell is centered at a conjugate plane of the object, the AO crystal
can be quite thick (e.g. ∼20 mm in the case of the device used in the experiment). Furthermore,
the acoustic wavefront propagates at an angle through the crystal due to acoustic walk-off (see
next section). However, as long as the longitudinal magnification of the cascaded telescopes is
sufficiently large such that the magnified depth of field in Bragg cell space is larger than the crystal
thickness, the acousto-optic interaction can be considered to occur at the conjugate plane. Thus,
even for a conservative 1 mm depth of field at the object attainable with DEEP-POC, the crystal
thickness is well within the 625×-magnified depth of field in Bragg cell space.
Aside from the singlet cylindrical lens, all other lenses in the illumination system are coated
doublet achromatic lenses oriented to minimize aberrations (most curved surface towards least
curved wavefront). All polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) used in the system are Spindler & Hoyer
15 mm and 10 mm cube beam splitters, which I found to exhibit a high extinction ratio and good
coating quality. The illumination system also employs a number of waveplates to maximize light
throughput. A λ/2 waveplate placed after the spatial filter is used to rotate the linear polariza-
tion from vertical to horizontal to match the optimum input polarization of the Bragg cell (see
 Note that the longitudinal magnification is the square of the 25× lateral magnification.)
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next section). The λ/4 waveplate positioned between the first PBS in the optical path and the
prism rotation stage is used to change linear polarization to circular (and vice-versa), whereas the
two λ/4 waveplates mounted on the rotation stage rotate together with the prism and effectively
mimic a mirror changing the handedness of circular polarization upon reflection as discussed in
Section 5.1.1.5. In combination, these λ/4 waveplates, PBS, and retro-reflecting prism function
as an optical isolator, accepting vertically-polarized light, converting it to circular polarization,
changing the handedness of circular polarization at the prism, converting circular to horizontal
polarization on the return pass, and finally transmitting the horizontally-polarized light through
the PBS orthogonally to the incident beam direction. The two λ/2 waveplates shown between
three output PBSs in the system diagram are used to adjust the amount of light directed to the
diagnostic CCD camera and to the reference beam. As I will discuss in Section 5.1.5, the ratio
between the intensities of the signal and reference beams strongly affects the performance of the
autobalancing differential detector. The final λ/4 waveplate in the illumination path is placed just
behind the microscope objective when measuring scattering objects using DEEP-POC. Together
with the PBS and the reflective object, it forms another optical isolator, thereby maximizing the
amount of signal transmitted towards the detector.
5.1.1.4 Bragg Cell Characteristics
In Chapters 1 and 2 I introduced the Bragg cell as a traveling volume phase grating created
within an optical medium via the photoelastic effect by a piezoelectrically-generated propagating
acoustic wave. To understand the important characteristics of the Bragg cell, however, it is helpful
to review acousto-optic diffraction in more detail. Fundamentally this process involves the interac-
tion between optical photons and acoustic phonons governed by the piezoelectrically-induced strain
tensor, the permittivity tensor, the elastooptic tensor, as well as the optical and acoustic wave equa-
tions within the acousto-optical medium, and can be modeled using coupled-mode analysis.89,138
However, under certain assumptions (such as the first Born approximation), the description of
acousto-optic diffraction can be greatly simplified by considering the photon-phonon interaction
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from the point of view of momentum and energy conservation in k-space.139
As we have already seen, DEEP relies on the Doppler frequency shift introduced to each
diffracted beam as a result of photon-phonon interactions. The direction of the Doppler shift can
be determined from the dot-product of optical and acoustic wave vectors. If it is positive, energy
is conserved by transferring the energy of the phonon to the photon, thereby increasing the optical
frequency by the RF frequency (Doppler upshift), as shown in Figure 5.4a. If the dot-product is
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negative, a new phonon is created, reducing the optical frequency of the diffracted light by the
RF frequency (Doppler downshift), as illustrated in Figure 5.4b. The Doppler shift can also be
intuitively understood by modeling the acoustic perturbations as a moving train of reflecting planes
that coherently reflect the incident wavefront.
The momentum vector of the phonon, K⃗G, and that of the incident photon, k⃗i, can be repre-
sented on the same momentum-space (k-space) diagram as illustrated in Figure 5.4c. Note that the
acoustic wavelength is typically 10-100 times larger than the optical wavelength, so the length of K⃗G
is greatly exaggerated in the diagram for clarity. To conserve momentum, the momentum vector of
the diffracted photon, k⃗d, must be a vector sum of K⃗G and k⃗i. However, since the diffracted photon
must be a propagating optical mode within the crystal, the acousto-optic momentum transfer will
occur only if k⃗d lies on the optical momentum surface for the diffracted polarization (which can
be different from the incident polarization k-surface if the crystal is anisotropic). Equivalently, if
the acoustic perturbation is represented as a traveling volume phase grating, when this condition
is met all parts of the diffracted wavefront add constructively (in-phase) and result in a strong
diffracted order. The half-angle between k⃗i and k⃗d that corresponds to this phase-matching (or
Bragg) condition is the Bragg angle and is usually not larger than a few degrees.
In reality, the acoustic column within the crystal is not collimated but is diffracted by the
edges of the transducer. As a result, just as in the case of an optical wavefront diffracted by
a rectangular aperture, acoustic k-vectors have an angular distribution that approximates a sinc
function with a main lobe width of ∼ Λ/L at an acoustic wavelength Λ if a rectangular transducer
of width L is used (the actual function also depends on the acoustic k-surface, which can be
highly anisotropic). Furthermore, the finite length, A, of the acoustic column interacting with the
optical beam results in a distribution of acoustic wavelengths that conserve momentum (also a sinc
function for an optical beam overfilling a rectangular aperture). Together, these two effects create
a multi-dimensional “cloud” or uncertainty distribution of K⃗G vectors in k-space with lobes and
 This can also be expressed as a wavelength-independent uncertainty in the transverse acoustic momentum with
a width ∆Kx ≈ 2pi/L.
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nulls, as illustrated. The strength of the diffracted beam depends on which part of the K⃗G cloud
falls on the optical k-surface (which corresponds to the allowed plane wave modes of the diffracted
beam). Note that tuning the RF frequency changes the acoustic wavelength and hence translates
the K⃗G cloud along the direction of the K⃗G vector, resulting in a sinc-like acousto-optic bandshape
(plot of diffraction efficiency vs. RF frequency) due to the transverse uncertainty distribution as
illustrated in the figure.
In optically anisotropic crystals, the AO bandshape can be made wider by choosing the
crystal cut and polarization of incident light so that the K⃗G cloud traverses several times or skims
tangentially along the inner k-surface as the RF frequency is varied140 as shown in Figure 5.4d.§
Since a wide bandwidth is highly desirable in acousto-optic deflectors, such as the AOD used in
DEEP-POC, these devices typically rely on anisotropic crystals. Moreover, to attain a high time-
bandwidth product (TB),¶ AOD devices typically use long crystals with wide optical apertures and
employ crystals with very slow acoustic propagation velocities along certain directions (which are
almost invariably highly anisotropic as well). The most commonly used acousto-optic material is a
TeO2 crystal, exhibiting a 0.617 mm/µs acoustic velocity along the [110] crystallographic direction
(also known as the slow-shear acoustic propagation mode). For example, a typical slow-shear
TeO2 device with a 40 MHz bandwidth and a 10 mm optical aperture is characterized by TB ≈
650. However, off-the-shelf devices with TB as high as several thousand are available (e.g. Isomet
OPT-1-100 with a claimed TB ≈ 5000).
In addition to a large time-bandwidth product, in DEEP it is desirable for the acoustic ra-
diation pattern to be relatively smooth and free from transducer edge diffraction artifacts since
acoustic field irregularities transfer directly to the illumination pattern. The acoustic diffraction
§ Instead of relying on an anisotropic crystal, it is possible to expand the bandwidth of an isotropic device by
using a phased-array transducer to steer the acoustic beam as a function of RF frequency. In k-space the action of
the phased-array can also be described as the application of the additional momentum due to the periodicity of the
transducer to “kick” the k-vector of the scattered photon outside the optical k-surface.141
¶ Recall that TB corresponds to the product of the acoustic propagation time across the optical beam (AO access
time) and the RF bandwidth of the AOD. TB determines the number of resolvable spots in the far field in beam-
scanning applications, and the maximum number of fringes across the field of view in DEEP. More generally, TB
is a fundamental invariant in information processing systems and determines the number of degrees of freedom in
Fourier-slice measurements in DEEP.
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pattern depends on the shape of the transducer. For example, diamond-shaped transducers are
known to produce smoother acoustic patterns than rectangular transducers.142 Moreover, as men-
tioned earlier, in the DEEP-POC design, the impact of the acoustic diffraction pattern on the
illumination is minimized by using a cylindrical lens to focus the incident beam to a thin slice prob-
ing only the uniform central region of the acoustic diffraction pattern, as illustrated in Figure 5.5a.
Note that the NA of the cylindrical lens must not exceed the transverse acceptance angle of the
AOD, as shown in Figure 5.5b. In k-space, this ensures that the acoustic grating vector intercepts
the index surface for all transverse incident angles.∥ Experimentally, I found the transverse ac-
ceptance angle for the DEEP-POC device to be in excess of 4 degrees by observing the far-field
intensity distribution of the diffracted beams for RF drive frequencies spanning the device band-
width (i.e. no vertical apodization of the diffracted beams was observed throughout this range).
The NA formed by a 200 mm cylindrical lens focusing a 12.5 mm wide beam falls well within this
transverse acceptance angle.
Both the narrow incident beam and the diamond-shaped transducer are visible in the close-
up photograph of the NEOS AOBD 45050-15-6.5deg (S/N 0340) Bragg cell used in DEEP-POC
shown in Figure 5.6a. I chose this device after testing a variety of AODs available in the lab due
to its well-behaved acoustic diffraction pattern with a main lobe that varies little as a function of
∥ Note that the transverse acceptance angle is not the same as the in-plane acceptance angle141 (which is not
relevant in this case since the incident beam is collimated in the plane of acousto-optic interaction). By considering
the 3D k-space geometry, the transverse acceptance angle is expected to be much larger than the in-place one, since
as the incidence angle is varied, in the former case the tip of the grating vector tangentially skims the diffraction
k-surface, whereas in the latter case it crosses it.
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Figure 5.6: Characteristics of the NEOS AOBD 45050-15-6.5deg Bragg cell used in DEEP-POC: (a) Close-up
annotated photograph of the AO crystal with the cover removed; (b) The measured electro-acousto-optic bandshape
in the Doppler up-shifting configuration; (c) Top-view schematic of the Doppler up-shifting interaction geometry also
illustrating acoustic walk-off; (d) A k-space illustration of energy walk-off due acoustic rotation and high acoustic
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rotation and the experimentally-observed polarization characteristics of the device. Note that the above schematics
are not to scale and the angles are greatly exaggerated for clarity (although the walk-off angle is realistic, as can be
seen in the photograph).
RF drive frequency, and due to its relatively flat and wide bandshape as illustrated in Figure 5.6b.
This slow-shear TeO2 device has a 15 mm wide optical aperture, which is slightly under-filled by
the 12.5 mm wide incident beam resulting in a ∼20 µs acoustic access time. Since in most DEEP-
POC experiments only the central 25 MHz wide flat region of the bandshape is used, this Bragg
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cell provides a TB ≈ 500 (for a slow-shear acoustic velocity of ∼0.6 mm/µs), which determines the
system optical invariant. Thus with this device it is possible to project up to 500 fringes across
the field of view, or to independently measure up to 500 spatial frequencies along a Fourier slice
(however, by increasing the incident beam width to 15 mm and widening the active bandwidth to
40 MHz, the TB can be extended to ∼1000). Although this device may have been designed for
NIR operation, it works very well at 532 nm (although the anti-reflection coating is less effective
at this wavelength). Since reducing the wavelength simply scales the k-space geometry of the AO
interaction, the primary effects of the wavelength change are to increase the central RF frequency
from the ∼50 MHz design frequency to ∼78 MHz and to expand the RF bandwidth by the
same factor.∗∗ I found that with this device the widest and flattest bandshape is obtained in
the up-shifting configuration as illustrated in the top view in Figure 5.6c. Note also that the
diamond-shaped transducer in the photograph is relatively narrow compared to the thickness of
the crystal and is located near the corner of the crystal. This is due to strong acoustic walk-off,
the angular misalignment β between the direction of energy propagation (i.e. the Poynting vector)
and the wavefront normal (i.e. the k-vector), as shown in the figure. As illustrated in Figure 5.6d,
because TeO2 is acoustically highly anisotropic, such strong walk-off can result if there is even
a slight misalignment α between the acoustic k-vector and the crystallographic [110] direction
corresponding to the slow axis of the shear wave k-surface88 (recall that the Poynting vector SˆG
coincides with the local normal of the acoustic k-surface). Furthermore, experiments indicate that
optimal diffraction efficiency and bandwidth are obtained when the input polarization is horizontal,
which produces vertically-polarized diffracted light. Together, these observations are consistent
with an acoustically-rotated crystal cut that is nearly orthogonal to the optical axis (kˆz) of the
positive uniaxial crystal, as illustrated in Figure 5.6e. In contrast to the kx−ky interaction plane
∗∗ Note, however, that the measured bandshape is determined not just by the k-space geometry of the AO interac-
tion, but also by the acousto-elastic frequency response of the transducer and the associated RF impedance-matching
passive circuit (partially visible on the right of the AOD photograph). Thus, as the optical wavelength is reduced and
the central RF frequency is increased to maintain Bragg-matching, the electronic frequency response can become the
limiting factor on the effective RF bandwidth of the AOD. In the case of the NEOS device, however, the electronic
bandwidth is wide enough to accommodate the AO bandshape at 532 nm.
 As confirmed by the manufacturer, the “6.5deg” designation in the part number of the NEOS device corresponds
to the acoustic rotation angle.
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geometry shown if Figure 5.4d, in this case it is the “optical activity” of the TeO2 crystal (i.e. the
slight separation between the ordinary and extraordinary index surfaces along the optical axis) that
makes it possible to attain a wide diffraction bandwidth by “skimming” the inner ordinary index
surface with the frequency-dependent grating vector.
5.1.1.5 Wavefront Rotation and Polarization Control
In Chapter 7 I will discuss several techniques for rotating interference patterns without using
mechanical components that could make it possible to probe the 2D Fourier space very rapidly.
However, to simplify the design of the DEEP-POC system I decided to employ a prism mounted
on a conventional rotation stage to mechanically rotate the illumination. In principle, this can be
accomplished with any prism and/or set of mirrors that can be used to reflect the incident light
about a plane aligned with the optical axis and coincident with a mechanical plane of symmetry,
leading to a wide variety of possible transmissive and reflective wavefront rotators. Rotating the
reflection plane of any such system about the optical axis effectively rotates the emerging (flipped)
wavefront about the optical axis at twice the angular velocity in the same angular direction. Hence,
in DEEP only a quarter turn of the rotation stage is needed to sweep a Fourier slice through 180○
and thus fully cover the 2D Fourier plane. For example, for video-rate (30 fps) image acquisition
using DEEP the stage must be able to rotate at 7.5 rps = 450 rpm, which is possible even with a
relatively inexpensive stepper-motor stage, as I will discuss shortly.
In image rotation applications, prism-based in-line rotators are much more prevalent than
reflective ones. Although a variety of prism designs have been developed for this purpose,143 the
most commonly used is the Dove prism. While in initial DEEP-POC experiments I tried using a
Dove prism rotator, I quickly discovered several drawbacks of this design. Even for a perfect prism
illuminated by a single collimated beam, alignment can be challenging due to the large number
of degrees of freedom that can be difficult to decouple.144 Also, the Dove prism is designed to
 Assuming that the z positional accuracy is not essential, there are 7 degrees of freedom to adjust: pitch and
yaw of the prism and rotation stage axes, x and y centering of the rotation stage axis, and the 1D lateral shift of the
prism relative to the rotation axis
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work with on-axis nearly-collimated light (i.e. very slow optical systems). However, in the case of
DEEP, where the two collimated beams arrive off-axis, each beam traverses a different optical path
length inside the long prism (this is easiest to see in a “tunnel diagram”143) resulting in a rotation-
dependent deviation from the strictly afocal telescope geometry shown in Figure 5.2. Moreover,
the dimensional and angular tolerances of the Dove prism are critical. For example, I believe that
a slight difference in the entrance and exit face angles of the Dove prism in my early experiments
made it impossible to align the prism and the rotation stage to avoid an unacceptably large Fourier
slice wobble (as measured by a Fourier-plane CCD).
Instead, I chose to implement a reflective wavefront rotator for DEEP-POC using a right angle
prism with a sharp unbeveled “knife-edge” (OptoSigma P/N 055-0280), as illustrated in Figures 5.1
and 5.2. Not only does the inherent folding of the optical path produce a more compact optical
system, but the knife-edge prism results in a much shorter optical path in glass (4 − 5× shorter)143
thereby reducing the associated optical errors, is more tolerant to manufacturing errors than the
Dove prism, and is easier to align (as I will discuss later). Moreover, because the entrance/exit face
is parallel to the rotation plane, both beams travel through the same optical path, maintaining the
symmetry of the common-path interferometer. Note that in principle the prism can be replaced with
a retro-reflecting pair of mirrors, thereby avoiding any detrimental effects of off-axis propagation
through glass. However, since in the case of the right-angle prism such effects are small (i.e. smaller
than the aberrations due to the PBSs and the Bragg cell crystal) and since the cost of an off-the-
shelf precision mirror-based retro-reflector (e.g. the PLX RM-10 series) is high, I chose the prism
approach.
In DEEP, it is also important to consider the polarization state of the rotated beams, which
leads to two conflicting constraints. On the one hand, it is desirable to maintain TE polarization
of the illumination at the object for all rotation angles to attain maximum interference contrast.
However, in order to maintain an illumination intensity that is constant with angle, the polarization
of the light retro-reflected from the prism towards the PBS should be rotation-invariant (horizontal)
so that the PBS, λ/4 waveplate, and the retro-reflector function together as an optical isolator (as
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described earlier). Unfortunately, image-rotation prisms and mirror arrangements typically meet
neither of these requirements. For example, a Delta prism sweeps the output polarization from
vertical to nearly circular and back during a rotation cycle, a Pechan prism rotates the polarization
at half the rate of image rotation, while the Dove prism maintains the approximate direction of
the polarization but changes its ellipticity slightly during rotation.145 The effect of the knife-edge
prism on polarization can be understood by considering the Goos-Ha¨nchen phase shift, δφ, between
the eigen-polarizations incurred at each total internal reflection (TIR), which is given by:14
tan
δφ
2
= cos θ√n2 sin2 θ − 1
n sin2 θ
, (5.1)
where n is the ratio of the index in the prism medium to that in the surrounding medium (n ≈ 1.52
for a BK7 glass prism in air), and θ is the angle of incidence (∼45○ for the right-angle prism). Thus,
the prism imparts a ∼40○ relative phase shift on the eigen polarizations at each TIR interface, and
can be treated as a rotating ∼λ/4.5 waveplate with its fast axis aligned with the knife-edge. Note
that if one could cement an additional ∼λ/7.2 waveplate to the front face of the prism with its fast
axis aligned with the prism’s, the state of polarization would flip after the round-trip through the
assembly (as if the light traversed a λ/2 waveplate or were reflected by a mirror). Although a ∼λ/7.2
waveplate is difficult to come by, if the incoming polarization is circular, the same polarization-
flipping effect can be synthesized by using two rotated ∼λ/4 waveplates as illustrated on the Poincare´
sphere in Figure 5.7. Thus, by mounting two such waveplates on the rotation stage in front of the
prism it is possible to flip the handedness of the incident circular polarization, maintaining a
rotation-independent horizontal polarization state of the retro-reflected light at the PBS input.
After implementing this concept, I discovered that a very similar idea has been proposed in the
literature.146
Note, however, that this approach of keeping the polarization constant results in an angularly-
dependent interference pattern visibility since the interfering beams can be TE or TM polarized
(relative to the object plane) depending on the Fourier slice angle. Thus, for maximum illumination
NA = 0.4, the worst-case fringe visibility is m = ∣ cos(2 sin−1(NA))∣ = 0.68 when the illumination
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Figure 5.7: A Poincare´ sphere illustration of the
change in the polarization state due to two total inter-
nal reflections within the prism and forward and reverse
transmission through two λ/4 waveplates mutually-
rotated by angle γ ≈ 20○ = 90○(λ/9)(λ/2)−1. The com-
pound effect is to change the handedness of the incident
circular polarization regardless of the prism rotation.
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Figure 5.8: A long-exposure image of the Fourier-
plane CCD monitor demonstrating good radial slice
alignment. The image was acquired while the Bragg
cell was driven with a 20 KHz - 20 MHz double-sided
chirp and the rotation stage was stepped through 180○.
is TM polarized. Note that this angularly-dependent fringe visibility variation disappears rapidly
as the beam separation (and hence the fringe spatial frequency) is reduced. At the higher spatial
frequencies the modulation depth variation can be compensated during the course of the measure-
ment by increasing the illumination power or the Fourier sample measurement time, or in post-
processing (although the current implementation of DEEP-POC does neither). Alternatively, it
may be possible to rotate the polarization in synchrony with the illumination pattern by employing
a synchronously-rotating λ/2 waveplate behind the microscope objective or by using non-polarizing
beam splitters and removing the non-rotating waveplates (however this would result in a large loss
in light throughput efficiency).
In DEEP-POC, the knife-edge prism is mounted on a Micos DT-80R belt-driven rotation
stage with an integrated RS-232 programmable stepper motor controller. The DT-80R was custom-
tuned at the factory to rotate at speeds up to 6.25 rotations per second, in principle providing
video-rate imaging capability (however, as of the latest generation of DEEP-POC it is not the
speed-limiting factor). To mount the prism, I machined a custom prism holder that is inserted into
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the rotation stage aperture and secured from the back using spring-loaded screws which provide
a mechanism for aligning the prism normal with the rotation axis. The two λ/4 waveplates are
seated in miniature cage system rotary mounts attached to the front of the rotating stage platform,
enabling independent orientation of the fast axis of each waveplate. The rotation stage itself is
mounted on a heavy-duty three-axis stage that allows the alignment of the rotation axis with the
optical axis and is rail-mounted to allow for axial adjustment. The illumination beams are centered
on the prism using tip/tilt adjustments on the PBS mount. The fact that tilting the retro-reflecting
prism about the knife-edge does not alter the direction of the reflected beams greatly simplifies
alignment, decoupling the tip/tilt adjustments for the horizontal and vertical orientations of the
prism. Typically, the alignment process involves five steps:
(1) The prism is roughly aligned so the incident beams are visually centered on the prism (this
is visible from the back of the prism due to light scattering) and the retro-reflected light
illuminates the object.
(2) The prism is “focused” by sliding the mount along the rail until the thin line corresponding
to the knife edge is in focus in the object plane as viewed through the microscope auxiliary
eyepiece.
(3) The lateral position of the beams with respect to the rotation axis is adjusted using tip/tilt
controls on the PBS such that as the stage is rotated the wobble of the illuminated field as
viewed through the eyepiece is minimized.
(4) For a pair of closely-spaced diffracted beams, the alignment of the rotation axis is adjusted
using the three-axis stage controls separately for the horizontal and vertical orientations of
the prism until the two diffracted spots on the Fourier-plane CCD rotate around a fixed
center with minimal wobble (producing one ring instead of two if the prism is rotated
rapidly).
(5) Any remaining wobble in the Fourier plane is removed by adjusting the spring-loaded prism
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holder mounting screws to align the prism face normal with the rotation axis.
This process may need to be repeated several times until the prism is correctly centered and
oriented. The alignment procedure ensures that the measured Fourier slices intersect at the origin,
as evident in the captured Fourier-plane CCD image shown in Figure 5.8, and minimizes angle-
dependent phase excursions of the illumination pattern. Notice that there is no provision in the
above procedure for lateral alignment of the prism relative to the rotation axis, which is determined
by the precision-machined prism holder. However, since the pattern in the plane of the prism is
demagnified ∼15× before illuminating the object, the lateral alignment of the prism is not very
critical and can be compensated by electronically phase-shifting the fringe pattern as a function
of angle or by shifting the rotation center during reconstruction. I will discuss effects of prism
misalignment on the image reconstruction later in this chapter.
5.1.2 Microscope Modifications for Fluorescence Imaging
Although most of the early experiments with DEEP-POC were performed with scattered light
due to a much stronger return signal, I also used the first generation of DEEP-POC for an initial look
at the response of fluorescent cells to structured illumination as described in Section 5.1.8. To make
it easy to convert the microscope from scattered-light to fluorescence imaging mode, I machined
two modules that could be easily interchanged within the turret cavity of the microscope – a plate
beam-splitter mount and a fluorescence filter mount as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The 50/50 plate
beam splitter module was used initially for scattering experiments, but was eventually replaced
with the more efficient PBS isolator geometry shown in Figure 5.2. The fluorescence module was
designed to mount two filters as shown in Figure 5.2. A 1 mm thick Semrock FF555-di02 dichroic
beam splitter with a ∼555 nm edge wavelength was used to reflect the 532 nm illumination towards
the target and to efficiently transmit light from red fluorescent dyes such as Texas Red and Nile Red
towards the detector. Additionally, a ThorLabs FEL0550 high-pass interference filter with a 550
nm edge wavelength was cascaded with the dichroic BS to collectively suppress any scattered laser
light entering the objective by six orders of magnitude, which was necessary to enable high-contrast
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Figure 5.9: Interchangeable internal microscope mounts machined from Delrin plastic: (a) plate beam splitter
mount; (b) fluorescence filter mount.
fluorescence imaging since the fluorescent response can be six order of magnitude weaker than the
excitation (I will discuss fluorescence photon budgeting considerations at the end of the chapter).
5.1.3 Fourier sampling strategy
All experimental incarnations of DEEP-POC to date rely on sequential sampling of Fourier
space (see Chapter 2), where the optical aperture of the Bragg cell accommodates one acoustic beat
frequency at a time until all the spatial frequencies along a slice are measured and the rotation
stage can be incremented to measure the next Fourier slice. To accomplish this, the Bragg cell
is driven with a repetitive double-sided chirp waveform, thereby illuminating the object with a
swept-spatial-frequency interference pattern. Once the detected response to the swept-frequency
illumination is digitized (note that this may take several repeated sweeps in averaging mode), the
angle of the rotation stage is incremented to measure the next slice.
In a typical sequential measurement, the rate of the chirp is limited to at most one resolvable
frequency per access time of the Bragg cell (∼20 µs). Thus for an acousto-optic TB ≈ 500, the
minimum frequency sweep time for sequential sampling is approximately 20 × 500 = 10 ms. Faster
sweeps result in frequency-multiplexed measurements since multiple RF frequencies (mapping to
different locations on the object) contribute to the detector signal at any given time. Past and
current DEEP-POC algorithms were developed for sequential DEEP but could be modified in the
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Figure 5.10: 1D depth-dependent OTF for a chirped FM modulation signal spanning a 20 MHz bandwidth computed
in the same way as the plots in Figure 2.4.
future to interpret FM-DEEP measurements. Note also that such fast chirp measurements lead
to a reduced depth of field, just as other types of FM waveforms. Figure 5.10 shows the depth-
dependent 1D-OTF in the extreme case of a chirped measurement where the double-sided chirp
sweeps the full 20 KHz - 20 MHz bandwidth during a single 20 µs AO access time. By comparing
with Figure 2.4b, it is evident that the depth of field limitation for the fast chirp is the same as
for a “flying-line” measurement of the same bandwidth. On the other hand, unlike some other FM
drive signals (such as the scanning-line waveform), fast chirps have no SNR advantage compared to
sequential measurements as I discussed in Chapter 4. In future DEEP systems, more complex multi-
frequency drive signals can be synthesized using an arbitrary waveform generator to demonstrate
the trade-offs of frequency-multiplexed measurements.
5.1.4 Electronic Signal Synthesis and Conditioning
Other than a common Fourier sampling strategy, unlike the optomechanics there is little in
common between the RF electronics in the first and last generations of DEEP-POC. Nevertheless,
I will briefly describe the initial RF design to put the evolution of the electronics in context. One of
the goals in designing DEEP-POC was to demonstrate that DEEP signals can be synthesized using
simple, inexpensive, and compact electronics (most of which fit under the optical breadboard)
that can be powered using a single switch rather than a rack-full of general-purpose RF signal
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generators (this approach also made it possible to put the whole system on a cart for a demo during
a presentation). Moreover, to conserve funds most of the electronics were built using components
already available in the lab. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, in the first generation of DEEP-POC
the RF synthesis electronics can be divided into two sections used to separately but synchronously
control the AOD and the AOM devices.
5.1.4.1 Direct Digital Synthesis
Both the AOD and AOM electronic subsystems relied on a separate Novatech 2908A computer-
controlled Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) signal generator to produce a frequency-swept sinusoidal
waveform from 0.1 to 10 MHz (thereby sweeping out the central 20MHz of the AOD bandwidth).
The sweep rate was chosen to ensure sequential frequency measurements as described above. At
the core of the Novatech instrument is a flexible single-channel Analog Devices AD9854 DDS chip
clocked at 300 MHz and capable of synthesizing high-fidelity sinusoidal signals and modulating them
in a variety of ways, including manual and automatic frequency, phase, and amplitude sweeping, as
well as logic-controlled FSK, BPSK, and PSK, and amplitude modulation. The DDS technology
is based on a high-resolution digital phase accumulator that is used to address an on-board cosine
ROM (a.k.a. phase-to-amplitude converter). A variety of integrated logic, counters, and memory
is used to automatically and/or programmatically increment the phase accumulator to produce a
single-tone, frequency-swept, or phase-modulated analog output. One of the strengths of direct
digital synthesis is that it is fully synchronous, so that the frequency resolution and accuracy of
the synthesized waveform is limited by the resolution of the phase accumulator and the stability of
the clock source (which is typically a few tens of parts per million for inexpensive oscillators and
much finer for better crystal, oven, and atomically stabilized oscillators), respectively. The AD9854
has a 48-bit-wide phase accumulator, corresponding to a 0.001 Hz resolution throughout its output
frequency range. Thus, for example, by synchronizing the two AD9854 signal generators (which is
accomplished using a synchronization clock), the AOD beat frequency and the AOM strobe fre-
quency can be programmed to be 1Hz apart, resulting in a slow 1 Hz motion of the interference
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Figure 5.11: Front panel of the custom Novatech 2908A DDS Labview interface with example settings for chirped
operation.
fringes. Alternatively, the AOD and AOM frequencies can be locked together, producing stationary
fringes. Moreover, a programmable 14-bit phase offset register and a 12-bit scaler allow for precise
phase and amplitude control. Another benefit of the DDS is the integration of all high-frequency
circuitry (except for the required external low-pass reconstruction filter) on a single optimized
ASIC, resulting in low output noise. For example, typical DDS phase noise (including that of the
clock source) is 130 - 140 dBc/√(Hz), which is well below the level of other noise sources in DEEP,
even for wide-bandwidth measurements as discussed in Chapter 4.∗ Although the Novatech hard-
ware is well-designed, I found the supplied software and firmware not only difficult to interface to,
but also to incorrectly translate user-defined parameters to AD9854 DDS control register values in
some cases. Instead, I wrote a Labview interface to correctly communicate with the DDS via the
RS232 interface, as pictured in Figure 5.11.
∗ While DDS ICs excel at producing high-accuracy modulated sinusoidal signals, they are not designed to produce
more complex waveforms needed for frequency-multiplexed DEEP (although the AD9910 DDS, for example, can
address a small user-programmable RAM instead of a cosine ROM, making possible non-sinusoidal signal synthe-
sis). However, future DEEP systems capable of FM Fourier sampling can instead make use of arbitrary waveform
generators, which are similar to a DDS in principle, but are generally more expensive instruments featuring large
user-programmable memories and other electronics.
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5.1.4.2 AOD and AOM RF Sections
In the AOD subsystem, the swept-frequency DDS output was modulated onto an 75 MHz
carrier tone using an Analog Devices AD835 250 MHz 4-quadrant analog multiplier IC to generate a
double-sided chirp. The active multiplier exhibits lower harmonic distortion and feed-through than
a passive RF mixer and does not attenuate the signal (in fact, the multiplier gain is adjustable). The
schematic and photograph of the lab-built multiplier module as well as a typical output spectrum are
shown in Figure 5.12a. The carrier tone was generated using a lab-built oscillator circuit based on
the Maxim MAX2606 IC and amplified using a Minicircuits ZFL-2500-VH amplifier and amplitude-
tuned using a Merrimac ARM-1 variable attenuator. The double-sided chirp waveform was then
amplified using a Minicircuits ZHL-2-8 amplifier to produce a 25 dBm AOD drive signal at the
highest DDS output amplitude (0.5 Vrms). However, in a typical measurement, the drive voltage
amplitude was reduced by ∼2.5× to maintain a linear fringe intensity pattern (see Section 5.1.8).
An RF spectrum analysis of a typical AOD drive signal revealed the harmonics to be about 50 dB
below the fundamental peaks, ensuring that any significant nonlinearities in the fringe pattern are
due to overdriving the Bragg cell rather than the electronics. Moreover, the electronic bandwidth
was flat over the full frequency range of the drive signal.
In the AOM RF subsystem, the sweeping DDS output was compared against an adjustable
voltage reference using a lab-built window comparator to generate a chirped variable duty cycle
TTL pulse train at double the DDS frequency as illustrated in the system diagram. Figure 5.12b
shows the schematic and photograph of the ∼50 MHz window comparator module, which is based
on the Maxim MAX912 dual comparator and other ICs available in the lab. The comparator
TTL output was in turn used to modulate the amplitude of a single-tone 350 MHz carrier signal
(corresponding to the AOM center frequency) using a Daico 100C1041 RF switch in order to
synchronously strobe the illumination (if so desired). As in the AOD case, the carrier signal was
generated using a lab-built oscillator based on the Maxim MAX2608 IC and amplified using a
 I discovered that this oscillator drifted by ∼1% over time, necessitating frequent optical re-alignment and leading
to its eventual replacement.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Open-box view of the 50 MHz window comparator module and its schematic. (b) Open-box view
of the 250 MHz analog multiplier module, its schematic, and a typical RF output spectrum showing that unwanted
feedthrough and harmonic distortion is ∼55 dB below the desired dual-sideband signal.
Minicircuits ZFL-500-HLNB amp. Finally, the strobed signal was amplified using a Minicircuits
ZHL-2-8 amp to generate a ∼30 dBm AOM drive signal (when not modulated). Note that since
the optical system is aligned to the 1st order diffracted beam from the AOM, the AOM RF section
must be active all the time, even in the normal case when the AOM is not strobed.
5.1.5 Autobalancing Differential Detector
5.1.5.1 An Overview of Photodiode Front-End Designs114
This section is a summary of some of the front-end circuits described by P. Hobbs in much
more detail.114 The goal is to introduce the main concepts at the core of the autobalancing differ-
ential detector circuit.
Since the quality of DEEP reconstructions depends on the characteristics of a single detector,
it is important to select a detector with low noise and high dynamic range to attain shot-noise-
limited performance. The detector must also have a relatively large active area since the collected
optical response is not tightly focused on the detector. Moreover, in the first generation of DEEP
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the bandwidth of the detector had to be at least as wide as the bandwidth of the double-sided
chirp used to drive the Bragg cell (i.e. at least 25 MHz). Together, these requirements posed a
small technological challenge. The capacitance of a photodiode detector, Cd, grows with detection
area. A a result, a typical suitably reverse-biased photodiode with a large-enough active area
(e.g. 1 mm2) is characterized by a relatively large CD (e.g. 10 pF). To attain the required 25 MHz
bandwidth passively, as illustrated in Figure 5.13a, such a detector would need to be connected
across a ∼635 Ω resistor (R = 1/2piCDf). In this case, assuming a typical detector responsivity of
0.3 A/W at green wavelengths, thermal noise begins to dominate shot noise for detected optical
power levels below ∼270 µW (see Equation 4.8). Thus, with ∼1 mW illuminating the field of view of
the DEEP-POC system (which was typical), such a passive photodiode detector would be sufficient
for imaging the brightest targets (e.g. a grating) diffracting nearly all of the incident light into the
objective. However, for dimmer scattering objects and certainly for fluorescent objects, the thermal
noise of the resistive detector front end would dominate the fundamentally limiting shot noise.
A common solution to this problem is to use an active transimpedance amplifier to greatly re-
duce the voltage swing across the CD through negative feedback, as shown in Figure 5.13b. It can be
shown that the bandwidth of a transimpedance front-end is f ≈ √fRCfT , where fRC = 1/2piRFC ′D,
RF is the feedback resistance, C
′
D is the combined photodiode and opamp input capacitance, and
fT is the unity-gain bandwidth of the opamp.
114 Thus, a high-bandwidth opamp can boost the
 Reverse-biasing the photodiode reduces its capacitance and increases its linearity. Thus, the photodiode capac-
itance is typically specified at a large reverse bias and must be derated if used at a lower bias.
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overall circuit bandwidth, making it possible to use a higher feedback resistance resulting in a lower
Johnson noise. However, the transimpedance op-amp introduces its own current and voltage noise,
the latter peaking just beyond the 3 dB bandwidth of the opamp and potentially becoming the dom-
inant noise source at high frequencies. In practice, even with the lowest-noise high-speed opamps
available, keeping the opamp noise contributions below the Johnson noise of the feedback resistor
throughout the detection bandwidth while keeping the overall thermal noise below the shot-noise
of the detector current results in a relatively modest bandwidth gain compared to a passive RC
circuit, typically resulting in bandwidths well below a MHz for µA-scale detector currents (e.g. if
we’re trying to measure a faint scattering object with DEEP).114
It is possible to increase the shot-noise-limited detection bandwidth further by introducing
a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) as a current buffer between the photodiode and the tran-
simpedance opamp’s negative input terminal in a “cascode” configuration, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.13c. With the cascode in place, the voltage swing across CD is greatly reduced as in the
case of the transimpedance amp (since the emitter maintains a nearly constant voltage). Also,
since the transistor output capacitance presented to the input of the transimpedance opamp is
typically much lower than that of the photodiode, the effective op-amp bandwidth for a given RF
is increased. As a result, the detection bandwidth is typically limited by the Ebers-Moll emitter
resistance, rE , of the cascode and the photodiode capacitance rather than the transimpedance am-
plifier stage. Unlike a discrete resistor, rE does not in itself give rise to Johnson noise so that a
low rE increases circuit bandwidth without a thermal noise penalty. Instead, much of the BJT
cascode noise contribution is due to the base current shot noise (so the larger the BJT DC current
gain, βDC , the better). Moreover, according to the Ebers-Moll transistor model, the small-signal
emitter resistance varies inversely with the collector current IC (rE = kT/eIC). Since in a passive
RC circuit the load resistance must also be adjusted inversely with the detector current to maintain
shot-noise-limited operation, the shot-noise-limited bandwidth gain of the cascode over an RC cir-
cuit is nearly independent of detector current (e.g. if the resistor in the hypothetical RC circuit is
chosen to keep the thermal noise current at half of the shot noise current, switching to the cascode
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circuit results in an 8-fold bandwidth gain114).
Since the cascode rE varies inversely with collector current, the cascode bandwidth can be
extended further by adding a DC bias current via a resistor between a constant bias voltage source
and the cascode emitter, as illustrated by the dotted line in Figure 5.13c. Recall from Chapter 4
that due to electron repulsion, the noise contributed by a metal-film resistor across a constant
potential can be much lower than the shot noise of an equivalent current across a p-n junction.
Thus the additional bias current can reduce rE without contributing full shot noise. However, for
a given bias voltage rE reduction through current biasing is limited by the need to keep the bias
resistance high (e.g. 1 MΩ) to minimize its Johnson noise contribution. Note that the additional
current bias introduces a voltage offset at the opamp output. One way to correct this is to subtract
the current bias at the opamp input via a resistor connected to a positive voltage bias as illustrated
in Figure 5.13d.
Another complimentary approach to reducing the effect of the cascode rE and increasing
bandwidth is known as “bootstrapping”. As illustrated in Figure 5.13d, this technique relies on
another BJT configured as an emitter-follower to vary the voltage at the anode of the photodiode
in step with the voltage variations at the cathode, thereby greatly reducing the small-signal voltage
drop across CD. This is effective only if the collector current in the emitter-follower is much larger
than the collector current in the cascode, thereby effectively replacing the rE of the cascode with
the lower rE of the follower. In this case, the bandwidth improvement over the cascode circuit
alone is given by the ratio of the collector currents. As shown in the figure, bootstrapping can be
combined with emitter current biasing to push the bandwidth further.
To avoid DC loading of the photodiode by the base of the follower in the bootstrapping circuit,
the βDC of the transistor should be maximized. The cascode βDC should also be as large as possible
to minimize the contribution of the base current shot noise. Moreover, both transistors, should have
a high gain-bandwidth product (e.g. ∼βDC times higher than the desired detection bandwidth) to
ensure that the AC current gain is maintained throughout the detection bandwidth. High-speed
low-current BJTs typically have βDC < 100 at low currents (so-called superbeta transistors can have
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βDC ≈ O(1000) but are slower and can be nonlinear for large voltage swings). An effective way to
increase βDC (if needed) is to combine a pair of high-speed BJTs as a Darlington pair, as illustrated
in the inset in Figure 5.13d. The effective current gain of a Darlington pair is the product of the
individual current gains of the tow transistors. A resistor at the emitter of the first Darlington
stage is used to ensure that sufficient current flows through the transistor to keep it fast, maintain
a high β, and provide a path to ground for leakage current,147 while a small-value resistor between
the emitter of one stages and the base of the other prevents oscillations. Moreover, the β linearity
of the Darlington pair is better than that of the individual transistors.
5.1.5.2 Self-Balancing Differential Detection
In addition to reducing thermal noise with a good front-end, in DEEP it also helps to minimize
the impact of the laser’s relative intensity noise (RIN). As discussed in Chapter 4, RIN can be
additive or multiplicative and is most significant at the lower frequencies of a DEEP measurement.
A common approach for combating additive RIN is to use a differential detector, where currents
from a pair of photodiodes – one exposed to the signal, the other to a reference beam from the same
source – are subtracted to cancel out the additive noise.§ One of the difficulties with conventional
differential detectors is that the signal and reference currents must be closely matched, which
typically requires manual adjustment of a beam splitter throughout an experiment due variations
in the relative DC signal level, as well as mechanical and thermal drifts. In practice, differential RIN
cancellation is rarely better than 20 dB as a result of imperfect signal and reference matching.148 To
improve noise cancellation through differential detection, P. Hobbs has described a self-balancing
differential detector design that uses electronic feedback to automatically match the signal and
reference currents.148 The Hobbs circuit has a bandwidth of ∼1.4 MHz and is able to attain ∼60
dB additive noise rejection at 100 KHz and ∼40 dB at 1 MHz. A commercial version of the Hobbs
detector with a 50 dB common-mode rejection ratio is available from New Focus (the “Nirvana”
§ Note, however, that in differential detection shot noise current exceeds that of single-ended detection by a factor
of sqrt2 since shot noise contributions from the detector path and the signal path add incoherently.
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detector), however its 125 KHz bandwidth is far too low for use with the first generation DEEP-
POC system.
5.1.5.3 Circuit Design, Including Bandwidth and Noise Considerations
Intrigued by the idea of using self-balancing differential detection to minimize noise in DEEP,
I decided to attempt to build my own version of the Hobbs detector with a bandwidth sufficient
for DEEP measurements by employing some of the front-end bandwidth-enhancing techniques
described in the previous section. The schematic of the end result is shown in Figure 5.14a. At the
core of the Hobbs detector design is the reference detector current splitter formed by a pair of BJTs
as highlighted in the figure. By adjusting the voltage at the base of one of the transistors, the ratio
between the signal and reference detector currents can be precisely controlled and is independent of
the reference current over a wide dynamic range. The base voltage adjustment is accomplished using
an integrating opamp that responds only to the low-frequencies in the transimpedance amplifier
voltage output (i.e. it forms an active low-pass filter). The current splitter, transimpedance amp,
and integrator together form a feedback loop that acts to zero-out the DC and low-frequency
variations in the amplifier output by setting the current splitting ratio accordingly. At frequencies
above the feedback bandwidth (which is normally set much lower than the signal bandwidth), this
results in exact cancellation of common-mode additive noise. In the steady state, it can be shown
using the Ebers-Moll transistor model that the current splitting ratio and the integrator output
voltage are related logarithmically: VLOG = − ln(Iref /Isig − 1) (without a proportionality constant
when the resistor divider ratio at the output of the integrator is chosen to equal kT/q).¶ Note that
this means that the reference beam strength must be somewhat larger than the signal beam for the
noise canceling circuit to work. The expression for VLOG shows that the output of the integrator is
also useful as a separate ratiometric output that cancels multiplicative noise for signals within the
feedback bandwidth. In one of the circuit implementations, I included a switch to adjust the loop
¶ The large divider ratio also reduces the contribution of the integrator voltage noise to the total noise in the
circuit output.
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Figure 5.14: (a) Auto-balancing differential detector circuit schematic (voltage regulator sub-circuits not shown);
(b) Photographs of the circuit board and the assembled detector.
bandwidth over several orders of magnitude by varying the integrator resistor (R7 in the circuit
diagram), making it possible to use the circuit as an additive or a multiplicative noise canceler at
signal frequencies below 1 MHz. Since the bandwidth of the feedback loop does not need to be high,
I chose the venerable Burr-Brown (now TI) OP27 opamp for the integrator, which is characterized
by low noise and offsets.
Note that the “valve” transistor in the current splitter also behaves as a variable-gain version
of the cascode current buffer discussed earlier and has the same bandwidth-boosting effect on the
reference detector current. To push the reference front-end bandwidth even further, I used the boot-
strapping approach introduced earlier. In the bootstrapping circuit, the emitter-follower is formed
by a Darlington NPN transistor pair, thereby boosting and linearizing its effective β and reducing its
base current noise. Recall that the bandwidth improvement over the cascode-only circuit scales with
the current flowing through the emitter follower. Thus, resistors R23 and R21∣∣R22 (parallelized
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to avoid overheating) are chosen to produce a large current (6 − 16 mA depending on the bias
voltage), while reverse-biasing the detector as much as possible to reduce its capacitance and
improve its linearity. Capacitor C17 allows the emitter follower to directly “wiggle” the back
end of the photodiode, bypassing the DC biasing resistors at signal frequencies and actuating the
bootstrapping effect. The four transistors used in the current splitter and bootstrapping circuits
are part of the same 5-transistor Intersil HFA3046 NPN SOIC transistor array. Transistors within
a single package are at the same temperature and tend to be much better matched than discrete
components which helps improve the intermodulation noise rejection of the integrator output.114
More importantly, the characteristics of these transistors are very good for this application, with a
5.5 GHz fT at 1 mA collector current, a high βDC ≈ 120 that varies by just ±8% over 4 decades of
collector current down to a microamp, and a ∼0.5 pF output capacitance. These specifications as
well as the gain-bandwidth fall-off at lower currents appear to be as good as the discrete BFG25A/X
transistor used by P. Hobbs (which is no longer available), although the noise figure of the latter is
better.
The signal detector front-end circuit in many ways mirrors the reference detector circuit,
although the cascode is formed by a Darlington pair rather than a single transistor to increase the
current gain and improve its linearity (this wouldn’t work well with the reference detector current
splitter148). In the signal circuit it is necessary to use PNP transistors, which generally don’t
perform as well as the NPN transistors. The HFA3128 transistor array used in the circuit performs
about half as well in nearly every regard (except for the noise figure) as its NPN cousin. Since the
signal circuit can be used independently from the reference circuit (by blocking it), it may make
sense in future versions to use an NPN topology for the former and PNP for the latter, although
this may degrade the performance of the current splitter. Another small distinction is that the
signal circuit includes a current bias path via 1 M resistors (R17 and R18) to further reduce the
rE of the cascode and improve bandwidth.
∥
∥ In future designs it should be possible to make rE even smaller by reducing the bias resistors to 100 KΩ or
perhaps even 10 KΩ, as long as the bias resistors are substantially larger than the amplifier feedback resistor and
thus do not make a dominant thermal noise contribution.
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The currents from the reference and signal arms of the circuit are summed at the negative
feedback terminal of a transimpedance op-amp, where the additive RIN cancellation (and uncorre-
lated shot noise quadrature addition) occurs. For converting the summed current to voltage, I chose
the Analog Devices AD8045 voltage-feedback opamp due to its 1 GHz gain-bandwidth product,
small input capacitance (∼1.3 pF) and relatively low noise (3 nV/√Hz voltage noise and 3 pA/√Hz
current noise.∗∗ The output voltage offset due to the relatively high input bias current of the
AD8045 is compensated using an variable resistor network from the positive terminal to ground. A
small capacitor in parallel with the feedback resistor is used to suppress “peaking” of the frequency
response and prevent oscillation by adding a zero to the transfer function. In practice, due to the
large unity-gain bandwidth of the opamp I found that the circuit could be run with no capacitor
at all, as long as the opamp was driving a 50 Ω load (otherwise the circuit oscillated).
Note that opamp current and voltage noise contribute differently to the output. Opamp
current noise is simply added (in quadrature) with other current noise sources (shot and thermal).
Opamp voltage noise, on the other hand can be treated as a voltage offset noise at the positive
terminal and is amplified by the (near-unity) closed-loop gain of the amplifier, which results in
voltage noise peaking near the bandwidth cutoff.114 In choosing the opamp and feedback resistor,
it is important to make sure that the current and voltage noises of the opamp do not exceed
(and preferably are substantially smaller than) the current and voltage thermal noise due to the
feedback resistor. Moreover, the feedback resistor should be large enough so that it’s thermal
noise does not exceed the shot noise of the detector current. Since thermal current noise goes as
1/√RF , whereas thermal voltage noise varies as √RF , the current and voltage noise characteristics
of the opamp can place a narrow constraint on the feedback resistor. In the case of the AD8045,
opamp noise specifications indicate that the optimal feedback resistor is ∼1.2 KΩ, which means
∗∗ I also tried using the ADA4889-1, which has slightly lower noise but significantly lowered the overall circuit
bandwidth.
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that shot-noise-limited performance is achieved only for detector currents above ∼40 µA.  If
RF is raised to reduce the resistor thermal current noise, the current noise of the opamp starts to
dominate over the shot noise instead. If RF is lowered to increase bandwidth, the opamp voltage
noise becomes dominant. A very recent addition to the Analog Devices amplifier family is the
ADA4817-1 FET voltage-feedback unity-gain-stable opamp with a 1 GHz unity-gain bandwidth,
1.3 pF input capacitance, 4 nV/√Hz voltage noise, and 2.5 fA/√Hz current noise. Due to the
extremely low current noise of this opamp, it may be possible to increase the feedback resistor
by an order of magnitude or more and improve the noise performance of the circuit (some of the
biasing resistor in the circuit would need to be raised as well to reduce their thermal noise). Note
that since the detection bandwidth is determined by both, the RFCin bandwidth of the amplifier
and the bandwidth of the cascode/detector circuit, as long as the former is higher than the latter,
increasing RF does not necessarily lead to a proportional decrease in detection bandwidth. For
example, in the illustrated circuit, increasing the feedback resistor R5 from 1.2 KΩ to 12 KΩ leads
to only an approximately fourfold reduction in bandwidth.
Of course, the performance of the circuit also depends on the choice of photodiodes. Although
it is not necessary to use the same photodiodes for detecting the signal and reference beams, I used
the Hamamatsu S1722-01 photodiode for both detectors (these are the same photodiodes used in
the original Hobbs circuit). I wanted to design a fast front-end for a large-area detector collecting as
much of the scattered light as possible without complicating the optics, and with its 4.1 mm active
aperture, the S1722-01 fit the bill perfectly. Of course, with large aperture comes large capacitance
(∼30 pF and ∼40 pF at -15 V and -6 V reverse bias, respectively) , which was the impetus for
incorporating the bootstrapping circuits into the front-end design. Due to it’s large active area
and linearity, this diode has a high dynamic range and a specified 11 fW/√Hz NEP, although the
 This assumes that the noise due to the front-end transistors and biasing circuits is lower than that of RF .
The noise contributed by the bootstrapping circuit can be shown to be approximately
√
8pif3dBCDkT/√IBSq, where
IBS is the collector current in the bootstrapping emitter-follower.
114 For a photodiode capacitance of 30pF , a 3 dB
bandwidth of 60 MHz, and 10 mA flowing through the emitter-follower, the noise contribution of the bootstrapping
circuit is ∼1.5 pA/√Hz, which is substantially lower than the thermal noise of the transimpedance amplifier feedback
resistor.
 Nevertheless, for its ∅4.1 mm size the S1722-01 has a very low capacitance compared to other photodiodes.
Moreover, these photodiodes can be used at up to 120V reverse bias resulting in only a ∼10 pF capacitance.
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quantum efficiency at 532 nm is only ∼25%.
The circuit provides two ways for reverse-biasing the photodiodes. A quiet external bias
supply can be connected by disconnecting the jumpers J1 and J2 to provide up to ±20 V of bias
(higher voltages may overheat the biasing resistors). Alternatively, when the jumpers are in place,
a ±6 V bias is supplied by the Linear Technologies LT1761 and LT1964 low-noise low-dropout
voltage regulators used to power the circuit (not shown on the circuit diagram). These regulators
also protect the circuit from overvoltage or reverse polarity and make it possible to run the circuit
using a wide range of power supplies with outputs spanning ±66.4 to ±620 V (although high
supply voltages are not recommended since the heat dissipated by the regulators increases noise in
the circuit). Most of the current in the circuit is consumed by the bootstrap transistor collector
currents(< ±16 mA), the AD8045 and OP27 quiescent currents (∼ ±25 mA), and the output current
into the load, so the total demand on the power supplies is less than ±100 mA.
5.1.5.4 Physical Design and Layout
As illustrated, in Figure 5.14b, the autobalancing differential detector circuit was imple-
mented using surface-mount components on a small (1.25′′ × 1.25′′) PCB and mounted in a small
box to protect and shield it. I created the circuit schematic and PCB layout by hand using the free-
ware version of the Eagle PCB layout software. Almost all of the surface-mount components and
interconnecting traces fit tightly on a single side of the two-layer board, while the other side served
as a nearly-uninterrupted ground plane and a mounting platform for the photodiodes. Plenty of by-
pass capacitors of several sizes were strategically placed to filter any noise on the power supplies and
provide current reservoirs for the fast-slewing opamp. The surface-mount two-layer layout with a
continuous ground plane minimized inductive loops and stray capacitances that become important
at high frequencies, provided good EMI shielding, and resulted in a very low cost of manufacturing
the PCB at a local fabrication house. Despite the small circuit size, I tried to use medium-size
surface mount components to make it relatively easy to populate the board by hand-soldering in
the lab.
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5.1.5.5 Performance Characterization
To characterize the performance of the circuit, I passed the output of a 785nm laser diode
through a polarizer on a rotation mount, then through a Wollaston prism to angularly separate
the two polarization components. The split orthogonally-polarized beams were then attenuated
by an ND filter and focused onto the signal and reference photodiodes of the detector. Rotating
the polarizer made it possible to control the relative intensities falling on the signal and reference
photodiodes (as we shall see, the common-mode rejection performance depends on the relative
average signal strengths). For common-mode rejection and frequency response measurements, I
used the Agilent 8358A performance network analyzer (PNA) in the S21 mode, with its input port
connected to the detector output signal and its output port used to drive the laser diode with a
swept-frequency waveform (along with a DC supply via a bias-T). Alternatively, for noise equivalent
power (NEP) characterization, the detector output was connected to a Tektronix 33081A real-time
spectrum analyzer (RSA) while an Agilent 80 MHz waveform generator was used to drive the laser
with a weak 1MHz tone on a large DC pedestal (resulting in a 1:100 modulation depth). To find
the NEP, the reference (comparison) detector was blocked and the intensity falling on the signal
detector was attenuated using ND filters until the 1 MHz tone disappeared into the noise floor
on the RSA display (the RSA reference level was adjusted so that the noise floor was due to the
detector output rather than the RSA). At this point, a power meter head baﬄed against stray light
was inserted into the optical path to measure the corresponding DC intensity, INEDC . The NEP
was then calculated as: NEP≈ INEDC/(m√RBW ), where m is the signal modulation depth (i.e.
100), and RBW is the resolution bandwidth setting of the RSA (I used 10 KHz). To make the NEP
estimate more accurate, I performed several measurements using progressively larger ND filters to
extrapolate the noise-equivalent power.
Figures 5.15a-d show several example frequency responses of the detector with the reference
detector blocked (upper trance) and unblocked (lower trace). For all the measurements, the circuit
was configured with a 1.2 KΩ feedback resistor R5 and a 0.17 pF feedback capacitor C9 (three 0.5
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pF capacitors in series) to suppress the hump near the frequency response knee (as can be seen from
the plots, a slightly higher value could have been used to produce a flatter bandshape). Also, to
remove a ∼40 mV DC bias at the amplifier output due to the base current of the voltage followers,
the bootstrapping circuits were AC-coupled to the detector output (this was a late modification
and is not shown in the circuit diagram). The upper traces in the plots show the 3 dB bandwidth of
the detector to be ∼80 MHz, although the passband is not flat and has a ∼3 dB bow. By comparing
plots a and b with plots c and d, one can see that reducing the bias voltage from ±20 V to ±6
V has the effect of lowering the 3 dB hump by ∼10 dB. This is due to the associated increase in
the photodiode capacitance and a reduction in the transistor bias currents, which together lower
the bandwidth of the bootstrapped cascode circuit (however the bandwidth of the transimpedance
amplifier which determines the knee position is unaffected due to current buffering by the cascode).
It is evident from the plots, however, that the bandwidth of the circuit is affected only slightly by
lowering the bias, making it possible to supply the bias using the ±6 V power rails (thereby greatly
reducing circuit heating). Moreover, the common-mode canceling performance at frequencies above
30 MHz appears to be much better at the lower bias level (possibly due to an increase in linearity
of the transistor gains at high frequencies, which depend on bias current). It is evident that the
common-mode cancellation frequency response varies greatly depending on a variety of parameters
including the bias voltage, the relative and absolute signal and reference beam intensities, and
interestingly, the position of the beams on the detector surface. For example, the only difference
between the experiments leading to plots a and b was that in the latter case the illumination beams
were positioned at the edges of the photodiodes. Although the illumination spots were not tightly
focused on the photodiodes (which is known to lead to local effects114), apparently illuminating
the boundary between the active region and the surrounding silicon substrate in these detectors
has significant effect on carrier dynamics and photodiode capacitance. Perhaps the most striking
feature of the frequency response plots is the presence of nulls where the cancellation can be 50−70
dB. The nulls are relatively stable and their presence and location is affected among other things
by the relative intensity between the reference and signal beams (i.e. I could tune it by rotating the
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Figure 5.15: Auto-balancing differential detector frequency response and common-mode cancellation measurements
as the reference detector is blocked (top trace) and unblocked (bottom trace): (a) ±20 V bias, isig/iref ≈ 1; (b) ±20
V bias, isig/iref ≈ 1, edge of detectors illuminated ; (c) ±6 V bias, isig/iref ≈ 1.13 (d) ±6 V bias, isig/iref ≈ 1.07; (e)
rejection of saw-tooth RIN in DEEP-POC signal.
polarizer), suggesting that for narrow-band high-frequency signals it should be possible to park a
null at the frequency of interest and attain very high common-mode noise rejection. For example,
plot d shows ∼64 dB cancellation at ∼62 MHz!
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Figure 5.15e shows an example of RIN in the first-generation DEEP-POC system and its
cancellation by the detector (the blue trace shows the detector output with the reference beam
blocked, while red trace shows the result of unblocking the reference detector). Although I did not
isolate the true cause of the ∼120 Hz ∼30 µA r.m.s. saw-tooth ripple, which was present even when
no modulation was intentionally imparted on the modulation, potential causes include noise from
a switching power supply in the laser controller, fan-induced vibration, etc. (although its harmonic
relation to the 60 Hz mains suggests a power-supply-related cause). One of the benefits of the
autobalancing differential detector is that it allows the user to focus his efforts on measuring and
interpreting the signals rather than tracking down and eliminating all systematic sources of noise.
Table 5.1 lists some of the key parameters of the autobalancing differential detector. While
this detector is characterized by approximately the same NEP as the commercial Nirvana detector,
it appears to outperform in every other respect: it provides nearly a thousandfold bandwidth
improvement, has better peak common-mode rejection performance (as in the Nirvana, effectiveness
of cancellation varies across the bandwidth, albeit a much wider one), uses detectors with a larger
active area (4.1 mm vs. 2.5 mm), has a wider dynamic range (6× higher saturation power), uses
lower supply voltages and less current to operate, and can be assembled for about one tenth of the
current price of the Nirvana detector. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, it should be possible to
make the detector substantially quieter by using a state-of-the-art op-amp with a very low current
noise (ADA4817-1). The bandwidth and linearity can also be improved by using higher performance
discrete transistors (e.g. the BFM505/BFM520), swapping the PNP and NPN arms of the circuit,
and increasing the cascode bias current. Moreover, a variety of additional circuit modifications for
further improving detector front-end bandwidth and noise are suggested by P. Hobbs114,148 and
others in the literature.
Although the autobalancing detector performed well in the first generations of DEEP-POC,
rejecting common-mode noise and spurs over a wide bandwidth, its NEP proved far too high for
detecting the faint signals from fluorescent objects. As a result, it was replaced first with a more
sensitive APD detector, and eventually with a PMT module with an NEP under a femtowatt (but
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Parameter Value(s) Notes
Bandwidth ∼80 MHz at ±12 V bias – varies slightly with bias
Feedback
bandwidth
∼160 Hz in some implementations, a multi-poleswitch can be used to vary the feedback
bandwidth between 100 Hz and 100 KHz
NEP ∼3 pW/√Hz at 785 nm, reference photodiode blocked
Common-mode
cancellation∗
∼64 dB (60 MHz null) ±6 V bias, sig/ref ≈ 1> 30 dB (30 − 80 MHz) ±6 V bias, sig/ref ≈ 1> 30 dB (1 − 50 MHz) ±12 V bias, sig/ref ≈ 1 (plot not shown)
Transimpedance
gain
1.2 KV/A
can be boosted by increasing RF at the
expense of bandwidth and noise
Saturation
power
∼6 mW reference photodiode blocked
Photodiodes Hamamatsu S1722-01 both detectors
PD active area ∅4.1 mm both detectors
PD wavelength
range
190 − 1100 nm max responsivity (0.5 A/W) at 960 nm
Bias voltage ±6→ ±20 V can be external or tied to power supply
Power supply ±6→ ±20 V internally regulated to ±5.4→ ±6 V
Load impedance 50 Ω high-impedance loads cause oscillation
Maximum
current draw
100 mA limited by voltage regulators
Dimensions
1.25′′ × 1.25′′ (PCB)
2′′ × 2′′ × 11/8′′ (boxed)
Table 5.1: Autobalancing Differential Detector Characteristics
a thousandfold lower bandwidth).
5.1.6 Data Acquisition
In the first generation of DEEP-POC, the signal from the differential detector (varying in
frequency from ∼100 kHz to ∼10 MHz) was digitized directly using one of the channels of the
Cleverscope CS328 USB oscilloscope. The Cleverscope has a 100 Msps sampling rate and a 10-
bit digitizer (although it was later upgraded to a 14-bit model). The oscilloscope was triggered
externally using a sweep-synchronous I/O update signal internally generated by the DDS at the
∗ The frequency response below 300 KHz was not tested due to the lower frequency limit of the network analyzer.
 Note that the signal and reference detectors do not have to be matched – a smaller (and cheaper) reference
detector could be used instead.
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programmed sweep repetition frequency (typically 1 − 2 ms) The I/O update signal was also used
to synchronize the two DDS devices for the AOD and AOM sections. During the sweep time, the
envelope of the modulated detector signal on the oscilloscope display traced out the magnitude
of the measured Fourier slice. As I will discuss in the following section, the phase of the Fourier
slice was recovered using the frequency-swept Bragg cell drive signal (before carrier modulation)
simultaneously digitized using the second oscilloscope channel.
One of the problems observed in early DEEP-POC measurements was a gradual ∼30 mV
offset drift (ramp) of the signal level during the sweep time. The drift was likely due to several
factors including the bandshape of the Bragg cell, variation of the intensity distribution on the
active area of the photodiode during the sweep (the reflected beams were essentially focused on the
photodiode surface near the image plane), and a slight change in relative intensities between the
signal and reference beams due to the varying angle of incidence of the polarized beams on the PBSs.
In hind sight, this could have been easily fixed by increasing the feedback loop bandwidth of the
detector to greatly exceed the sweep repetition rate (in practice it was only slightly higher), which
would null-out such low-frequency drifts. However, the impact of the drift on the reconstructed
images was relatively small and indirect – mainly through the inefficient use of the dynamic range
of the 10-bit digitizer. In later generations I eliminated the drift and other low-frequency effects
by introducing a passive high-order 10 KHz high-pass filter between the detector and the digitizer.
A more fundamental problem with direct digitization of the chirped detector signal was the
inherent over-sampling at low frequencies. Since the sampling rate of the oscilloscope could not
be varied during the chirp, it was set to exceed the highest frequency (e.g. 10 MHz) in the sweep
by at least a factor of 2 (i.e. Niquist rate sampling). As a result, digitizing a single Fourier slice
of N resolvable frequencies required capturing O(N2) samples during the sweep time. For TB ≈
500, this inefficiency translated to nearly a million samples per sweep. The resulting large data
sets were not only cumbersome to process, but data for each slice took seconds to flow from the
oscilloscope to the computer via the USB connection (which was used very inefficiently by the early
firmware of the Cleverscope). As a result, the Fourier slice acquisition speed was severely limited
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by the digitizer connection. Even more importantly, the shot and thermal noise bandwidth of the
Fourier slice measurements spanned the full bandwidth of the chirp, even though the bandwidth
requirement for measuring each frequency sample (set by the Bragg cell access time) was N times
smaller. Both of these fundamental drawbacks of this direct detection and data acquisition scheme
were later addressed in DEEP-POC generations 3 and 4 using heterodyne techniques.
5.1.7 Data Processing Algorithm and Simulation Flow
In DEEP-POC generation 1, data was acquired manually for each slice using the Clever-
scope software and stored on disk. Initially, I developed the algorithms to process the data in
Matlab, however to automate and speed up the processing tasks and anticipating the eventual
need for automatic and integrated instrument control I soon shifted to the Labview platform. In
Labview, I developed a single application (simfast.vi) for processing and visualizing the data and
image reconstruction. The application was also capable of processing a two-dimensional image to
compute simulated DEEP oscilloscope data, which could then be processed using DEEP algorithms
to produce an approximate image reconstruction. The simulation functionality proved very useful
in verifying algorithm performance and as a comparison tool for assessing the quality of image
reconstructions. Moreover, much of the Labview code used to simulate the physical DEEP mea-
surements, served as a basis for automating the data acquisition in later generations of DEEP-POC.
Whether the digitized data was simulated or not, it was processed using exactly the same key steps
as follows (some of the steps were performed in parallel):
 Process data for each illumination rotation angle to build up a sinogram:
(1) Compute the system OTF by taking the Fourier transform of the squared magnitude
of the digitized single-sided chirp used to generate the Bragg cell drive signal (acquired
using oscilloscope channel B).
(2) Fourier-transform the digitized detector signal and filter using an FIR bandpass filter of
user’s choosing. Typically, a flat-top filter was used to reject detector signal frequencies
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outside the frequency sweep range (e.g. 100 KHz - 10 MHz).
(3) Subtract the quadratic phase of the OTF generated in step 1 from the phase of the
Fourier-transformed detector signal to “de-chirp” it, generating a Fourier slice.
(4) Fourier-transform the computed Fourier slice to generate a 1D projection and store
it as a new row of the sinogram. Note that the number of samples in the computed
projection is the same as in the digitized data (i.e. O(105) points). However, only a
small fraction of these samples – corresponding to the ratio of the Bragg cell access time
(∼20 µs) and the sweep time (∼1 ms) – contains the physical projection of the object.
The rest of the samples don’t contain useful information and are a manifestation of
the oversampling inefficiency discussed in Section5.1.6. For visualization and image
reconstruction, the information-bearing samples are selected by zooming in on the
relevant portion of the projection plot, which also implicitly removes the shift in
the projection position due to delays caused by filtering, acoustic propagation, etc.
While this involves cumbersome manual “tweaking”, I will later discuss automatic
compensation for such delays in the DEEP-POC generation 4 system.
 Once the sinogram has been computed, reconstruct the image by Filtered Backprojection
according to Equations 3.1a and 3.4. Each filtered projection is computed by Fourier-
transforming the corresponding (cropped) sinogram row, applying a modified ramp filter
computed using Equation 3.3, applying a user-specified window function, zero-padding, and
inverse Fourier-transforming. The backprojection operation in Equation 3.1a is performed
by “smearing” each filtered projection in 1D to produce a 2D array, rotating the 2D array
by the projection angle using bilinear interpolation (a fast rotation routine is provided in
the Labview NI Vision toolbox), and coherently summing with the previously-computed
rotated smeared projections to accumulate the reconstruction slice-by-slice.
The software also provided several multi-function displays for visualizing the data at various points
in the processing flow, including plots of the digitized detector and RF sweep data, frequency-
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Figure 5.16: Interference fringe patterns projected by DEEP-POC onto a reflective surface as observed by a digital
camera through the microscope eyepiece. The illumination was strobed using the AOM (with a 30% duty cycle) to
obtain stationary fringes. The illuminated field of view has a horizontal span of ∼400 µm.
domain plots of the Fourier slice, OTF, and filter functions, a 1D plot of the computed projections,
and a 2D image display where the reconstruction took shape during the course of the FBP al-
gorithm. Also, a separate 2D display optionally demonstrated simulated fringes projected onto a
user-supplied image during the course of a simulated DEEP measurement. A screenshot of this
software in action is shown in Section 5.2.2.1.
5.1.8 Fringe Patterns in Scattered and Fluoresced Light
Figure 5.16 shows example interference patterns projected by the first generation DEEP-
POC onto a ∼400 µm wide portion reflective surface at several spatial frequencies. The images
were captured using a digital camera lens through an eyepiece in one of the binocular ports of the
microscope as discussed in Section 5.1.1.1 (this method is known as afocal photography). The fringes
were made stationary by using the AOM to synchronously amplitude-modulate the source beam at
the difference frequency of the two-tone Bragg cell drive signal, as described in Section 5.1.1.2. The
fringes have good contrast and are uniform across the entire field of view – the result of a uniform
acoustic pattern across the thin illuminated section of the Bragg cell as discussed in Section 5.1.1.3.
The fringe contrast is not unity primarily due to the non-zero duty cycle of the AOM strobe signal
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Figure 5.17: Signal measured by a small detector placed in the middle of a magnified far-field fringe pattern:
(a) 0.1 MHz difference frequency, 20 dBm average drive signal power; (b) 0.1 MHz difference frequency, 23.5 dBm
average drive signal power; (c) 1 MHz difference frequency, 20 dBm average drive signal power. Note that the time
scale is the same for all plots because the illumination was strobed to produce a 200 Hz oscillation at the detector in
all cases.
(25% - 50% duty cycle was typical) – the periodic shape of the AOM waveform acts as a filter kernel,
averaging the sinusoidal signal over a range of phase shifts. Since the AOM is not strobed during
an actual measurement, the fringe contrast is expected to be even better. Diffraction artifacts
due to the edges of the iris shown in the system diagram are evident near the edges of the FOV,
but are not important. To study the linearity of the fringes as a function of RF power applied
to the Bragg cell, I placed a small detector in the middle of a magnified far-field fringe pattern.
The resulting signals for several frequencies and power levels are shown in Figure 5.17, clearly
displaying nonlinearity at the higher drive power. Thus, the Bragg cell was under-driven (with ∼20
dBm of average power) to obtain linear interference patterns during DEEP measurements. As
a result of the intentionally low Bragg cell diffraction efficiency, as well as other losses due to the
AOM, the spatial filter, imperfect PBS extinction ratios, errors in polarization de-rotation at the
prism, reference beam extraction, optical surface reflections, etc., only 1% - 3% (depending on the
AOM strobe duty cycle) of the ∼93 mW laser source power was delivered to the object. Table 5.2
summarizes some of the parameters of the first-generation DEEP-POC system.
I also briefly tested the fluorescence mode of the first generation DEEP-POC system by re-
placing the beam splitter and waveplate inside the microscope turret with a dichroic mirror and
 Linear fringe patterns may lead to a simpler reconstruction algorithm, but are not necessary in DEEP, as
discussed in Section 6.2 in Chapter 6.
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Parameter Value(s) Notes
Invariant ∼500
- limited by Bragg cell time-bandwidth product
(assumes 12.5 mm illuminated region and a 25
MHz active flat bandshape region)
- limits # fringes across FOV, # resolvable fre-
quencies in slice, # resolvable spots across image.
Maximum RF sweep
range
25 KHz → 20 MHz - single-sided sweep before carrier modulation- low limit ↦ one fringe across FOV
- high limit ↦ objective NA
- typically, I limited sweep to 12.5 MHz (0.25 NA)
Objective NA 0.4 Nikon M-plan 20x/0.4
Objective WD 10.5 mm Nikon M-plan 20x/0.4
Field of view ∼500 µm
Minimum fringe period ∼1 µm - at 12.5 MHz RF frequency
- 625 µm at 20 MHz limit
Depth of field ∼4 mm demonstrated with generation 2
Illumination
wavelength
532 nm Coherent Compass 315M-100
Light source power ∼93 mW Coherent Compass 315M-100
Illumination power ∼3 mW AOM not strobed
Fourier sample time ∼20 µs limited by AO access time
Time per Fourier slice ∼10 ms ∼500 samples per slice
Maximum images per
second
25
- 6.25 rps stage × 4
- in practice, imaging rate was much slower: lim-
ited by USB data transfer and lack of automation
Table 5.2: DEEP-POC-1 System Characteristics
a blocking filter as described earlier. As the fluorescent sample, I used a prepared slide (Invit-
rogen/Molecular Expressions Fluocells Slide #2) containing bovine pulmonary artery epithelial
(BPAE) cells stained with several fluorophores, including the Texas Red X phalloidin dye which
responds to 532 nm light (albeit weakly) and has an emission peak at ∼615 nm. The average de-
tected fluorescence power was very weak (a few nW), however as illustrated in Figure 5.18 this was
bright enough to acquire images of the cells illuminated by DEEP-POC interference fringes using a
several second exposure with a digital camera afocally through the microscope eyepiece. Note that
the contrast of the fringes is substantially lower than in the reflection mode, even in regions where
the cells are in focus, due to the penetration and scattering of the green light within the translucent
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Figure 5.18: Interference fringe patterns projected by DEEP-POC onto BPAE cells stained cells stained with the
Texas Red dye as observed by a digital camera through the microscope eyepiece in fluoresced light. The illumination
was strobed using the AOM (with a 30% duty cycle) to obtain stationary fringes. The illuminated field of view was∼500 µm.
cells. Nevertheless, this contrast level proved to be sufficient to acquire fluorescent images using
the latest generation of DEEP-POC as I will discuss in Section 5.4.7. Furthermore, In Chapter 7 I
will describe an approach for extending the imaging depth in scattering media using DEEP.
5.1.9 Initial 1D Grating Projections Demonstrating Large DOF
Figure 5.19 shows the first 1D projections of a pair of reflective Ronchi rulings obtained using
DEEP-POC and compares the results with a simulated projection computed from a conventional
image of the field of view (by simulating the shot data acquisition process and using the DEEP
algorithms as described earlier). The object was a small region of a reflective resolution test target
(Edmund Optics NT43-488) comprising a series of parallel gratings of different pitches (5 lpm - 200
lpm). The illuminated field of view covered portions of two adjacent rulings (100 and 105 lpm)
and an empty reflective region separating them. Since in this case most of the illumination was
reflected towards the objective, ∼ 1 mW of average power was detected by the signal photodiode
(well within the shot noise limited regime of the differential detector). As can be seen in the figure,
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Figure 5.19: (a) 1D projections computed from first-generation DEEP-POC measurements of 100 lpm and 105
lpm reflective Ronchi grating regions separated by a featureless reflective area. The resolution target was positioned
at the focal plane and 300 µm out of focus. Whereas the out-of-focus target is unrecognizable in the conventional
image shown on the left, the 5 µm lines are clearly resolved in the DEEP-POC measurement (see zoomed inset),
demonstrating its depth of field advantage. (b) An in-focus conventional image of the resolution target was used as
the object in a simulated DEEP-POC measurement. The simulated 1D projection is very similar to the measured
projections shown in (a). The 2D reconstruction from simulated data acquired at multiple slice angles demonstrates
that the FBP image synthesis algorithm works.
the simulated and measured 1D projections match very well and the 5 µm wide lines can be clearly
resolved. Moreover, the reconstructed projection and resolution remained just as good even when
the target was defocused by 300 µm (although there is a noticeable shift due to misalignment
of the illumination axis), giving a first taste of the large DOF capability of DEEP. The region
of “noise” between the gratings was likely due to structure in the illumination pattern (which
contained some fine structure due to surface coating irregularities and contamination and perhaps
internal occlusions in the AO crystal), since it also appears in the simulated reconstruction of a
conventional image of the illuminated region. However, the noise outside of the field of view is very
small in comparison. The Figure also shows a 2D reconstruction of the simulated 1D grating data,
demonstrating that the FBP algorithm can be used to synthesize a 2D image. However, I was not
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able to generate a 2D reconstruction from the acquired measurements due to large wobble in the
rotating illumination pattern. The need to realign the system and the difficulty of making optical
adjustments inside the Zeiss microscope quickly lead to the next generation of DEEP-POC.
5.2 DEEP-POC-2: 2D Scattered Light Imaging
5.2.1 Custom Microscope Design
The first generation architecture of the DEEP-POC system as a retrofit to a conventional
stereo microscope, simplified the initial design but proved very difficult to align due the limited
space and mounting options behind the microscope turret. Furthermore, with the heavy detector
module replacing one of the eyepieces, the microscope was prone to vibration (certainly on the
micron scale) at the slightest touch. To enable further progress, in the second generation design
I decided to replace the Zeiss microscope with a lab-built microscope that was more expandable,
easier to align, and mechanically stable. Moreover, because the new microscope was rail-mounted on
the same optical breadboard as the projector optics, the entire DEEP-POC optical system became
self-contained and could be moved as a unit. A photograph of the second generation DEEP-POC
system is shown in Figure 5.20. I constructed the new microscope almost entirely using the Spindler
& Hoyer 30 mm cage mount system components and mounted it in-line on the same rail as the
rotating prism. By sliding the microscope along the rail it was now possible to fine-tune the position
of the objective and the object plane with respect to the pattern projector optics to attain better
afocality at the object and thereby extend the depth of field (this adjustment was entirely lacking in
the first generation system). The optical path within the lab-built microscope essentially mimicked
that within the Zeiss microscope as shown in the system diagram in Figure 5.2, except for the
binocular prisms. However, the polarizing beam splitter was now mounted on an easily-adjustable
tip-tilt-rotation stage and could be aligned without disassembling anything. Also, instead of relying
on the binocular optics as before (and thereby loosing half of the light), a separate optical path
was provided via a second polarizing beam splitter for visual observation of the illuminated object
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Figure 5.20: Photograph of the second generation DEEP-POC system.
through an eyepiece as shown on the annotated photograph. The intensity of the light from the
object sent towards the eyepiece could be adjusted by rotating an additional λ/2 waveplate and
was generally very low, thereby gaining a factor of two in light throughput efficiency (of course this
was the case only for scattering/reflecting objects, not fluorescent ones). A separate reference beam
path was also provided via a PBS as before. A three-axis translation stage with a secondary tip-tilt
stage fit snugly underneath the microscope for object positioning and orientation. The Fourier-
plane monitoring camera and associated ND filters were now attached to the microscope at the
through port of the last PBS in the illumination path, thereby eliminating one of the intermediate
PBSs shown in the first generation system diagram. Due to the modularity of the cage system,
reconfiguring the microscope from reflection mode to fluorescence mode was a matter of replacing
the cube mount containing the polarizing beam splitter and waveplate with another cube mount
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containing a dichroic mirror and a blocking filter with minimal re-alignment. However, due to the
open-truss cage system assembly, fluorescence imaging required the use of baﬄe tubes between the
optical components to block stray light (see discussion of the generation 4 DEEP-POC system). The
resulting microscope met the goals of mechanical stability, expandability, and ease of adjustment
and made it possible to align and re-align the optics well enough for two-dimensional imaging.
5.2.2 First 2D Reconstructions using Filtered Backprojection
5.2.2.1 Zone Plate Target Fabrication and Reconstructions
The first two-dimensional target measured with DEEP-POC was a custom-made reflective
zone-plate. I chose a zone-plate target due to its high reflectivity and its broad and radially-
symmetric Fourier spectrum. I intended for the zone plate to also serve as a characterization and
calibration tool for the DEEP-POC system (however, I have not so far used it in this capacity).
For this purpose, a “broadband” zone-plate was desirable, with spatial frequencies spanning the
entire range of the DEEP-POC sweep. Since I could not find such a target commercially, I decided
to make one myself. To accomplish this, I learned to operate a focused femtosecond laser and a
programmable translation stage (Aerotech) with nanometer-scale resolution in Rafael Piestun’s lab
with the much-appreciated help of his graduate student, Tim Gerke. I used the laser to ablate the
zone-plate pattern in a thin layer of chrome on a glass substrate (I wrote the patterns near the edge
of the Edmund Optics grating resolution target used in first generation DEEP-POC experiments).
As depicted in Figure 5.21, I wrote several zone plate patterns of different sizes and frequency
slopes. To program the path of the translation stage for each zone-plate, I created a command
script (zoneplate.pgm) for drawing concentric circles based on an array of radii generated using
a Matlab function (fresnelrad.m). It took several experiments to discover the appropriate laser
intensity, focal spot size, and stage speed to attain high-contrast zone-plate radii without blurring
adjacent lines at high spatial frequencies or under-exposing. In this way, I was able to attain
a ∼1 µm wide resolvable line width at the edge of the zone-plate, which matched the maximum
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Figure 5.21: Zone-plates created by femtosecond laser ablation of chrome on glass. The dimensioned zone-plate
was used as the first 2D DEEP-POC target. The ∼1 µm wide rings at the periphery are resolved.
resolution of the DEEP-POC system. The zone-plate chosen for DEEP-POC experiments was 600
µm in diameter, contained 75 zones, and had a zone period of 2 µm at the perimeter.
The screenshot in Figure 5.22 shows the first reconstruction of a 2D object from Fourier slice
measurements acquired with DEEP-POC. Each Fourier slice was acquired using a linear frequency
sweep ranging from 6.8 KHz to 6.8 MHz and lasting 1.4 ms. A total of 50 Fourier slices spanning
180○ were combined to generate the image. Note that in this case the edge of the zone-plate in the
reconstruction (at a diameter of ∼260 µm) corresponds to the highest frequency in the scan rather
than the edge of the field of view (which spans ∼500 µm).§ The low contrast and high level of
random noise in the reconstruction is due primarily to the large DC bias and the associated shot
noise (with ∼0.5 mW of detected power the measurement is in the shot-noise-limited regime). This
brings to light one of the drawbacks of the zone-plate target – its Fourier transform has a large DC
peak that is approximately as large as the sum of all other Fourier components. As I discussed in
Chapter 4, sequential DEEP measurements of such objects result in relatively low SNR (and the
zone plate is close to as bad as it gets in this regard). For such targets, a hybrid frequency- and
§ Note that the zone-plate is actually slightly decentered, while the reconstruction cut-off is exactly concentric
with the rings since it is frequency-limited.
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time- multiplexed Fourier sampling strategy should result in a much better SNR. Note also the
presence of angularly-periodic artifacts at the periphery of the reconstruction due to angular and
radial undersampling. Since the first-generation software required manual hardware interaction for
each slice, I only acquired 50 Fourier slices for the reconstruction, resulting in just ∼ 104 degrees
of freedom in the image (also due in part to the shortened scan). Angular undersampling artifacts
are not apparent in the region of the zones due to the circularly-symmetric nature of the zone-
plate. Outside of this resolved region, however, the zone plate rings are radially undersampled
by the interference pattern and produce aliasing artifacts, which are then exacerbated by angular
undersampling.
5.2.2.2 Compensating for Center-of-Rotation Offset and Constant Delays
The reconstruction shown in Figure 5.22 would look more like that shown in Figure 5.23
without a way to compensate for the offset between the edge of the wavefront rotation prism
and the illumination axis. Due to the 15× magnification between the prism conjugate plane and
the object plane, to maintain a 1 µm image resolution the optical axis position must held to
within 15 µm of the prism edge – a challenging alignment task (visual centering is certainly not
sufficient). Fortunately, this type of misalignment is indistinguishable from the effects of a constant
delay added to the 1D projections and can be compensated simply by changing the center of
rotation in the FBP reconstruction (i.e. shifting the sinogram by a few pixels to the right or to the
left). I determined the required delay empirically for the displayed DEEP-POC reconstructions,
although a more robust and less time-consuming approach would be to use a calibration target
such as a small point-scatterer and adjust the delay until the size of the reconstructed spot is
minimized. Such “auto-focusing” could also be performed with more complex objects with an
appropriate “in-focus” metric. Note that since an optical center-of-rotation offset and a constant
delay are indistinguishable, this process also removes any electronic and acoustic delays present in
the projection system. I will discuss sources of delay in Section 5.4.
On the other hand, an offset between the mechanical center of rotation and the edge of
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Figure 5.22: Screenshot of the first 2D reconstruction with DEEP-POC. A conventional image of the zone-plate
target acquired by a digital camera through the microscope auxiliary viewport is shown on the left, while the object
reconstructed from DEEP-POC measurements is displayed on the right. See Section 5.1.7 for description of the
software.
the prism results in an epicycloidic orbit of the center of the fringe pattern within the field of
view as the prism is rotated, which can not be compensated as easily. This type of misalignment
corresponds to an angularly-periodic delay of the 1D projections, resulting in a sinusoidal vertical
ripple in the sinogram. Although this artifact can also be in principle automatically calibrated out,
this requires a two-parameter optimization (mechanical and optical center-of-rotation offset) and
therefore requires more iterations to converge. Note, however, that when the optical axis and the
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Figure 5.23: The mismatch between the upper and lower zones in this reconstruction is indicative of an uncom-
pensated delay and/or optical center-of-rotation offset.
center of rotation coincide, any offset of the prism edge results in a circular orbit of the fringe center
and can be once again compensated exactly using a constant delay. Thus, even without a way to
translate the prism with respect to the rotation axis there are enough degrees of freedom in the
system to exactly compensate for this mechanical misalignment, although aligning the illumination
axis and the rotation center to within 15 µm is easier said than done. To simplify this problem,
I tried to minimize mechanical center-of-rotation misalignment by machining the prism mount
(which was essentially a v-groove in a round insert) as accurately as possible. A 15 µm (∼0.5 mil)
machining tolerance is difficult, but not impossible to attain. Of course, other factors such as the
rotation stage runout (±30 µm for the Micos DTR-80 stage) and tolerances of the knife-edge prism
must also be considered. Note, however, that only lateral tolerances affect fringe position in the
object plane (angular tolerances and misalignment, on the other hand, can have an impact on the
depth of field of the measurement). The fact that 1-2 µm features can be resolved in DEEP-POC
reconstructions (especially those obtained with generations 3 and 4) without calibration suggests
that the total mechanical center-of-rotation offsets are on the order of just tens of microns (a result
that is probably partially due to luck).
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5.2.2.3 AF Resolution Target Reconstructions Through 4 mm of Defocus
Figure 5.24 shows second generation DEEP-POC reconstructions of a reflective 1951 US Air
Force resolution target (similar to Edmund Optics P/N 38-257) as it was translated axially by up
to ±2 mm relative to the focal plane. As with the zone-plate, only 50 Fourier slices were acquired
over 180○, however in this case the (single-sided) frequency sweep ranged from 5 KHz to 10 MHz.
Despite the noise, group 7 of the resolution target containing ∼2 µm features can be (barely)
resolved throughout the 4 mm range, demonstrating a 1000-fold improvement compared to the ∼6
µm DOF of the 0.4 NA objective used to acquire the image. The concentric rings apparent in the
reconstructions are due to angle-invariant detector signals. The most likely source of such signals are
reflections of the non-rotated fringe pattern from the surfaces of the various elements in the optical
path, of which the uncoated knife-edge prism and some of the waveplates which have a narrow-band
coating designed for 514 nm, rather than 532 nm are prime suspects. In Section 5.3 I discuss a
filtering technique that can be used to remove such artifacts. Note also that the reconstructions
shift slightly relative to the center of the ring artifacts as the target is defocused. This is due
to imperfect alignment of the optical axis with respect to the z-axis of the focusing stage. Also
evident is a slight change in magnification of the reconstruction due to imperfect collimation of
the interfering beams at the object. In order to acquire true large DOF images (as opposed to
stacked sections), both axial alignment and collimation must be improved. As in the case of the
zone-plate, most of the random noise is the result of shot noise due to the DC signal, whereas
spoke-like artifacts are due to angular undersampling. In the third generation DEEP-POC system
described below I took steps to reduce the noise bandwidth and increase angular sampling, thereby
greatly improving the 2D reconstructions of the resolution target.
5.3 DEEP-POC-3: Automated Heterodyne Measurements
With the third generation of DEEP-POC, my aim was to improve the quality and SNR of
the scattered-light reconstructions, the optical efficiency and sensitivity of the system, and the
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Figure 5.24: (a) A conventional image of the Air Force 1951 resolution target acquired afocally with a digital
camera through the microscope auxiliary viewport. (b) Second generation DEEP-POC reconstructions of the target
as it was moved through 4 mm of defocus, demonstrating the extended DOF of DEEP.
measurement speed as a stepping stone towards fluorescence imaging (a tall challenge due to the
inherently weak light levels). In pursuit of this goal, I made a number of significant changes to the
system, including automating the measurement process, implementing new hardware and software
to enable heterodyne measurements, and replacing the differential photodiode detector with an
APD. While these steps were not yet sufficient for fluorescence imaging, they resulted in much
higher reconstruction quality and a thousand-fold improvement in the sensitivity of the system in
scattered light.
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5.3.1 Electronic Chirped Heterodyne Detection
Two of the key limitations of the earlier DEEP-POC generations stemmed from the unnecessarily-
wide measurement bandwidth (∼80 MHz in the case of the auto-balancing detector). The full-
bandwidth acquisitions resulted in very large data sets since the sampling rate had to be at least
double the highest frequency in the scan, which in turn led to very long data transfer and processing
times (and produced frequent “out of memory” errors). More importantly, full-bandwidth mea-
surements resulted in full-bandwidth thermal and shot noise in the reconstructions. On the other
hand, the fundamental minimum measurement bandwidth in sequential DEEP is determined by the
Bragg cell access time and is N (where N = TB) times lower than the bandwidth of the chirp, beg-
ging for a more efficient measurement strategy. One effective solution is the electronic heterodyne
measurement technique illustrated in Figure 5.25. This is the same approach used in swept-tuned
spectrum analyzers and superheterodyne receivers, for example.147 Instead of directly digitizing the
detector waveform, the signal is mixed with a synchronously-generated frequency-swept reference
signal which tracks the Bragg cell difference frequency, ∆ν, and is offset by a fixed heterodyne
(IF) frequency, νh. As a result, the detector signal is effectively de-chirped and modulated onto a
fixed carrier at νh (note that only one of the signal sidebands lands at νh resulting in a 3 dB signal
loss). A fixed narrow bandpass filter centered at the heterodyne frequency is then applied to clean
up the signal, rejecting most of the noise and intermodulation artifacts. While this technique still
requires a high-bandwidth detector, bandpass filtering reduces the noise bandwidth by a factor of
N (or higher if the detector bandwidth is wider than the chirp bandwidth), resulting in a N/2
electronic SNR improvement (the factor of two is due to the loss of one of the signal sidebands).
Moreover, since νh is a free parameter, the bandpass center frequency (e.g. 1 MHz) can be chosen
to lie above most of the low-frequency RIN and 1/f noise (see discussion in Chapter 4), thereby
further improving the SNR at low spatial frequencies. Moreover, the required digitizer sampling
rate is reduced by a factor of N as a result of heterodyne detection. Interestingly, this sampling
rate reduction factor is independent of the choice of νh since narrow-band signals can be recovered
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Figure 5.25: Heterodyne signal processing in DEEP-POC. The functional elements within the signal generator are
shown as a conceptual aid and do not correspond to the actual electronic design. Although the diagram shows elec-
tronic heterodyne processing, the same effect can be accomplished by modulating the light source (optical heterodyne
measurement) as illustrated by the thick dashed line.
even when the sampling rate is far below the Niquist rate (∼2νh).149 The same undersampling
concept is used to measure high-frequency repetitive signals with low sampling rate oscilloscopes,
for example.
5.3.2 New Synchronous Electronic Architecture based on the quad DDS
I chose to almost completely redesign the DEEP-POC RF electronics to implement the het-
erodyne processing scheme, on both the signal generation and detection sides of the system. The
new electronic design is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.26. One of the key changes in the hard-
ware architecture was a new four-channel signal source based on the Analog Devices AD9959 DDS
evaluation board, which replaced the two Novatech DDS sources, provided a separate synchronous
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Figure 5.26: DEEP-POC third generation RF electronics architecture.
reference signal, and reduced the electronic system complexity. I also replaced the Cleverscope USB
oscilloscope with a more recent model which provided a 14-bit 100 MHz digitizer and external clock
synchronization capability. In the new design the signal synthesis and acquisition subsystems were
fully synchronous, driven by a single clock source generated by the DDS board (this helped reduce
timing jitter due to the oscilloscope triggering system). Furthermore, to increase light throughput
efficiency and to reduce system complexity, I removed the AOM from the light source optical path.
The AOM was previously useful for fringe pattern visualization, but was not needed during the
actual measurements.
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5.3.2.1 DDS Evaluation Board Modifications and Drivers
Unlike the single-channel 300 MHz Novatech devices, a single Analog Devices AD9959 chip
provides four independently-programmable fully-synchronous 500 MHz DDS channels, making it
very well suited for generating the frequency-diverse synchronous signals needed for heterodyne
processing. Moreover, by using a single chip on a single PCB to generate all the signals needed for
DEEP-POC I hoped to reduce the system complexity and demonstrate that DEEP-POC electronics
can be minimal. Like the AD9854 used in the Novatech instruments, the AD9959 is capable of
modulating and sweeping the frequency, amplitude, and phase of the output waveforms with very
high precision. However, unlike the AD9854 it is not capable of generating automatically-repeating
frequency sweeps, which are instead triggered based on the state of a “profile” pin dedicated
to each channel. This would not be a problem if a logic output was provided indicating the
end of a sweep or the expiration of an internal counter that could be then used to toggle the
profile pins. Unfortunately, the designers chose not to provide any digital outputs reflecting the
internal state of the DDS. The only solution for generating repeating frequency sweeps was to
program one of the channels (the “trigger channel”) to output a sinusoid at the sweep repetition
frequency and use an external comparator to convert it into a slow clock signal for triggering the
sweeps, thereby essentially wasting one of the four DDS channels. I accomplished this by soldering
a fast surface-mount comparator (AD8564) to the PCB as well as removing the high-frequency
transformer and disconnecting the low-pass filter from the trigger channel to ensure that the low-
frequency differential output signal is not attenuated (the transformers on the PCB do not work
below 0.3 MHz). The comparator output also served as a trigger for the Cleverscope digitizer to
initiate acquisition of a new Fourier slice.
The outputs of the AD9959 can be modeled as high-impedance current sources and must be
terminated with resistors or a transformer to generate a voltage output. I took advantage of this by
summing the current outputs from two of the channels (by simply wiring them together) in order
to generate a very clean two-tone signal for the Bragg cell without using a mixer or a multiplier.
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To generate a double-sided chirp, the two current-summed channels were programmed to output
frequency sweeps in opposite directions starting at the Bragg cell center frequency νc. To attain
opposite sweep directions, the profile pins of the two current-summed channels had to be toggled
with opposite polarities. This was accomplished by using the complimentary outputs of an added
fast flip-flop which also served as a register for synchronizing the trigger signal to the DDS clock
and ensuring that the set-up time at the profile pins is met.¶
The flip-flop was clocked by the DDS synchronization clock output which runs at 1/4 of
the DDS system clock. With a 27 MHz source oscillator and 15x clock multiplication by the
internal PLL (the multiplication factor is programmable), the synchronization clock frequency was
set to 101.25 MHz. The synchronization clock was also used as the external clock source for the
Cleverscope digitizer. Note that the precise clock frequency depends on the accuracy and stability
of the source oscillator. Inexpensive oscillators such as the one on the DDS board are typically
accurate to within ∼ ±50 parts per million (ppm) and can drift by a about 1 ppm/○C at room
temperature. However, since the entire DEEP-POC system is synchronized to the same clock, the
only effect of a drift in the clock frequency during the course of a measurement is a minute scaling
of the fringes (and the insignificant variation of the center frequency by a few Hz). For example,
a 1 ppm frequency shift during the measurement (i.e. a ∼1○C temperature drift) would result in
an unresolvable ∼0.2○ cumulative phase shift across the FOV at the highest spatial frequency (i.e.
∼500 fringes across).
Although switching instability at the comparator output was suppressed by adding sufficient
hysteresis to the comparator, the trigger signal exhibited a large amount of jitter (on the order
of a microsecond) due to the low sweep repetition frequency (∼100 Hz) so that the trigger was
effectively asynchronous with respect to the DDS clock. The large jitter in the sweep start time
¶ Note, however, that a register is not a fail-safe way to interface to an asynchronous signal. If the trigger and the
flip-flop clock rising edge happen to occur within a few nanoseconds of each other (i.e. the setup and/or hold time of
the flip-flop are not satisfied), the output behavior of the flip flop is not well defined. In some cases this can lead to
metastability, where the logic state is neither high nor low (or oscillates rapidly between the two) for multiple clock
cycles (sometimes lasting for microseconds). Introducing additional register stages can greatly reduce the probability
of this happening.147 Of course if the DDS provided a synchronous output that could be used as a sweep trigger,
none of this would be a problem.
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Figure 5.27: (a) Screen shots of a top-level example VI that enables double-sided sweep generation using the DDS
evaluation board, as well as a lower level driver VI for DDS register access. (b) Hierarchy of various driver VIs
created for controlling the evaluation board.
was not a problem, however, since the sweep triggers and the oscilloscope trigger were registered
with respect to each other and the DDS using the 101 MHz synchronization clock. Thus, any jitter
in the digitized Fourier slice data was limited to ∼ ±10 ns. This corresponds to one thousandths of
the Bragg cell access time (and hence 1/1000 of the FOV), which is below the resolving power of
DEEP-POC.
Communication with the modified evaluation board was via a USB interface. To make it
possible to control the signal generator automatically, I wrote a suite of Labview drivers for the
board (this significant effort was actually motivated by a related project using the AD9959 DDS).
The Labview drivers rely on a dynamic-link library (DLL) that I created based on the Visual Basic
source code provided by Analog Devices. The driver package is fairly comprehensive, providing
low-level control over the DDS registers and various logic signals, as well as high-level functionality
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such as single-sided and double-sided sweep generation (the latter aimed specifically at acousto-
optic fringe projection). Figure 5.27a shows the front panels of an example top-level control VI and
a low-level VI for reading and writing DDS registers, while Figure 5.27b shows the complete driver
VI hierarchy.
5.3.2.2 Filter Designs and Their Effects
Initially I implemented the 50 KHz bandpass and 12 KHz highpass filters shown in Figure 5.26
using passive components with the help of the freely-available AADE filter design software. Fig-
ure 5.28 shows their schematics and frequency responses. I chose the bandwidth of the bandpass
filter (50 KHz) to match the resolution bandwidth of DEEP-POC determined by the ∼20 µs Bragg
cell access time. The cutoff frequency of the high-pass filter was set just below the lowest difference
frequency of the double-sided chirp. For the bandpass filter, I initially chose a low center frequency
(50 KHz) to reduce the sampling rate requirements (however, in hindsight this was a mistake since
as pointed out earlier, the minimum sampling rate does not depend on the heterodyne frequency).
To minimize frequency dispersion, I implemented both filters as linear phase (constant delay) fil-
ters approximating a Bessel frequency response. Nevertheless, the bandpass filter exhibited a large
∼20 µs delay variation across the passband due to the low (unity) Q factor of the filter. As I will
discuss in Section 5.3.5, even such a seemingly large delay is expected to have minimal effect on
the reconstruction.
Later in the development of the third generation DEEP-POC system I replaced the passive
filter with a two-stage active 50 KHz wide Bessel filter centered at 500 KHz to move the heterodyne
frequency further away from the low-frequency noise. Furthermore unlike the passive filter which
was designed to work only with 50 Ω input and output impedances, the active filter can be termi-
nated with a wide range of loads without affecting the frequency response or loosing power and can
be used to amplify the signal. Moreover, since the Q factor of the active filter is ten times higher, the
frequency dispersion is much lower than for the passive filter (the measured delay variation across
the filter bandwidth was ∼2µs). The 4th order compound filter was implemented using a low-noise
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Figure 5.28: Passive filter schematics and frequency responses: (a) high pass filter; (b) bandpass filter.
dual Analog Devices AD8066 FET opamp mounted on an evaluation board (EVAL-ADOPAMP-
2R) by cascading two 2nd order Bessel bandpass stages with slightly offset center frequencies. Each
stage of the filter uses a multiple-feedback topology with resistor and capacitor values chosen using
well-known filter design formulas and tables.150 I selected resistors from a batch or doubled them
up to match the design values as closely as possible to obtain the desired frequency response. In
addition, I used a potentiometer at the input of each stage to fine-tune the individual gains. A
photograph, circuit diagram, and frequency response of the filter are shown in Figure 5.29.
5.3.3 Thousandfold Light Throughput Improvement (using an APD)
By the third generation of DEEP-POC, I discovered that RIN was not a major contributor to
the noise in the DEEP reconstructions (due in part to heterodyne detection). For example, blocking
and unblocking the reference path made almost no discernible difference in the final synthetic image.
Hence, to increase the sensitivity of the system, I decided to replace the autobalancing differential
photodiode detector with an avalanche photodiode (APD). I used the self-contained Hamamatsu
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Figure 5.29: Active 4th order Bessel bandpass filter: (a) photograph (b) schematic; (c) measured frequency
response amplitude; (d) measured frequency response phase.
C5331 APD module (which was available in the lab and included an integrated high voltage power
supply). The C5331 has a ∼100 MHz bandwidth and 0.3 pW/√Hz NEP – roughly 10 times lower
than the differential photodiode detector NEP. Moreover, due to avalanche multiplication, the
photoelectric sensitivity was much higher so no additional signal amplification (which can introduce
additional noise) was needed before digitization when measuring weak optical signals (in the µW
range). With the reduced noise bandwidth of the heterodyne detection scheme, the lower NEP of
the APD, and optimization of the fringe projector optical path to increase the light throughput
(e.g. removal of the AOM), I was able to increase the sensitivity of the DEEP-POC system by
three orders of magnitude. With this improvement, only ∼1µW of signal at the detector was needed
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to obtain the reconstructions of a reflective resolution target shown in Section 5.3.6. Instead of
reducing the illumination power for reflective objects to avoid saturating/damaging the APD, I
decided to permanently replace the polarizing beam splitter behind the microscope objective with
the dichroic filter used for fluorescence imaging, which transmitted about 1/100 of the reflected
green light towards the detector (even so, I had to insert an ND1 attenuation filter in the optical
path). With this modification, converting between reflection-mode and fluorescence-mode imaging
became a simple matter of placing the 550 nm high-pass blocking filter in front of the detector
(and of course baﬄing the system against stray light). Thus, realignment was no longer necessary.
Nevertheless, I discovered that even the thousandfold sensitivity improvement was not sufficient
to generate recognizable synthetic images from fluorescent objects such as the Invitrogen Fluocells
#2 prepared slide of BPAE cells stained with the Texas Red dye which fluorescently emitted only
∼10−6 of the incident light into the collection aperture of the microscope objective. For that it was
eventually necessary to employ a PMT in the fourth generation of DEEP-POC.
5.3.4 New Control and Data Acquisition Software
Another major improvement in the third generation DEEP-POC system that resulted in
higher quality 2D images was a software redesign that included automating the measurement pro-
cess. The acquisition of the initial 2D images with the second generation DEEP-POC system was a
cumbersome process, requiring manual instrument interaction and data saving step for each Fourier
slice measurement and resulting in 30-minute-long sessions for measuring just 50 Fourier slices. By
automating instrument control and data handling, I reduced the measurement time to a matter of
a few minutes for 500 Fourier slices, a hundred-fold improvement. To make this possible, I incor-
porated the drivers, initialization, sequencing, and control settings for the rotation stage, the DDS
signal generator (as described above), and the Cleverscope digitizer into a single data acquisition
and processing Labview program (runfast.vi). A screen shot of a more advanced version of this
software is shown in Section 5.4.6. As part of this process, I also created a separate oscilloscope-like
Labview interface (which can also be called as a sub-vi) for the Cleverscope shown in Figure 5.30
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Figure 5.30: Screenshot of the Cleverscope digitizer control program and driver developed for DEEP-POC.
(this was challenging since the Labview driver routines provided by the manufacturer were complex
and poorly documented).
5.3.5 Algorithm Improvements
In order to interpret the heterodyne measurements I also implemented several changes to
the signal processing algorithm. Unlike the previous generations of DEEP-POC, where a simple
subtraction of quadratic phase from the digitized detector signal (de-chirping) was needed to re-
cover the Fourier slice, in the new measurement scheme de-chirping was inherent in the electronic
heterodyne process resulting in a modulated single-tone carrier centered at the heterodyne fre-
quency. To recover the complex Fourier slice from the digitized signal, it was now necessary to
demodulate the envelope and phase of the carrier signal which correspond to the magnitude and
phase of the Fourier slice, respectively. I accomplished this by employing a Hilbert transform to
convert the digitized signal into its analytic representation91 and subtracting the linear phase due
to the carrier. The resulting complex signal corresponds to the demodulated single sideband of the
Fourier slice covered by the chirp. The full Fourier slice was then synthesized by reflecting this
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Figure 5.31: (a) The DEEP-POC data processing flow (dashed steps and paths are optional). (b) The DEEP-
POC Hilbert transform based algorithm for generating 1D projections from modulated carrier data. (c) An alternate
algorithm for accomplishing the same thing.
signal about DC (while conjugating the phase) and setting the missing frequencies in the narrow
DC region to 0. The new signal processing flow and the Hilbert transform demodulation algorithm
are illustrated in Figure 5.31a and b, respectively. Note that instead of using the Hilbert transform,
the 1D projection can be recovered directly by flipping the digitized modulated carrier waveform
about DC (and filling in the zeros near DC) to generate a double-sideband modulated Fourier slice,
Fourier transforming the result, downshifting to baseband to remove the heterodyne carrier, ap-
plying a 50 KHz digital bandpass filter centered at DC, and converting from frequency to temporal
(or equivalently, spatial) coordinates. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.31c.
From this point of view one can make several observations. First, due to the Fourier transform
relation, Fourier components of the modulated carrier signal map to points in time (or equivalently,
locations in space) in the reconstructed 1D projection. Thus, for example, changing the width of
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the heterodyne bandpass filter corresponds to windowing of the reconstructed field of view – a some-
what surprising, but experimentally confirmed result. Also, since the envelope of the modulated
carrier signal, which spans the full chirp length (e.g. 10 ms), corresponds to the magnitude of the
horizontally-scaled Fourier slice, one can conclude that delays in the signal that are substantially
smaller than the Bragg cell access time (∼20 µs) map to unresolvable spatial frequency shifts.∥
Thus as long as the electronic delays and delay variations due to dispersion in the bandpass and
high-pass filters are kept well under ∼20 µs, the reconstruction should not be affected. As we saw
earlier, while this constraint is barely met by the passive bandpass filter, delays and dispersion due
to the active filter are an order of magnitude smaller.
In addition to the new demodulation scheme, processing flow revisions included:
 Optional digital bandpass filtering of the heterodyne signal.
 Automatic cropping of the 1D projections to increase processing speed and reduce memory
requirements.
 Real-time filtered backprojection. In this mode, the reconstruction takes shape as the data
is acquired slice by slice.
 Sinogram filtering to reduce ring artifacts (as discussed earlier, these can result from non-
rotating ghost interference patterns due to unwanted reflections from optical surfaces).
Since ring artifacts map to columns in the sinogram, they are best dealt with in the sinogram
domain. In this scheme, the sinogram is collapsed to a 1D array by summing across all
the rows. This operation averages out the signal, but retains common-mode horizontal
variations in the sinogram rows that map to radial variations in the reconstructed image.
The resulting collapsed array is then smeared vertically and subtracted from the original
sinogram. Although this process works well in reducing the ring artifacts, it can also
∥ Note that a delay in the modulated carrier signal has the effect of shifting the two sidebands of the Fourier slice in
opposite directions. Thus unless such delays are substantially smaller than the Bragg access time, they can introduce
rather strange artifacts in the reconstruction. For example, Matlab simulations suggest that the “shadowing” artifacts
reminiscent of DIC microscopy observed in many DEEP-POC reconstructions may be due to poor electronic delay
compensation.
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inadvertently remove signals near the center of rotation of the backprojected image and
thus must be used with caution (it is therefore implemented as an optional step).
5.3.6 Higher Quality 2D reconstructions of AF Resolution Target
Figure 5.32 shows through-focus reconstructions of the same object shown in Figure 5.24
with the third generation DEEP-POC system, although at a slightly different scale for clarity
(the diameter of the circular field of view displayed at the upper left is 340 µm). Unlike the
initial reconstructions, each of which were synthesized using 50 Fourier slices and took about half
an hour to manually acquire, thanks to the automation of the acquisition process each of these
images were generated using 500 Fourier slices and were measured and synthesized in only a few
minutes. In this case, each slice was measured by sweeping the signal generator from 12.5 KHz to
12.5 MHz (single-sided) in 10 ms and the heterodyne signal was (over)sampled at 1 µs intervals
(without averaging). The sinogram filtering method discussed earlier was applied to reduce ring
artifacts. These reconstructions demonstrate the depth of field and resolution capabilities of DEEP
even more clearly than the initial reconstructions. Not only are all the line triplets of group 7
clearly resolved, but the fine lettering next to them invisible in the original reconstructions are
now recognizable throughout a 2 mm DOF. The marked reduction in noise is due in part to
heterodyne noise bandwidth reduction, sensitivity improvement, and a longer chirp time. The
angularly-periodic artifacts are largely gone due to a ten-fold increase in angular sampling density.
The zoomed fields of view of the reconstructions have been shifted to center the images, however
as in the early reconstructions a shift of the target relative to the reconstruction center as well as a
slight magnification change are evident with defocus. In fact, the loss of detail in the group 7 region
at +2 mm defocus is due in part to the target shifting too close to the edge of the field of view.
As in the second generation system, these effects are due to imperfect centering and collimation of
the interfering beams and it should be possible to eliminate them with more careful alignment in
the future.
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Figure 5.32: (a) A conventional image of the Air Force 1951 resolution target acquired afocally with a digital
camera through the microscope auxiliary viewport. (b) Third generation DEEP-POC reconstructions of the target
as it was moved through 4 mm of defocus, demonstrating the extended DOF of DEEP.
5.4 DEEP-POC-4: Fluorescence Imaging
5.4.1 Estimating the Photon Budget for Fluorescence Imaging
Although the third generation DEEP-POC system resulted in a thousandfold increase in
sensitivity and greatly improved scattered-light imaging quality, it was not sensitive enough for
fluorescent imaging. With 2 mW of incident 532 nm light, the Fluocells #2 prepared slide of
BPAE cells stained with the Texas Red dye produced only ∼2 nW of average fluoresced light at
the detector, corresponding to a flux of ∼ 5.35 × 109 photons per second, a shot noise level of ∼27
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fW/√Hz, and a maximum shot-noise limited SNR of ∼327 for a fully-modulated signal within a 50
KHz measurement bandwidth. Although this may be the case for high modulation contrast objects
such as a grating or a single fluorescent bead, for objects with a spatial spectrum dominated by the
DC term the peak SNR can be much lower (see noise discussion in Chapter 4). Thus, especially
for such weak signals, it is important to design the experiment so that the already low shot noise
limited SNR is not reduced further by the thermal noise of the detector and other noise sources.
To achieve shot noise limited detection for 2 nW of detected fluorescence, the detector NEP must
be less than the shot noise power spectral density of ∼27 fW/√Hz. This shot noise floor is ∼ 100
times lower than the NEP of the differential photodiode detector used in the second generation
DEEP-POC system and ∼10 times lower than the NEP of the APD used in the third generation.
However, as discussed in Section 5.1.5, one of the key constraints limiting the NEP of a detector
front-end design is the detection bandwidth. In Section 5.4.3 I will discuss an optical heterodyne
technique that I implemented to reduce the detection bandwidth requirement to only 50 KHz. In
the transimpedance amplifier, for example, thermal current noise is proportional to the square root
of the feedback resistance, whereas the bandwidth is inversely proportional to it. Thus, in this
case reducing the detection bandwidth requirement by a factor of 1000 would lead to a ∼32-fold
reduction in the NEP. While this noise improvement is still not quite sufficient in the case of the
photodiode detector, lower bandwidth APD modules with sufficiently low NEP are commercially
available (for example the Hamamatsu C10508 has an NEP of ∼20 fW/√Hz and a bandwidth of
10 MHz). An alternative approach is to use an analog-mode PMT detector, as discussed in the
following section.
5.4.2 Photomultiplyer Tube Detector
One of the key steps enabling fluorescence imaging in the fourth generation DEEP-POC
system was replacing the high-bandwidth APD detector with a highly sensitive but much lower
bandwidth PMT module. In a PMT a thin semiconductor material (photocathode) is used to
convert incident photons to electrons in a vacuum via the photoelectric effect. The photocathode
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can be a thin semi-transparent layer (as in “head-on” PMTs) or can be reflective (as in “side-on”
PMT’s). Photocathode materials vary depending on the desired spectral response, efficiency, dark
current, etc., but typically employ alkali metals with a low work function.134 The photocathode
quantum efficiency is typically low (e.g. 20%) compared to solid-state detectors, however in a PMT
each photoelectron is accelerated and focused using strong electric fields onto a series of shaped
electrodes (dynodes) arranged strategically in the vacuum tube and subjected to high differential
electrostatic potentials to produce a cascade of multiple secondary electrons. While each dynode
may produce only a few (e.g. 5) secondary electrons, the cascade through several stages can
generate a million or more electrons at the anode from a single photoelectron. This low-noise
electron multiplication scheme serves to amplify very weak signal currents to exceed the noise level
of subsequent electronics and achieve shot noise limited detection, even for “countable” photon
rates. The NEP of a PMT detector can be well below a fW/√Hz! While PMTs are often used in
single-photon counting applications that rely on pulse amplification and detection by thresholding,
they can also be used in “analog” mode (where the anode current is amplified to produce an analog
signal) when measuring higher photon fluxes. In analog mode, the PMT gain and linearity depend
on a variety of factors, including the ladder network used to bias the dynodes. Whereas older PMT
devices generally relied on passive resistor divider networks and were nonlinear at higher currents
(due to insufficiently low network impedance at the last dynode stages), the more recent generations
of PMTs use Cockroft-Walton generators that rely on rectification using diodes-capacitor ladders to
multiply an AC voltage to a much higher DC voltage and at the same time produce equally-spaced
DC voltage taps.114 Note that since Cockroft-Walton voltage multipliers rely on AC current, they
introduce gain ripple at the anode at the frequency of the AC power oscillator, which must be kept
away from the signal frequencies.
Instead of building my own high voltage ladder for biasing a PMT (which would require a
dangerous KV-range power supply), I opted for a much safer “plug-and-play” solution with an
integrated high-voltage power supply and biasing electronics – the Hamamatsu HC120-26 PMT
module. This particular model is obsolete and was acquired second-hand at a low cost, however a
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number of similar devices are available off-the-shelf. The HC120-26 uses a Hamamatsu R6357 SEL
high sensitivity side-on PMT using a multi-alkali reflective photocathode with a large 4×13 mm2
active area and a spectral range spanning from 185 nm to 900 nm (with a peak response at 450
nm). This PMT has ∼2-10 nA of anode dark current, a photocathode quantum efficiency of ∼20%
at 532 nm, and a 4.2 × 105 A/W anode radiant sensitivity. The module is powered using a ±15 V
low-current power supply, which is converted using a switching regulator into a 185 KHz 100 V sine
wave. A built-in 9-stage Cockroft-Walton generator is used to produce up to a -1100 V bias voltage
from the 100 V oscillator. An internal feedback circuit allows the user to control the high-voltage
bias (and hence the PMT gain) from -300 to -1100 volts using a 10 KΩ potentiometer. The module
uses a transimpedance amplifier with a 1 MΩ gain resistor to amplify the anode current, resulting
in a 10 V peak output voltage, a ∼100 V/nW typical responsivity, and an NEP < 1 fW/√Hz.
Unlike photodiodes, due to their high electron gains PMTs can be destroyed by exposure to
just nanowatts of light and must therefore only be used in a dark environment to look at very faint
signals (even fluorescence can saturate, if not damage the PMT). In the HC120-26 module, a fast
automatic current limit switch protects the PMT from accidental overexposure, however prolonged
exposure to bright light can still damage it. When incorporating the PMT module into the DEEP-
POC system, I went to some lengths to protect the PMT from room lights and stray laser light
by inserting baﬄes throughout the microscope’s cage system and “leak-proofing” the PMT mount
(this also ensured good fluorescence contrast). After undertaking these steps, DEEP-POC data
could be acquired with the room lights on (as long as the monitoring eyepiece was covered). The
mounted PMT module and its circuit diagram are shown in Figure 5.33.
To attain a high transimpedance gain and to avoid noise due to the embedded switching
power supply, the detection bandwidth of the PMT module is limited to just ∼50 KHz. While
this is just large enough to cover the resolution bandwidth of DEEP-POC using sequential Fourier
sampling, to be able to use the low-bandwidth detector I had to replace the electronic heterodyne
architecture with an optical heterodyne detection scheme to down-convert the chirped intensity
beat signal onto a fixed 25 KHz optical carrier as described below.
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Figure 5.33: The Hamamatsu HC120-26 PMT module: (a) Mounted in the DEEP-POC system; (b) A head-on
view of a similar module; (c) The internal circuit diagram and connections (from the HC120 series data sheet).
5.4.3 Optical Chirped Heterodyne Detection
As illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 5.25, instead of mixing the detector signal with
a chirped reference electronically, the same heterodyne effect can be accomplished by intensity-
modulating the illumination. In fact, this approach was already implemented using an AOM in
generations 1 and 2 of DEEP-POC for stroboscopically stopping or slowing down the running
fringes for viewing by the eye or a slow detector (however this capability was removed in the
third generation of DEEP-POC to maximize system light throughput). As I discussed earlier, the
electronic heterodyne technique, results in a 3 dB signal loss due to rejection of the up-shifted
sidebands as illustrated in Figure 5.34a. Unfortunately, in the optical case sinusoidal intensity
modulation also reduces the contrast of the fringe pattern, leading to a 6 dB attenuation of the
band-passed signal as illustrated in Figure 5.34b. However, by using a square wave rather than a
sinusoid to modulate the illumination intensity, the contrast of the fringes can be improved from
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Figure 5.34: Signal loss due to heterodyning: (a) Electronic heterodyning results in a 3 dB loss due to rejection
of up-shifted sidebands by the bandpass filter (dashed boxes); (b) Sinusoidal modulation of illumination intensity
results in a 6 dB signal loss due to a 50% fringe contrast reduction (c) Square wave intensity modulation increases
the fringe contrast to 66% (due to the sampled sinc function envelope as shown) and improves the bandpass signal
throughput. In all cases, dotted impulses represent the local oscillator RF spectrum and m is the modulation depth
of the signal before the heterodyne process.
50% to 66%, thereby limiting the heterodyne loss to ∼4.76 dB as shown in Figure 5.34c. The
fringe contrast can be increased further by reducing the duty cycle of the square wave, however
this also reduces the average illumination power and thus has no beneficial effect on the SNR.
Since the sensitivity gain due to low-bandwidth detection outweighs the additional ∼1.76 dB signal
attenuation cost, I chose to re-implement the optical heterodyne scheme. This time, however, I
mounted the AOM modulator and the subsequent folding mirror on a kinematic stage so that it
can be easily replaced with an AOM-free kinematic platform without re-aligning the system. I also
replaced the 350 MHz TeO2 Crystal Technologies AOM with a 140 MHz NEC OD-8813A AOM
with a PbMoO4 crystal due to the availability of a matched driver (NEC E32-028-Q8115-0C00)
capable of >40 MHz TTL amplitude modulation. The AOM and AOD signal synthesis electronics
for optical heterodyne measurements are described in the following section.
5.4.4 New Electronic System Architecture
The electronics used to implement optical heterodyne detection are illustrated in Figure 5.35.
Several significant architectural changes are evident in comparison with the third generation elec-
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Figure 5.35: The electronic architecture for optical heterodyne measurements in the fourth generation DEEP-POC.
tronics illustrated in Figure 5.26. Instead of current-summing two DDS channels to produce the
double-sided Bragg cell chirp, I went back to the earlier scheme of multiplying the swept output
of a single DDS channel (#0) with the output of a fixed-frequency oscillator using the AD835
multiplier (see Figure 5.12b) to free up one of the DDS channels for programmable sweep delay
generation (I will describe this shortly). However, to avoid temperature-dependent drift, the fixed
center frequency is now produced using the Novatech 2908A DDS signal generator instead of the
lab-built oscillator.
Another DDS channel (#2) is frequency-swept at the same rate as channel #0 (but with a
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fixed heterodyne frequency offset and delay) to drive the amplitude-modulating AOM.∗∗ This DDS
output is high-pass filtered to remove the DC offset and passed to the lab-built window comparator
(see Figure 5.12a) which generates a swept TTL square-wave output at twice the frequency of the
single-sided Bragg cell chirp. The duty cycle of the square wave can be controlled by adjusting the
comparator reference voltage using an external potentiometer as shown in the figure. The TTL
waveform from the window comparator is used to modulate the AOM driver (P/N E32-028-Q8115-
0C00) matched to the NEC OD-8813A AOM. I measured the driver TTL modulation bandwidth
to be in excess of 40 MHz.
As discussed earlier, swept-frequency intensity modulation of the laser source using the AOM
produces a down-shifted intensity beat at the detector at the heterodyne frequency (nominally 35
KHz). The heterodyne signal detected and trans-impedance-amplified by the PMT module is
filtered using a high impedance high-pass filter to remove the DC offset without loading down
the transimpedance amplifier. Although I built an active 50 KHz bandpass filter, it proved to be
unnecessary due to the low 3 dB frequency of the PMT module. Instead, a digital filter is used
to reject any remaining out-of-band noise and artifacts. I discovered that connecting the high-pass
filtered output of the PMT module directly to the input of the Cleverscope digitizer resulted in large
and touch-sensitive ripple in the signal. This turned out to be due to grounding of the oscilloscope
via the USB connection. I solved this problem by using a passive probe (with a BNC probe tip
adapter) set to operate at 1×. Annotated photographs of the fourth generation electronic system
are shown in Figure 5.36.
∗∗ Note that since the low end of the single-sided frequency sweep is well below the low frequency cutoff of the
output transformers soldered by default on the DDS board, I had to remove all the output transformers from the
board and use only single-ended DAC outputs (resulting in a DC offset).
 Note that with a wide-bandwidth detector, such an analog filter is necessary to reject high-frequency noise and
artifacts that would otherwise be aliased into the passband by the digitizer.
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Figure 5.36: Annotated photographs of the fourth generation electronic components, the NEC OD-8813A AOM
device used to modulate the laser beam, and a close-up of the modified AD9959 DDS evaluation board.
5.4.5 Effects of Delays in DEEP-POC
5.4.5.1 Heterodyne Frequency Offset and Sinogram Shift
An important new feature of the fourth-generation DEEP-POC system is its ability to com-
pensate for the differential delay between the frequency sweeps due to acoustic propagation (from
the transducer to the center of the illumination beam) in the Bragg cell and the AOM. Since the
AOM is illuminated close to the transducer, the dominant delay to consider is due to acoustic
propagation in the Bragg cell. For the NEOS device used in DEEP-POC the delay due to acoustic
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propagation to the center of the aperture is in excess of 10 µs.
As illustrated in Figure 5.37a, a relative delay between the amplitude modulation frequency
sweep and the intensity beat frequency sweep at the center of the FOV changes the effective
heterodyne frequency from νh to ν
′
h. This heterodyne frequency offset depends on the sweep rate
and can be large with respect to the heterodyne filter passband. For example, for a 10 ms sweep
ranging from 10 KHz to 10 MHz, a 10 µs relative sweep delay results in a 10 KHz heterodyne
frequency shift. As discussed in Section 5.3.5, the heterodyne frequency offset corresponds to a
lateral shift of the sinogram (i.e. a delay of the 1D projections) and must be compensated before
filtered backprojection. In earlier heterodyne designs this effect was initially puzzling and required
tweaking of the FBP reconstruction center for different sweep settings.
5.4.5.2 Fourier Slice Splaying
Notice that in the presence of a differential delay, during the propagation time just after
the oscilloscope trigger the effective heterodyne frequency, ν′′h , temporarily falls at the upper end
of the chirp (due to the previous AOD frequency sweep) and the resulting MHz-range signal is
rejected by the heterodyne bandpass filter (or the detector’s frequency response). Since the data
processing algorithm in this case erroneously assumes that the first digitized data points correspond
to the lowest probed spatial frequencies, the demodulated Fourier slice sidebands become slightly
up-shifted (splayed) in frequency, as in the case of common-mode delays that affect both the AOM
and AOD chirps (see discussion in Section 5.3.5). I argued then that common-mode delays are
typically much smaller than the Bragg cell access time and are therefore insignificant. The same
can not be said for the 10 µs acoustic propagation delay, however, which can result in noticeable
artifacts (such as “shadowing”). The same effect can also be caused by the relative phase shift
between the sinusoidal Bragg cell chirp and the frequency-swept pulse train modulating the AOM.
 Electronic propagation delays are less important, but can also have an effect if the cumulative delay difference
between the AOM and the AOD electronic paths is on the order of the DEEP-POC temporal resolution which is
given by the ratio of the Bragg cell access time and the TB (∼40 ns in the case of DEEP-POC). Logic delays and filter
delays are the most significant in this regard, but are not temporally resolved in the fourth generation DEEP-POC
system by design.
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Figure 5.37: (a) A differential propagation delay between the AOM and AOD frequency sweeps causes a shift in
the effective heterodyne frequency and delays the computed 1D projection. (b) The timing diagram of the delay
compensation digital circuit. The AOD and AOM sweep triggers are delayed by half of the delay clock period.
This relative phase shift translates directly to a phase shift of the heterodyne carrier. If the carrier
frequency is only 35 KHz, as in the case of DEEP-POC, a pi phase shift between the AOM and
AOD chirps has the same Fourier slice splaying effect as a ∼14 µs common-mode delay (as I will
explain shortly, this is actually a useful feature).
5.4.5.3 Electronic Delay Compensation
Although differential delay effects can be corrected algorithmically (e.g. by appropriately
shifting both the heterodyne signals and the computed 1D projections), I found it more effective
to correct them electronically. This is accomplished by using a comparator at one of the DDS
channels (#3) to generate a “delay clock”.∗ By using opposite edges of the delay clock to register
the sweep trigger waveform, the delay between the AOD and AOM sweeps is programmed (with
∗ The delay clock comparator output is registered twice using the 101 MHz DDS synchronization clock to minimize
the probability of an occurrence of a metastable state.
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∼20 ns resolution) by one half of the delay clock period (e.g. 20 µs) as illustrated in the timing
diagram in Figure 5.37b. As in the third generation system, the sweep trigger is generated using
a comparator at the output of another DDS channel (#1). However, the frequency of the trigger
clock is now divided using two cascaded synchronous 4-bit counters to reduce the trigger-to-trigger
timing jitter. Measurements confirmed that both relative and common-mode sweep trigger timing
jitter is limited to ±10 ns by the frequency of the DDS synchronization clock, and is below the
temporal resolution of DEEP-POC. The logic components added to the DDS evaluation board to
implement sweep trigger synchronization and programmable delay compensation are illustrated in
Figure 5.35.
Common-mode delays relative to the trigger can also be programmatically compensated by
adjusting the relative phase of the AOD and AOM trigger sweeps using the DDS. As discussed
earlier, this provides up to ∼±14 µs of common-mode delay compensation for a 35 KHz heterodyne
frequency.
5.4.6 Software Overhaul and Speedup
One of the challenges of imaging fluorescent specimens is rapid bleaching of the fluorophores
with prolonged exposure to light. For example, I observed that with 2 mW of incident light over
a 500 µm diameter field of view, the BPAE cells became substantially dimmer after just 5 minutes
of exposure. Thus, long DEEP-POC measurements not only damage the sample, but also measure
an increasingly weaker response with every subsequent Fourier slice (although as mentioned earlier,
the latter effect can be mitigated by varying the illumination power during the course of the
measurements). One of the key efforts in developing the fourth generation system was minimizing
sample bleaching by reducing the overhead in the data acquisition process which previously took
three to four times longer than necessary. Since much of the overhead was due to inefficiencies in
instrument control, data processing, and memory allocation, this work resulted in an overhaul of
the DEEP-POC Labview software from the ground up. A screen shot of the new software in action
is shown in Figure 5.38. The key software improvements included:
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 Event-based architecture. In the new software architecture, every data acquisition and
processing step such as updating the DDS or filtering the sinogram is initiated by signaling
an event and is handled by an event case. In contrast to the complex web of boolean
operators and sequence and case structures, this approach not only results in a much
clearer and more modular code, but also leads to fewer coding errors and easier debugging.
Moreover, by pushing a sequence of events onto the event stack it is possible to execute
modular sections of code in any desired order without relying on a hierarchy of sub-vis
(which introduce interface coding and execution overhead).
 Automatic and manual illumination control. To minimize unnecessary exposure of
the fluorescent sample to light, I implemented automatic control over the DDS power state
so that the sample is illuminated only when the data is being acquired. It is also possible
to manually toggle the sample illumination state using software control of the DDS without
physically blocking or unblocking the illumination path.
 More flexible control over the data processing flow. In the fourth generation soft-
ware, the data processing steps such as signal and sinogram filtering, sinogram computation,
and backprojection, can be automatically executed in sequence during data acquisition
(real-time processing) or after the data has been acquired and stored (post-processing).
Moreover, to speed up data acquisition or processing, the individual steps can be sepa-
rately bypassed and reapplied to the original acquired data at a later time. This also make
it possible to experiment with various processing parameters “off-line” without re-acquiring
the data.
 Automatic saving and loading of data and all measurement session parameters.
Unlike the earlier versions of the software, the raw acquired data, sinogram, and reconstruc-
tion can be separately saved along with all of the parameters used to acquire and process the
data to a measurement directory. The measurement parameters are saved automatically by
recursively storing the values of all software controls to a human-readable initialization file.
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The data and associated parameters can be automatically loaded from the measurement
directory for (re)processing at a later time. The same mechanism is also used to save the
software state to an initialization file when the program is closed and to automatically load
the last saved state when the program launches. Additionally, I implemented an option to
save the raw data, sinogram, and reconstruction to a Matlab .MAT file. These capabilities
have proved to be very helpful in performing measurements efficiently, experimenting with
data processing, and automatically documenting the measurements.
 Software documentation. I took advantage of Labview’s “tool tip” feature to help
document the software. When the pointer hovers over a given control, a pop-up message is
displayed explaining the control’s function. Every software control and indicator is briefly
documented in this way.
I also tried to optimize the speed of the data acquisition loop as much as possible, removing
unnecessary data display updates, minimizing memory consumption by using the single-precision
instead of double-precision data type to store unprocessed signals and avoiding the use of local
variables to transfer large amounts of data, etc. In the end, I was able to improve the data
acquisition speed by a factor of 2-3. For example, the new system takes ∼104 seconds on a Thinkpad
T60p laptop to acquire 500 Fourier slices, each sweeping from 12.5 KHz to 25 MHz in 10 ms, sampled
at 2 µs intervals, and averaged over 16 triggered acquisitions. In contrast, the third generation
DEEP-POC system required ∼260 seconds to acquire the same data. With real-time sinogram
synthesis enabled, the 16×-averaged acquisition time increases slightly to ∼110 seconds, while real-
time backprojection extends it to ∼two minutes. On the other hand, by reducing the averaging
to 4× the acquisition time can be shortened to ∼40 seconds (without real-time data processing).
With no averaging at all data acquisition takes ∼26 seconds. Post-processing the acquired data is
also much faster than in prior generations – it takes ∼37 seconds to compute a sinogram from the
raw data and ∼11 seconds to synthesize a 500×500 pixel image from the sinogram using filtered
backprojection.
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5.4.7 2D Reconstructions of Fluorescent Samples
Figure 5.38 shows a sinogram and the resulting reconstruction of a dried droplet of a 1.4%-
solids suspension of 0.34 µm Nile Red fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes 2-FN-300/C27551)
diluted in water by ∼1:100. Due to capillary flow, the unresolvable beads migrate to the periphery
of the droplet during evaporation, forming a sharp cell-shaped fluorescent ring residue once the
droplet dries.151 A conventional image of the fluorescent dried droplet ring acquired by a digital
camera through the monitoring eyepiece is shown in Figure 5.39. The average detected fluorescence
from the droplet in response to ∼2 mW of illumination power was less than a nanowatt. However,
even for such a small photon flux I had to reduce the gain of the PMT to avoid saturating it – a
result of the extreme sensitivity of these devices. As indicated by the software parameters shown
in the figure, the data was acquired using 10 ms 12.5 KHz - 12.5 MHz frequency sweeps optically
modulated onto a 35 KHz heterodyne carrier and sequentially averaged 16 times by the digitizer
for each Fourier slice. The entire measurement lasted about 100 seconds. The sinogram filtering
method was applied to remove ring artifacts as described earlier. However these artifacts were much
weaker to start with in the fluorescent reconstruction than in the scattered-light images, suggesting
that in the latter case they were primarily due to reflections from the beam splitter or the back of
surface of the Nikon objective rather than non-rotating features in the object illumination pattern
(as theorized earlier).
Interestingly, some of the features of the dried droplet ring appear better resolved in the
reconstruction than in the conventional image. This could be attributed to the higher SNR of se-
quential DEEP compared to conventional imaging (or frequency-multiplexed DEEP) at the highest
frequencies as discussed in Chapter 4. On the other hand, much of the uniform fine-scale detail
inside the droplet is hidden by the shot noise due to the DC photon flux. Note also that due to
DC rejection inherent in the analog processing of the DEEP signal, the reconstruction appears
high-pass filtered – for example the large bottom-left region inside the droplet that appears dark in
the conventional image is of the same overall brightness as the top-right half of the droplet in the
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Figure 5.38: The sinogram and synthetic image generated from fourth generation DEEP-POC measurements of a
dried droplet of a ∼0.014%-solids aqueous solution of 0.34 µm Nile Red fluorescent beads. A conventional image of
this object is shown in Figure 5.39
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Figure 5.39: A conventional fluorescence image of the dried droplet acquired using a digital camera placed behind
the monitoring eyepiece of the DEEP-POC microscope. The DEEP-POC reconstruction of this object is shown in
Figure 5.38.
reconstruction. The shadow “swirl” observed near the top edge of the reconstruction (and more
clearly in the sinogram) could be due to the Fourier slice splaying effect discussed earlier that is
angle-dependent and not fully compensated by removing common-mode delays. In the future, it
should be possible to compensate for such artifacts by varying the AOM strobe signal phase as
a function of angle. Furthermore, circular shadow artifacts in the reconstruction can be created
or made more visible by the sinogram filtering method in the presence of a nearby bright feature
(since at a given radius, a fraction of the intensity in the bright object is subtracted from each pixel
in the sinogram column).
Figure 5.40 shows an oscilloscope trace of one 10 ms period of the PMT module output signal
before filtering recorded during the course of a Fourier slice frequency sweep. The oscillations and
attenuation of the signal level with increasing frequency can not be explained by optical power
fluctuations, since for RF frequencies within the bandshape of the Bragg cell, the illumination
power hardly varies with frequency. Moreover, the oscillations and slope of the PMT signal vary
drastically with illumination angle. These large-scale signal fluctuations disappear after the digital
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Figure 5.40: An oscilloscope trace of the PMT module output signal during a single 10 ms frequency sweep period.
The oscillating and sloping signal could be explained by a spatially-nonuniform response of the PMT.
heterodyne band-pass filter is applied and are thus not directly related to the measured Fourier
slice. Thus, the main effect is a reduction of the dynamic range of the detector and digitizer rather
than a direct impact on the reconstructed image. One explanation for this strange PMT output
behavior could be spatial nonuniformity of the PMT gain across its aperture since in the DEEP-
POC setup the fluorescent object is more or less imaged onto the PMT window. Such a response
could be due to spatial nonuniformity of the electric field used to focus the photoelectrons emitted
from the photocathode onto the first PMT dynode, a space-dependent electronic cascade path from
dynode to dynode, or the shape of the dynodes, for example.
Figure 5.41a shows conventional images acquired through the monitoring eyepiece and a
DEEP reconstruction of autofluorescence in the legs of a small bug from a spider’s web. The
illumination power and most of the system parameters were the same as in the case of the dried
droplet discussed above. However, since the signal was weaker, the PMT gain was increased and
this time 64 triggered data sets were sequentially acquired and averaged for each Fourier slice.
Even though it took ∼7 minutes to measure 500 Fourier slices as a result, the autofluorescence
intensity remained relatively constant during the data acquisition. As illustrated in the figure,
several leg sections are separated by ∼180 µm in depth and cannot be simultaneously focused in the
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Figure 5.41: Conventional images (left) and DEEP reconstructions (right) of fluorescent samples
acquired through the same 0.4 NA objective: (a) Autofluorescence in the legs of a bug. Leg
sections separated by 180 µm in are in focus simultaneously in the DEEP image. A movie of the
FBP reconstruction of the legs is available. (b) A 1.9 mm deep field of 2.27 µm Nile Red fluorescent
beads dispersed in glycerin jelly. All beads within the volume are in focus simultaneously in the
reconstruction. Distortions in images of beads located near the DOF limits are due to precession
of the rotating prism and can be corrected in post-processing as the insets show. The precession-
corrected bead images demonstrate resolution below 2 µm. For comparison, a “flythrough” movie
of the volume of beads acquired using a digital camera through the monitoring eyepiece as the
sample was translated in z by 20 µm increments is available.
conventional image, yet are clearly visible in the reconstruction, again demonstrating the depth of
field benefit of DEEP. Moreover, the successful autofluorescence reconstruction confirms that the
technique can be sensitive enough to image biological samples without substantial photodamage or
chemical alteration.
Figure 5.41b shows conventional wide-field images at several focal depths and a large DOF
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(b)(a)
Figure 5.42: (a) Sinogram and (b) reconstruction of the same fluorescent bead field as in Fig-
ure 5.41b, but from lower SNR data acquired in 40 seconds with 4× averaging. All of the beads
remain visible.
DEEP reconstruction of a ∼1.9 mm deep 350×350 µm2 field of 2.27 µm Nile Red fluorescent beads
(Spherotech FH-2056-2) diluted in water and mixed into “glycerin jelly”. To prepare the sample,
I dissolved a droplet of the 1% w.v. bead suspension 1:750 in water, added 2ml of glycerin to 3
ml of the solution, and slowly stirred in 1 mg of unflavored Knox gelatin powder on a hot plate
(set to the lowest setting). Once the gelatin is fully dissolved, the jelly becomes clear and has an
optical index of 1.46. Tiny air bubbles formed due to stirring can be removed by skimming once
they rise to the surface (when the jelly is heated or placed in a vacuum). Once the heated jelly
was sufficiently clear of bubbles, I poured it into a small ∼2 mm thick rubber ring placed on a glass
slide, immediately covered it with a thin cover slip under slight pressure to seal it in, and let it set
in the refrigerator for a few minutes. This process resulted in a relatively uniform distribution of
isolated beads in the jelly, although it was not uncommon to see a pair of beads clumped together
or an occasional larger bead cluster. Moreover, the jelly was optically clear and uniform enough
so that the bottom-most beads could be brought to focus when looking through the monitoring
eyepiece.
For the bead reconstructions, 500 Fourier slices frequency-swept from 25 KHz to 25 MHz (with
illumination NA ranging from 0 to 0.25) were acquired in ∼100 seconds by averaging 16 triggered
acquisitions for each slice. However, as illustrated in Figure 5.42, all of the beads can also be
resolved in a lower-quality reconstruction acquired in ∼40 seconds using 4× averaging. As shown in
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the figure, beads at depths separated by 1.5 mm (and all beads in between) are resolved in the DEEP
reconstruction. On the other hand, beads in conventional images of the same field acquired at 20 µm
depth intervals through the same 0.4 NA objective defocus with each step. Sickle-like distortions
of beads near the outer limits of the DOF in the reconstruction are due to a slight precession of the
rotating prism and can be corrected in post-processing by slightly changing the center of rotation
in the FBP algorithm. Two precession-corrected regions (with beads separated by more than a mm
in depth) are shown in the insets and demonstrate the resolution of these DEEP reconstructions to
be below ∼2 µm, as would be expected for a diffraction-limited 0.25 NA microscope. Note that the
extended “bead” in the upper inset is actually two beads, one directly above the other, as confirmed
by two nearly-concentric diffraction rings at the corresponding location in the conventional image
stack.
Note also that although the total optical power fluoresced by the beads was comparable to that
produced by autofluorescence in the bug legs, the SNR of the bead reconstructions is visibly much
higher, even for the 16× shorter measurement shown in figure 5.42. This is due to signal-dependent
behavior of shot noise as discussed in Chapter 4. In Section 4.2 we saw that for sequential Fourier
sampling the SNR can be much higher, approaching that of frequency-multiplexed measurements,
for point-like objects than for extended objects. Thus, for example, sequential sampling with DEEP
and the inherently large depth of field may prove to be valuable for studying dynamics of single
molecules or molecular clusters (e.g. molecular transport across cellular membranes) which can be
challenging in conventional imaging due to migration of the particles out of the focal plane.152
5.5 Large Reflector (“Headlight”) DEEP-Dome Prototype
In addition to the DEEP-POC system, I also built an early prototype of a reflective DEEP
system based based on a large, low precision electroformed ellipsoidal reflector (the type sometimes
used in automotive headlamps). This design is a radical departure from the DEEP-POC system.
The acousto-optic projector in DEEP-POC was designed as a retrofit to a conventional microscope
employing a conventional microscope objective as a testbench for developing the core algorithms
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and software and demonstrating the large depth of field possible with DEEP. On the other hand,
the reflective DEEP prototype was designed to demonstrate the electronic phase error correction
capabilities of DEEP that can enable high-fidelity imaging using low-quality optics, as well as high
numerical aperture “focus-free” microscopy at a very large-working distance. I developed this proto-
type as part of a collaborative research effort funded by NASA to demonstrate a remote microscopy
and 3D imaging platform that could enable a planetary rover to perform microscopic measurements
and acquire high-resolution 3D images of targets several meters away (see Appendix A). Our col-
laborator, Chiaro Technologies, developed a compact acousto-optic fringe projector as part of a
3D imaging system codenamed “Chiaroscuro” based on a DDS-based electronic design similar to
that used in DEEP-POC. The DEEP-Dome system was designed to interface to the Chiaroscuro
pattern projector, or alternatively, to a dedicated table-top acousto-optic pattern projector that I
built based on the DEEP-POC system design.
At the heart of the DEEP-Dome design is an electroformed ellipsoidal 165 mm diameter
reflector (Opti-Forms P/N E213-4 shown in Figure 5.43b), resulting in a 0.4 NA optical imaging
system with an unprecedented 21 cm working distance. Diffracted beams from the acousto-optic
projector described earlier are coupled into the DEEP-Dome projection system through a hole in
the ellipsoidal reflector and magnified in angle using a small secondary aspheric reflector created by
coating a precision aspheric lens (Edmund Optics P/N 47725). Figure 5.43a shows several diffracted
ray groups traced through the optical system using the OSLO optical design software. As evident
from the ray trace results, this system makes it possible to measure >90% of the full Fourier slice. If
necessary, low spatial frequency information blocked by the secondary reflector can be captured by
conventional imaging using a low-NA objective and a beam splitter placed just behind the aspheric
lens. In the initial design, additional slices are acquired by rotating the object using a high-speed
rotation stage (Aerotech ADRS-100), however it is also possible to rotate the illumination using a
prism as was demonstrated with the DEEP-POC system.
The optomechanical design and implementation of the DEEP-Dome testbench is shown in
Figure 5.44. A 2f optical system (employing a 350 mm lens) assembled using ThorLabs 30mm and
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Figure 5.43: (a) Optical ray trace (using OSLO) of the reflective “headlight” DEEP design. Note: colors represent
ray groups, not different wavelengths. (b) Photograph of the 6.5” diameter Optiforms E213-4 ellipsoidal reflector.
60mm cage system components is used to couple interference patterns produced by the acousto-
optic pattern generator to the aspheric projection system which consists of the primary ellipsoidal
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mirror and a secondary (nearly) paraboloidal mirror. The system design makes it possible to use the
Chiaroscuro SLIM-3D system (with its objective lens removed, as illustrated in the CAD drawing)
or a dedicated breadboard optical system (as shown in the photograph) as the acousto-optic pattern
generator. The dedicated bread-board acousto-optic projector is similar in design to that used
in the DEEP-POC system, but does not incorporate a rotation stage for orienting the interference
patterns. Instead, to simplify the design, the object itself is rotated relative to the illumination
using a high-speed direct-drive rotation stage (Aerotech model ADRS100) at up to 30 revolutions
per second. Translation of the object is achieved with a compact XY translation stage (Linos
P/N G065070000) mounted on the rotation stage and a coarse Newport lab-jack underneath the
stages (note: fine Z adjustment is not necessary due the large depth of field of the system). As in
DEEP-POC, a vertically-polarized spatially-filtered Coherent Compass 315M 100mW DPSS laser
emitting at 532nm is used as the illumination source. An acousto-optic modulator is incorporated
into the laser platform to stroboscopically freeze the projected interference patterns for diagnostics.
As in DEEP-POC, waveplates and polarizing beam splitters are used at various locations in the
optical path to maximize acousto-optic diffraction efficiency and increase light throughput.
As already mentioned, the primary ellipsoid mirror is an electroformed metal mirror man-
ufactured by Opti-Forms Inc. with a diameter of 6.5”. The secondary mirror was created by
professionally coating the convex surface of a high-NA aspheric lens (see Figure 5.43) with a pro-
tected aluminum coating. The secondary mirror is held by a modified spider manufactured by
Protostar and originally designed to hold a 0.75” secondary mirror in a portable telescope. I
custom-machined several other mounting components such as the primary mirror ring mount and
the adjustable pick-off mirror platform (to be discussed). Together, the primary and secondary
reflectors result in a 0.4 NA microscope with a working distance of ∼ 20 cm and a field of view of
∼ 1 mm.
On the detection end, light scattered or fluoresced by the object (which is collected very
 Depending on the projector in use, either the Chiaroscuro or the DEEP-POC software and electronics are used
to control the system as well as to acquire and process the data)
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Figure 5.44: (a) The opto-mechanical CAD design of the DEEP-Dome prototype system coupled to the Chiaroscuro
acousto-optic projector. (b) The assembled and aligned DEEP-Dome system coupled to a dedicated acousto-optic
projector implemented on the same bread board. A fiber-coupled HeNe laser is used to provide a small red point-
source at the object plane as an alignment tool. (c) A view underneath the primary ellipsoidal reflector. (d) A
Coherent Compass 315M 532 nm DPSS laser platform used as the illumination source. An AOM is used to strobe
the illumination to freeze the projected fringe patterns for diagnostics and imaging. See text for further details.
efficiently by the large-NA aspheric reflective optics) passes through the aperture in the primary
mirror and the small breadboard above it, through the beam splitter (which can be polarizing or
dichroic, depending on whether fluorescence or scattered light is being measured), and onto an
auto-balancing differential RF detector (the same one originally used in the DEEP-POC system).
As in DEEP-POC, a digital camera (Point Grey Flea 2 13S2M) is placed in the fringe pattern
Fourier plane as an aid in system alignment and monitoring. The system also incorporates an
auxiliary low-NA imaging microscope as an important diagnostic tool. A diagonal pick-off mirror
mounted underneath the secondary mirror is used to direct axial light from the object (which would
otherwise be blocked by the spider) to a side-looking microscope comprising two achromatic doublet
lenses which magnify the 1 mm field of view two-fold and image it onto a CCD (Point Grey Flea 2
13S2M with a 3.75×3.75 mm2 active area). A C-mount 2x tele-extender is used to further magnify
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the image on the CCD. As an additional aid in system alignment, a HeNe laser is coupled into a 3.5
µm core single-mode fiber. The other (bare) end of the fiber is guided using a custom-made tube
though the central aperture in the rotation stage and positioned using a ferrule precisely at the
center of the field of view (the central tube prevents the fiber from spinning as the stage rotates).
The resulting fiberoptic point-source at the center of the field of view is very helpful for optical
alignment of the aspheric projector system and the auxiliary imager.
After aligning the optical system (which was a challenge due to the high-NA aspheric optics),
I was able to make the 1 mm pencil beams overlap at the object plane 20 cm below the primary
ring mount, just as in the optical design shown in Figure 5.43. Unfortunately the quality of
the electroformed reflector was poorer than expected and I observed the pencil beams to drift
back and forth in the object plane by up to a millimeter as the acousto-optic beat frequency was
varied and different regions of the optical surface were illuminated. This is due to large concentric
slope deviations (that are difficult to see visually on first inspection, but become apparent during
alignment) possibly due to radial diamond-turning errors in machining of the master used to create
the electroformed optic. As a result, as the acoustic beat frequency is swept, the pencil beams
migrate in and out of overlap at the object plane. Since the beams must at least overlap to form
interference patterns for DEEP to work, this is problematic. Although many questions about DEEP
aberration compensation capabilities can be answered even with this low-quality optic, I hope to
obtain a metal reflector with a slightly better optical surface in the near future (perhaps by sending
the existing reflector to a polishing shop).
Nevertheless, I was able to image several low-frequency fringe patterns produced by the
system in the object plane using the auxiliary microscope. Patterns produced by driving the Bragg
cell with beat frequencies of 200 KHz, 400 KHz, and 1 MHz are shown in Figure 5.45. To acquire
these images, I steered the pencil beams by ∼ 5○ off-axis to avoid blockage by the diagonal mirror
(note that on-axis imaging using the auxiliary microscope is impossible since it cannot resolve fringe
patterns produced by pencil beams with a wide-enough separation to clear the projection system).
Furthermore, I rapidly shifted a thin black plate back and forth in the object plane (mimicking a
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Figure 5.45: Interference fringes produced by the DEEP-Dome prototype at the object plane and imaged using
the auxiliary microscope as the acousto-optic beat frequency is varied from 200 KHz to 400 KHz to 1 MHz. The
fringes are relatively straight, indicating that Fourier-domain microscopy using a very coarse optic is possible with
DEEP. The observed amplitude nonuniformities are due to the poor quality of the current optical surface of the metal
reflector (which should be improved in the future), however image synthesis using DEEP is possible even in their
presence. See text for further discussion.
rotating diffuser) to reduce speckle in the auxiliary microscope image plane (note that the high-NA
DEEP system inherently averages out such speckle as discussed in Section 4.3). As can be seen
from the images, the fringes produced by the overlapping beams are relatively straight despite
the large optical errors observed in the primary mirror. This constitutes the first experimental
demonstration of the principle of imaging through aberrated optics using DEEP – as long as the
aberrations are low enough across the diameter of the pencil beams to produce straight fringes,
DEEP can be used to electronically compensate for any frequency-dependent phase shifts of the
fringes and tomographically synthesize a high-quality image. Thus, I am very encouraged by this
initial result despite (or from a different point of view, because of) the low quality of the primary
reflector.
Chapter 6
Incoherent and Nonlinear Sensing with DEEP
To simplify the analysis, so far I focused on imaging objects exhibiting a linear response
to intensity interference patterns generated by a temporally and spatially coherent light source.
However, the fundamental concepts and properties of DEEP can be extended to other imaging
regimes and types of contrast. In this chapter I will discuss the significance of spatial and temporal
coherence of the illumination in DEEP microscopy and consider the effects of nonlinearities in
acousto-optic diffraction and the optical response of fluorescent and scattering structures (which in
some cases can be advantageous in measurement speed and resolution).
6.1 Effects of Partially Coherent Illumination
In discussing the properties of DEEP, I have so far assumed a spatially and temporally-
coherent monochromatic light source (i.e. a CW laser). However, even though DEEP is an in-
terferometric technique, it does not require coherent illumination. In fact, in some cases it is
advantageous to use a light source with partial temporal coherence, partial spatial coherence, or
both.
Coherence of an optical field, U(r, t), whether spatial or temporal, describes the statistical
correlation between measurements of the field at two different coordinates in time and space.
Temporal coherence indicates correlation of the field with respect to its time-delayed copy at a
fixed point in space. Spatial coherence, on the other hand, represents correlation of the field
measured simultaneously at two different points in space. In general, the degree of temporal and
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spatial coherence of the field can be characterized by the mutual coherence function, G(r1 ,r2 , τ),
which measures the temporal cross-correlation of the fields U(r1 , t) and U(r2 , t):117
G(r1 ,r2 , τ)∝ lim
T→∞∫ T−T U∗(r1 , t)U(r2 , t + τ)dτ (6.1)
where τ is the time delay, T represents the measurement time (which is assumed to be very long),
and the field is assumed to be statistically stationary (i.e. its statistical properties such as average
intensity are constant).
Consider first illumination that is coherent spatially, but only partially coherent temporally.
In this case, the temporal coherence of the field at any spatial coordinate, r, can be character-
ized by the temporal coherence function, Gt(τ) = G(r,r, τ). Since an ideal statistically stationary
monochromatic field is perfectly correlated with itself for all time delays, τ , partial temporal co-
herence implies some degree of polychromaticity. Moreover, according to the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem, the power spectrum of the field is related to the temporal coherence function by a
Fourier transform, PS(ν) = F{Gt(τ)}, and hence the power-equivalent width of PS(ν) (a.k.a.
spectral width, ∆ν) varies inversely with the power-equivalent width of Gt(τ) (coherence time, τc):
∆ν = 1/τc.117
Since the ∼ 100 MHz measurement bandwidth of a prototypical DEEP system corresponds
to a coherence length of lc = cτc ≈ 3 m (much longer than any possible path length differences
in the system), any ∼ 100 MHz wide spectral region of the illumination can be treated as essen-
tially monochromatic. Furthermore, each such quasi-monochromatic spectral region is essentially
incoherent with respect to the neighboring spectral regions since interference of spectral compo-
nents with separations in excess of the detector bandwidth contributes only DC. Thus, structured
illumination due to a spatially-coherent broadband source such as a superluminescent diode, a
Ti:Sapphire laser, or a spatially-filtered extended source (e.g. LED), can be treated as an incoher-
ent sum of monochromatic interference patterns, each with a different wavelength. As illustrated in
Figure 6.1a for a pair of interfering beams, since the linear variation of the Bragg diffraction angle
with wavelength opposes the wavelength dependence of the wavevector of each beam, the period of
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the interference pattern illuminating the object is independent of wavelength. Moreover,
since the phase of each interference pattern depends on the acoustic phase rather than the optical
phase of the source, all monochromatic interference patterns combine in-phase at the focal plane.
As a result, the object is illuminated with a high contrast broadband interference pattern character-
istic of a common-path grating interferometer153 (neglecting any gradual wavelength-dependence
of Bragg diffraction efficiency).
Note, however, that if the broadband light source is used to directly illuminate the Bragg cell,
each incident spectral component is diffracted by the Bragg cell at a slightly different angle. This
angular dispersion at the Bragg cell is responsible for a wavelength-dependent tilt of the interference
patterns due to each spectral component in object space, resulting in spectral de-phasing and loss
of broadband interference contrast with defocus. While this effect can be instrumental in attaining
axial sectioning with the DEEP technique as described in Chapter 7, it can also be counteracted
to maintain an extended broadband DOF by introducing a dispersion-compensating element (e.g.
an appropriately-chosen grating) before the Bragg cell as illustrated in the figure. The dispersive
element ensures that the angle of incidence at the Bragg cell varies with wavelength such that when
the RF difference frequency is zero, all 1st order diffracted spectral components are co-aligned. This
makes it possible to attain a depth of field with broadband illumination that is nearly as large as
in the monochromatic case.
Even when the broadband illumination is dispersion-compensated as described above, it may
be noted that the depth of the Gaussian envelope of each monochromatic fringe pattern varies
inversely with wavelength due to the wavelength-dependent angle of the interfering beams. This
is reflected in the k0 dependence of the window function in Equation 2.21. Although I have used
a sequential sampling example to argue that the behavior of DEEP is wavelength-independent
(aside from the envelope function edge effects), interference produced by multiple beam pairs in
frequency-multiplexed DEEP can also be modeled as white-light patterns due to an incoherent
sum of monochromatic interference patterns of different wavelengths. In this case, however, the
z-dependent 1D OTF varies with k0 (see Equation 2.30), resulting in a wavelength-dependent depth
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Figure 6.1: (a) Since the Bragg cell disperses broadband illumination before it is recombined at the object, a
sequential DEEP system using a spatially coherent broadband source such as a Ti:Sapphire laser, superluminescent
diode, or a supercontinuum source, acts as a grating interferometer, producing high contrast “white light” fringes at
the focal plane. Moreover, a dispersion compensator before the Bragg cell can be used to maintain a broadband depth
of field as large as that attainable with monochromatic illumination. (b) An extended light source with partial spatial
coherence, such as an LED or a thermal source, can be modeled as a collection of independent spatially-coherent
radiators, each producing an interference pattern with a slightly different tilt. The contrast of the incoherently-
combined interference patterns is high near the focal plane but falls with defocus (faster for high spatial frequencies
than lower ones), providing axial resolution. Note, however, that the Bragg cell acts as a coarse spatial filter since it
has a limited acceptance angle, α. The 0th order beam is not shown in the Fourier plane for clarity.
of field (for reasonable fractional bandwidths, however, this effect is not important).
Although the basic behavior of DEEP is the same for coherent and broadband sources, in some
cases broadband illumination can be advantageous. For example, in Chapter 7 I will discuss how
broadband illumination can be used to reject non-ballistic photons in scattering media and increase
imaging depth. I will also describe in Chapter 7 how a broadband ultrafast pulsed laser source can
be used to attain depth sectioning, to rotate interference patterns in a matter of nanoseconds, and
to acquire multi-photon and time-resolved images using DEEP (potentially all at once).
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Furthermore, DEEP is also compatible with partially spatially coherent illumination from
an extended source such as an LED or possibly even an incandescent filament, and can therefore
benefit from a wide variety of inexpensive yet powerful extended broadband radiation sources
throughout the visible and invisible spectra. The spatial coherence of a field can be characterized
by the mutual intensity, Gs(r1 ,r2), which is just the mutual coherence function in Equation 6.1
evaluated at τ = 0 (since spatial coherence is measured by probing the field at two different locations
simultaneously).117 The coherence area, Ac, represents a planar region within which the field is
spatially coherent (i.e. where the normalized mutual intensity exceeds a threshold, such as 1/e).∗
As long as Ac at the extended radiation source is smaller than the resolution of the optical
system (note that this is generally the case for an LED, but not necessarily a VCSEL array, for
example), the source may be treated as an array of barely-resolvable mutually-incoherent point-
source radiators that can be broadband or quasi-monochromatic and in some cases may even have
distinct spectra. The illumination pattern produced by such a partially-coherent system can be
found by incoherently summing the contributions from each radiator (i.e. summing intensities
rather than fields).
As illustrated in Figure 6.1b, by treating an extended source such as an LED as a group
of small mutually-incoherent shifted radiation sources, the illumination pattern produced by a
partially spatially coherent DEEP system driven by a pair of tones can be understood as an inco-
herent sum of slightly tilted interference patterns of the same spatial frequency. The tilted patterns
combine in-phase near the focal plane, but increasingly out-of-phase away from it, resulting in
a depth-apodized fringe visibility and a reduced depth of field. Note also that the reduction of
fringe visibility with depth due to limited spatial coherence depends on the spatial frequency of the
projected pattern (lower frequencies wash out more gradually with depth than higher ones). The
dependence of the axial extent of the combined interference pattern on the spatial coherence of the
illumination can be used to attain axial sectioning with sequential (or FM) DEEP since illumination
∗ Note that generally Ac and spatial coherence increase with distance from the source since radiation from initially
incoherent regions mixes increasingly as the field propagates, as described by the Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem.117
However this “coherence blurring” effect can be reversed by an imaging system (as long as there is no vignetting).
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outside the focal planes is weakly modulated and does not contribute to the AC detector signal.
In fact, low spatial coherence structured illumination has been used in an analogous way to attain
optical sectioning with a conventional wide-field microscope with depth resolution comparable to
that of a confocal microscope.154
In discussing the effects of partial spatial coherence, it is important to take into account
the acceptance angle of the Bragg cell, which characterizes the dependence of diffraction efficiency
on the incidence angle. Since collimated light from each resolvable independent radiator in the
extended source arrives at the Bragg cell at a slightly different angle, the limited acceptance angle
of the Bragg cell creates a spatial filter, potentially increasing the spatial coherence depending
on the size of the source and the focal length of the collimating lens. For a typical TeO2 Bragg
cell, the acceptance angle can be as much as several degrees (depending on the bandshape flatness
requirements). Thus, a 500 µm-wide LED needs to be collimated using a lens with a focal length
of ∼ 15 mm or greater in order to not exceed a 2○ Bragg cell acceptance angle, for example. I will
consider such practical constraints in more detail in describing an experimental demonstration of
acousto-optic synthesis of white-light interference patterns using an LED in Chapter 7.
6.2 Effects of Acousto-Optic Nonlinearities
So far in discussing DEEP I have assumed that the light diffracted by the Bragg cell depends
linearly on the drive signal and that the object responds linearly to the illumination. However,
depending on the power of the Bragg cell drive signal and/or light source, nonlinear effects may be
unavoidable and in some cases even advantageous.
One of the key assumptions in deriving the 1D-OTF of DEEP was that the Bragg cell is
operated in the linear regime, such that the Fourier transform of the 1st order field diffracted by
the traveling volume phase grating in the Bragg cell depends linearly on the spectrum of the RF
modulation signal. In practice, this is a valid approximation only at low power levels when diffrac-
 Note that low spatial coherence axial sectioning rejects out-of-focus light. This is different from the limited
DOF of coherent FM DEEP, where out-of-focus information contributes to the time-varying detector signal and adds
background blur to the image reconstruction.
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Figure 6.2: A typical RF spectrum of an optical field diffracted by a strongly-driven Bragg cell.155 In this non-
linear regime of acousto-optic diffraction, the first Born approximation no longer holds and various intermodulation
terms result from the depletion of the incident beam and multiple photon-phonon scattering interactions. The most
troublesome nonlinearities are due to the odd-order intermodulation terms since they produce diffraction within the
acousto-optic bandwidth that cannot be blocked with a fixed mask for all drive frequencies.
tion is weak (i.e. a diffraction efficiency of only a few percent) and the first Born approximation
neglecting multiple scattering within the Bragg cell holds. At higher power levels, however, deple-
tion of the incident beam power and multiple diffraction become significant, introducing nonlinear
acousto-optic interaction effects,155 even if the index of refraction perturbation within the Bragg
crystal due to the photoelastic effect is assumed to be linear (I will not consider the nonlinear
photoelastic tensor here). If the Bragg cell is driven strongly with a pair of tones (as in the sequen-
tial DEEP) to maximize the diffraction efficiency, for example, a number of intermodulation and
harmonic beams are diffracted corresponding to various sum and difference frequencies, nν1±mν2,
(where m and n are integer multiples) in addition to the two main 1st order Bragg-matched beams
corresponding to the two fundamental drive frequencies, ν1 and ν2. Figure 6.2 shows a typical
RF modulation spectrum of the diffracted field (without the optical carrier) including the most
significant intermodulation and harmonic terms present when the drive signal is strong and the
first Born approximation does not hold.
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The relative intensities (and polarizations) of the diffracted beams as a function of the RF
signal can be estimated by coupled-mode analysis.155 Of particular concern are the odd-order
intermodulation modes that can approach (and even exceed) the intensity of the neighboring fun-
damental modes when the Bragg cell is driven to maximize diffraction efficiency (note that other
strong nonlinear modes can either be blocked near the 0th order beam or fall outside the typical
acoustooptic bandwidth). The odd-order intermodulation beams interfere with each other and the
fundamental beams, thereby illuminating the object with additional fundamental and harmonic
fringe patterns at different tilts. In this respect, the effects of nonlinear acousto-optic diffraction
are analogous to the effects of linear frequency-multiplexed sampling discussed earlier, however in
this case it is not possible to control the amplitude and phase of each diffracted beam independently
from the other beams. Nevertheless, since each harmonic interference pattern maps to a different
detected RF carrier, it is possible to take advantage of these nonlinear modes to measure several har-
monic spatial frequencies simultaneously while driving the Bragg cell with only two tones at a time
(i.e. without the more complex signal synthesis electronics needed for true frequency-multiplexed
sampling). However, as with frequency-multiplexed DEEP, the presence of frequency-redundant
tilted interference patterns reduces the effective depth of field of the measurement. Thus, the depth
of field of sequential DEEP depends on the RF drive power!
6.3 Effects of a Nonlinear Optical Response
Even when the Bragg cell is operated in the linear regime, the response of the object to
the incident illumination may be nonlinear. Furthermore, the nonlinear response may be coherent
(nonlinear in field), as in the case of harmonic generation and frequency mixing, or incoherent (non-
linear in intensity), as in the case of multi-photon absorption, saturable absorption, and saturable
fluorescence, for example. A coherent nonlinear response generally involves nearly instantaneous
 Note, however, that the amplitudes/phases of the harmonics can not be adjusted independently from the funda-
mental tone. Furthermore, any amplitude or phase errors in the fundamental transfer exponentially to the intermods.
Also, only the strongest nonlinearities (e.g. 3rd, 5th intermods) provide sufficient signal. Thus, this approach does
not scale to measuring more than a few spatial frequencies at a time.
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population and depopulation of virtual atomic energy states and must be phase-matched to the
incident field for optimum efficiency (especially when the nonlinear medium is thick compared to
the coherent nonlinear buildup length). Due in part to the phase matching requirement, coherent
nonlinear processes are often highly directional and polarization-dependent. On the other hand,
the phase of an incoherent nonlinear response is uncorrelated with the incident field since it involves
nearly simultaneous coherent absorption of two or more photons due to a resonant atomic transi-
tion and radiative and non-radiative relaxation processes that take much longer than the molecular
decoherence time.
6.3.1 Coherent Nonlinear Response
A coherent optical response is driven by the complex time- and position-dependent dielectric
polarization, P⃗ (r, t), which describes the macroscopic time-varying dipole moment distribution
within the object due to the local applied electric field as a function of location r.§ Since the
effect of the applied field on the bound charges (i.e. nuclei and their electrons) is generally not
instantaneous, it can be described as a temporal convolution of the complex field with the position-
, and polarization-dependent impulse response of the material,156 known as the time-dependent
electric susceptibility, χ˜(r; t):
P⃗ (r; t) = ε0∫ t−∞ χ˜(r; t − t′)E⃗(r; t′)dt′ (6.2)
Note that χ˜, which is a a 2nd rank tensor related to the permittivity of the material ε = εrε0 =
(1+χ˜)ε0, in general also depends on the electric field, leading to the nonlinear optical response. The
strongest nonlinear effects are governed by the first few terms in the power-series expansion of the
dielectric polarization vector in field strength: P⃗ = P⃗ (0)+P⃗ (1)+P⃗ (2)+P⃗ (3)+. . ., where P⃗ (n) is induced
by the nth power of the field, (E⃗)n. This expansion of P⃗ can be written as sum of convolutions using
Equation 6.2. However, it is more convenient to analyze the dielectric polarization in the frequency
§ Since the applied field wavelengths are generally much larger than the atomic/molecular coherence distances, I
will consider only the local fields when discussing the macroscopic polarization. This assumption is not always valid,
however, as in the case of the photorefractive effect, which involves wavelength-scale electron migration.
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domain, where the time-domain convolutions correspond to multiplication by the frequency-domain
electric susceptibility, χ(ω). Thus, by Fourier-transforming Equation 6.2 and applying the power-
series expansion, the vector components of the time-dependent dielectric polarization can be written
using the Einstein summation notation as:157
Pi(r;ω) = ε0[χ(1)ij (r;ω)Ej(r;ω) + χ(2)ijk(r;ω;ωm, ωn)Ej(r;ωm)Ek(r;ωn)
+ χ(3)ijkl(r;ω;ωm, ωn, ωp)Ej(r;ωm)Ek(r;ωn)El(r;ωp) + . . . ], (6.3)
where χ
(1)
ij (r;ω), χ(2)ijk(r;ω;ωm, ωn), and χ(3)ijkl(r;ω;ωm, ωn, ωp) are the position-dependent frequency-
domain nonlinear susceptibility tensors, the permutation indexes i, j, k, l represent the cartesian
components of the applied field and the induced polarization, while ωm, ωn, and ωp represent
potentially different optical frequencies that interact to produce a nonlinear response at ω (note
that conservation of energy requires that ω = ωm ± ωn or ω = ωm ± ωn ± ωp). The linear term in
Equation 6.3 describes dispersion in the material, however in the following discussion I will focus
on the higher order nonlinear polarization components, P⃗NL(r;ω). The nonlinear susceptibilities
can be written in terms of their spatial Fourier components, each responding nonlinearly to the
incident field:
PNLi (r;ω)∝ Ej(r;ωm)Ek(r;ωn)∭ ∞−∞ X (2)ijk (kr ;ω;ωm, ωn)ejkrrdkr+Ej(r;ωm)Ek(r;ωn)El(r;ωp)∭ ∞−∞ X (3)ijkl(kr ;ω;ωm, ωn, ωp)ejkrrdkr +⋯ , (6.4)
where X (2)ijk (kr ;ω;ωm, ωn) and X (3)ijkl(kr ;ω;ωm, ωn, ωp) represent spatial Fourier transforms of the
second and third order susceptibility tensors, respectively.
Coherent nonlinearities that don’t involve absorption or amplification (i.e. don’t affect the
overall quantum-mechanical state of the system) are known as parametric processes and are char-
acterized by real susceptibilities.157 For such processes, the space-variant nonlinear response can be
modeled as if it were generated by a Fourier sum of polarization-sensitive sinusoidal “gratings”. To
introduce the effects of a coherent nonlinear response in DEEP, I will consider the relatively simple
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Figure 6.3: (a) An SHG structure can be treated as a Fourier sum of SHG sinusoidal “gratings” (bold) responding
to the square of the incident field. A pair of incident beams (red) produces three SHG excitation fields a, b, c (blue)
at twice the incident optical frequency, ω. SHG emission from each point on the grating due to each excitation field
interferes constructively along discrete directions. The intensity at a detector placed behind a pinhole in the Fourier
plane beats at twice the RF difference frequency of the incident fields, 4Ωm, when the grating pitch matches the
ky wavevector of the SHG excitation fields (a or b) and the constructive SHG emissions due to each excitation field
overlap. Note that the period of the SHG grating is half of the linear amplitude grating pitch needed to generate
an intensity beat due to diffraction of the incident fields, as shown by the dotted line. In Fourier space, two replicas
of the Fourier-transformed SHG structure due to excitation fields a and b are shifted in opposite directions as the
angle, θ, between the incident beams is varied. The detector probes the squared magnitude of the summed Fourier
transforms integrated over the DC-centered detector (or pinhole) area. Note that SHG emission strength is subject to
phase matching constraints, resulting in a potentially different Fourier-domain region of maximum emission for each
excitation field (e.g. as illustrated by the dark annular regions). (b) The momentum-space diagram exemplifies the
phase matching constraints of a nonlinear interaction of two illumination beams (red) mediated by a single sinusoidal
χ(2) susceptibility component (i.e. an SHG “grating”). The red vectors illustrate the only 2-photon combinations
that can lead to axial SHG emission in this case. Note, for example, that the SHG emission wavevector (blue) due
to two ordinarily-polarized photons and mediated by an SHG grating vector, κy, may not fall on the ordinary index
surface, resulting in a phase mismatch of δk and a weak ordinary emission. However, the SHG wavevector may
instead be phase-matched to the extraordinary surface, resulting in SHG emission with orthogonal polarization if
the appropriate susceptibility tensor coefficient is nonzero. Furthermore, if the thickness, ∆L, of the object is small
(e.g. as in the case of a several µm-thick a cell membrane), phase matching due to unresolved tilted SHG grating
components (dotted vector) may produce ordinarily-polarized axial SHG emission as well.
case of second harmonic generation (SHG)¶ where the nonlinear response is driven by a single
y-oriented sinusoidal susceptibility grating illuminated by a pair of TE-polarized Doppler-shifted
¶ Note that I am using the term “second harmonic generation” loosely. Since the incident fields are Doppler-shifted
relative to each other, their χ(2) interaction is actually a three-wave mixing process that involves second harmonic
generation, sum-frequency generation, and difference frequency generation. However, since the optical frequencies of
the incident fields are so close to each other, the generated optical frequencies are essentially doubled. Nevertheless,
the Doppler shifts must be accounted for to properly describe the RF spectrum of the DEEP detector signal.
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beams as illustrated in Figure 6.3a. The total SHG response is due to the linear combination of
SHG responses due to all such (phase-shifted) susceptibility gratings present in the object. SHG
is governed by the second-order susceptibility, χ(2)(r;ω), and represents a parametric process with
an instantaneous impulse response (on the optical frequency scale). Thus, in this case one can treat
the second-order susceptibility as frequency-independent and write Equation 6.4 as:
PNLi (r;ω)∝ [Ex1ej[(ω+Ωm)t+Ωmy/vo−kzz] +Ex2ej[(ω−Ωm)t−Ωmy/vo−kzz] + c.c.]2
× ∣X (2)ixx(κy)∣ cos (κyy +∠X (2)ixx(κy))
= [((((((EDC +ERF +E2x1ej2[(ω+Ωm)t+Ωmy/vo−kzz] + 2Ex1Ex2ej2(ωt−kzz) (6.5)
+E2x2ej2[(ω−Ωm)t−Ωmy/vo−kzz] + c.c.] ∣X (2)ixx(κy)∣ cos (κyy +∠X (2)ixx(κy)) ,
where κy represents the second order susceptibility grating wavevector and the DC and RF fields
are neglected since they do not contribute to the nonlinear response. The harmonic fields due to the
nonlinear polarization in Equation 6.5 are generated coherently by different parts of the nonlinear
grating in response to the incident fields and combine constructively along directions that are spaced
twice as closely as the diffraction orders of a matching linear grating (since the optical frequency of
the harmonic field is doubled). For a pinhole detector placed at the center of the Fourier plane, as
illustrated in Figure 6.3a, only the axially-propagating SHG fields, [E⃗zˆ(t)](2ω)i , (for which ky = 0)
sourced by the nonlinear polarization in Equation 6.5 are relevant. As can be seen in the momentum
space diagram in Figure 6.3b, this axial SHG response is due to the coherent combination of two
photons Doppler shifted in opposite directions, each from a different incident field. I will also
assume that only one SHG polarization – ordinary or extraordinary – is dominant due to phase-
matching constraints, as illustrated in Figure 6.3b.∥ By performing the cosine multiplication in
Equation 6.5 and keeping only the axially-propagating terms with ky = 2Ωm/vo − κy = 0, the SHG
detector signal due to the dominant polarization vector component, i ∈ {e, o}, that results from the
∥ This assumption may not be appropriate for thin objects, however, as illustrated and explained in the figure. In
this case, both ordinary and extraordinary SHG fields may interfere at the detector, producing a mixed measurement
of X (2)oxx and X (2)exx tensors.
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sinusoidal susceptibility grating can be written as:
[˜id(t)](2ω)i ∝ ∣[E⃗zˆ(t)](2ω)i ∣2
∝ ∣X (2)ixx(κy)∣2 ∣ej[2(ω+Ωm)t−2kzz−∠X (2)ixx(κy)] + ej[2(ω−Ωm)t−2kzz+∠X (2)ixx(κy)] + c.c.∣2
∝ ∣X (2)ixx(2Ωm/vo)∣2 cos (4Ωmt − 2∠X (2)ixx(2Ωm/vo)) . (6.6)
From this result it is evident that in the arrangement illustrated in Figure 6.3a the spatial frequency
of the nonlinear grating must be twice as high as that of the interference pattern due to the
incident beams in order to produce an intensity beat signal at the pin hole detector (at 4Ωm).
Moreover, the SHG DEEP measurements probe the squared magnitude and double the phase of
the susceptibility grating, however the complex Fourier coefficients of the nonlinear susceptibility
can be easily recovered in post-processing.
Note that in bulk media with inversion symmetry, even-order susceptibilities vanish, so that
a strong SHG signal can be observed only from non-centrosymmetric media such as a birefringent
polymer or crystal. Moreover, interfaces such as the face of a crystal or a polarized biological
cell membrane, for example, can also yield SHG signals. In such media, the absolute and relative
strengths of the nonlinearly generated fields depend on the incident polarizations. For example,
if the incident beams are polarized orthogonally, the three terms in Equation 6.5 probe different
components of the susceptibility tensor, which may have entirely different spatial dependence.
Furthermore, in bulk materials the strength and polarization of the detected signal depends on
phase matching constraints, as illustrated in Figure 6.3b. Depending on the birefringence of the
medium at ω and 2ω, the polarizations and relative directions of the incident and SHG fields, and
the frequency and direction of the grating vector, the emission wavevector may not match the
summed wavevectors of the incident photons, resulting in a weaker SHG signal for some incident
beam angles than others, (even for an SHG structure with a perfectly flat spatial Fourier transform,
such as a quantum dot). As illustrated in Figure 6.3a, the effect of phase matching on the DEEP
signal (for a specific set of field polarizations) can be modeled by multiplying each Fourier transform
replica by the angle-dependent SHG efficiency profile for the corresponding direction of incidence.
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It should also be noted that whereas lens-based SHG microscopy systems158 achieve relatively
high SHG efficiencies due to the high intensities attainable at the lens focus, DEEP SHG is a wide-
field technique and would likely require a much brighter light source to produce a detectable SHG
signal. On the other hand, with sufficient illumination power an SHG DEEP system would be able
to double the resolution attainable with a linear DEEP system at the same excitation wavelength.
Furthermore, this technique could make it possible to probe SHG contrast (such as polarized cell
membranes) that might otherwise be invisible with the same depth of field and Fourier filtering
capabilities characteristic of linear DEEP (assuming sufficient illumination intensity and acceptable
photobleaching).
6.3.2 Incoherent Nonlinear Response
The effect of an incoherent nonlinear response to the illumination intensity, such as mul-
tiphoton or saturable fluorescence, on a DEEP measurement can be understood by noting that
the time-varying detector signal measured by a fluorescence DEEP system is proportional to the
spatially-integrated emitted intensity, Ie(r, t), a function of the fluorophore concentration, γo(r),
and the illumination intensity, Ii(r, t):
i˜d(t)∝∭ ∞−∞ Ie(γo(r), Ii(r, t))dr (6.7)
In fluorescence imaging the emitted intensity varies linearly with the fluorophore concentration,
but may depend nonlinearly on the illumination intensity. Thus, the emitted intensity can be
approximated at each location by a Taylor series expansion that is nonlinear only in the illumination
intensity:27
Ie(r, t) ≈ C0 +C1γo(r) +C2Ii(r, t) +K1γo(r)Ii(r, t)
+K2γo(r)I2i (r, t) +K3γo(r)I3i (r, t) +⋯ (6.8)
where Cn and Kn represent constant coefficients. Neglecting constant terms and assuming that light
at the excitation wavelength (corresponding to the third term) is fully rejected by the fluorescence
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filters, Equation 6.7 can be used to write the time-varying detector signal as:
i˜d(t)∝K1∭ ∞−∞ γo(r)Ii(r, t)dr+K2∭ ∞−∞ γo(r)I2i (r, t)dr +K3∭ ∞−∞ γo(r)I3i (r, t)dr +⋯ (6.9)
In the case of linear fluorescence DEEP, only the K1 term is nonzero, whereas a two-photon fluo-
rescence (2PF) signal due to two photons with frequency ∼ ω coherently combining to produce a
photon with frequency ∼ 2ω is governed by the K2 term. In the latter case, neglecting the envelope
of the interference pattern (i.e. assuming infinitely-wide illumination), the 2PF excitation due to a
sinusoidal intensity pattern produced by a pair of interfering beams can be written as:
I2i (r, t)∝ [1 + cos (2Ωm(y/vo + t))]2
= 3
2
+ 2 cos (2Ωm(y/vo + t)) + 1
2
cos (4Ωm(y/vo + t)) (6.10)
resulting in a time varying detector signal:
[˜id(t)](2ω) ∝∭ ∞−∞ γo(r) [2 cos (2Ωm(y/vo + t)) + 12 cos (4Ωm(y/vo + t))]dr (6.11)
Thus, a sinusoidal illumination pattern produces a 2PF detector signal at both, the fundamental and
the first harmonic temporal beat frequencies, each probing a different spatial frequency of the 2PF
structure simultaneously. This is in contrast to SHG DEEP where a single-frequency illumination
pattern measures a single Fourier component of the dielectric polarization (if only on-axis SHG
emission is detected). Moreover, unlike SHG DEEP, since the emitted 2PF light is incoherent with
respect to the illumination, its strength is unaffected by phase matching constraints. Note also, that
unlike the frequency multiplexing effect of acoustic nonlinearities which produces redundant tilted
interference patterns, with sequential 2PF DEEP it is possible to measure two harmonic spatial
components of the 2PF structure simultaneously with only a
√
2 reduction in depth of field (due
to the squaring of the Gaussian envelope of the 2PF excitation pattern). Analogous arguments
can be extended to three-photon fluorescence (3PF) DEEP, although the 3PF signal is expected
to be much weaker since it requires simultaneous coherent combination of three photons, a highly
unlikely event, especially at intensities that are not damaging to biological samples.
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As with SHG measurements, the apparent improvement in resolution of 2PF DEEP is coun-
teracted by the need to double the illumination wavelength, however by using NIR illumination,
for example, it is possible to image deeper in scattering biological tissue while resolving features on
the scale of the shorter fluorescence wavelength. For this reason, lens-based 2PF microscopy is now
a well established technique for tissue imaging.159 The high instantaneous illumination intensities
needed for 2PF and 3PF (as well as SHG and THG) microscopy can be attained using a pulsed
source, such as a Ti:Sapphire laser, which could also be used to implement axial sectioning and
greatly speed up Fourier slicing with DEEP (see Chapter 7). Furthermore, the 2PF excitation
wavelength can be controlled by shaping the pulsed laser spectrum in real time,160–162 making it
possible to probe different fluorophores using a broadband source. I will discuss imaging using a
pulsed DEEP system further in Chapter 7.
A different kind of incoherent nonlinear interaction is due to the saturation of a molecular
level, such that nearly all molecules are either in an excited state or in a “dark” state within a
region where the illumination intensity exceeds a saturation threshold, Is. One example of such a
process is the saturation of a two-level fluorescent system (disregarding the triplet state), in which
the emitted intensity can be described as:27,28
Ie(r, t)∝ Ii(r)
Ii(r) + (στ)−1 [1 − e−(Ii(r)σ+1/τ)t] (6.12)
where σ is the absorption cross-section of the fluorophore, τ is the fluorescence decay lifetime, and
t is the illumination time, and the illumination pattern, Ii(r), is assumed to be stationary on the
time scale of the fluorescence lifetime.∗∗ Note that if Ii ≪ Is ≡ (στ)−1 at a given location, then
the relationship between the emission and incident intensities is linear, whereas in the opposite
regime where Ii ≫ Is, fluorescence is saturated and no longer grows with additional intensity.
In the nonlinear regime, if a pulsed laser is used as the illumination source and the pulse time is
∗∗ Note that the assumption that the fluorescence decay rate is much faster than the frequency of the RF beat
signal can begin to break down at the limits of the acousto-optic bandwidth. For example, a typical fluorescence
lifetime of ∼ 4 ns is only 10 times shorter than the period of the intensity beat pattern when the difference frequency
between a pair of interfering beams is 25 MHz. Quantum dot fluorophores (and some molecular fluorophores) can
have much longer lifetimes (as long as ∼ 100 ns),163 in which case the fluorescence decay profile must be convolved
with the excitation pattern to properly model a DEEP measurement (which may result in complete suppression of
the signal).
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much shorter than the fluorescence lifetime, the exponential term in the square brackets dominates,
whereas for CW illumination the fluorescent response is governed by the steady state term. In either
case, the Taylor expansion of Ie(r, t) produces a progression of non-zero coefficients in Equation 6.8
(in the exponential case, however, the higher-order coefficients are stronger), resulting in a series of
harmonic contributions to the detector signal according to Equation 6.9, each measuring a different
harmonic spatial frequency of the object. Thus, a saturable fluorescence measurement not only
probes more harmonic spatial frequencies simultaneously than multi-photon fluorescence, but also
produces fluorescence at the same wavelength as a linear process, thereby increasing the resolution
of the measurement beyond the diffraction limit (e.g. see Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1. Figure 6.4
graphically illustrates the source of extended resolution in saturable fluorescence DEEP. While
Equation 6.12 describes fluorescence of a two-level system, systems with a triplet state or more
complex energy dynamics also generally result in a nonlinear response at high intensities and may
be treated similarly, although the relative strengths of the coefficients in Equation 6.9 depend on
the specific system and must be analytically or experimentally determined to correctly weigh the
harmonic spatial frequencies during image reconstruction.
Saturable fluorescence structured illumination microscopy employing a sequence of sinusoidal
illumination patterns with different phases and orientations (see Chapter 1) has been used to resolve
∼ 50 nm fluorescent beads using five detectable excitation harmonics.28 Moreover, several related
saturation schemes, sometimes collectively referred to as “far-field optical nanoscopy”, have been
used to attain resolutions on the order of ∼ 10 nm with a scanning far-field microscope using
conventional optics!165 With sufficient illumination power, many such nanoscopy techniques as well
as other incoherent nonlinear processes such as saturable absorption,157 are in principle compatible
with DEEP. Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy, for example, combines a focused
excitation beam at one wavelength and a depletion beam with an annular focal spot at a different
wavelength to quench fluorescence everywhere except for a small central region much smaller than
the diffraction limited PSF.164 In STED DEEP, a 1D intensity profile (which could be sinusoidal
or not, depending on the modulation signal) could be used instead of the donut-shaped depletion
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Figure 6.4: When the illumination intensity, Ii, exceeds the saturation threshold, Is, fluorescence begins to saturate
and grow nonlinearly with intensity. For high intensities, in regions where Ii < Is almost all fluorophores are in
the “dark” state, whereas in regions where Ii > Is almost all fluorophores are excited, thereby “squaring up” the
effective excitation pattern. As the resulting narrow “dark stripes” move across the object, the spatially integrated
intensity generates a detector signal with multiple harmonics, thereby probing multiple corresponding harmonic
Fourier components of the object simultaneously. Note, however, that the intensity of the signal falls with frequency
even if the Fourier spectrum of the object is flat since the width of the “dark stripes” increases relative to the spatial
period, resulting in a larger integration window. The same result is obtained by Fourier transforming the emission
intensity. It is also possible to reverse the situation by using a periodic depletion intensity pattern to quench nearly
all fluorescence in regions where Ii > Is, as in the STED technique.164 In this case, narrow “bright stripes” of
fluorescence corresponding to the darkest regions of the depletion pattern would move across the object, producing
an analogous time-varying detector signal (note, however, that this mode is expected to result in a better SNR due
to a smaller DC signal at the detector).
beam. One of the challenges in scanning spot STED lies in rapidly translating the depletion
beam with resolution-scale precision (e.g. ∼ 10 nm). With DEEP, scanning in 1D is accomplished
automatically with high speed and precision by the moving interference pattern. Furthermore,
as with 2PF DEEP, the saturable fluorescence response can be measured without sacrificing the
extended depth of field (beyond the
√
n factor due to the intensity envelopes of the Kn terms in
Equation6.11), Fourier sampling flexibility, and other benefits of DEEP.
Chapter 7
Future Directions for DEEP: a Technological Roadmap
This thesis represents only the first steps in the development of the theory, algorithms, and
experimental proofs of concepts of the DEEP technique. However, the initial successful large depth
of field reconstructions of scattering and fluorescent objects suggest that with further development
DEEP could become a useful microscopy technique with unique and complimentary capabilities
to existing methods. Figure 7.1 shows some of the possible future development paths and their
dependencies and interrelations. Clearly, there are many possibilities and plenty of fodder for new
research and development projects in improving the speed, sensitivity, and resolution of the tech-
nique, extending it to 3D, enabling new imaging modalities, and tailoring the technique to a variety
of applications from neuron signal tracking to X-ray imaging. It is less clear how to prioritize these
directions. Most likely this will depend on the interests of the researcher. However, several “gate-
way” projects can be identified and include implementing frequency-multiplexed measurements,
enabling phase error correction, demonstrating imaging using a large aperture reflector, incorpo-
rating an ultrafast pulsed laser source, and developing a higher speed (most likely non-mechanical)
Fourier sampling technology. In this chapter I will briefly consider several of the concepts and
applications shown in Figure 7.1 to motivate future development.
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indicate dependencies and suggested order of development.
7.1 Increasing the Speed and SNR of DEEP by Multiplexing
7.1.1 Frequency-Multiplexed Fourier Sampling
In Chapter 2 we saw that instead of driving the Bragg cell with one frequency pair at a
time to measure the Fourier coefficients along each Fourier slice sequentially, it is possible to use
more complex drive signals to probe multiple spatial frequencies simultaneously. In principle, this
approach can increase the measurement speed by as much as N = TB (e.g. ∼500 for the Bragg
cell used in the proof-of-concept system), since the entire Fourier slice can be acquired during the
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acousto-optic access time (e.g. ∼20 µs). Of course, the actual boost in measurement speed can be
limited by other factors such as the available photon flux and the speed of the rotation stage (I will
discuss non-mechanical wavefront rotators later in this chapter).
However, there is an even more compelling reason to implement frequency-multiplexed (FM)
sampling. In Chapter 4 I argued that in the shot noise limit, the SNR of FM measurements can be
3N/2 times higher than for time-multiplexed (TM) measurements when imaging extended objects
with a large DC peak in their spectrum. On the other hand, for point-like objects, the shot noise
limit SNR in FM and TM measurements is expected to be comparable. These conclusions were
qualitatively confirmed by the fluorescence reconstructions shown in Chapter 5 (the fluorescent
beads were measured much quicker, yet resulted in higher SNR reconstructions than the insect
legs, even though the total fluoresced photon flux was comparable for both samples). Since most
microscopic objects of interest are more like the insect legs than the isolated beads, improving the
SNR of DEEP reconstructions by frequency-multiplexing is key in making the technique useful for
a variety of applications in biomedical imaging.
As usual, however, there is no free lunch (at least not entirely). As we saw in Chapter 2, the
higher speed and lower SNR of FM measurements come at the cost of a reduced depth of field (e.g.
the DOF of a full-bandwidth FM measurement approaches that of a conventional lens). Although
this sacrifice can be avoided by double-sided non-redundant sampling as illustrated in Figure 2.1,
this method limits the flexibility of Fourier sampling and results in signal loss. A more promising
approach, is to implement a hybrid FM-TM scheme that sequentially combines FM measurements
spanning narrow frequency bands, such that the bands are narrow enough to maintain a large
DOF, but wide enough to improve the measurement speed and SNR compared to purely sequential
sampling. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.2. For example, by coherently combining twenty 2
MHz wide FM measurements it is possible to attain a relatively large depth of field, maintain the
NA and resolution of the full synthetic bandwidth (e.g. 40 MHz), and measure a 500-frequency
Fourier slice 25 times faster than by sequential sampling. Moreover, in this case a ∼40-fold SNR
improvement could be attained for an extended object.
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Figure 7.2: (a) In the hybrid TM/FM sampling scheme the Bragg cell is driven with a sequence of narrow-band
RF signals, obtaining the resolution of the full synthetic bandwidth. The number and relative shapes and widths
of the frequency bands can be tailored to attain the best compromise between the high SNR and speed of a purely
frequency-multiplexed measurement and the large DOF of a purely time-multiplexed measurement. See Figure 2.1
for a comparison with other Fourier sampling schemes. (b) The Fourier-domain support of a hybrid measurement is
confined to lie between two “tilt planes” determined by the width of the frequency bands (assuming it is identical for
all bands) and is also bounded by the “figure-8” cross-section of the conventional 3D OTF. This results in a larger
DOF than in the case of a pure FM measurement.
Frequency-multiplexed sampling can be implemented using the proof-of-concept system de-
scribed in Chapter 5 by modifying the signal generation electronics and signal processing algorithms,
but without requiring changes to the optomechanical design. The primary architectural change
would be replacing the swept-frequency DDS synthesizer with a programmable multi-channel ar-
bitrary waveform generator capable of producing more complex waveforms. Since FM sampling
is relatively simple to implement yet has the potential to significantly improve the measurement
speed and sensitivity of DEEP and enable a variety biological imaging applications, it is perhaps
the first step to take in the DEEP development path.
7.1.2 Sparse Fourier Sampling
In Chapters 1 and 2 I briefly discussed compressive sensing techniques that can substantially
reduce the number of measurements needed to reconstruct an object by projecting the object
information onto a randomly-generated measurement basis. Compressive sensing concepts can also
be applied directly to the DEEP technique. For example, it has been theoretically shown48 and
experimentally demonstrated in the context of MRI80 that in many cases by measuring randomly-
selected Fourier coefficients of the object it is possible to greatly reduce the number of measurements
required to faithfully reconstruct the image, as in the case of random basis projection. Moreover,
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other optimal sparse Fourier sampling schemes have also been described in the context of radio
astronomy using non-redundant arrays, for example, as described in Section 2.2.2. Regardless
of the particular Fourier sampling scheme, constrained iterative techniques (based on L1 norm
minimization)80 similar to the CLEAN algorithm used in radio astronomy,166 for example, can
be used to recover the image from the sparse set of Fourier coefficients. Since in DEEP the set of
frequencies measured along any given Fourier slice is unrestricted (there is no scanning time penalty
for jumping between frequencies), sparse Fourier sampling can be used to reduce measurement time
without sacrificing image quality. Moreover, with non-mechanical Fourier scanning (see Section 7.2),
“random-access” Fourier sampling can be extended to 2D and even 3D by employing wavelength
multiplexing techniques discussed in the following section. Thus, DEEP can provide a very flexible
programmable platform for exploring single-pixel compressive sensing in the Fourier domain.
7.1.3 Wavelength-Multiplexed Fourier Sampling
In addition to frequency-multiplexing, another level of parallelism could be attained by
wavelength-encoding locations in Fourier space and employing an array of wavelength-selective
detectors, thereby further speeding up the measurement. Figure 7.3a shows a possible way to mea-
sure the entire 2D Fourier plane using a single one-dimensional frequency scan without rotating
the object or the illumination. In this case a specially-designed hologram can be used to disperse
partially-coherent illumination beams mapping to opposite sides of the Fourier plane in opposite
directions. This could be accomplished using a highly angle-selective hologram or alternatively
by encoding the opposing illumination beams with orthogonal polarizations∗ and employing a
polarization-selective hologram. A polarization analyzer can then be used to ensure good inter-
ference contrast. The response from a scattering object could be demultiplexed using multiple
detectors placed behind an array of spectral filters or by dispersing the scattered light onto a de-
tector array using a grating as illustrated in the insets in Figure 7.3b, for example. Note that when
combined with RF frequency-multiplexing, this technique could in principle be used to measure the
∗ Although circular polarizations are shown, orthogonal linear polarizations can also be used.
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Figure 7.3: Examples of wavelength multiplexing with DEEP: (a) In-plane wavelength encoding of Fourier space
using a polarization or angle selective hologram in a conjugate image plane. Illumination beams corresponding to
opposing halves of the Fourier plane experience opposite dispersion. (b) 3D wavelength multiplexing by using a
broadband light source. due to angular dispersion in the Bragg cell, each wavelength probes a different tilted Fourier
plane. The scattered response is dispersed using a grating or filtered such that each spectral component is measured
by a separate detector.
entire Fourier plane during the Bragg cell access time (i.e. in ∼20 µs)!
Figure 7.3b shows another wavelength-multiplexing scheme that could be used to measure
multiple tilted Fourier planes simultaneously and thereby measure 3D object structure (I will
discuss other approaches for making 3D measurements in Section 7.3). In this case the Bragg cell
itself is used to angularly disperse the 1st order beams generated from a broadband incident beam.
Depending on the source bandwidth and the Bragg cell acceptance angle, the angular separation
between the extreme spectral components can be a significant fraction of a degree (e.g. ∼0.5○ is
 Note that this would require an array of ∼500 of ∼20 MHz detectors – not something that is available off-the-
shelf. Moreover, designing a hologram with the required spectral resolution, polarization or angular selectivity, and
sufficient diffraction efficiency, is likely very challenging and may impose severe practical limits on this technique.
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possible for a TeO2 Bragg cell illuminated by a source with a 100 nm bandwidth). However, since
this angular range is magnified by the illumination system (e.g. by a factor of 25 in the proof-of-
concept DEEP system), even with such a small dispersion angle it is possible to attain some depth
resolution (e.g. comparable to that of a 0.1 NA lens for the above parameters). Depth resolution
can be improved further by increasing the system magnification (at the expense of the field of view).
Note, however, that unlike conventional 3D imaging techniques that employ axial sectioning, this
wavelength-multiplexed tomographic approach probes each Fourier plane (and potentially each
Fourier component) separately yet simultaneously, making it possible to measure the 3D structure
within a ∼1 mm3 volume without performing a depth scan or physically tilting the object.
One important limitation of the wavelength-multiplexing techniques is that the object re-
sponse itself must remain wavelength-multiplexed. Thus, these methods are useful primarily for
measuring scattering structures. Since most fluorophores have a broad excitation spectrum (often
spanning a large fraction of the visible spectrum), only very coarse wavelength multiplexing is pos-
sible with fluorescent objects – and only if multiple spectrally-diverse fluorophores are used to label
the same structure.
7.2 Faster Fourier Scanning
Although frequency multiplexing can greatly speed up the acquisition of a 1D Fourier slice,
this comes at the cost of depth of field and may be of no avail in speeding up the 2D image
acquisition if mechanical rotation of the illumination pattern is the limiting factor. For example,
if a Fourier slice is measured by frequency multiplexing in 20 µs, the rotation stage would need to
spin at ∼60,000 rotations per minute (rpm) to keep up. While this is possible with state-of-the art
high-speed motors (e.g systems manufactured by Celeroton), such high rotation speeds can result
in severe vibration in the presence of even a slight mechanical imbalance, produce a large amount
of heat that must be dissipated, and require expensive motion controllers. Of course, Fourier
sampling schemes requiring “angular random access” are out of the question at such high speeds.
While wavelength multiplexing schemes described above can obviate the need for mechanical Fourier
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scanning, they are only useful for measuring scattering structures and pose several optical design
challenges (e.g. implementation of the polarization-selective dispersion hologram). In this section I
will explore two alternative solutions for high speed Fourier sampling that are compatible with both
fluorescence and scattered light imaging and rely on fully non-mechanical illumination rotation and
Fourier scanning.
7.2.1 2D Acousto-Optic Fourier Sampling
One approach for generating dynamic 2D illumination patterns that might seem obvious is to
employ 2D acousto-optic diffraction. This is indeed possible, although not as trivial as might at first
seem. 2D acousto-optic scanning can be accomplished either by using a single 2D Bragg cell (which
can be fabricated using a single crystal, but typically comprises a stack of two orthogonally-cut
crystals, each driven by a separate transducer), or by using two orthogonally-oriented 1D Bragg cells
placed in conjugate optical planes as illustrated schematically in Figure 7.4a. Of the two, the latter
approach is preferable in a DEEP microscope, allowing for orthogonal 1D optical compression (e.g
using cylindrical lenses) prior to each Bragg cell to avoid illumination artifacts due to the acoustic
diffraction patterns (as in the proof-of-concept DEEP system).
In the case of sequential sampling, the two 1st order beams diffracted from the first Bragg
cell are used as inputs to the second Bragg cell. To ensure that the diffracted beams can be made
to rotate about a common center and can sample frequencies anywhere in the Fourier plane down
to DC, the second Bragg cell is also driven with two tones, resulting in four diffracted 1st order
beams as illustrated in Figure 7.4b. The four distinct interference patterns due to the diagonal,
horizontal, and vertical beam pairs map to unique RF carriers in the detector signal, so that four
distinct spatial Fourier components can be measured simultaneously. Note that the vertical
frequency spacing should be different from the horizontal frequency spacing to avoid a stationary
interference pattern contribution along one of the diagonal directions. With this constraint, by
 Note that the horizontal and vertical interference patterns are degenerate (in each case, two different beam pairs
produce the same interference pattern) and are thus twice as strong as the diagonal interference patterns.
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Figure 7.4: 2D sampling of Fourier space with two orthogonal Bragg cells: (a) Two-dimensional illumination
patterns can be generated using a 2D Bragg cell or by using two 1D Bragg cells located in conjugate planes as shown.
(b) Four 1st order beams arranged symmetrically about the optical axis are generated when each Bragg cell is driven
with a two-tone signal, resulting in a combination of four distinct interference patterns due to the horizontal, vertical,
and the two diagonal beam pair separations. The four interference patterns map to distinct RF carrier frequencies
at the detector, ∆ν ∖, ∆ν∖, ∆ν−, and ∆ν∣. Note that the frequency separations along the horizontal and vertical
directions should be made different to avoid a stationary interference pattern along one of the diagonals. (c) Double-
sided non-redundant frequency multiplexing makes it possible to probe up to N2/2 +N separable in-plane Fourier
components (where N is the number of frequencies in each Bragg cell drive signal). Signals due to tilted redundant
out-of-plane interference patterns can be rejected by filtering if a large DOF is desired. This represents a 2D analog of
the 1D double-sided non-redundant sampling scheme illustrated in Figure 2.1d. Note that although in the illustrated
case both Bragg cells are driven with two identical signals with a slightly different frequency scaling to enhance non-
redundancy, this does not have to be the case – the orthogonal components of the pattern can be completely different.
(d) For 3D imaging applications where in-plane sampling is not required, non-redundant frequency multiplexing can
be used to ensure that signals due to each diagonal beam pair and the degenerate horizontal and vertical beam pairs
map to distinct RF carriers, making it possible to probe up to N2(N − 1)2/2 + 2(N
2
) individual Fourier components
simultaneously. In the case of the illustrated 5 × 5 array where the vertical frequency pattern is a scaled version of
the horizontal one, 210 separable signals are obtained with a minimum carrier separation of 0.04 in the arbitrary
frequency units used.
separately controlling the difference frequencies of the two-tone signals driving each Bragg cell, it
is possible to scan the entire 2D Fourier space, measuring four Fourier samples at a time.
2D acousto-optic scanning can also be used to extend the 1D frequency multiplexing schemes
shown in Figure 2.1 to 2D, making it possible to speed up the measurement even further. For
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example, Figure 7.4c shows a 2D version of the double-sided non-redundant scheme that can be
used to measure multiple separable in-plane Fourier components at once (24 in this case) with
a strategic choice of drive frequencies. In this example, the same frequency pattern is used to
drive the orthogonal Bragg cells, however the frequency scaling is chosen to be slightly different
along the two axes to maximize the number of non-redundant carriers in the detector signal.§
It can be concluded from symmetry considerations that only those diagonal frequency pairs that
are symmetric about the origin can produce signals with unique RF carriers. Furthermore, as in
the sequential case, horizontal and vertical beam pairs contribute strong degenerate interference
patterns, probing additional in-plane Fourier components. Thus, using this scheme it is possible
to measure up to N2/2 +N separable in-plane Fourier samples at once (where N is the number of
frequencies in each drive signal). On the other hand, signals due to redundant tilted illumination
patterns produced by off-axis diagonal beam pairs can be rejected by filtering to attain a large
DOF, but at the cost of signal loss.
A more light-efficient approach that is particularly well suited for tomographic 3D imaging
is the non-planar non-redundant Fourier sampling scheme shown in Figure 7.4d. In this case, the
drive frequencies can be chosen such that every possible diagonal beam pair (there are 200 in all
for the array shown) produces a signal at a distinct RF frequency. In the illustrated example, this
is accomplished by using the same non-redundant pattern along the νX′ and νY ′ axes, but choosing
a slightly different frequency scaling factor for each axis to ensure that the diagonal frequency
differences are non-redundant and sufficiently separated from each other.¶ Moreover, as before,
horizontal and vertical beam pairs result in strong degenerate in-plane interference patterns that
probe additional in-plane Fourier coefficients (10 in the illustrated example). This massively parallel
scheme makes it possible to populate hundreds (or for larger arrays perhaps even thousands) of
individual points in the 3D Fourier space during a single Bragg cell access time without signal
§ Note, however, that the patterns along the νX′ and νY ′ axes do not have to be the same (to a scale factor) as
in the example, as long both 1D patterns are double-sided non-redundant.
¶ As an aid in finding such scale factors, I wrote a Matlab script, ao2d find unique carriers.m, that determines
the number of unique diagonal frequency differences (carriers) and their frequency separations for any given pair of
1D AO drive signal RF spectra.
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loss. Although the inter-relationship between the measured locations cannot be chosen arbitrarily,
by scaling the frequencies and using several different non-redundant array patterns, it should be
possible to attain good coverage of the 3D Fourier space. It seems that this scheme represents
a particular kind of sparse compressive sampling and tomographic synthesis problem that is well
worth exploring in the future for high speed 3D imaging.
7.2.2 Pulsed Laser Resonator
Figure 7.5 illustrates a very different non-mechanical technique that relies on a pulsed laser
source and a specialized mirror cavity to rotate the acousto-optically-generated illumination pattern
full-circle in a fraction of the acousto-optic access time. At the core of this design is a pair of
opposing right-angle retro-reflecting prisms or mirrors that incrementally rotate the illumination
pattern by an angle 2α with each pass through the cavity. This process is illustrated for a pair of
co-aligned illumination beams in Figures 7.5a-b. The two waveplates placed in front of the retro-
reflectors are used to create a compound λ/2 waveplate with its axis aligned with the prism edge to
rotate the polarization synchronously with the illumination pattern, as illustrated on the Poincare´
sphere in Figure 7.5c, so that the interference contrast is rotation-invariant. A portion of the light
is coupled out of the cavity with each pass to generate a rapid-fire sequence of rotated interference
patterns. As illustrated in Figure 7.5d, this can be accomplished using an active gating device
placed at the focal plane of a curved mirror forming one end of a mirror cavity (with the two tilted
retro-reflectors are positioned at the opposite end). The gating device can be implemented using an
active grating such as a reflective Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) device32 or MEMS Grating Light
Valve (GLV).33 In this design, the structured illumination pulse (with a duration that is a small
fraction of the cavity round-trip time) enters the cavity via a central opening in the curved mirror
and illuminates the active grating. At this instant the grating is fully activated, such that a 1st
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Figure 7.5: High speed wavefront rotation using a pulsed laser and a specialized mirror cavity: (a) Two counter-
facing slightly-mutually-rotated right-angle retro-reflectors (e.g. knife-edge prisms) can be used to incrementally
rotate a pair of beams (or a more complex optical wavefront) as they bounce between the retro-reflectors. (b) The
rotation process can be viewed as sequential reflection about two tilted axes (the dashed lines corresponding to the
knife edges of the prisms). (c) Two compensating waveplates can be placed in front of the retro-reflectors as shown in
(a) so that each reflector-waveplate combination behaves as a half-wave retarder. As shown on the Poincare sphere,
this makes it possible to rotate the polarization of the wavefront is rotated at the same rate as the pattern itself,
ensuring that interference contrast is maintained throughout the rotation. (d) By incorporating the retro-reflectors
and waveplates into a resonator cavity coupled to a pulsed laser and retrofitted with a high-speed gating output
coupler, it is possible to generate a rapid sequence of rotated interference patterns in a matter of nanoseconds as
described in the text.
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order beam is diffracted off-axis and focused onto one of the retro-reflectors.∥ On the reverse pass,
after the illumination pulse is rotated by one of the retro-reflectors, the gate is weakly activated to
diffract some of the illumination out of the cavity back through the curved mirror aperture. The
remainder of the light is reflected by the grating towards the second retro-reflector to be further
rotated. The activation strength of the gate is progressively increased on subsequent passes of the
rotating pulse through the cavity to maintain a steady output pulse intensity until nearly all of the
light inside the cavity is coupled out. This process is then repeated for the next incoming pulse.
In this way, for a 80 KHz pulse repetition rate (e.g. the output of a regenerative amplifier
coupled to a femtosecond laser with a 80 MHz repetition frequency), a ∼1 meter long cavity, and
an active gate with a 6.25 ns rise time, 500 instantaneous patterns with different orientations can
be produced in rapid sequence during a single acousto-optic access time (e.g. 25 µs). Subsequent
input pulses can be used to shift the patterns or generate entirely new ones. Note that the pulsed
cavity illumination rotator does not require femtosecond pulses. The primary constraint is that the
pulses must be several times shorter than the response time of the Bragg cell (e.g. 25 ns) and the
cavity round-trip time (e.g. 12ns) to avoid loss of interference pattern contrast. Thus this scheme
could be used with inexpensive commercially-available 1:1000 duty cycle pulsed laser diodes instead
of a high-end femtosecond laser.
Moreover, the incoming pulses can arrive into the reflective cavity more frequently than
the full pattern rotation time. In this case, multiple rotated illumination patterns can be output
simultaneously with each pulse from the cavity. In order to separate the signals due to each pattern
during detection, subsequent input pulses could be temporally encoded. For example, Appendix
describes a pseudorandom sequence spectral coding method using a pulse shaper that could be
used to control the temporal pulse signature from pulse to pulse. Alternatively, the pulses could
be rapidly spectrally tuned using an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) or by pulse shaping in
∥ The −1st order is also diffracted towards the other retro-reflector (unless an active blazed grating is somehow
implemented). With each pass, this −1st order beam rotates in the opposite direction to the +1st order beam. To
avoid counter-rotating illumination patters, one of the diffracted beams can be instantaneously blocked using a high-
speed active shutter such as an EOM, or by introducing a sufficient optical delay to one of the retro-reflector paths
such that the beams can be temporally separated at the gate. The details of such schemes remain to be worked out.
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the presence of a nonlinear object response,160–162 although doing this on a pulse-by-pulse basis
would be challenging. For a scattering object, the response could then be decoded using a grating
coupled to a detector array as in the wavelength multiplexing schemes described earlier.
7.3 3D Imaging
7.3.1 Tomographic 3D Sensing and Recording
In Chapters 2 and 3 I discussed OTF synthesis and reconstruction algorithms for tomographic
measurement of the 3D Fourier space with DEEP. Experimentally, the simplest way to accomplish
this using the existing proof-of-concept DEEP system is to incrementally tilt the object (e.g. by
introducing a goniometer underneath it), each time measuring a different tilted Fourier plane. In
this case, each 3D measurement should be performed sequentially to ensure planar sampling (i.e.
large DOF). This simple experiment is perhaps one of the first steps in the future development of
DEEP. On the other hand, for scattering objects, it is possible to measure several Fourier planes
simultaneously by wavelength multiplexing as described in Section 7.1.3. Alternatively, as discussed
in Section 7.2.1, a 2D acousto-optic modulator driven with non-redundant frequency-multiplexed
signals could be used to probe many non-planar 3D Fourier samples simultaneously. This process
can be repeated with different non-redundant arrays and different object tilts to sufficiently populate
the 3D Fourier space. This scheme may benefit from a different 3D reconstruction algorithm than
those developed for planar Fourier sampling, although Fourier-domain interpolation techniques can
always be used to grid the data points and map them onto tilted planes as is sometimes done in
cone-beam tomography.
For the reader’s entertainment, Figure 7.6 illustrates a tomographic 3D copier that uses two
nearly-identical DEEP systems for measuring the 3D structure and simultaneously writing it in a
suitable 3D recording medium. The object and the recording medium are placed on synchronous
two-axis rotation/tilt stages. The measuring and recording illuminations are also synchronously
rotated. However, unlike the imaging system which projects moving patterns onto the object, the
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Figure 7.6: Tomographic 3D copier (see text for description).
writing system illuminates the recording medium with stationary fringe patterns (e.g. by strob-
ing the light source) whose amplitudes and phases are determined by the corresponding measured
Fourier components. Note that the 3D copier relies on simple electronics and does not require
digital processing. Thus, it is possible to implement real-time copying even with the ultra-fast
Fourier scanning techniques described above (e.g. by employing a pulsed light source and replacing
the prisms with pulsed cavity illumination rotators). The principle challenge in writing structures
sequentially using the DEEP technique is the resulting incoherent bias buildup (i.e. each sequential
illumination intensity pattern contributes a uniform mean intensity level, thereby reducing cumula-
tive contrast). However, this effect could be mitigated by employing non-redundant patterns (e.g.
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synthesized using a 2D AO device) to probe and write the 3D structure as explained above. In this
case, the illumination would be strobed once during the acoustic propagation time to “freeze” the
complex pattern. Alternatively, it could be possible to use a bias-insensitive recording medium such
as a photorefractive crystal, although isotropic 3D recording would be very challenging in this case
due to the angular dependence of the electro-optic tensor.∗∗ A potentially simpler approach would
be to allow bias buildup, but to employ a threshold-activated medium such as photoresist. In fact,
a lithography system for creating 2D structures in photoresist by Fourier-synthetic interference
pattern projection has been previously proposed.168
7.3.2 Axial Sectioning
Several different approaches to 3D imaging with DEEP rely on its ability to perform Fourier
analysis using broadband and/or spatially incoherent illumination, as described in Chapter 6. For
example, when the wavelength multiplexed-system shown in Figure 7.3b is used with a fluorescent
sample, the object responds to the incoherent sum of interference patterns at all wavelengths
within the excitation band. Although the illumination patterns have the same spatial frequency at
all wavelengths due to the grating interferometer design of DEEP, patterns at different wavelengths
are tilted differently and become rapidly out-of-phase away from the focal plane. Hence only
structures within a thin focal section produce signal modulation at the detector (in this case a
single detector is used and the de-multiplexing grating shown in the figure is not needed). Thus,
wide-field axial sectioning (for both scattering and fluorescent objects) can be accomplished simply
by using a broadband source with the proof-of-concept single-detector DEEP system, for example.
In this case the depth resolution is determined by the bandwidth of the source, the wavelength-
dependent acceptance angle of the Bragg cell, and the optical magnification of the system, as
∗∗ Moreover, while photorefractive crystals don’t record the bias, the bias is responsible for erasure of the recorded
gratings, resulting in a O(1/M2) multiple exposure recording efficiency fall-off, where M is the number of multiple
exposures.167
 Note that if axial sectioning is not desired, broadband imaging with a large depth of field is possible by introducing
a dispersion compensator before the Bragg cell so that wavefronts of different wavelengths enter the Bragg cell from
different angles resulting in a spectrum of phase-aligned interference patterns throughout the illuminated volume as
shown in Figure 7.10a.
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discussed in Section 7.1.3. By incorporating a broadband source (e.g a femtosecond laser) into the
proof-of-concept DEEP system, it should be possible to easily switch between the narrowband large-
DOF tomographic mode and wideband axial sectioning mode. This could be useful in comparing
the 3D imaging performance by large-DOF tomographic sectioning (i.e. tilting the object) and
axial sectioning, for example. Furthermore, by introducing an appropriate dispersion compensating
grating before the Bragg cell, wide-field large-DOF broadband measurements can also be performed.
Interestingly, the same broadband axial sectioning phenomenon in DEEP can be described
using the “temporal focusing” concept that has been recently proposed and demonstrated for
attaining wide-field axial sectioning in multiphoton microscopy.169 The multiphoton temporal
focusing concept is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.7a. A grating positioned in a conjugate focal
plane of a 4f telescope (with a much higher magnification than shown) is used to angularly disperse
an obliquely-incident femtosecond pulse. The tilted grating introduces a time delay across each
diffracted 1st order spectral component such that the dispersed coherent fronts coincide temporally
only at the focal plane (which results in a rapid line scan across the focal plane over the duration of
the pulse). Away from the focal plane, the dispersed wavefronts combine increasingly incoherently
and the pulse rapidly broadens with defocus. Since efficient multiphoton excitation occurs only
when the peak photon density is high, this effectively limits the multiphoton excitation depth to a
narrow 2D slice of the focal volume, whereas background two-photon fluorescence from outside the
focal plane is suppressed. Figure 7.7(b) illustrates broadband axial sectioning in DEEP using an
analogous viewpoint. In this case, a pair of dispersed 1st order beams is generated such that each
spectral component results in a sinusoidal interference pattern at the focal plane.
Although the spatial frequency of the interference patterns is common across the entire
spectrum, due to angular dispersion which maps to a time delay introduced by the tilted Bragg
cell across each diffracted beam, the spectral component interference patterns combine increasingly
out-of-phase with defocus resulting in an interference contrast function that peaks at the focal
plane. It is important to realize that the loss of interference contrast and broadening of the pulses
discussed earlier are due to the same phenomenon – loss of phase coherence across the spectrum
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Figure 7.7: The temporal focusing concept: (a) In the wide-field multi-photon temporal focusing scheme a tilted
grating is used to angularly disperse an obliquely-incident femtosecond pulse. The grating imparts a delay across
the beam width of each 1st order dispersed spectral component resulting in a temporal misalignment of the coherent
fronts of the monochromatic diffracted beams everywhere except at the focal plane (where the arriving pulses result
in a rapid line-scan). As a result, the spectral components combine incoherently outside of the focal plane, leading
to a broadening of the pulse with defocus. Since the strength of two photon excitation varies quadratically with the
photon flux, it is effective only where the pulse is temporally compressed (i.e. at the focal plane) resulting in axial
sectioning. (b) In DEEP the Bragg cell plays the role of the tilted grating in (a) when an uncompensated broadband
light source is used. In the case of sequential sampling, two diffracted beams are generated at each wavelength
and produce interference patterns with a common spatial frequency at the object. However, these spectrally-diverse
patterns become increasingly out-of-phase with defocus and add coherently only at the focal plane where the coherent
fronts temporally coincide. As a result, interference contrast peaks at the focal plane, providing depth resolution
even with a broadband CW source. Moreover, if a femtosecond source is used, the coherent fronts of the diffracted
beams temporally coincide only at the focal plane resulting in pulse broadening and reduced two-photon emission
with defocus as in (a) and enabling background-free axial sectioning.
with defocus. Thus, axial resolution is obtained even for a CW broadband source due to the limited
coherence depth. However, in linear DEEP the out-of-focus regions with low interference contrast
contribute DC background to the detector signal, reducing the SNR. With a femtosecond source,
on the other hand, in out-of-focus regions where the interference contrast is low the interfering
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pulses are also temporally broadened which greatly reduces two-photon emission. As a result, out-
of-focus background emission (and photodamage) is suppressed, resulting in true two-photon axial
sectioning.
As described in Section 6.1, axial sectioning can also be attained using a light source with
low spatial coherence such as an LED. As in dispersion-based axial sectioning, in this case the
depth resolution is ultimately limited by the acceptance angle of the Bragg cell which limits the
usable spatial extent of the source. However axial resolution can be further improved by using
a broadband spatially extended source (e.g. a white-light LED). This increases the effective
acceptance angle of the Bragg cell since unlike the monochromatic case some spectral components
remain Bragg-matched to the acoustic grating at the extreme incidence angles. The optimal depth
resolution is expected to be attained when the spatial extent and spectral bandwidth of the light
source are such that the angular size of the source from the perspective of the Bragg cell matches
the angular range of dispersion at the Bragg cell. Note, however, that unlike the purely dispersion-
based axial sectioning techniques described above, in this case the focal plane is fixed in depth and
can not be scanned by controlling the complex source spectrum.
7.4 Nonlinear and Super-Resolution Imaging
In Section 6.3 I discussed how nonlinear excitation can be used to increase the resolution of
a DEEP system beyond the diffraction limit, in principle making it possible to resolve nanometer-
scale structures over a wide field. Although nonlinear microscopy systems typically rely on scanning
a tightly focused femtosecond beam to generate a high localized photon flux needed to produce
a strong-enough nonlinear signal yet avoid photobleaching, recently several wide-field two-photon
imaging methods using high-energy pulsed lasers have become practical.28,69,170 With a sufficiently
bright pulsed source, the DEEP technique could also be useful for wide-field multi-photon imaging.
For example, in the previous section I described how a pulsed laser coupled to a DEEP system can be
 Figure 7.10b shows that a high quality interference pattern can be generated acousto-optically using a white-light
LED.
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Figure 7.8: Nonlinear imaging using spectral diversity: (a) High-resolution nonlinear axial sectioning in a thin spec-
imen can be attained with DEEP by using a femtosecond laser source and introducing a third counter-propagating
femtosecond pulse. The two acousto-optically generated co-propagating beams provide the lateral resolution, while
the third counter-propagating beam provides axial sectioning. By ensuring that the counter-propagating pulse spans
a different wavelength range than the co-propagating beams, two-photon fluorescence at the sum frequency is con-
strained to occur only when all three pulse fronts overlap temporally. (b) Spectral diversity of the illuminating beams
ensures that the sum-frequency nonlinear response occurs only when both beams overlap. Spectral filtering can be
used to reject the harmonic signals due to each separate beam. (c) In a two-beam DEEP system that provides axial
sectioning by temporal focusing of femtosecond pulses (see Figure 7.7), spectral diversity could further improve axial
sectioning resolution compared to temporal focusing alone.
used to excite multi-photon fluorescence within a narrow focal plane by temporal focusing without
producing signal or inducing photodamage anywhere else in the illuminated volume. Figure 7.8
illustrates two related variants of DEEP that could be used to probe nonlinear contrast within
a narrow depth slice while minimizing photodamage. In Figure 7.8a a thin mostly transparent
sample is illuminated with a pair of femtosecond pulses produced by a “conventional” DEEP
system coupled to a dispersion-compensated femtosecond source (as illustrated in Figure 7.10a).
Additionally, a third synchronous counter-propagating femtosecond pulse is introduced such that
the three coherent pulse fronts overlap temporally only within a narrow focal plane. By arranging
that the counter-propagating pulse spans a different wavelength range than the other two pulses
(e.g. by spectral filtering of a suitably-broadband pulse), it is possible to ensure that a two-photon
signal at the sum frequency (see Figure 7.8b) is produced only when all three pulses overlap.
Although the illustrated beams are dispersion-compensated and therefore exhibit co-planar pulse
fronts, this approach is also compatible with the temporal focusing arrangement illustrated in
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Figure 7.7 where the interfering pulses result in a rapid line-scan of the focal plane. However, in
this case, the dispersion of the counter-propagating beam must be adjusted such that its pulse
front scans the focal plane synchronously with the other two beams. Note that unlike temporal
focusing, with this approach axial sectioning resolution is determined by the temporal width of the
femtosecond pulses rather than by Bragg cell dispersion. For example, a 30 fs pulse results in a
6.5 µm depth resolution in water. Moreover, the focal plane can be tuned in depth by adjusting
the relative timing between the counter-propagating pulse (e.g. using a piezo-electrically-scanned
mirror). Note that since the interference pattern is due to the two co-propagating beams generated
using a common-path interferometer, the third beam does not need to be interferometrically stable.
An obvious drawback of this approach, however, is that it is only compatible with relatively thin and
transparent specimens that allow the counter-propagating pulse to reach the focal plane without
being attenuated or dispersed.
As illustrated Figure 7.8c, pulse wavelength diversity employed in the three-pulse axial sec-
tioning scheme could also be helpful in conjunction with temporal focusing in the two-beam DEEP
configuration. Since two-photon fluorescence at the sum frequency can occur only when the inter-
fering pulse fronts coincide temporally, this constitutes another depth-gating constraint in addition
to temporal focusing of the individual pulses. Thus one might conjecture that axial sectioning
resolution would be improved as a result, however this remains to be shown conclusively.
Figure 7.9 shows a very different (linear) technique for super-resolution imaging using DEEP
that relies on near-field probing of the object surface. This approach is similar to using an oil-
immersion objective to achieve a super-unity NA, however since the signal is due to a near-field
interaction and the light does not need to penetrate into the sample, much higher index materials
can be used. For example, a silicon “lens” with an index of ∼4 could in principle be used to attain
up to ∼100 nm lateral resolution with 800 nm illumination (alternatively the high-index rutile,
lithium niobate, or diamond materials, for example, could be used with visible light to attain
similar resolutions). Whereas with conventional free-space lens-based optics it is difficult to attain
a sharp point-spread-function inside such high-index materials over a wide field, with DEEP, wide-
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Figure 7.9: Near-field Super-Resolution Imaging with DEEP: The DEEP illumination beams are made to interfere
inside a high-index material (e.g. Si, or LiNbO3), producing higher frequency dynamic interference patterns than
would be possible in air. The resulting near-field excitation decays exponentially at the interface with the material,
exciting only those fluorophores in the sample that lie in very close proximity to the interface (e.g. < 100 nm). A
circularly- and radially-symmetric high-index “lens” could enable wide-field super-resolution 2D imaging in the near
field with DEEP. With sufficiently narrow illumination beams, the shape of the high-index “lens” could be spherical,
for example. Although a sinusoidal pattern is illustrated, more complex patterns can also be used (e.g. by frequency
multiplexing).
field sinusoidal interference patterns can be generated inside the high-index material sequentially
for each measured spatial frequency and phase-cohered during synthesis (or electronically during
acquisition). As discussed in Chapter 2, as long as the interfering beams are narrow enough such
that the phase gradient across each beam is approximately linear, aberrations at the air interface
of the high index “lens” can be fully compensated. Since the evanescent waves decay rapidly into
the sample, the large DOF capabilities of DEEP are not relevant in this case since only structures
within ∼100 nm of the near-field interface are probed. This near-field “axial sectioning” effect is
leveraged in the established Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy technique,171
where a wide evanescent field produced due to the total internal reflection of a plane wave launched
inside a material with a higher index than the sample (e.g. a glass coverslip) is used to study small-
scale processes and structures at the near-field interface and eliminate background fluorescence
from the rest of the sample. Two similar near-field super-resolution methods called Standing Wave
TIRF (SWTIRF)29 and Harmonic Excitation Light Microscopy (HELM)26 based on the structured
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illumination techniques discussed in Chapter 1 have also been proposed. These methods rely on
a sequence of sinusoidal evanescent excitation patterns generated at the near-field interface by
interfering plane waves inside a high-index material (e.g. LiNbO3) to downconvert the high spatial
frequencies of the sample in the near-field so that they can be captured by the far-field microscope
objective which is used to image the sample from the other side. Unlike these TIRF techniques,
with DEEP no imaging is necessary after the sample is excited by the evanescent field and the
fluoresced light can be measured from the illumination side through the same high-index material
used for excitation (it would be fun to design a silicon-based detector that also functions as the
high-index interference medium). Near-field resolution could be increased further by combining this
technique with wide-field multi-photon fluorescence excitation using DEEP as well as the nonlinear
super-resolution methods discussed in Section 6.3.
7.5 Imaging in Scattering Media by Coherence Gating
7.5.1 The Concept
As illustrated in Figure 7.10, by using a broadband light source it is also possible to increase
the imaging depth of DEEP in scattering media such as biological tissue through coherence gat-
ing.172 Analogously to Optical Coherence Tomography57,64,173 (OCT), scattering-induced changes
in a photon’s optical path exceeding the temporal coherence length of the illumination suppress
the contrast of interference involving that photon (the photon looses phase coherence with photons
of other wavelengths), whereas ballistic (i.e. unscattered) photons interfere strongly. In traditional
OCT, this is accomplished by interfering the optical signal back-scattered from scatterers within
the medium with light reflected from a periodically-scanned mirror in an external reference path
and detecting the resulting time-varying interference contrast (which depends on the optical path
difference between the reference and signal arms of the interferometer) with a high-speed single-
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Figure 7.10: (a) White-light interference: an acousto-optic Bragg cell illuminated by a dispersion-compensated
broadband light source such as a superluminescent diode, femtosecond laser, a supercontinuum source, or even an
LED, can be used to project moving “white light” wide-field high-contrast interference patterns with a large axial
extent. (b) Broadband interference fringes obtained by illuminating a TeO2 AOD with a strobed “white” LED (Cree
XR-E) having a ∼1 mm2 emitting area. Due to the common-path grating interferometer configuration, the light
source need not be temporally or spatially coherent (given a sufficient AOD acceptance angle). (c) Coherence gating:
When a scattering medium is illuminated with a broadband interference pattern, ballistic photons (dotted lines)
produce high-contrast fringes at the spatial frequency being measured, whereas various scattering paths (thin lines)
contribute an unwanted distribution of spatial frequencies. However, differences in optical paths (e.g. arrowed lines)
that exceed the light source coherence length produce only weak intensity modulation at the detector, resulting in
improved ballistic signal visibility. Light scattered or fluoresced by the object (wavy lines) in response to the moving
fringes, can take any path out of the scattering medium and contributes to the signal as long as it is detected.
element detector.∗ However, in the case of DEEP, the coherence-gated interference contrast occurs
in the spatial domain at the object rather than in the temporal domain at the detector. As a result,
in DEEP temporal coherence gating occurs over the entire field of view simultaneously, whereas
OCT relies on spatial scanning to build up the 3D image. Note that the coherence gating effect oc-
curs with all of the broadband tomographic and axial sectioning techniques (linear and non-linear)
described earlier in this chapter and is not restricted to large DOF 2D imaging with DEEP.
Note also that in time-domain OCT the signal measures the contrast of the interference at
the detector of back-scattered photons from the object with a reference beam as the reference path
length is scanned. As a result, photons that traverse a longer (or shorter) path than the reference
beam are filtered out so that only signal from scatterers located at the depth corresponding to
∗ In spectral-domain OCT, on the other hand, the back-scattered and reference optical signals are dispersed using
a grating before interfering on a linear CCD array. A depth scan is recovered by Fourier-transforming the resulting
1D spectral interference pattern. This approach obviates the need for physically scanning a reference mirror and
speeds up the measurement. Parallelized versions of spectral-domain OCT measuring multiple depth-scans at once
using a 2D CCD have also been developed.
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that of the reference mirror remains. Note that in OCT it is not possible to distinguish between
photons that are scattered before hitting the intended target and those that are scattered on their
way back to the detector – multiply-scattered illumination and response photons are both rejected
by coherence gating. In DEEP, on the other hand, only the illumination photons are coherence-
gated as they interfere at the object, while the response signal photons are spatially integrated at
the detector and hence can take any path through the scattering medium. It may be conjectured
that this could lead to higher light efficiency, potentially doubling the imaging depth of the DEEP
technique compared to OCT (however experimental evidence would be needed to confirm such a
claim).
Another fundamental distinction between OCT and DEEP is that the latter is sensitive to
both fluorescent and scattering objects. While several scanning heterodyne detection techniques
have been recently proposed that exploit modulation of the illumination beam to suppress back-
ground fluorescence and multiply-scattered light within tissue,135,136 the DEEP technique could for
the first time enable wide-field 3D imaging of fluorescence contrast in scattering media (especially
biological tissue) at depths similar to those accessible by OCT. If experimentally confirmed, this
could be one of the most useful capabilities of DEEP.
7.5.2 The Fourier Split-Step Beam Propagation Method
To lend support to the coherence gating phenomenon in DEEP, I turned to computer sim-
ulations. Although the conventional approach to simulating light propagation in biological tissue
is based on the random walk diffusion model and often employs Monte-Carlo methods for solving
the radiative transfer equation,174 the intensity-based diffusion models normally cannot account
for interference and coherence effects in the medium. Instead, I used a multi-wavelength version
of the split-step Fourier beam propagation method (often employed in modeling light propagation
in waveguides175) to model the 2D propagation of the optical fields responsible for the interference
contrast in DEEP in a scattering medium. Although this could be accomplished by numerically
solving Maxwell’s equations on a grid using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods,176 the
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split-step method is typically much faster and as a result can solve forward field propagation prob-
lems that would require dense 2D gridding in the FDTD method more accurately in a limited
amount of time.
The Fourier split-step method is used to numerically solve the scalar Helmholtz wave equation
for a coherent field propagating in the medium, which can be written in 2D as:
∂2E(y, z)
∂z2
+ ∂2E(y, z)
∂y2
+ k20n2(y, z)E(y, z) = 0, (7.1)
where k0 = 2pi/λ0 is the free-space wavevector and n(y, z) = nm + δn(y, z) is a nearly-homogenous
index distribution in the medium comprising a mean index nm and a small index perturbation
δn(y, z). E(y, z) is a phasor such that the electric field can be written in 2D as: E⃗(y, z, t) =
Re{E(y, z)e−jωt}. By expressing the phasor as a product of an envelope that varies slowly in
z and a rapidly varying carrier: E(y, z) = A(y, z)ejk0nmz, substituting into Equation 7.1, and
differentiating in z, one obtains:
∂2A(y, z)
∂y2
− j2k0nm∂A(y, z)
∂z
+ k20(n2(y, z) − n2m)A(y, z) = 0. (7.2)
When δn(y, z) << nm, one can approximate n2(y, z) − n2m ≈ 2nmδn(y, z), and write:
∂A(y, z)
∂z
= − j
2k0nm
∂2A(y, z)
∂y2
− jk0δn(y, z)A(y, z) = D{A(y, z)} + S{A(y, z)}. (7.3)
Here D{} represents a linear operator describing field propagation in a purely homogenous medium,
while the S{} operator incorporates the index perturbation effects. For arbitrary inhomogeneities,
Equation 7.3 does not possess an analytical solution nor can it be solved in an efficient manner
numerically. However, on a sufficiently small interval ∆z (where δn can be considered constant), an
approximate solution to second order in ∆z can be obtained in terms of the exponential solutions
to the homogenous and the in-homogenous parts of Equation 7.3:175
A(y, z +∆z) = e(D+S)∆z{A(y, z)} ≈ eS∆z {eD∆z{A(y, z)}} . (7.4)
 Equation 7.1 is valid only when the medium is nearly-homogenous and δn(y, z) << nm so that ∇ ⋅ E⃗ << ∇2E⃗.
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The eD∆z{} operator on the right hand of the equation represents propagation in a purely homoge-
nous medium and is easiest to compute and interpret as a transfer function in Fourier space:
eD∆z{A(y, z)} = e− j2k0nm ∂2∂y2 {A(y, z)} = F −1ky {H(ky; ∆z)Fy{A(y, z)}} , (7.5)
where H(ky; ∆z) is the transfer function of a homogenous medium:17
H(ky; ∆z) = e−j∆z√(k0nm)2−k2y . (7.6)
The eS∆z{} operator in Equation 7.4 simply represents a real-space phase shift due to the local
index perturbations:
eS∆z{} = e−jk0δn(y,z)∆z{} (7.7)
Thus, the Fourier split-step beam propagation method at its core can be described using the
following simple steps:
(1) Take the 1D Fourier transform of the field at z to obtain the angular spectrum.
(2) Propagate the angular spectrum by a small step ∆z using the homogenous transfer function
given in Equation 7.6.
(3) Take the inverse 1D Fourier transform of the propagated angular spectrum to obtain the
diffracted field at z′ = z +∆z.
(4) Use Equation 7.8 to compute the additional phase shift acquired by the field due to the
index perturbations over the ∆z interval, neglecting diffraction.
(5) Combine the phase terms due to the homogenous propagation and diffraction-free propa-
gation through the index perturbations to compute the field at z′, and repeat the process
to compute the field at z′ +∆z.
To improve computational accuracy in some situations, the following additional steps are imple-
mented in the beam propagation code:
 The Fourier split-step algorithm is implemented as an IDL program (bpmlam.pro) and is based on code written
previously by members of the KAOS group, including T. Slagle, R. McLeod, and K. Wagner and modified to account
for wavelength.
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 A constant carrier phase shift e−jk0nm∆z is added in Fourier space and later subtracted
in real space to improve computational accuracy for nonlinear computations (this doesn’t
make a difference for coherence gating simulations).
 At each propagation step, the field is apodized by an exponential absorber at the edges to
avoid reflections from the simulation boundaries.
The complete split-step beam propagation from z to z +∆z can be expressed mathematically as:
A(y, z +∆z) = F −1ky {H(ky; ∆z)Fy{A(y, z)}e−jk0nm∆z}W (y)ejk0(nm−δn(y,z))∆z (7.8)
where W (y) is the window function used to define the edge absorber.
It is important to note that the Fourier split-step method as presented here is valid only
when all of the following conditions are met:
 A linear, isotropic, non-dispersive, and nearly-homogenous medium is assumed so that field
propagation can be modeled by scalar diffraction theory. However, these restrictions can
be removed with suitable generalizations of the algorithm.
 The spatial index perturbations are assumed to be much smaller (e.g. < 1%) than the mean
index of the medium.
 Back-scattering is not modeled by this method, so it is appropriate only for problems where
forward-scattering dominates.
 The lateral field sampling grid must be dense enough such that the sampling period Λ >
λm/2 sin(θmax), where λm is the wavelength in the medium and θmax is the maximum
diffraction angle being modeled.
 ∆z must be small enough so that the index perturbations can be modeled to be constant
in this interval (sampling must be at least above the Niquist rate, but ideally substantially
finer to improve accuracy).
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With these conditions in mind, in the following section I explore how the split-step method is
applied to modeling coherence gating in scattering biological tissue using DEEP.
7.5.3 Simulation and Results
Although real biological specimens contain index structures on the large and the small scales
(e.g. cellular membranes, organelles, etc.), for the purpose of studying light propagation statisti-
cally, biological tissue is often modeled as a random distribution of scatterers.174 For many bio-
logical tissues, the scatterer distribution can be characterized by a mean scattering angle cosine of
0.7-0.9.172 Therefore, biological tissue is predominantly forward-scattering and little is gained from
modeling back-scattering. Moreover scattering in soft biological tissues occurs primarily at refrac-
tive index boundaries in cellular structures, which exhibit index variations (relative to nm ≈ 1.33 for
water) on the order of a few percent.174 Thus the nearly-homogenous model used in the split-step
method is at least approximately valid. Although there are many counter-examples (e.g. birefrin-
gence at cellular membranes and in fibrous structures), tissue can be considered as isotropic in the
aggregate since typically cells are randomly-oriented. Unless high-intensity illumination is used to
probe non-linear scattering contrast, biological tissue can also be treated as a linear medium. Thus
the fundamental assumptions necessary for the validity of the split-step beam propagation method
presented here are typically applicable in modeling biological tissue.
To demonstrate the coherence gating effect I modeled the medium as having a mean index
of 1.33 modified by a random distribution of pixel-sized index perturbations with a standard devi-
ation of 0.017, resulting in a Mean Transport Length (MTL)§ of ∼200 λ0 and a mean scattering
angle cosine of 0.87. To ensure adequate sampling, I constrained the spacing of the pixels in the
computation grid to at most one half of the nominal wavelength in the medium in both lateral and
axial dimensions. As discussed earlier, a narrow exponentially-tapered absorber region was placed
§ The MTL represents the mean propagation length in the medium after which the total intensity of the light
that remains collimated falls to I0/e given a collimated input beam with intensity I0. The MTL was calculated by
launching a plane-wave into the medium, finding the steady-state limit of the logarithm of the ratio of the intensities
of the homogenously-propagated (i.e. collimated) and the inhomogenously-propagated light averaged over spatial
frequencies within a narrow passband at each propagation depth, and applying the Beer-Lambert exponential decay
law.
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Figure 7.11: Simulated beam propagation of interference patterns through a highly-scattering medium for
monochromatic (a) and broadband light with fractional bandwidths of 0.2 (b) and 1 (c), typical of a femtosec-
ond laser and a supercontinuum source, respectively. In each case I computed the DEEP detector signal due to a
frequency-swept fringe pattern illuminating a grating structure with a period of 6 λ0 placed at 10 different depths
in the medium. The field magnitude in the medium is displayed for illumination matching the grating period. The
Mean Transport Length (MTL) is shown in white. Also plotted are peak-normalized Fourier slices computed at each
grating depth. Coherence gating increases penetration depth of the fringe pattern by a factor of 2-3, depending on the
source bandwidth, compared to monochromatic illumination. For widest bandwidth illumination, the Fourier peak
due to the grating structure can be detected 3 to 4 MTLs below the surface. Movies of the simulated interference
patterns as a function of spatial frequency for monochromatic and broadband illumination are available.
at the simulation boundaries to suppress unwanted reflections and wraparound. I also included an
imaginary index component to simulate global absorption in the medium (mainly for visual effect).
Although the intent of the simulations was to demonstrate the DEEP coherence gating effect in
principle rather than to attempt to realistically model light propagation in biological tissue, I tried
to choose the scattering parameters in a regime relevant to imaging in biological tissue.
Figure 7.11 displays initial simulations of the effect of the illumination bandwidth on the
DEEP interference contrast in a highly scattering medium showing substantial improvement in pen-
etration depth through coherence gating. These results were produced using the simfast bpm.pro
IDL script as follows. The broadband interference patterns were generated by incoherently sum-
ming monochromatic interference fringes at 50 different wavelengths within the desired optical
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bandwidth.¶ For each wavelength, two plane waves with a Gaussian envelope were independently
propagated through the medium using the Fourier split-step method. The resulting field distri-
butions were then interfered throughout the volume of the scattering medium. The spatial linear
phase factors of the incident fields were programmed to account for the diffraction angle and angular
dispersion of the Bragg cell and to place the maximum beam overlap in the center of the scattering
medium. The expected DEEP detector signal in response to a raised-cosine grating structure with
a period of 6 λ0 placed at 10 different depths in the medium was calculated by phase-shifting the
interference pattern through 212 steps (which did not require re-propagation, just incrementing the
phase of one interfering beam with respect to the other). For each step, the interference pattern
at the location of the grating was multiplied by the grating structure and spatially integrated to
produce a detector signal sample. This process was repeated for 50 spatial periods of the illumina-
tion ranging from 4 λ0 to 12 λ0 to simulate a chirped Bragg cell drive signal. Finally, the detector
signal due to the spatial frequency chirp was Fourier-transformed to obtain a Fourier slice at each
grating depth.∥ The simulation results show that gratings at depths 3-4 times greater than the
MTL can be detected by using broadband illumination. This is comparable to the imaging depth
improvement typically attained using the OCT technique (which also relies on temporal coherence
gating).
Once the DEEP prototype system is coupled to a broadband light source (e.g. a femtosecond
laser or an LED) it should be relatively simple to test these simulation results experimentally – first
by imaging a scattering structure (such as a grating) using a broadband source though milk water
or another uniformly-scattering medium, and later by imaging fluorescent samples in biological
¶ In hindsight, the simulation could have been made more accurate by modeling dispersion in water (e.g. by using
the corresponding Sellmeier coefficients to compute a different mean index for each wavelength). The principal effect
of dispersion in the medium would be a slight (∼1%) spatial frequency variation across the visible spectrum (and
thus a loss of interference contrast at the edges of the field). However, this effect should not impact the effectiveness
of coherence gating and could be corrected in practice by employing gratings or prisms to introduce a compensating
angular dispersion.∥ As was discussed in Chapter refch:analysis using conservation of energy arguments, integrating the intensity
due to the transmitted fields just behind the grating results in an equivalent signal to that produced by integrating
all of the transmitted or reflected fields anywhere else in the medium (or outside of it). Moreover, aside from SNR
considerations, this is equivalent to detecting a portion of the far-field flux emitted by a fluorescent grating. Thus no
further propagation of the optical response was necessary, thereby greatly reducing computation time.
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tissue.
7.6 Large Working Distance Imaging and Phase Error Correction
In Sections 1.5.2, 1.6.3, 1.6.4, and 5.5 I discussed some of the concepts and applications, as well
as the early development of a reflective DEEP microscope could enable imaging with wavelength-
scale resolution and millimeter-scale depth of field at a working distance of tens of centimeters
by employing a large low-precision reflector (or even a mosaic of mirrors). Such a large working
distance, focus-free, electronically-reconfigurable, Fourier-domain microscope could be useful for
high-speed industrial inspection applications, MEMS analysis, or potentially even biological in-vivo
imaging of small animals – as well as a host of other applications where the height of the object
is uncertain or where probes, environment chambers, or the operator’s hands must be positioned
above the surface under study, for example. Moreover, in Section 5.5 I briefly introduced a NASA-
funded project (which is more fully described in an appendix) to extend this concept even further
and develop a remote microscope, capable of imaging centimeter-scale fields of view at meter-scale
distances with micron-scale resolution by employing a large reflecting dish. Unlike the proof-of-
concept DEEP system that uses high-quality lenses to project the illumination, with such reflective
systems imaging is possible only if phase errors due to the low precision reflector are measured and
compensated.
For systems used in stable environments where vibration and thermal drifts are sufficiently
minimized by design, it may be enough to perform a phase calibration step only once. This can be
accomplished by using the system to measure a known target with a broad spatial frequency content
at all angles, such as one or more fluorescent beads, a small ball bearing, or a zone plate such as the
one described in Section 5.2.2.1, for example. A Fourier-domain complex weighting function can
then be computed by comparing the measured Fourier coefficients to the Fourier transform of the
known target and stored for subsequent measurements. More intelligent algorithms could be used
to compute the full 2D (or 3D) weighting function using objects that are more sparse in the Fourier
domain by leveraging known constraints about the imaging system (e.g. mechanical constraints
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on the flexure of the reflector). Of course such calibration could be performed more frequently for
systems that exhibit slow drift. For systems (such as the remote microscope mounted on a Mars
rover or an industrial inspection system) exposed to vibrations or other sources of rapid de-phasing
of the illumination aperture, it may be possible to calibrate the system dynamically either by placing
the reference target in the field of view of the object∗∗ , or by implementing a permanent reference
imaging path to a calibration target via a beam-splitter. Alternatively, phase errors could be
corrected by applying iterative algorithms to the reconstruction employing known constraints such
as positivity of the intensity image, the size of the field of view, and a priori information about the
object (such as its size, overall shape, or even a low-resolution image).3,177 The CLEAN algorithm
and the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) used in radio astronomy to reconstruct high resolution
images from sparse Fourier data177 are two examples of such approaches. It is important to note
that whereas in conventional lens-based microscopy systems local phase errors at the aperture affect
multiple Fourier components of the image simultaneously, in DEEP systems using sequential and
non-redundant sampling the effects of local phase errors at the aperture are decoupled in the image
Fourier space (as in radio interferometry systems for which CLEAN and MEM were developed, for
example), potentially making constrained iterative phase estimation algorithms more effective.
Moreover, it is also possible to apply phase closure techniques to DEEP data to aid in
the recovery of the unaberrated image. Phase closure algorithms were initially developed by radio
astronomers46 to phase-cohere disparate antenna elements and later extended to infrared and optical
interferometry178 to compensate for atmospheric and telescope phase errors across the receiving
aperture. This technique relies on the concept of a “closure phase” obtained by summing the
relative phase measurements due to each elemental pair in a closed loop of interferometer antennas
(or openings in an aperture mask). Each closure phase thus obtained depends only on the intrinsic
relative phases measured by the antenna elements and is insensitive to local phase offsets (e.g. due
∗∗ Note that placing a bright point-like object (e.g. a fluorescent bead or a ball bearing) in the midst of the object
under study could be used to phase-compensate the system in real time electronically or in post-processing without
any additional measurements. Due to the large depth of field of DEEP measurements, this could be accomplished by
simply placing a cover slip with some fluorescent beads on top of the sample, for example.
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Figure 7.12: (a) Closure phases formed from differential phase measurements acquired using a non-redundant
interferometric antenna array depend only on the intrinsic differential phases and are not affected by local phase errors
at each antenna. Although there are not enough independent closure phases to directly solve for the unknown intrinsic
phase differences, phase closures can be used as additional constraints for iterative phase estimation algorithms such
as CLEAN, MEM, and SELF-CAL. (b) Array redundancies reduce the number of unknowns, making a direct solution
for the intrinsic differential phases possible. (c) Non-redundant Fourier sampling with DEEP can be considered as
an interferometer array problem, where each illuminated region of the aperture corresponds to an element in an
antenna array. Closure phases formed by the DEEP measurements can be used as additional constraints in phase
error compensation techniques.
to atmospheric fluctuations or telescope errors) at each antenna. As illustrated for a 5-element
non-redundant array in Figure 7.12a , (N−12 ) independent closure phases can be obtained for a
non-redundant array with N elements (e.g. by choosing an antenna element and finding all three-
element loops that contain it). However, since such an array probes (N2 ) different Fourier pairs,
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Figure 7.13: Cross-spectral measurements of a single Fourier component using dispersion-compensated broadband
DEEP can provide additional constraints for phase error compensation. Different spectral components measure the
same intrinsic phase but are affected by differential phase errors at different aperture radii.
closure phases alone are not enough to eliminate all phase errors. Instead, closure phases can be
used as additional constraints in iterative techniques such as the CLEAN and MEM algorithms
mentioned above. As the size of non-redundant array is increased, the number of independent
closure phases approaches the number of unknowns (e.g. closure phases alone carry 96% of the
phase information for a 50-element array177), leading to faster and more accurate convergence of
the iterative algorithm. Moreover, if redundant Fourier pairs are introduced, it is possible to remove
phase errors algebraically without constrained optimization. For example, Figure 7.12b illustrates
a redundant 5-element array for which closure phases alone are sufficient to solve for and remove
all differential phase errors.
As in aperture mask interferometry,178 the synthetic aperture of a DEEP system can be
treated as a collection of pairs of antenna elements (except that in DEEP, each pair is used to
transmit an interference pattern rather than detect one). In non-redundant frequency measurements
with DEEP, each pair of illumination beams (“transmitters”) probes a different Fourier component
 For example, the self-calibration (SELF-CAL) algorithm179 uses the measured closure phases to constrain an
initial model of the image (which can be an array of zeros, a guess, a low-resolution image, etc.). Phase offsets
are then added to individual antenna elements to match the measured data. Next, the CLEAN, MEM, or another
constrained estimation algorithm is applied to compute an image which can be used as the trial model for the next
SELF-CAL iteration. This process is repeated until the image reconstruction converges.
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of the object and produces a detector signal at a distinct carrier. As illustrated in Figure 7.12c, the
non-redundant measurements can be used to construct closure phases as discussed above, which can
in turn be combined with constrained iterative optimization to correct for differential phase errors
due to a large low-precision optical surface. Phase closure techniques have also been applied in the
field of Fourier telescopy, the discrete-element remote-sensing analogue of DEEP (see discussion in
Chapter 2). One Fourier telescopy technique relies on phase closures formed by a redundant array
of equally-spaced transmitters to correct atmospheric aberrations and transmitter phase errors
without relying on iterative optimization.180 With DEEP, however, redundancy is of little benefit in
constraining phase estimation. In frequency-multiplexed DEEP detector signals due to redundant
spatial frequencies are not separable. Moreover, even with sequential DEEP measurements, as
a consequence of high-NA imaging two identical frequency separations illuminating the object
from different angles probe different (tilted) Fourier components of a 3D object and can yield
completely different intrinsic phases. However, with DEEP other schemes can be used to constrain
the phase compensation problem. For example, as illustrated in Figure 7.13 dispersion-compensated
broadband reflective DEEP system can be used to measure a given Fourier component of the
object using a spectrum of wavelengths. Due to angular dispersion at the Bragg cell, each spectral
component is affected by differential phase error at a distinct radius on the aperture. By spectrally
separating the response signal from a scattering object it is possible to generate a set of equations
that could be used as an additional constraint for iterative phase estimation algorithms. Moreover
by combining these cross-spectral measurements with closure phases, it could be possible to directly
solve for the phase errors across the aperture without the use of array redundancy.
7.7 Passive Sensing
Although the focus of this thesis has been active illumination microscopy that relies on pro-
jected dynamic patterns to probe the object’s Fourier coefficients, the DEEP technique can also be
used in passive sensing applications where projecting patterns onto a remote target is either im-
practical or undesirable. Figure 7.14 shows three example passive sensing techniques based on the
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Figure 7.14: Passive remote sensing using DEEP: (a) A coherent remote sensing variant of DEEP relies on the
interference of a coherent wavefront with a angle-scanned Doppler-shifted reference beam on a spatially-integrating
detector positioned in the image plane to measure the complex wavefront by sequential or frequency-multiplexed
Fourier analysis. (b) A passively-formed intensity image can be Fourier-analyzed using a moving mask pattern
created in an spatial light modulator in front of a spatially-integrating detector. (c) Patterns acousto-optically
synthesized using a DEEP projector can be used to measure the Fourier components of an intensity image by using a
two-photon detector to multiply the interfering beams with the image-forming wavefront (the two can be of different
wavelengths and bandwidths). In all cases, the detector signal can be processed using the same techniques used in
DEEP microscopy to reconstruct a 2D image.
same core principles as the DEEP microscopy techniques. Figure 7.14a depicts a coherent sensing
scheme where a reference beam derived from the same coherent source as the incoming wavefront
is scanned rapidly in angle using a (potentially 2D) acousto-optic device. The Doppler-shifted
angle-scanned reference beam and the wavefront are interfered and integrated on a large-area high-
speed detector. Only the plane wave component of the object wavefront matching the direction
of the Doppler-shifted and tilted reference beam illuminating the detector results in a beat signal
at the detector output at the Doppler frequency, whereas other plane wave components produce
interference patterns that are spatially integrated at the detector surface, generating little or no net
signal modulation. Thus by scanning the reference beam through the full range of angles spanned
by the wavefront, the entire complex wavefront may be measured and processed to generate a dig-
ital hologram. Alternatively, only a few k-vectors may be measured rapidly for wavefront analysis
applications. Moreover, by driving the Bragg cell with a frequency-multiplexed signal, multiple
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k-vectors can be measured at once. However, unlike the DEEP microscopy techniques discussed
earlier, frequency-multiplexed acquisition has no depth of field disadvantage and does not result
in redundant measurements, making possible very rapid holographic recording of the wavefront
(especially when using a 2D acousto-optic scanner as discussed in Section 7.2.1). Note also, that
the single-element detector performs the same function as a high-resolution 2D sensor in tradi-
tional holography, recording the complex wavefront. This can be useful for electronic holography
applications in wavelength regimes where high-resolution sensors are not available (especially if a
reflective SAW device is used instead of the Bragg cell as described earlier). Furthermore, since the
directions of the reference beam and the measured plane wave component are always co-aligned,
this technique can be used to measure the entire complex Fourier transform of the wavefront with
uniform accuracy determined by the Bragg cell time-bandwidth product (which can be several
thousand), in contrast to traditional digital holography where the available pixel density may limit
the phase resolution at high frequencies. Also, by employing heterodyne detection techniques dis-
cussed earlier, the noise bandwidth as well as detector and digitization bandwidth requirements
can be reduced.
Figure 7.14b illustrates an incoherent passive sensing method that is similar to the DEFT
technique discussed in Section 2.1 (although the latter relies on traveling waves on the surface of
the detector itself). In this case a spatial light modulator (SLM) such as a liquid crystal, MEMS,
or SAW device is positioned just in front of the detector (although a transmissive system is shown,
a reflective design can be easily implemented by placing the SLM in a conjugate detector plane).
Fourier analysis of the intensity distribution at the SLM can be accomplished by programming
the SLM with a sequence of traveling fringe patterns, or by using a more complex (frequency-
multiplexed) traveling pattern. In the latter case, the individual complex Fourier components of
the image can be recovered by Fourier analysis of the detector signal as in “conventional” DEEP.
However, as in the coherent passive sensor in this case there are no redundant measurements or
other frequency-multiplexing penalties (since the Fourier analysis is purely two-dimensional). Note
that in the limit when the Fourier spectrum of the SLM pattern is uniform, a small transmitting
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dot is scanned across the SLM as in a conventional image scanning system.
Figure 7.14c accomplishes the same task as the system in Figure 7.14b, but employs the
same acousto-optic pattern generator used in DEEP microscopy to perform Fourier analysis of an
image formed on a two-photon detector. Two-photon detection is possible using specially designed
semiconductor photodiodes (although these operate in the NIR181), which effectively multiply the
projected pattern and the image, attaining the same spatial heterodyne effect as in DEEP mi-
croscopy. Note that the acousto-optic illumination and the measured wavefront can be of different
wavelengths and optical bandwidths. To avoid a strong bias due to two-photon interference of the
reference beams alone (which could be much more intense than the incoming wavefront), the wave-
lengths and semiconductor material can be chosen such that only the combination of a reference
photon and a wavefront photon (or the unlikely coincidence of two wavefront photons) is sufficient
to overcome the detector bandgap. To attain this bias rejection effect, the reference beams must be
longer in wavelength than the wavefront being measured. As in the other passive techniques, the
same signal processing techniques and image reconstruction algorithms used in DEEP microscopy
can be applied for reconstructing the image from the Fourier measurements obtained using this
method.
Chapter 8
Perspectives and Contributions
The advent of high-bandwidth digital electronics and cheap ubiquitous computing power has
engendered a variety of new optical imaging techniques that break established tenets of classical
lens-based optics by leveraging dynamic electronic control, high-speed detection, and computing as
essential components of the imaging process. One of the fields that stands to benefit immensely
from this trend is the study of biological processes at the microscopic level. Whether it is blood
flow in microcapillaries, signaling in a network of neurons, or molecular transport across cellular
membranes, the key structures and processes involved are on the scale ranging from a few hundredth
of an optical wavelength to a few hundred wavelengths. Thus, optical measurements can provide
a wealth of information without the damaging effects of higher-energy radiation. At the same
time, optical studies of biological processes in their native environment using conventional optical
imaging are severely limited by several factors including:
 Many of the important cellular structures and mechanisms as well as the underlying molec-
ular interactions cannot be directly resolved by a diffraction-limited optical system.
 Most biological structures and processes are distributed within a volume. Thus, the limited
depth of field (e.g.∼1 µm) of a conventional 2D microscopic image offers but a limited
glimpse. Axial scanning using confocal or two-photon techniques can be used to synthesize
a 3D image, however this is typically far too slow to capture dynamic 3D processes such as
action potentials propagating from neuron to neuron or molecules moving out of the focal
plane.
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 Microscope objectives capable of high-resolution imaging typically have a very small work-
ing distance (typically less than a millimeter). This not only limits the axial scanning depth
in 3D imaging, but also makes it difficult to access the sample under study while it is being
imaged to introduce physical or electric stimuli or to perform simultaneous measurements
with another system, for example.
 Perhaps the most significant limitation is due to severe scattering and absorption (but
mainly scattering) of photons in biological tissue at optical wavelengths. Tissue scatter-
ing limits imaging depth using conventional techniques to just several hundred µm, al-
though this can be extended up to ∼500µm by using NIR illumination (as in two-photon
microscopy).159 As a result, only processes very close to the surface can be observed non-
invasively (although endoscopic techniques can be used to introduce an optical probe deep
in the tissue). This constraint is especially relevant in studying neuron interactions in the
brain since they are not confined to the surface.
Nevertheless, in the recent years great strides have been made to overcome some of these
challenges, in part due to modern advances in photochemistry, optoelectronics, and computa-
tional imaging algorithms. For example, as discussed earlier, structured illumination techniques
have been used to surpass the diffraction resolution limit both laterally and axially.4,154 More-
over, photochemistry-based super-resolution methods such as STED, PALM, and STORM165 have
demonstrated far-field optical imaging with nanometer-scale resolution that has in the past been
relegated to near-field imaging. Optical Coherence Tomography has made it possible to image
scattering structures at depths in excess of a millimeter.64 High-speed acousto-optic54 and piezo-
electric55 scanning techniques have been applied to two-photon microscopy to rapidly generate 3D
maps of small-scale neuronal network dynamics. Pupil-coding phase masks combined with power-
ful computational techniques have been used to completely change the properties of the classical
point-spread-function, making it possible to extend the depth of field of a conventional wide-field
microscope,152 or conversely, to increase depth resolution.182 Dynamic pupil-coding has also been
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used to temporally modulate an illumination focal spot to increase fluorescence imaging depth in
scattering media.135
8.1 The Potential of DEEP as a Microscopy Technique
One of the motivating goals of this work was to make the initial theoretical and experimental
steps towards developing a computational optical imaging technique that builds on some of the
recent developments in microscopy, as well as a variety of tomography, synthetic aperture, and
Fourier-domain sensing techniques discussed throughout this thesis, to provide a set of new tools for
studying dynamic microscopic processes in their 3D environment. The initial results are promising
and with further development the DEEP technique could offer several useful capabilities to this
end including the following:
 Single-pixel wide-field imaging: The experimental results in Chapter 5 demonstrate
that DEEP can generate high-resolution wide-field images without spatial scanning using a
single-element detector. This makes it possible to synthesize wide-field images from sparse
Fourier measurements (see “Compressive Sensing” below), for example, and could enable
high-resolution imaging at wavelengths where dense detector arrays are technologically
challenging or not available.
 A thousandfold increase in depth of field: Experimental results show that in the
sequential Fourier sampling mode DEEP can acquire a 2D image of a ∼1 mm3 cylindrical
volume that is 8 times as deep as it is in diameter, with all objects contained therein resolved
to the diffraction limit and in focus. While this capability alone could be useful for some
applications, such as establishing neuron connectivity or tracking molecular interactions
in a 3D volume without constraining the dynamics to the focal plane, it can be even
more powerful when combined with tomographic 3D synthesis or the depth-tunable axial
sectioning capabilities of DEEP which enable 3D localization.
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 Fluorescence or scattered-light imaging: As discussed in Chapters 2 and demon-
strated in Chapter 5, DEEP can be used to image scattering as well as fluorescent struc-
tures. Interestingly, as I consider in Chapter 4, speckle noise normally associated with
coherent illumination is almost completely suppressed when a coherently-illuminated scat-
tering object is imaged using DEEP.
 Imaging of phase structures: As I explain in Chapters 2, a modified DEEP system
can be used to quantitatively image phase as well as amplitude structures. In this case,
however, a pinhole detector is used to measure the complex Fourier coefficients of the object
along a curve in Fourier space (as in holography, for example) and some of the advantages
of the technique (e.g. extended DOF and speckle suppression) are lost.
 Broadband and spatially incoherent illumination: As discussed in Chapters 6 and 7,
since at its core the DEEP system is basically a common-path grating interferometer, it
is compatible not only with coherent laser sources but also with temporally and spatially
incoherent illumination, such as a femtosecond laser or even an LED. In some cases this
can be advantageous (see “Axial Sectioning” below).
 Tomographic 2D imaging: Although the DEEP imaging process is fundamentally dif-
ferent from conventional tomography (e.g. it can be used to image fluorescent objects), as
described in Chapters 2 and 3, and demonstrated in Chapter 5, established tomographic
algorithms can be directly applied to reconstruct a 2D image from the DEEP data, poten-
tially in real-time. Moreover, the flexibility of Fourier-domain sampling inherent in DEEP
makes it possible to leverage powerful algorithms such as the Linogram method104 that are
impractical for many conventional tomography systems due to mechanical and geometrical
constraints on the Fourier sampling grid.
 Tomographic 3D imaging: As discussed in Chapters 2 and 7, one of the ways of pro-
viding wide-field 3D resolution using the DEEP technique is to measure Fourier samples
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on multiple mutually-tilted planes simply by tilting the direction of the illumination with
respect to the object. This is possible due to the planar Fourier sampling of sequential
DEEP. Moreover, with non-redundant RF frequency multiplexed Fourier sampling or with
a wavelength-multiplexed DEEP system, many samples within the 3D Fourier volume can
be probed simultaneously, potentially greatly speeding up the 3D measurement. Regardless
of the acquisition strategy, several different 3D tomographic algorithms can be applied to
reconstruct the 3D image, as discussed in Chapter 3
 Axial sectioning: Chapter 7 describes several methods for obtaining wide-field axial sec-
tioning with DEEP by using broadband and/or spatially-incoherent illumination. More-
over, with a femtosecond source, the focal plane can be varied in depth by controlling
the second-order dispersion, or in one scheme, the timing of the pulses. The combination
of a large depth of field with depth-tunable axial sectioning can be a very powerful tool
for quickly identifying regions of interest within a large 3D volume and rapidly measuring
them with 3D resolution (tomographic 3D imaging also provides this capability, but in the
Fourier domain).
 Dynamic Optical Transfer Function control: In Chapter 2 I derived the 1D, 2D,
and 3D OTFs of DEEP and discussed how they can be dynamically synthesized with a
high degree of flexibility by electronic control of the Bragg-cell drive signal. This makes it
possible to implement a variety of compressive sensing schemes, to perform light-efficient
Fourier-domain filtering and object recognition tasks, and to compensate for wavefront
errors (see Section 7.6), for example. Moreover, electronic control of the OTF means that
the Fourier sampling scheme (e.g. see Figure 2.1 or Figure 7.4) and the optical properties
of the system can be adjusted on the fly without changing any of the system components.
 Compressive sensing: As discussed in Chapters 1, 2, and 7 compressive sensing algo-
rithms developed for image reconstruction from sparse Fourier data in radio astronomy179
and, more recently, for magnetic resonance imaging,80 can be directly leveraged in DEEP
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to increase imaging speed. Moreover, 1D and 2D acousto-optic spatial modulation in a
frequency-multiplexed DEEP system enables true random-access Fourier sampling, which
in some cases can lead to optimal compression.48 Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 7,
non-redundant massively-parallel Fourier-sampling using 2D acousto-optics could enable
a form of 3D compressive sensing, potentially making it possible to very rapidly probe
3D structures (i.e. a 3D Fourier point-cloud with hundreds if not thousands of nearly-
randomly-distributed samples can be measured in a single acousto-optic access time of
∼10 µs).
 High speed 2D and 3D Fourier analysis: As I discuss in Chapter 2, in the presence
of a strong signal the measurement speed of DEEP can be increased by several orders of
magnitude by implementing frequency-multiplexed Fourier sampling. Moreover, Chapter 7
discusses several non-mechanical 2D and 3D Fourier sampling schemes, including 2D AO
frequency multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing, and pulsed cavity wavefront rotation,
that can in principle measure an entire 2D Fourier plane (e.g. a million Fourier samples)
during a single Bragg cell access time (e.g. ∼10 µs)! Moreover, the frequency multiplexing
and wavelength multiplexing schemes can be extended to 3D. Of course the signal level and
the data throughput would likely be the bottlenecks at such acquisition speeds.
 Wide-field super-resolution: As considered in Chapter 6, DEEP could be combined
with super-resolution techniques such as STED165 and saturable fluorescence27 to attain
wide-field imaging beyond the diffraction limit, although a high-power pulsed source would
likely be required. In fact, super-resolution imaging with wide-field sinusoidal illumination
has already been demonstrated.28 In Chapter 7 I also describe a near-field DEEP technique
that could be used to extend the diffraction limit by a factor of 2-4 by creating interference
patterns in a high-index material placed against the surface of the sample.
 Large working distance imaging using low-precision optics: One of the key features
of DEEP is its ability to compensate for phase errors in the illuminating optics either
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electronically in real-time, or in post-processing. In Chapter 7 I describe several such
phase compensation techniques. Thus, one can envision a DEEP system using a large, low-
precision, but error-compensated optical surface (which in principle could even be machined
out of metal or created from a mosaic of mirrors), making possible large working distance
“focus-free” high-resolution microscopy. In Chapter 5 I describe the design of a such a
reflective DEEP system built around an electroformed ellipsoidal reflector with a 0.4 NA
and a 20 cm working distance as an initial testbed for a larger remote microscopy system
that could be used on a Mars rover to acquire microscopic images at a distance of several
meters.
 Imaging in scattering media: In Chapter 7 I discuss and demonstrate using computer
simulations a technique for extending the imaging depth of DEEP in scattering media by
coherence gating using broadband illumination. Unlike OCT, however, this technique is
wide-field and could be used to image fluorescent as well as scattering objects. Moreover,
since none of the response photons are rejected by coherence gating, the imaging depth
could potentially be extended twice as far as with OCT. If experiments validate these
results, DEEP could prove to be just the right tool for imaging fluorescence contrast deep
within biological tissue.
8.2 Key Contributions and Results
The principal goals of this work were to develop the basic concepts and theoretical founda-
tions of the DEEP technique in the context of related methods in the literature, to characterize
its expected performance and trade-offs compared to traditional microscopy, to experimentally
demonstrate image synthesis using DEEP, and to explore directions for future development of the
technique. The key contributions to the state of the art that resulted can be grouped as follows:
 Formulation of the multi-dimensional dynamic OTF of DEEP for fluorescence
imaging: In Chapter 2 I used Fourier optics techniques to derive the 1D OTF for imaging
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Fluorescent objects using DEEP in the paraxial regime starting from the electronic drive
signal at the Bragg cell. In doing so, I assumed an afocal telecentric optical system, a
Gaussian illumination beam, and a linear acousto-optic diffraction regime, and crucially,
made a linear phase approximation in the local Fourier neighborhood of the diffracted
beams. I also obtained simplified forms of the OTF for sequential and frequency multiplexed
sampling and computed the dependence of the OTF on RF frequency and imaging depth
for several representative electronic drive signals. The OTF simulation code can be used
to predict a good approximation of the expected OTF of a DEEP system for any given
electronic drive signal. Furthermore, I discussed how a 2D and 3D OTF can be synthesized
using the 1D OTF. The key results included the following:
* In general, the relationship between the object and the image does not lend itself to
an OTF interpretation.
* In the limiting cases of narrowband and broadband RF spectra, the 1D OTF can be
described as an autocorrelation of the synthetic pupil function (the Fourier product
of the RF spectrum, the acousto-optic transfer function, and the pupil function of
the illumination system). However, in the case of the broadband RF spectrum, the
autocorrelation kernel is filtered by a z-dependent function, resulting in a limited
depth of field.
* In the case of sequential sampling, the interference pattern is apodized by a 3D Gaus-
sian window, which determines the depth of field. The depth of field (∼2 mm) calcu-
lated for typical DEEP system parameters is consistent with experiments.
* In the case of a broadband RF signal, simulations indicate that the minimum depth
of field (at the mid-frequency) varies inversely with RF bandwidth, corresponding to
the quadratic dependence of DOF on the inverse of NA in conventional lens-based
imaging systems.
* It is possible to synthesize an arbitrary inversion-symmetric 2D or 3D OTF from 1D
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OTFs by controlling the RF spectrum on a sample-by-sample and/or slice-by-slice
basis in Fourier space.
 Development of conceptual models for several other modalities of DEEP, includ-
ing imaging of scattering amplitude and phase objects, imaging using partially-
coherent illumination, and nonlinear imaging: In Chapter 2 I employed the Fraun-
hoffer far-field diffraction model to describe the process of imaging scattering amplitude
objects using DEEP and contrast it with fluorescence imaging. Using the same frame-
work, I described a single-sideband DEEP technique that can be used to measure phase
structures. I presented a conceptual model for treating DEEP imaging using broadband
and spatially incoherent illumination sources. I also discussed the effects of acousto-optic
nonlinearities and presented an analytical framework for describing the effects of a coherent
and incoherent (e.g. two-photon fluorescence) nonlinear object response in DEEP imaging.
Finally I considered how saturable fluorescence and a wide-field version of the STED tech-
nique can be used to extend the resolution of the DEEP technique beyond the diffraction
limit. Some of the resulting conclusions included:
* When all of the scattered light is integrated, energy conservation can be invoked
to establish an equivalence between imaging fluorescent and scattering structures, a
process that measures the autocorrelation of a 1D Fourier slice. When only a portion
of the scattered light is integrated, a windowed autocorrelation is measured.
* The full complex Fourier spectrum of phase (and amplitude) objects can be measured
quantitatively using DEEP by employing a far-field pinhole detector and interfering a
single angularly-scanned illumination beam with a fixed reference beam at the object.
* Near the focal plane, the DEEP imaging process is the same for coherent, broadband,
and spatially-incoherent sources. However for spatially-incoherent sources interference
contrast falls with defocus.
* Nonlinear acousto-optic diffraction due to strong drive signals results in additional
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illumination beams due to intermodulation. While signals at the harmonic, sum,
and difference frequencies fall outside the AO bandshape or can be blocked, odd-
order intermodulation can produce redundant interference patterns as in frequency-
multiplexed DEEP.
* A coherent nonlinear object response (e.g. SHG) can in some cases be modeled by
Fourier analysis of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor. In the case of SHG, the DEEP
detector signal probes the susceptibility Fourier component at twice the spatial fre-
quency of the interference pattern, enabling a type of super-resolution imaging.
* An incoherent nonlinear object response (e.g. 2PF) can be modeled using a Taylor
series expansion in the illumination intensity. As a result, different spatial harmonics
of the object structure map to different carrier frequencies in the detector signal and
can be measured simultaneously using DEEP (without redundancy and loss of DOF
as in frequency-multiplexed sampling). This could not only speed up DEEP measure-
ments, but also make super-resolution possible with DEEP by exploiting fluorescence
or absorption saturation, as in the STED165 and SSIM28 techniques, for example.
 Noise and sensitivity analysis: In Chapter 4 I considered various noise sources that
could affect DEEP measurements and analyzed thermal and shot noise behavior for sequen-
tial and frequency-multiplexed sampling. I performed simulations of DEEP measurements
with added Gaussian and Poisson noise to support some of the conclusions. I also de-
scribed the effects of speckle noise when imaging scattering objects with DEEP. Finally,
I compared the sensitivity of the DEEP technique to its real-space dual – a conventional
scanning microscope. The following conclusions summarize some of the results:
* When signal-independent additive white noise (e.g. thermal noise) dominates, frequency-
multiplexed sampling can have an O(N) SNR advantage over sequential sampling,
especially for extended objects with a DC-peaked frequency response. Moreover, the
SNR advantage of a conventional 2D imaging system over sequential DEEP measure-
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ments can be O(N2). However, this is the worst case (e.g. at the highest spatial
frequencies, the SNR of sequential DEEP exceeds that of FM sampling and conven-
tional imaging) and is mitigated by the increased sensitivity of DEEP (see below).
* Chirped modulation offers no spatial SNR advantage compared to sequential frequency
sampling regardless of the chirp frequency.
* When signal-dependent shot noise dominates, the SNR performance of sequential
DEEP is expected to be on par with that of FM DEEP (and by extension, con-
ventional lens-based imaging) for objects without a dominant DC term, such as high
modulation depth gratings or point-like objects on a dark background (e.g. isolated
fluorescent molecules or clusters).
* The SNR due to speckle is approximately equal to the square root of the average
number of speckles integrated by the detector area and hence is proportional to the
NA subtended by the detector area in the far field.
* In the presence of speckle, the detected signal is nearly independent of the position and
size of the detector area and DEEP behaves as a true Fourier-domain autocorrelator
even for small detector apertures.
* DEEP can have a significant sensitivity advantage compared to scanning microscopy
since it collects light from and resolves emitters everywhere within the interference
volume, not just in the focal plane. Further sensitivity improvements can be attained
by strategic sparse sampling in the Fourier-domain and by employing a large collecting
aperture.
 Experimental demonstration of large-DOF imaging of scattering and fluorescent
objects using a proof-of-concept acousto-optic DEEP system: Chapter 5 describes
a proof-of-concept DEEP system built to demonstrate the principles of DEEP and as a
testbed for the development of the signal processing and image reconstruction algorithms.
The evolution of the optical system and the associated electronics, software, and algorithms
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through four generations is described in detail. I was able to use the system to acquire and
reconstruct high-resolution wide-field 2D images of both scattering and fluorescent objects,
in each case demonstrating a thousandfold improvement in the depth of field compared
to conventional imaging. The key experimental accomplishments include:
* Construction of an acousto-optic interference pattern projector capable of generating
a gamut of high-quality dynamic interference patterns under digital electronic control.
* Implementation of electronic and optical heterodyne detection schemes to reduce the
noise bandwidth, reduce digitizer sampling requirements, and enable the use of a
high-sensitivity but low-bandwidth PMT detector for fluorescence measurements.
* A variety of custom RF circuits for signal generation and processing.
* Fabrication of a high resolution zone-plate calibration target with 1 µm minimum
linewidth by femtosecond laser ablation.
* Implementation of carrier demodulation, filtering, and filtered backprojection algo-
rithms for real-time synthesis of 2D images from DEEP data.
* Fully-automated software control of all system components. This included the creation
of a Labview driver suite for full control of the DDS signal generator.
* Reconstructions of a reflective Air Force resolution target through 4 mm of defocus,
autofluorescence imaging of a bug’s legs, and the reconstruction of a volume of ∼ 2µm
fluorescent beads dispersed in jelly, demonstrating DEEP imaging with a ∼ 500 µm
field of view, a ∼2-4 mm DOF, and a resolution better than 2 µm.
 Implementation of a reflective DEEP testbed: As described in Chapter 5, I also built
a reflective DEEP system based on a large ellipsoidal electroformed reflector reminiscent of
an automotive headlight and coupled to an acousto-optic projector. The system employs a
∼6” reflector, providing a 20 cm working distance and a 0.4 NA. The system was designed
and aligned such that as the RF difference frequency is varied, two ∼1 mm wide pencil beams
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scan across the aperture of the reflector and interfere within a ∼1 mm field of view on the
object. The initial results show that high-contrast acousto-optically generated interference
patterns can be obtained in the object plane using the reflector. However, large-scale
pattern distortions mean that the optical surface is a little too coarse to perform imaging
using DEEP, even with phase compensation, and needs to be re-machined or replaced with
a slightly higher-quality surface for further experiments.
 Development of a technological roadmap for DEEP, including conceptual de-
scriptions of a variety of novel imaging techniques based on DEEP: To motivate
future development, in Chapter 7 I present the concepts behind a variety of new imaging
techniques based on DEEP that could speed up 2D and 3D measurement speed by several
orders of magnitude, provide 3D resolution by tomographic synthesis and axial section-
ing, resolve features below the diffraction limit, enable dynamic phase error compensation,
and make high-speed passive imaging and wavefront analysis possible using DEEP. These
capabilities could not only make DEEP a more useful and flexible tool for microscopy ap-
plications but could also extend the technique to a variety of other fields (see discussion in
Chapters 1, 5 and 7), including remote microscopy and wavefront sensing, X-ray imaging,
MEMS motion analysis, and lithography.
 Imaging in scattering media: Another technique discussed in Chapter 7 could enable
DEEP to image scattering and fluorescent objects deeper in a highly-scattering medium,
such as biological tissue, than would otherwise be possible. This approach relies on wide-
field temporal coherence gating provided by a broadband light source to suppress interfer-
ence due to illumination photons that have been scattered within the medium on their way
to the intended target. To verify this concept, at least in a simulated environment, I mod-
eled a scattering medium as a nearly-homogenous aqueous space peppered with random
index perturbations and employed the split-step Fourier beam propagation algorithm to
simulate the interference patterns and the resulting DEEP signals due to grating structures
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placed at different depths for different illumination source bandwidths. The simulation re-
sults indicate that imaging depth enhancement by a factor of 2-4 over the entire field is
possible simply by using a dispersion-compensated broadband source such as a femtosecond
laser with DEEP. It would be very exciting if the coherence gating effect in DEEP can be
verified experimentally.
Clearly, there is still much work remaining in transforming DEEP into a practical imaging tool.
However, I hope that the theoretical and conceptual models of DEEP and related techniques
developed herein, as well as the initial experimental and numerical results, provide a solid foundation
for developing a versatile computational sensing technique for microscopy and other applications.
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Appendix A
NASA Proposal: Structured Light Imaging Module (SLIM)
This appendix is part of a proposal that was jointly submitted by the University of Colorado
and Chiaro Technologies LLC (of which the author is a founding member) in 2007 in response to
the NASA Planetary Instrument Definition and Development program solicitation . The proposal
was awarded and has been a major source of funding for the work described in this thesis. It
describes a vision for a compact planetary rover imaging platform that combines a high-speed 3D
imaging system and a remote microscope system based on the DEEP technique that uses a large
phase-error-compensated deployable reflector to acquire microscopic images from several meters
away. The two systems are optically and mechanically integrated and rely on a shared acousto-
optic pattern generator. The reflective DEEP prototype described in Chapter 5 was designed as
an initial testbed for the remote microscopy concept.
The proposal was authored by Daniel Feldkhun and Kelvin Wagner of the ECEE department,
Brian Hynek of LASP and the Geological Sciences department, and Benjamin Braker of Chiaro
Technologies.
1. Scientific Impact and Technology Motivation 
 
High resolution and wide-field imaging is at the heart of any landed spacecraft mission and is 
key to understanding the geological context of the site.  Additionally, a ranging system is 
essential for hazard avoidance, instrument positioning, and scientific planning.  The Structured 
Light Imaging Module (SLIM) (see Figure 1), is a novel instrument that addresses both of these 
key elements of mission success by using the same core technology for ranging (SLIM-3D) and 
remote microscopy (SLIM-RM).  SLIM embodies a new approach to imaging with capabilities 
difficult to attain with traditional methods, yet it can also augment more typical imaging systems 
on near and far-term missions to Mars and New Frontiers landers elsewhere in the Solar System. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. SLIM 3D imager, stereo cameras, and remote microscope examining a rock too difficult to reach 
 
1.1 The role of optical imaging and ranging in the search for water and navigation on Mars  
 
The Mars Exploration Program currently has four key objectives: (1) determine whether life ever 
arose on Mars, (2) characterize the climate of Mars, (3) characterize the geology of Mars, and (4) 
prepare for human exploration.  Assessing the history and role of water at the Martian surface is 
paramount in all these objectives and can be accomplished by studying the physical composition 
and chemical/mineralogical make-up of surface materials.  The Microscopic Imager (MI) and 
Panchromatic Camera (PanCam) instruments on the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) have been 
vital in determining the microscopic properties of soils and rocks and their geological context, 
greatly improving our understanding of the geological and hydrological histories of each site.   
 Whereas PanCam acts as a set of eyes in searching for clues about the history of depositional, 
diagenetic, and weathering processes on Mars by characterizing large-scale morphological, 
textural and compositional features of rocks and landscape, MI serves the role of a geologist’s 
hand lens and has been particularly useful for up-close study of igneous and sedimentary rocks – 
the most common classes found on Mars.  For example, crystal structure, size, and distribution 
offer clues to evolution of igneous processes.  In sedimentary cases, grain size, sorting, packing, 
and angularity all can help distinguish the paleodepositional environment.  For instance, the 
collective observations of fine grained, well sorted, rounded, and frosted particles strongly argue 
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that they were deposited by wind whereas poorly sorted, rounded grains suggest water [1,2].  The 
success of these observations has prompted the selection of another microscopic imager, the 
Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) for the 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission.   
In addition to providing scientists and the public with an information-rich view of geological 
features on the surface of Mars, stereo imagers such as MER’s PanCam, Phoenix Lander’s 
Surface Stereo Imager, or the planned MastCam on MSL allow the landers to make decisions 
and avoid obstacles during autonomous operations.  The MERs, for example, typically receive 
commands to navigate towards a target or to perform a series of measurements or maneuvers 
once per Martian day.  The rovers perform the requested tasks without human intervention 
during the rest of the Sol and send collected images and data to Earth at the end of the day.  
Stereo data from PanCam has allowed MERs to autonomously navigate distances in excess of 
100m on flat terrain in a single Sol to reach more science-rich areas. [3]    
 
1.2 Science and technical benefits of SLIM compared to state-of-the-art imaging and ranging   
 
As we explain below, SLIM makes substantial improvements on both, the wide-field 3D imaging 
features of PanCam and MastCam and the microscopic imaging capability of MI and MAHLI  – 
all in a single instrument and without the need to be in close proximity with the object of interest.  
This capability will make the search for signs of past water more thorough and efficient. 
 
•  SLIM-3D is faster, more accurate, and more robust than stereo ranging 
During autonomous navigation the MERs process stereo images from the HAZCAM or 
NAVCAM cameras to create a 2D “Goodness Map” of the local terrain within a 4-5m 
distance, from which the safest path towards the target is determined.  This process requires a 
number of steps, including downsampling the images to 256x256 resolution, correction for 
lens distortions, filtering, image correlation, and terrain assessment, and can take MER 
computers more than 3 minutes.  As a result, each segment of the path towards the target is 
calculated when the rover is stationary rather than in real-time.  Because stereo correlation 
algorithms are sensitive to noise, lighting conditions, as well as the position, shape, 
orientation and contrast of the objects, many of the range data points on the imaging grid are 
underdetermined and hence discarded.  In some situations, such as that initially encountered 
by Opportunity inside Eagle crater, low contrast or shadowing of the terrain (especially at 
high latitudes) can render the stereo system ineffective for acquiring 3D information [3]. 
Active triangulation is an alternative ranging method that relies on projecting specific 
light patterns (structured illumination) onto the landscape and imaging them with an off-axis 
camera.  Unlike stereo imaging, this approach does not rely on ambient light, intrinsic 
contrast in the terrain, or object correlation and as a result is robust under a wide range of 
conditions.  In fact, active projection of 5 laser stripes was used in conjunction with stereo 
imaging for ranging by the Sojourner rover, however this system was able to determine only 
20 XYZ points from each stereo image pair [3,4].  In contrast, SLIM-3D illuminates a wide 
field-of-view (e.g. 50°) with a sequence of interference patterns and uses a computationally 
simple and robust algorithm to perform active triangulation separately and in parallel for 
each pixel in the imager, resulting in a fully-filled pixel grid of range data and making real-
time 3D mapping and terrain assessment possible.  Unlike most triangulation techniques, 
SLIM-3D is robust to spatial variations in ambient light and terrain texture and reflectivity as 
well as to noise propagation from one part of the range map to another.  The SLIM-3D 
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instrument is also compact, fast (potentially video-rate), has no moving parts, and has low 
power requirements – many of the reasons why passive stereo vision has been used to date.   
 We therefore expect that SLIM-3D will make autonomous navigation faster, further-
reaching, and more reliable in low-contrast or treacherous terrain, thereby reducing dead time 
between data collection and rendering accessible areas of interest that would otherwise be 
deemed too dangerous.  SLIM-3D also provides much higher depth resolution than stereo 
imaging (e.g. ~5-50μm at a 5m distance) making it useful for long-range measurements of 
rock morphology as well as precise positioning of instruments such as a drilling arm, a 
spectrometer, or a rock abrasion tool.  SLIM-3D can also be integrated with multispectral 
stereo imagers in a single compact instrument, offering the benefits of both techniques.  
 
•  SLIM-RM extends the range, depth-of-focus, and  field-of-view of microscopic imaging 
Despite their important successes, existing and planned microscopic imaging systems have 
some limitations including short range, reliance on ambient lighting, tightly constrained 
depth-of-focus and field-of-view, and slow measurement speed of larger areas.  Figure 2 
illustrates some of these issues that are found in the Microscopic Imager data from the 
MERs.  Roughly half of the image is in shadow, reducing the contrast while the sunlit portion 
is oversaturated.  Moreover, less than half of the image is in sharp focus and approximately 
one-fifth is not even resolvable due to defocusing.  For lumpy or oblique targets, the limited 
depth-of-focus of the MI on the MER requires collection of many images of the same target 
at different distances using the rover’s arm.  These images are then mathematically combined 
to produce a “best focus image”.  MAHLI improves on this design somewhat, by having a 
variable focus in the instrument and thus eliminating a moving arm for image collection.  
However, numerous frames at various focal depths are still required.  Another limitation of 
MI and MAHLI is their fixed field-of-view of a few centimeters.  Collecting and stitching 
images to cover a larger area is a time- and power-consuming task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 Based on the same structured illumination technology as the 3D imager, SLIM-RM 
mitigates all of these issues.  Using a deployable array of small mirrors to illuminate a remote 
target with a sequence of interference patterns, this instrument can resolve micron-scale 
features on an object several meters away with a small camera or even a fast single-point 
detector – a feat that would normally require a lens close to a meter in diameter.  Moreover, 
at this range and resolution SLIM-RM offers centimeter-scale depth-of-field and field-of-
Figure 2.  Traditional optics have significant limitations related to depth-of-focus and lighting 
conditions, as seen in this MER Microscopic Imager image and histogram.  Field-of-view is ~3 cm 
and resolution is ~125 microns.  Image # 1 M 151445377 EFF 36 CL P2957 M2 F1  (JPL/NASA)
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view and allows multiple fields-of-view to be acquired and assembled rapidly without 
refocusing the instrument.  A dynamic self-calibration method based on optical phase-closure 
combined with the versatile structured illumination projector enables real-time compensation 
for deformations in the mirror array due to motion, vibration, positioning errors, and thermal 
fluctuations.  The speed of measurement, resolution, and field-of-view can be dynamically 
traded to optimize the system for the task at hand.  Furthermore, active illumination allows 
imaging at night and eliminates ambient shadowing, allowing views into cracks or vugs.  
 
•  SLIM can measure fine structure remotely and help identify objects for up-close study 
Whereas MER’s MI is a near-contact instrument with a working distance of 63 mm and a 
31x31 mm field-of-view, SLIM-RM can produce an image of the object with resolution 
surpassing that of MI (~30μm [5]) from as far as 10 meters away.  Because SLIM-RM can 
resolve micron-scale features, it could prove helpful in locating potential fossils of clustered 
bacteria to be examined in more detail with other instruments.  SLIM-RM can also attain a 
field-of-view more than an order of magnitude larger than MI by illuminating a wide field 
and/or by rapidly scanning the illuminated field across a larger area without refocusing.  
High-resolution SLIM-RM images can be combined with precision range data collected in 
SLIM-3D mode and multispectral images to generate a microscopically-textured color 3D 
model of the remote object.  This data would help geologists in studying difficult-to-access 
areas and provide mission planners crucial information in deciding whether any accessible 
object features warrant further up-close study as in the hypothetical situation in Figure 3.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  SLIM bridges the gap between near-contact microscopy and wide-field remote imaging  
MI’s fine scale views of rocks and soils can help assess their origin and subsequent history, 
yet it is the PanCam Experiment which puts these images in a broader context.  For example, 
MI and PanCam data were used together to argue that large scale cross-beds in Eagle crater 
were due to eolian (wind) processes [6].  However, because this dual imaging paradigm lacks 
continuity from PanCam to MI resolution, important geological clues can be overlooked.  
While MSL MastCam’s telephoto zoom capability partially addresses this issue, it can not 
resolve sub-mm features at a distance of 10 m [7].  SLIM makes microscopic resolution and 
rapid wide field-of-view imaging possible at such a distance, providing continuity of scale. 
 
Figure 3. An example situation where remote microscopy could save the Sol by allowing the rover (white dot) 
to examine the rock outcropping (left) in detail (red line) before making the dangerous descent into the crater.  
left: PanCam image of Cape St. Vincent from rim of Victoria Crater by Opportunity on Sol 1167. (JPL/NASA) 
right: HIRISE image of Victoria Crater.  Image # TRA_000873_1780 (JPL/NASA/University of Arizona) 
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1.3 Utility of SLIM for NASA missions as well as commercial applications 
 
We believe SLIM will provide scientists with a versatile tool for in-situ exploration of Mars on 
future missions such as the Astrobiology Field Laboratory and the twin Mid-Rover concepts [8].  
Landed missions to other Solar System bodies (e.g. New Frontiers) could utilize this technology 
for enhanced science planning and discovery and improved autonomous operation, while its 
rapid remote characterization capabilities may prove invaluable on sample-return missions.   
SLIM could also be useful for other NASA applications such as spacecraft inspection. A 
hand-held version of SLIM-3D, for example, could be used by an astronaut during an EVA to 
acquire a sub-mm resolution 3D map of a suspect area several meters away in a fraction of a 
second, allowing engineers to quickly diagnose the damage.  Additionally, SLIM-RM capability 
would enable remote detection of microfractures and other microscopic signs of trouble.  Table 1 
compares the expected performance of SLIM-3D ranging with the capabilities of a time-of-flight 
LADAR ranging system flown on STS-114 for robotic inspection of the shuttle exterior [9].   
 
parameter LDRI LADAR system SLIM-3D 
field-of-view 18˚ x 13˚  ~ 50˚ x 50˚ 
pixels 720 x 466 1K x 1K or more 
working range 1.5 to 4.5 m < 1m to 10 m 
range resolution 2.5 mm to 25. 4 mm over working range 5 to 50 μm @5 m, 0.5 - 5 m FOV 
speed (assuming 30Hz CCD) 7.5 fps 3.33 fps 
power requirements 17W typical, 25W max avg < 6 W 
Physical parameters 2.9 Kg, 15x27.9x8.9 cm3 200g, 6x2x10 cm3 + camera(s) 
Table 1. Comparison of the LDRI LADAR shuttle inspection system with expected SLIM-3D performance 
 
Early development of the AO 3D imager [10,11] and the FAST microscope [12] aimed at 
addressing imaging challenges in industry and medicine.  A primary role of Chiaro Technologies 
in this effort will be to develop software, electronics, and optical designs leading to commercial 
application of the technology in the fields of metrology, robotics, and biomedicine here on Earth.    
 
2. Detailed Technology Description 
 
2.1 The Core Technology in SLIM-3D and -RM: Acousto-Optic Structured Light Generator 
 As illustrated in Figure 4, SLIM relies on structured illumination dynamically synthesized 
using an Acousto-Optic (AO) device, also known as a Bragg cell, which consists of a piezo-
electric transducer bonded to a transparent crystal.  Applying an electrical radio frequency (RF) 
signal to the transducer generates a propagating acoustic wave within the crystal, which produces 
a spatially periodic index grating.  A beam of light traversing such a crystal at the Bragg angle, 
θB, is diffracted by the moving phase grating into a 1st-order beam.  The diffraction angle is set 
by the RF frequency and can be varied over a range spanning several degrees at a rate 
determined by the acoustic propagation time (e.g. ~16 μs for a 10 mm beam in a TeO2 crystal).   
 By driving the crystal with a superposition of RF frequencies it is possible to diffract 
multiple 1st-order beams whose amplitude, phase, and angle can be rapidly and precisely 
controlled via the corresponding digitally-synthesized RF component.  Each diffracted beam is 
Doppler-shifted by the frequency of the corresponding RF tone, resulting in a rapidly moving 
programmable interference pattern when two such beams are made to overlap using a lens.  
Strobing the illumination at the difference frequency (e.g 100MHz) can be used to “freeze” the 
interference pattern at a programmable phase for slow detectors such as a human eye or a CCD.   
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 Figure 4. (a) basic elements of the acousto-optic interference pattern generator (angles are exaggerated)  
               (b) example interference patterns projected onto a space shuttle model 
 
 The proposed device can be thought of as a programmable grating wavefront-shearing 
interferometer.  Because the efficiency of the AO grating remains high for a wide range of 
optical wavelengths (the entire visible range for an octave-spanning bandwidth device), it is 
possible to create high-contrast interference patterns with a fiber-coupled broadband source such 
as an LED or an SLD instead of a laser, thereby eliminating laser speckle noise from the image.  
 To estimate the power requirements for structured illumination imaging, we assume a 1 
megapixel CCD array imaging the entire illuminated field of view, pixel saturation signal of 
40ke- and quantum efficiency of 0.7, lens diameter of 50 mm, lambertian target albedo of 15% 
(average for Mars), a target distance of 5 m, and a narrow-band filter used to block background 
light.  Under these conditions, ~100 mW of red light is sufficient to exploit the full dynamic 
range of the CCD at ~25 frames per second.  Additional losses due to diffraction inefficiency and 
strobing (~3/4 and ~2/3, respectively) can be mitigated by creating standing acoustic waves in a 
custom Bragg cell.  We expect this design will require less than 100 mW of RF power for 
attaining efficient diffraction and eliminate the need for strobing the light source, enabling video-
rate structured light imaging at a distance of 5 m using a 200 mW light source such as a laser 
diode.  Based on our existing circuit designs, we expect to keep the total electrical power needed 
for digital waveform synthesis, signal conditioning and amplification, FPGA-embedded control 
and processing logic, and illumination below the estimated 6 W consumed by Pancam [13].   
 The proposed AO structured light generator will thus be able to rapidly synthesize a wide 
range of interference patterns with electronic precision and stability (few parts per million), 
without moving components, and using only a small portion of a rover’s power (<6 W).  This 
device is also compatible with a variety of light sources, and due to its mechanical and optical 
simplicity can be inexpensive, compact (~120 mL), light-weight (~200 g), and durable (AO cells 
are used in many military applications and have been extensively flight-tested in air and space). 
 
2.3 Remote microscope (SLIM-RM) 
 
In the field of microscopy, several techniques have been recently demonstrated that rely on 
structured illumination to extend the resolution of an imaging system beyond the Rayleigh 
diffraction limit [18-24].  In the simplest case, illustrated in Figure 8, an image of a grating is 
projected onto the object under study, which is then imaged onto a detector array by a 
conventional objective.  The effect of structured illumination is to downconvert high spatial 
frequencies into the passband of the Optical Transfer Function (OTF), allowing the imaging 
system to access frequencies beyond the Numerical Aperture (NA) cutoff of the objective.  A 
sequence of images taken as the phase, orientation, and frequency of the grating is incremented 
can be used to synthesize an effective aperture that is much larger than the objective. 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 8.  Structured illumination is used to expand the system OTF (and resolution) beyond the diffraction limit 
 
We are developing a related synthetic aperture technique, Fourier Analysis and Synthesis 
Tomography (FAST), that effectively decouples depth of focus and working distance from 
resolution [12].  The Fourier Theorem can be used to decompose an object into a linear sum of 
sinusoids. As illustrated in Figure 9, FAST relies on a sequence of dynamic interference patterns 
projected onto the object and a fast single point detector to directly measure these complex 
spatial Fourier coefficients.  An interference fringe pattern moving across the object produces a 
sinusoidal signal at the single point detector whose amplitude and phase correspond to the 
complex spatial Fourier coefficient of the object at the spatial frequency of the fringes.  In this 
case the detection optics simply collect and spatially integrate light scattered or emitted by the 
object rather than forming an image on the detector.  As a result, the depth of focus of the system 
depends on the extent of the interference pattern rather than the NA of the detector lens.  
Furthermore, as we shall see, the interference pattern can be projected from several meters away 
without using precision optics, making remote high-resolution microscopy possible.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. FAST uses moving interference patterns, fast single point detector to probe the object’s Fourier space 
 
While the idea of directly probing Fourier space using interference patterns has been 
proposed before, it has remained largely unexplored in practice due to the speed limitations of 
mechanical systems in producing the large variety of interference patterns needed to synthesize 
an image.  The acousto-optic structured light generator, on the other hand, is designed for rapid 
synthesis and precise control of interference patterns and makes this approach practical.  In fact, 
since the AO projector can be programmed with new patterns in a matter of microseconds and 
can be phase-modulated even faster, it is not only suited for video-rate microscopy but can also 
be used to dynamically control the OTF of the imaging system and to compensate for optical 
aberrations due to vibration and thermal effects in real time.  By driving the AO device with a 
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linear superposition of frequencies, it is also possible to synthesize more complex interference 
patterns and to measure many points along a slice through the object’s Fourier space at once, 
thereby further increasing the speed and flexibility of Fourier-domain measurements.  As 
additional radial Fourier slices are measured by rotating the interference pattern (using an image 
rotation prism or by rotating the AO projector itself), the tomographic filtered backprojection 
algorithm can be applied in real-time to synthesize the two-dimensional image.   
The key elements of an acousto-optic FAST system are illustrated in Figure 10.  A digitally 
synthesized moving acoustic pattern in the Bragg cell is imaged onto the object using a large 
low-precision projector optic, which also serves to collect light scattered or fluoresced by the 
target and focus it onto the detector.  While this surface must maintain high optical quality in the 
small region subtended by the light beam, larger scale aberrations can be corrected in real time 
with an appropriate electronic phase adjustment to the acoustic pattern.  As a result, it is possible 
to construct the projector using a mosaic of small mirrors or even machine it out of metal.   
Any phase errors across the aperture can be periodically calibrated using a known reference 
target or measured using a novel optical method related to self-calibration techniques used in 
radio astronomy.  The closed-loop sum of differential phase measurements between any three 
Fourier coefficients must vanish in the absence of errors (achieving phase closure).  We can thus 
reduce phase errors using an iterative technique (generally converging within 10 iterations) that 
alternates between maximizing image entropy and phase closure [25].  This self-calibration 
approach can be applied in real time to each Fourier slice or to the full image in post-processing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Key elements of an Acousto-Optic Fourier Analysis/Synthesis Tomography system 
 
Although we have described the basic principles of FAST in the context of bench-top 
microscopy, we believe this imaging technique is also well suited for in-situ planetary 
exploration, allowing targets as distant as 10 m to be imaged with resolution of tens of microns 
and a field-of-view and depth-of-focus ranging from a few millimeters to as much as a meter.   
Since both the real-time 3D imager and the remote microscope rely on the AO interference 
fringe generator as their core element, the two complementary imaging modalities can be 
integrated in the same instrument.  Figure 11 depicts a complete imaging platform concept, 
incorporating two stereo cameras, a structured-light 3D imager, and a remote microscope.   
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Figure 11. SLIM is a multi-mode imaging platform based on the Acousto-Optic structured light generator (inset) 
 
The segmented ellipsoidal reflector acts as the projector and light collector in conjunction 
with a small secondary mirror.  The reflector can take the form of a deployable array of small 
mirrors, several leaf-like sections that unfold, or a monolithic surface machined out of light-
weight material.  The secondary mirror can be implemented as an interference coating deposited 
on one surface of a lens, allowing the system to switch between the remote microscope and the 
3D imaging mode by changing the illumination wavelength.  The small, lightweight platform 
carrying the light sources, the Bragg cell, and the detector can be rapidly rotated through a ±90° 
range to fully sample the 2D Fourier space.  The illuminated field-of-view can be varied by 
slightly focusing the light source.  Table 3 lists some performance estimates of this instrument.  
  
parameter estimate notes/assumptions 
illumination wavelength 532 - 800 nm can be extended into NIR with NIR AO device and GaAs imager 
light source power 200 mW e.g. off-the-shelf NIR laser diode 
range 1 - 100 m 50 cm aperture greatly increases sensitivity compared to SLIM-3D 
field of view (FOV) 1 mm - 1 m @5 m varied by focusing light source;  # 1D samples ≈ FOV/resolution 
depth of focus (DOF) > FOV determined by region of overlap of interfering beams 
speed 100 FS/ms Fourier-Samples/millisecond – limited by AO access time 
resolution 5 μm @ 5 m scales linearly with range; limited by λ/(2NA) for full dish aperture
electrical power used 5 W illumination, waveform synthesis, amplification, FPGA processing 
weight 1 kg includes AO projector and dish - doesn’t include stereo cameras 
(collapsible) aperture 50 cm / 50 mm SLIM-RM mode using dish / super-resolution mode using cameras 
 
Table 3. Preliminary order-of-magnitude estimates of some performance parameters of the remote microscope 
 
By using one of the cameras instead of the single-point detector, it is also possible to use this 
imaging platform as a structured light super-resolution microscope.  Although this imaging mode 
is limited in its light sensitivity by the diameter of the camera lens rather than the much larger 
aperture of the projector, it requires far fewer interference patterns to form a high-resolution 
image and may be less susceptible to image synthesis artifacts than the FAST technique.   
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Appendix B
NIH Proposal: Neuron Signal Tracking
This appendix is part of a proposal that was jointly submitted by the University of Colorado
and Chiaro Technologies LLC (of which the author is a founding member) in 2009 in response to
the NIH Breakthrough Technologies for Neuroscience solicitation . It describes a vision for using a
DEEP microscope to track propagating neuron action potentials in a 3D volume and expands on
the introduction of this application in Chapter 2.
The proposal was authored by Daniel Feldkhun and Kelvin Wagner of the ECEE department,
Michael Stowell of the MCDB departmnet, as well as Benjamin Braker and Eric Moore of Chiaro
Technologies.
1 Challenge Area and Topic
Enabling Technologies, 06-NS-103: Breakthrough technologies for neuroscience.
2 The Challenge and Potential Impact
Numerous techniques have been developed for brain imaging such as MRI, fMRI, EEG, MEG, PET, and SPECT,
but only optical techniques have the potential to provide sufficient resolution to identify activity at the single
cellular level and thereby answer fundamental questions about the underlying neural basis of behavior, disease,
pharmacology, and cognition. Imaging of activity in networks of neurons with dendrite-level resolution will require
several breakthroughs in optical microscopy, including:
• Millisecond acquisition of wide field images to temporally resolve individual firing events
• High sensitivity to detect the small signals produced by voltage and Ca++ responsive dyes
• Large depth of field (DOF) to peer deep into neural tissues without sacrificing lateral resolution
• Enhanced penetration through diffuse scattering neural tissue
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Figure 1: (a) Key elements of the Proof-of-Concept (PC) FAST system. A double-sided RF chirp applied to the Bragg cell sweeps two
1st-order diffracted beams, which interfere at the sample. A fast detector measures the sample’s response. A mechanized right-angle
prism rotates the illumination. (b) Swept-frequency sampling of the Fourier plane for 25 illumination rotation prism orientations as imaged
by a CCD camera. (c) A conventional dark-field image of an Air Force resolution target using the PC-FAST objective. (d) Reconstructions
of the AF resolution target using filtered backprojection as a function of defocus. The entire Group 7 is resolved throughout the 4mm axial
range, illustrating a depth of field 1000× that of a conventional microscope.
We present in this proposal such a breakthrough technology, Fourier Analysis and Synthesis Tomography
(FAST), illustrated in Fig 1, which, for the first time, enables high-speed, high-resolution, wide-field imaging
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with an extraordinarily large DOF and the potential to greatly extend the ability to collect optical images through
scattering media.1–3 In the proposed research program, we will develop and demonstrate the capabilities of FAST
by imaging propagating action potentials in living 2- and 3-dimensional networks of neurons.
There have been tremendous advances in microscopy in recent years, especially in scanning techniques such
as confocal microscopy4,5 and structured illumination microscopy6,7 for enhanced resolution, Optical Coherence
Tomography (OCT) for depth slicing,8,9 2-photon for reduced absorption and to achieve selective depth slicing,10
as well as near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM),11,12 Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) and sin-
gle molecule techniques for achieving unprecedented nm scale resolution.13 There have also been dramatic
improvements in 2-dimensional charge-coupled devices (CCD) and CMOS active pixel sensors allowing many
megapixels of resolution, frame rates of hundreds of frames per second, and even single-photon detection with
Electron-Multiplying CCDs,14 which have allowed dramatic improvements to the images produced by conven-
tional imaging microscopes and all of their variants. But despite these advances, no microscope yet exists that
can image the interactions of multiple neurons in real-time.
Experimental approaches to neuronal imaging that have been pursued include extracellular15 or intracellular16
injection of various dyes into specific neurons, or the viral insertion of genetic modifiers that code for modified
Green Fluorescent Proteins (GFPs)17 that are sensitive to voltage or Ca++ ion concentration, and that produce
measurable fluorescent responses to the firing of individual neurons when illuminated by appropriate pump light.
Voltage sensitive dyes allow the imaging of the firing of individual neurons by modulating the fluorescence18 (or
absorption, phase, birefringence, etc) of the cell body. They even allow for imaging the propagation of action
potentials down an axon towards the synapses,16 but require sub-millisecond response times only available in
low-resolution photodiode arrays.19 The signals also contain a large bias that tend to saturate conventional
integrating CCD arrays.20 Ca++ sensitive dyes can produce large enough signals to see individual synaptic
firings, but not with the required time resolution to study the mechanisms by which neurons respond to arriving
signals throughout their dendritic arborization.21 Furthermore, the problem of simultaneously imaging the 104-105
synapses of even a single Pyramidal or Purkinje cell in a vast dendritic tree covering a mm3 or more volume at
micron resolution fundamentally exceeds the capabilities of any existing microscope technology because of the
unavoidable trade off between resolution and depth of field.
FAST represents a paradigm shift in optical microscopy, decoupling resolution and depth of field, and enabling
for the first time micron scale imaging of living neurons in 3-dimensional networks on millisecond time scales.
Using voltage or Ca++ responsive dyes, the FAST microscope will be able to measure and track the neural firing
and action potential propagation in the dendritic trees to the synapses, and then can measure the depolarization
and subsequent firings of interconnected neurons throughout a mm3 3-D volume. This is possible because
FAST uses a high-speed single-pixel detector combined with acousto-optic structured illumination to measure
complex Fourier components over a wide field. This approach enables KHz frame rates at high resolution,
and obtains a depth of field 1000 times that possible in any conventional or scanning microscope. This single-
pixel Fourier-imaging approach also solves the long-standing bias problem associated with voltage-sensitive dye
measurements by utilizing a shot-noise limited autobalanced detector (the same technique as used in the most
sensitive quantum-optics and gravitational wave interference experiments) to suppress the bias and measure
only the tiny signals due to the action potentials. The previous limitation to wide-field imaging of individual cell
firings or synaptic events was the sensitivity limit imposed by the saturation of detector pixels, which required
averaging of 10 or more events to achieve sufficient confidence to declare that a synapse has fired. The 10-100
times larger dynamic range of a balanced photodetector over a CCD pixel provides an additional advantage of the
FAST approach to seeing small transient events due to neuron firing. These advantages should allow detection of
individual neuron cell body spikes, action potential propagation through the dendritic tree, and individual synaptic
connections without the need for averaging, thereby allowing the real-time imaging of propagating neural activity
at the single cellular level and throughout a 3-D network of neurons for the first time.
In an extension to be pursued in this project, the 2-D extended DOF imaging capability of the FAST microscope
can be converted into a true 3-dimensional volumetric imaging microscope by probing the target object’s Fourier
spectra from different perspectives. This will allow the determination of the topology and interconnection of all
of the neurons within the field of view. Such a 3-D image can assist in the segmentation and labeling of the
measured activity of the high-speed 2-D extended DOF FAST system by ascribing specific 2-D responses to
corresponding neurons in 3-D, thereby more accurately determining the neural connectivity.
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In a further extension to be investigated, FAST can utilize broadband illumination provided by a femtosecond
laser or even a simple LED to enhance the ability to image through scattering tissue. The FAST technique pro-
vides two key advantages in this regard. First, scattering only has a detrimental effect on the input path through
which the structured illumination is projected deep into the neural tissue, while the fluorescent signal is col-
lected radiometrically, rendering signal scattering irrelevant on the output path. This is in contrast to conventional
imaging techniques that are corrupted by scattering in both directions. Secondly, we show that the incoherent
projected illumination pattern increases the depth of penetration by a factor of 2-3. Taken together, this provides
a 5-fold increase in the imaging depth possible with the FAST microscope, enabling mm-scale depth imaging at
micron resolution in scattering neural tissue. This capability makes FAST a practical approach for imaging neural
activity at the single cellular in living and functioning brains, not just in cultured neurons.
Together, the capabilities of FAST for high-speed, wide-field, high-resolution, large depth-of-field, highly-
sensitive, bias-subtracting, scattering tolerant imaging provide exactly the features necessary for a breakthrough
imaging technology ideally suited for imaging brain activity at the cellular level. The FAST approach can finally
take full advantage of the potential provided by voltage sensitive dyes and virally inserted GFP to allow the real-
time imaging of a small piece of functioning cortex at the cellular level and even within the dendritic trees, with the
capabilities for tracking individual neuron activity and action potential propagation, including interactions within
3-D networks of neurons.
3 The Approach
Most far-field optical imaging systems rely on a lens and spatially-resolved detection to probe distinct locations
on the object. In this proposal, we describe a novel high-speed wide-field approach to imaging, Fourier Analysis
and Synthesis Tomography (FAST), that instead measures the object’s complex spatial Fourier transform. Lever-
aging techniques including structured illumination, acousto-optic modulation, electronic wavefront control, single-
element sensing, spatial and temporal heterodyne detection, tomographic reconstruction, wide-field coherence-
gating, and compressive imaging, FAST provides a unique toolbox for studying dynamic biological processes in
two and three dimensions. We believe one of the most promising and fitting applications for this technique is
tracking action potentials in three-dimensional networks of neurons, where it could offer capabilities including:
• millisecond-timescale optical-resolution wide-field imaging in fluorescence, absorption, or reflection
• focus-free operation due to resolution-decoupled millimeter-scale Depth Of Field (DOF)
• dynamic Optical Transfer Function (OTF) control and Fourier-domain filtering
• large (e.g. 20 cm) working-distance imaging using low-precision, high-NA optics
• front-end background rejection by heterodyne detection
• enhanced imaging depth in scattering tissue
• high-speed light-efficient 3-D imaging
• quantitative phase measurement
We propose to explore the use of this new technique in the laboratory for spatially and temporally resolved
imaging of neuron signals in cortical slices using voltage-sensitive dyes, ion-sensitive fluorophores, or potentially
intrinsic scattering mechanisms, and to develop a first-of-a-kind portable high-speed FAST microscope, paving
the initial path towards its commercialization.
3.1 Basics of Fourier Analysis and Synthesis Tomography
The basic principle of FAST has its roots in a simple observation: the spatially-integrated flux scattered, fluo-
resced, or transmitted by an object that is illuminated by a moving sinusoidal intensity pattern will oscillate in time,
the amplitude and phase of the oscillation corresponding to the strength and offset of the matching Fourier com-
ponent present in the intensity response of the object. Thus, by illuminating the object with a sequence of moving
sinusoidal fringes spanning a range of spatial frequencies and orientations, detecting the spatially-integrated re-
sponse with a single-element detector, and demodulating the time-domain signal, the intensity image can be
recovered by Fourier synthesis.
Although imaging systems based on this principle have been proposed,22–25 they have remained largely
unexplored in practice due to limited speed and precision of mechanical scanning systems. However, recently
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a hybrid fluorescent imaging technique has been demonstrated combining sparse Fourier basis decomposition
without mechanical scanning with high-speed low-resolution lens-based imaging to enhance the resolution of a
conventional microscope.26 FAST is a technique that builds on these bodies of work to produce a microscope
ideally suited to neural imaging studies at the cellular level.
Since the number of Fourier samples collected determines the number of degrees of freedom in the image,
each Fourier sample must be measured in a matter of nanoseconds or faster to make this approach a practical
alternative to pixel-based or spot-scanning techniques. Figure 2a illustrates the key elements of FAST that make
this possible. Instead of mechanical scanning, FAST uses an acousto-optic Bragg cell to spatially modulate
the illumination wavefront, such that a pair of tones driving the Bragg cell creates a pair of 1st-order diffracted
wavefronts. By optically projecting the acoustic field propagating in the Bragg cell onto the object, the diffracted
wavefronts are made to interfere, producing sinusoidal fringes running across the object at the projected acoustic
velocity and with a pitch proportional to the two-tone beat frequency. Thus, by driving the Bragg cell with a
double-sided chirp, for example, the object is probed with a succession of spatial frequencies, thereby measuring
a linear slice through Fourier space, as illustrated in Figure 2b. Additional Fourier slices can be measured by
rapidly rotating the object or the illumination pattern using a prism or an arrangement of mirrors. We are also
investigating several non-mechanical illumination rotation designs that are capable of fully rotating the illumination
pattern faster than the acoustic propagation time and could increase the imaging speed by several orders of
magnitude,27 as described in Section 3.5.
3.2 Tomographic Image Synthesis
Since for each Fourier slice the temporal frequencies comprising the detector signal correspond to spatial Fourier
coefficients of the object, the time-domain signal can be considered as a one-dimensional projection of the object
structure filtered by the one-dimensional point-spread-function of the system. Hence, in analogy to projection
tomography techniques,28 the image synthesis task is to reconstruct multi-dimensional structure from a series of
one-dimensional projections. To accomplish this, the well-known tomographic filtered backprojection algorithm
can be applied in two or three dimensions to the digitized and filtered detector signal as illustrated in Figure 3b-d.
This algorithm can be used to form the image in real time, slice by slice, and is less sensitive to registration
artifacts than rectilinear direct Fourier transform methods. Moreover many of the image synthesis and artifact-
reduction algorithms developed for CT, PET, MRI and other established tomographic techniques, can be applied
directly to FAST data.
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3.3 High-resolution imaging with unprecedented Depth Of Field
Note that whereas the spatial resolution of FAST is limited by the NA of the projection system, the DOF depends
only on the axial extent of the fringe pattern. As a result, FAST can resolve wavelength-scale features while main-
taining a millimeter-scale DOF – orders of magnitude beyond the capability of any other imaging technique. This
resolution-independent DOF is a manifestation of planar sampling of Fourier space inherent in two-dimensional
imaging with FAST. Figure 1 shows the key elements of a proof-of-concept system built in our laboratory as a
testbed for the RF electronics, optics and algorithms needed to implement FAST, as well as two-dimensional
reconstructions obtained with this system of an Air Force resolution target that was moved axially through a dis-
tance of ∼4 mm under the objective. Group 7 of the resolution target containing ∼2 µm features can be resolved
throughout this range, demonstrating a ∼1000-fold improvement over the DOF of the 0.4 NA objective used to
acquire the image.
We believe such decoupling between DOF and resolution will prove instrumental for optical neuroimaging, not
only allowing focus-free positioning of the sample under the microscope, but enabling spatially-resolved wide-field
imaging of surface activity at curved interfaces such as cortical folds. Furthermore, with the help of scattered light
rejection by coherence gating (see Section 3.9), high-speed two-dimensional imaging with a mm-scale DOF could
allow tracking of action potentials propagating between different neuron layers, making it possible to see signal
paths extending far outside the µm-scale focal depth of a conventional imaging system with similar resolution.
3.4 Three-dimensional imaging with FAST
Although so far we have talked about large DOF 2-D imaging, there are several 3-D imaging techniques based
on FAST that we would like to develop. The most straightforward, illustrated in Figure 3c, is the tomographic
approach of measuring tilted planes in Fourier space by tilting the object or the illumination axis. As long as
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the Fourier samples are measured sequentially, the filtered backprojection algorithm can be extended to three
dimensions and applied to reconstruct the 3-D image (see Figure 3b). Since signals from the entire FAST focal
depth are captured throughout the measurement process, this approach is much more photon-efficient than
confocal optical sectioning techniques, which reject out-of-focus light. However, because it requires sequential
Fourier sampling, this approach to 3-D imaging can be slow – especially relative to neuron signaling timescales.
We are also investigating a much faster 3-D imaging approach that uses a broadband light source, dispersive
gratings, a bank of narrowband interference filters, and a photodiode array to capture 3-D information in the same
amount of time as it takes to acquire a two-dimensional image! This is accomplished by probing several tilted
Fourier planes in parallel, such that each Fourier plane is illuminated with a different wavelength and the reflection
or absorption response is measured by the detector array element matched to the corresponding narrowband
filter.
Alternatively, 3-D imaging can be accomplished by axial sectioning using a spatially-incoherent light source,
such as an LED. In this case the axial extent of the interference pattern will be very limited, and only structure
in this “in-focus” region will contribute to the detector signal, resulting in a wide-field analogue to a confocal
microscope.29 It may be surprising that broadband and spatially-incoherent light sources can be used with FAST,
since it relies on projected interference patterns. However this is indeed the case as discussed in section 3.9.
Another axial sectioning approach for thin samples relies on time-gating of counter-propagating pulsed laser
beams. In this case, sectioning can be accomplished during the acoustic propagation time by optoelectroni-
cally time-delaying the interfering laser beams rather than by mechanical focusing,30 providing a high-speed and
flexible method for 3-D imaging.
We believe that a FAST system combining high-speed wide-field large DOF 2-D imaging with axial resolution
has the potential to be a very flexible tool for finding, tracking and precisely locating signals in a complex 3-D
network of neurons, and propose to further explore this capability.
3.5 How fast is FAST?: frequency-multiplexed sampling and non-mechanical rotation
Our discussion so far has focused on sequential Fourier sampling, however the throughput of FAST can be
greatly increased by driving the Bragg cell with many tones simultaneously, creating a superposition of running
fringe patterns with different spatial frequencies at the object. Due to the acousto-optic Doppler shift, each
spatial frequency maps to a different carrier frequency in the spectrum of the detector signal. Hence, the si-
multaneous Fourier-domain measurements are readily separable and the same Fourier synthesis methods used
with sequential sampling apply, although due to the inherent presence of frequency-redundant tilted interference
patterns DOF and NA are no longer decoupled. In photon-rich conditions, such frequency-multiplexed Fourier
sampling allows measurement of an entire Fourier slice during the acoustic propagation time (∼10 µs), making it
possible to acquire a high-resolution two-dimensional image in a few milliseconds.
Alternatively, measurement speed can be increased without sacrificing DOF by probing multiple Fourier ori-
entations during the 10 µs acoustic propagation time. We are investigating several methods to do this. One
technique time-sequentially measures a “ring” in Fourier space for each spatial frequency by using a pulsed laser
and a non-mechanical image rotator comprising a mirror cavity with embedded tilted prisms. Another approach
relies on a broadband light source, several dispersive gratings, and multiple interference filters and detectors to
measure several Fourier orientations in parallel. A more brute-force method relies on an ultra-fast motor to spin
a small wavefront rotation prism several hundred thousand times per minute.
We propose to investigate several of these approaches for making FAST faster. However, as we discuss in
the following section, full sampling of Fourier space on millisecond timescales is not necessary to be able to track
action potentials and understand the dynamics of living networks of neurons.
3.6 Smarter imaging: dynamic Optical Transfer Function synthesis and compressive sensing
The electronic control of the acoustic waveform allows adjustment of the optical transfer function (OTF) of FAST
on a slice-by-slice basis. By applying the Fourier Slice Theorem one can synthesize a dynamic two- or three-
dimensional OTF. In conjunction with a feedback system, it is thus possible to dynamically correct coarse phase
errors in the optical system or to adapt the OTF to a changing scene. The dynamic OTF also enables Fourier-
domain filtering in real time and without the loss of light associated with amplitude-mask-based filtering.
We believe that dynamic light-efficient Fourier-domain filtering capability will prove to be a powerful tool for
neuroimaging. For example, by using matched filter methods, it could be possible to recognize complex neuron
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signaling patterns (e.g. cortical waves) in real time and to adaptively reprogram the behavior of FAST. Further-
more, Fourier-domain filtering can be used to optimize sensitivity or measurement time based on apriori infor-
mation about the Fourier content of a class of objects, such as thin dendrites or axons stretching in a particular
direction, enabling a form of compressive imaging. For example, many fewer Fourier samples may be sufficient
to determine whether a particular signaling event has occurred in the neuron network than to reconstruct a high-
resolution wide-field image. A major part of this proposal is to evaluate different Fourier sampling strategies to
optimize the speed and sensitivity of FAST for a variety of neuron interconnections and signaling scenarios.
3.7 Large-working distance microscopy using low-precision optics
As illustrated in Figure 3a, due to electronic OTF control and the direct mapping between projection aperture
coordinates and Fourier space, it is possible to use a low-precision, high NA reflector or even a mosaic of flat
mirrors positioned at a distance from the object to both, project high spatial frequency structured illumination,
and collect as much of the light from the object as possible. Interestingly, optical phase errors that are sym-
metric about the illumination axis do not affect the measurement, while coarse asymmetric phase errors can be
compensated electronically via the acoustic signal or in post-processing. We are currently developing such a
phase-compensated system using a large metal reflector with NA of ∼0.4 and a working distance (WD) of 20 cm
– more than two orders of magnitude larger than for a conventional microscope of this NA.
We believe that a focus-free FAST microscope with such a large WD and NA could make it easy to carry out
complex ex-vivo and in-vivo experiments involving fixtures and environmental chambers that would not fit under
a conventional microscope, while at the same time maintaining high light collection efficiency and resolution. We
would like to build a portable, large working-distance FAST neuroimaging microscope as part of this proposal.
3.8 Sensitivity of FAST and heterodyne background rejection
FAST can be regarded as a Fourier-domain analog to a scanning microscope, probing spatial frequencies instead
of points space. By considering a point-scatterer object (or a fluorescent bead), one finds that assuming the same
measurement time, scanning speed, light intensity, NA, etc., the light throughput is comparable for both types of
systems. Due to system linearity this argument extends to more complex objects as well. However there are
several important differences between the two scanning domains affecting sensitivity. Because of the large DOF
of FAST, signals from structures throughout the illumination volume contribute to the image, whereas in a point-
scanning microscope light from out-of-focus locations builds up the unresolved image background, reducing the
dynamic range, or in the case of a confocal microscope, is rejected outright by the pinhole. Furthermore, as
discussed in Section 3.6, FAST makes it possible to redistribute illumination between spatial frequencies, thereby
increasing sensitivity in selected regions of interest in Fourier space. Selective region-of-interest imaging by
conventional scanning, on the other hand, requires apriori information about the object’s position, orientation,
and structure.
Another strength of the FAST detection scheme is due to the spatial heterodyne process between the illu-
mination and object structure. As a result, the FAST optical signal is inherently RF-modulated, whereas the
background is not. Furthermore, we have also implemented an electronic heterodyne detection technique that
places the signal at a well-defined carrier frequency independently from the spatial frequency being measured,
thereby greatly reducing the effective noise bandwidth of the detector. Thus, spatial and temporal heterodyne de-
tection makes it possible to separate the signal from the background in real time at the detector front-end using a
fixed narrow-band filter, avoiding dynamic range saturation inherent in most other wide-field imaging techniques.
We believe heterodyne background rejection with FAST will prove instrumental in detecting signals induced
by membrane potential changes or neurotransmitter release that are weak compared to the intrinsic background.
3.9 Fluorescence imaging in scattering tissue with FAST
Because the spatial frequency content of the illumination pattern is invariant with optical wavelength (neglecting
wavelength-dependent Bragg diffraction efficiency), a FAST system using a broadband source such as a fem-
tosecond laser, is characterized by the same OTF as a monochromatic system. As illustrated in Figure 4a-c, by
using a broadband light source it is possible to increase the imaging depth of FAST in scattering media such
as biological tissue through coherence gating.31 Analogously to Optical Coherence Tomography8,32,33 (OCT),
changes in the optical path exceeding the coherence length due to scattering events suppress the interference of
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Figure 4: (a) White-light interference: An Acousto-Optic Deflector (AOD) illuminated by a broadband light source such as a superlu-
minescent diode, femtosecond laser, a supercontinuum source, or even an LED, can be used to project moving “white light” wide-field
interference patterns with high contrast and large axial extent. (b) Broadband interference fringes obtained by illuminating a TeO2 AOD
with a strobed “white” LED (Cree XR-E) having a ∼1 mm2 phosphorescent emitting area. Due to the common-path grating interferom-
eter configuration of FAST, the light source does not need to be temporally or spatially coherent (as long as the divergence of the light
does not exceed the acceptance angle of the AOD). (c) Coherence gating: When a scattering medium is illuminated with a broadband
interference pattern, ballistic photons (dotted lines) produce high-contrast fringes at the spatial frequency being measured, whereas a
variety of scattering paths (thin lines) can contribute an unwanted distribution of spatial frequencies illuminating the object. However,
when the difference in optical paths (e.g. arrowed lines) exceeds the coherence length of the light source, the corresponding interference
pattern does not contribute to the intensity modulation at the detector, thereby improving ballistic signal visibility. On the other hand, light
scattered or fluoresced by the object (wavy lines) in response to the moving fringes, can take any path out of the scattering medium and
contributes to the signal as long as it is detected. (d-f) We simulated propagation of interference patterns through a highly-scattering
medium for monochromatic light as well as broadband light with fractional bandwidths of 0.2 and 1, corresponding to a femtosecond laser
and a supercontinuum source, respectively. In each case we computed the FAST detector signal due to a frequency-swept fringe pattern
illuminating a grating structure with a period of 6 λ0 placed at 10 different depths in the medium. The magnitude of the field distribution in
the medium is displayed for illumination matching the grating period. The Mean Transport Length (MTL) is shown in white. Also plotted
are peak-normalized Fourier slices computed at each grating depth. As can be seen form these results, coherence gating increases
penetration depth of the fringe pattern by a factor of 2-3, depending on the source bandwidth, compared to monochromatic illumination.
For widest bandwidth illumination the Fourier peak due to the grating structure can be detected 3 to 4 MTLs below the surface.
scattered photons, whereas ballistic photons interfere strongly. However, there are several important differences
between coherence gating with FAST and OCT. OCT is an axially-resolved scanning technique exhibiting the
classical coupling between depth-of-field (i.e. scan depth) and spatial resolution. FAST, on the other hand, is
the first wide-field technique that decouples depth-of-field and transverse resolution. In FAST the heterodyne
interference process occurs at the object, whereas OCT relies on back-scattered photons interfering at the de-
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tector. As a result, in contrast to OCT, FAST is effective in coherence-gated imaging of fluorescent structures
as well as scattering ones. Unlike OCT, in FAST only the illumination photons are coherence-gated, while signal
photons scattered or fluoresced by the object are spatially integrated and hence can take any path out of the ob-
ject, potentially increasing light efficiency compared to OCT. Figure 4d-f shows initial simulations of the effect of
illumination bandwidth on interference contrast in a highly scattering medium indicating substantial improvement
in penetration depth through coherence gating.
Since in FAST the co-propagating beams undergo similar dispersion, a broadband femtosecond laser or
super-continuum source can be used not only to attain better scattering rejection, but also to combine coherence
gating with non-linear and time-resolved imaging. Alternatively, by interfering counter-propagating dispersion-
compensated pulses in a thin specimen, axial sectioning and rejection of scattered light can be attained simulta-
neously. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 4b, high-visibility “white light” interference patterns can be generated
acousto-optically without requiring spatially-coherent light, making it possible to use inexpensive yet broadband
and powerful LED sources throughout the visible spectrum. Since the axial extent of the interference pattern
depends on the spatial coherence of the light,29 limited spatial coherence provides another way to attain axial
sectioning along with rejection of scattered light with FAST.
We believe that the enhanced imaging depth of broadband FAST in scattering tissue combined with its large
DOF could enable optical imaging of neuron signals several millimeters below the neocortex surface.
3.10 Noninvasive neuroimaging by measuring phase with FAST
So far we have discussed FAST as a technique for measuring an object’s intensity response. However, by slightly
modifying the detection optical path it will also be possible to image phase structures quantitatively. In a trans-
mission geometry, the interaction of a grating and a moving interference pattern having a matching period and
orientation will produce two diffracted orders amplitude-modulated at the difference frequency of the interfering
beams. In the case of an amplitude grating, the diffracted beams will be modulated in-phase with respect to each
other, whereas for a phase grating their modulation will be out of phase. On the other hand, when the illumination
pattern does not match the period or orientation of the grating component, four distinct diffracted beams will be
produced and no intensity beat signal will be detected. Thus, by placing a quadrant detector in a Fourier plane
and applying the FAST algorithms to its X and Y difference signals, it should be possible to recover the phase
image of the object, whereas a spatially-integrating detector will produce an amplitude image as before.
Wide-field high-resolution quantitative phase imaging could make it possible to detect local changes in birefrin-
gence in response to variations in membrane potential, providing a non-invasive intrinsic mechanism for observing
action potentials.34 Additionally, due to heterodyne detection (see Section 3.8), FAST could be very sensitive to
small phase variations in the presence of a large background signal. We are excited about these possibilities and
would like to explore phase imaging with FAST experimentally as part of the proposed work.
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Appendix C
Selected Source Code and Algorithms
The following pages document some of the relevant Matlab, IDL, and Labview code developed
for DEEP microscopy control, data analysis, and simulations.
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C.1 Labview Control and Analysis Software
This section documents the main Labview program, DEEP.vi, used to control the latest
generation of the DEEP-POC microscope, analyze the data, and display the results. Since a print-
out of the full block diagram hierarchy would be larger than this entire document, I’ve only included
the most salient sections: the three tabs of the front panel, the eight primary event cases in the
block diagram, as well as the descriptions of the various controls found on the front panel.
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5
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1
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0
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1
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Cleverscope controls
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digitize 
detector signal
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0trigger delay
     trigger delay now implemented 
<- nondestructively in "Slice" event case
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0
Val(Sgnl)
show sino
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update slice 
number and 
detector 
signal display 
(note: slice 
number is 
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next 
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post-processing)
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time-domain 
data for post- 
processing
current slice #
 True 
acquire next
 [3] "acquire next": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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Val(Sgnl)
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 False 
acquiring
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 [6] "filter signal": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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current slice time-domain data
current slice Fourier-domain data
sinogram
accumulated backprojections
fbp ramp filter
caravaggio driver class reference
error out
status status
NewVal
OldVal
CtlRef
Time
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compute sinogram from accumulated detector data (post-processing)
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the first time, 
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Val(Sgnl)
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note: events queued from within other event cases will get executed 
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Val(Sgnl)
show sino
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projection
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message:computing sinogram
Val(Sgnl)
run timer
 False 
 True 
compute sino
 [7] "compute sino": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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current slice Fourier-domain data
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accumulated backprojections
fbp ramp filter
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error out
status status
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0
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Fourier Spectrum
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2
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Value
mag
Val(Sgnl)
mag
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 True 
 [8] "compute Fourier slice": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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td signals
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td signalsaccumulated detector data
current slice time-domain data
current slice Fourier-domain data
sinogram
accumulated backprojections
fbp ramp filter
caravaggio driver class reference
error out
status status
NewVal
OldVal
CtlRef
Time
Type
apply a filter in the sinogram domain to remove straight vertical lines (circle artifacts in reconstruction) 
remove line artifacts (due to rotation-invariant 
signals) from sinogram as follows: 
1. create a sinogram projection along columns 
2. normalize by number of rows 
3. subtract normalized projection form each row
 True 
1
filtering only makes sense for 
more than one projection
Val(Sgnl)
show sino
Value
filter sino
filtering sinogram Value
message:
Val(Sgnl)
projection
projection
update projection and sino displays
 True 
 [10] "filter sino": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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if "crop" flag is set, crop projections to (AO access 
time)/(projection sampling period) since the rest does 
not carry useful information (i.e zero-padding due to 
frequency-domain oversampling).
 False 
compute projection
crop sinogram
 True 
crop
dt proj
sinogram
if # of projections in sinogram is 
greater than current slice #, 
then update current projection, 
otherwise append projection
crop delay
2
2
fftshift
take absolute value
filtered 
Fourier 
slice
Val(Sgnl)
projection
update 
projection 
plot
 True 
 [9] "compute projection": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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Block Diagram
sino
td signals
sino
td signalsaccumulated detector data
current slice time-domain data
current slice Fourier-domain data
sinogram
accumulated backprojections
fbp ramp filter
caravaggio driver class reference
error out
status status
NewVal
OldVal
CtlRef
Time
Type
1
Real FFT
1D Real
angle span
 False 
angle
multiply by ramp filter and 
window in Fourier space
center 
slice
crop to 
undo zero 
padding
smear 
projection
accumulate 
reconstruction
filter, smear, rotate, accumulate
Maintain Size
sbp
bilinear interp
90
 True rotate w/NIVision
rotate smeared projection
Reconstruction
pad factor pad 
slice
reset?
window
shift?
shift?
timer (s)
1000
 False 
0
slice
center offset
dt proj
acquiring
2 2
4
generate band-limited filter function, h(t)
2
pad filter to power 
of 2 (but must be at 
least 2x length of 
projection - 1)
h(0)=0.25
0.25
pad factor
if ramp filter of correct size doesn't already exist, then create one shift?
ignore 
filter 
phase 
 False 
length of projection
pad factor 1
message:backprojecting ...
show sino
backproject
zero-padded band-limited ramp filter
 True 
reconstruct image from sinogram using the tomographic filtered backprojection method
 [11] "backproject": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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Block Diagram
sino
td signals
sino
td signalsaccumulated detector data
current slice time-domain data
current slice Fourier-domain data
sinogram
accumulated backprojections
fbp ramp filter
caravaggio driver class reference
error out
status status
NewVal
OldVal
CtlRef
Time
Type DDS connected
fstart
fend
amplitude
clocks per step down
clocks per step up
sweep time down (s)
sweep time up (s)
end frequency (Hz)
start frequency (Hz)
tsweep
amplitude
clocks per step
clocks per step up
amplitude
sweep time up (ms)
end frequency (MHz)
start frequency (MHz)
fstart
fend
amplitude
clocks per step
tsweep
Program caravaggio board to sweep Ch0 frequency when profile pins are toggled (this gets multiplied/mixed externally by/with center frequency 
tone to generate a double-sided chirp).   Ch2 is swept at the same rate as Ch0 but with an added heterodyne frequency offset and a user-specified 
phase offset.  Also, a  delay can be introduced between Ch0 and Ch2 sweeps to compensate for the AO porpagation delay and any electronic filter 
fhetero
cvg_SetClock.vi
PLLmult
RefClk (Hz)
Nfreqs44 SysClks per IntClk
sweep
fhetero
cvg_SweepTone.vi
0001
Channel Mask
phase (deg)
end frequency (Hz)
start frequency (Hz)
amplitude
cvg_Freq-FTW.vi
cvg_Freq-FTW.vi
cvg_SweepTone.vi
0100
Channel Mask
2 2
no dwell
cvg_SweepTone.vi
strobe IO Update
1000
Channel Mask
Ch1,Ch3 outputs are fed 
to a comparator to toggle 
profile pins 
cvg_SweepTone.vi
0010
Channel Mask
start frequency (MHz)
2.05
2
Note: Heterodyne delay is set to half of Ch3 
period by cascading flip-flops.  8-bit counter on 
DDS board divides sweep trigger frequency by 
256 (to reduce trigger jitter). Sweep trigger 
period must be an integer multiple of delay 
clock period to ensure a stable trigger.
1.05
make tr igger per iod sl ightly 
longer  than up/down sweep
1
Port D
Port 5
Bit
soft
cvg_RWPortBit.vi
2
toggle LOAD  bit to 
restart 8-bit counter
cvg_Freq-FTW.vi
cvg_Freq-FTW.vi
256 start frequency (MHz)
delay clock
sweep trigger
heterodyne delay
heterodyne delaystart frequency (MHz)
2
sweep parameters
cvg_PowerDown.vi
1111
Channel Mask
DDS power down
preserve 
prior DAC 
power state
heterodyne phase (deg)
 True 
update dds program the AD9959 DDS board to generate freuency sweeps for the AOD and the strobing AOM
 [12] "update dds": Value Change 10
timer (s)
timer start 1000
 True 
run timer
main program loop
 2 [0..3]
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Controls and Indicators
tabs
dt[dt]
digitizer sampling interval - make sure this at least meets Niquist criterion w.r.t. 
heterodyne frequency 
 
Note: reducing the sample time increases the length of digitized data, but does not 
affect the length of cropped projection. 
show filt
toggle display of the Fourier slice filter
show OTF
toggle display of the Optical Transfer Function
show FFT
toggle display of the Fourier slice coputed from the demodulated singal
fL
Low cutoff frequency (Hz)
fH
High cutoff frequency (Hz)
log scale
Log => display data on vertical Log scale
show det
toggle display of the detector signal
window[window type]
type of smoothing window applied to filter
filter type
filter type
parameter
<B>window parameter</B> is the beta parameter for a Kaiser window, the 
standard deviation for a Gaussian window, and the ratio, s, of the mainlobe to the 
sidelobe for a Dolph-Chebyshev window. If <B>window</B> is any other window, 
this VI ignores this input.  
The default value of <B>window parameter</B> is NaN, which sets beta to 0 for a 
Kaiser window, the standard deviation to 0.2 for a Gaussian window, and s to 60 for 
a Dolph-Chebyshev window.
taps
The number of FIR filter coefficients.  The larger, the sharper the filter, but the 
longer the computation time.  Must be odd for high-pass and band-stop filters.
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fstart
starting frequency of chirp (relative to the center frequency)
fend
ending frequency of chirp (relative to the center frequency)
Nfreqs
number of frequency steps per slice
Nslices
number of slices to acquire
load session
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
load detector data (.det), sinogram (.sin), and control settings (.ini) from a saved 
session directory
mag
Mag => plot Magnitude; Ang => plot Angle
slice[slice]
Index the detector data slice currently displayed.  Also indexes Fourier-domain and 
projection displays.
slice[projection]
idex the projection currently displayed
stop
press to exit the program nicely and automatically save the current control values to 
a startup .ini file
save session
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
save detector data (.det), sinogram (.sin), control settings (.ini), and optionally a 
Matlab data file (.MAT) to a session directory
acquiring
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
initiate data acquisition
show proj
toggle display of the current projection
load sinogram
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
[LEGACY] load a sinogram from a text file (no header, one line per projection)
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save sinogram
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
[LEGACY] save a sinogram to a text file (no header, one line per projection)
backproject
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
initiates image reconstruction from the accumulated projections by filtered 
backprojection
compute sino
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
post-process the accumulated projections to compute the sinogram
clear accumulator
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
clear any accumulated time-domain data to free up memory 
tsweep
duration of frequency sweep (time per slice)
COM port[COM port]
serial (RS232) port number for communicating with the Micos rotation stage
Vmax A[Vmax A]
Sets the full scale of the detector signal digitizer and display (click on "rescale plots" 
to activate) .  Use to optimize dynamic range.
Vmax B[Vmax B]
[EXPERIMENTAL] currently not used
angle span
range of angles to acquire/process
sino
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
element
FOV fill time (s)[FOV fill time]
the time it takes for the illumination pattern to propagate across the field of view 
(i.e. the duration of the reconstruction cropping window)
td signals
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
Data
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crop to FOV fill time[crop]
when checked, a cropping window is applied to each reconstructed projections 
rejecting oversampling artifacts outside the FOV
digitizer[cscope connected]
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
uncheck to run the program without communicating with the Cleverscope digitizer
box filter[enable FS box filt]
apply a straight-wall, flat-top bandbass filter to the generated Fourier slice (note: 
the high cutoff frequency should not exceed the highest frequency in the 
demodulated signal)
real-time bp[real-time bp]
When checked, slices are backprojected as they are acquired, building up the image 
in real time.  This slows down data acquisition.
[accumulate slices]
when unchecked, digitized detector data is discarded, but projections are stored if 
"real-time sino" is checked (use to save memory)
FIR filter[enable FIR filt]
apply an FIR filter to the generated Fourier slice
bp center offset (s)[center offset]
Defines center of rotation (w.r.t. projection center) during backprojection.  Can be 
used to compensate residual heterodyne delay or misalignment of rotation axis w.r.t. 
fringe pattern center.
offset rotations[rot stage offset]
the "home" position of the stage as a fraction of a full rotation (note however that 
the RA prisms doubles the illumination angle)
PLLmult (10x)[PLLmult]
DDS PLL clock multiplication factor
RefClk (MHz) (50)[RefClk (Hz)]
DDS reference clock frequency (multiplied by the PLLmult factor to generate the 
DDS system clock)
caravaggio._clsCaravaggio
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
carrier frequency[fcenter]
AOD center frequency tone (mixed with the single-sided AOD frequency sweep 
waveform to produce a double-sided chirp)
sweep parameters
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
end frequency (Hz)
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sweep time up (s)
start frequency (Hz)
phase (deg)
amplitude
clocks per step up
sweep time down (s)
clocks per step down
amplitude
relative amplitude of the AOD sweep waveform (adjust to balance AO diffraction 
efficiency vs. nonlinearity)
clocks per step
number of SYSCLK cycles per frequency step during sweep (trades off sweep 
frequency resolution for sweep time accuracy)  
 
A "clocks per step" value that is too low may result in a sweep time that is 
significantly different from the desired/specified value due to accumulation of 
quantization errors.  To improve the sweep time accuracy, increase the number of 
clocks per step (however this will result in a sweep with less resolution).
Tab Control
averages
number of frames to average if averaging is enabled
use averaging[averaging]
enables sequential capture and averaging of N frames in the digitizer before 
transfering the data to the computer
spin stage
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Spin the stage by the specified number of rotations.  This is done automatically 
during acquisition.
velocity (rpm)[velocity]
rotation speed (effective only after "update and calibrate" is pressed)
spin rotations[spin rotations]
Number of rotations to spin the stage (note that the RA prisms doubles the 
illumination angle).  Calculated automatically during acquisition.
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update rot stage
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
program the rotation stage with new settings and home
delay[trigger delay]
delay from the sweep trigger to the start of the illumination frequency sweep at the 
center of the FOV (can be adjusted in post-processing)
heterodyne frequency[fhetero]
The frequency difference between the AOD beat signal and the stroboscopic (or 
electronic) modulation signal.  The detector signal is centered at this frequency 
during the sweep.
update dds
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
click to program the AD9959 DDS board with new settings (this is done automatically 
before data acquisition)
external clock[external clock]
[EXPERIMENTAL] when checked, the digitizer sampling clock is derived from the DDS 
clock (normally leave unchecked)
rescale plots
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Rescale detector plot
cropping delay[crop delay]
time offset of the cropping window w.r.t. the center of the reconstructed projection
window
Type of window to apply in Fourier domain before backprojecting (in addition to ramp 
filter) - helps suppress high-frequency noise/artifacts.
rotate w/NIVision[rotate w/NIVision ]
when checked, NI Vision is used to rotate smeared projections (optionally with 
bilinear interpolation).  Otherwise rot2d.vi is used.
show sino
toggle between sinogram and backprojection display
select display prev
bright white => display detector waveform
automatically filter sinogram[auto filter sino]
automatically remove line artifacts (due to rotation-invariant signals) from sinogram 
after loading or acquiring data
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filter sino
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
remove line artifacts (due to rotation-invariant signals) from sinogram
Waveform[Sig Gen Wave]
[EXPERIMENTAL] selects the waveform type of the Cleverscope signal generator 
output (not currently used in experiment)
Amplitude (V)[Sig Gen Amp]
EXPERIMENTAL] sets the amplitude of the Cleverscope signal generator output (not 
currently used in experiment)
Offset (V)[Sig Gen Offset]
[EXPERIMENTAL] sets the DC offset of the Cleverscope signal generator output (not 
currently used in experiment)
Frequency (Hz)[Sig Gen Freq]
EXPERIMENTAL] sets the frequency of the Cleverscope signal generator output (not 
currently used in experiment)
update cvs sig gen
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
[EXPERIMENTAL] update the Cleverscope signal generator output with new settings 
(not currently used in experiment)
sweep (F)[sweep]
check to generate repeating frequency sweeps on the AOD and heterodyne 
modulation DDS channels, uncheck to produce a single frequency tone on those 
channels (for diagnostics)
[no dwell]
[EXPERIMENTAL] When checked, the DDS produces repeating up-sweeps.  When 
unchecked, the sweeps are bidirectional and take twice as long.
binning[binning]
bin, average adjacent samples to improve SNR, reduce data size (applied during 
acquisition and can can not be reversed in post-processing)
hBPF_filter type
filter type
window[hBPF_window type]
type of smoothing window applied to filter
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parameter[hBPF_parameter]
<B>window parameter</B> is the beta parameter for a Kaiser window, the 
standard deviation for a Gaussian window, and the ratio, s, of the mainlobe to the 
sidelobe for a Dolph-Chebyshev window. If <B>window</B> is any other window, 
this VI ignores this input.  
The default value of <B>window parameter</B> is NaN, which sets beta to 0 for a 
Kaiser window, the standard deviation to 0.2 for a Gaussian window, and s to 60 for 
a Dolph-Chebyshev window.
fH[hBPF_fH]
High cutoff frequency (Hz)
fL[hBPF_fL]
Low cutoff frequency (Hz)
taps[hBPF_taps]
The number of FIR filter coefficients.  The larger, the sharper the filter, but the 
longer the computation time.  Must be odd for high-pass and band-stop filters.
sweep generator[DDS connected]
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
uncheck to run the program without communicating with the AD9959 and Novatech  
DDS boards
rotation stage[rot stage connected]
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
uncheck to run the program without communicating with the rotation stage
heterodyne delay
An electronic delay between the AOD frequency sweep and the optical/electronic 
modulation sweep needed to compensate for acoustic propagation time, etc.
serial port[Novatech COM Port]
serial (RS232) port number for communicating with the Novatech DDS
amplitude[Novatech amplitude]
carrier tone amplitude (in Vrms)
update novatech
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
program the Novatech DDS signal generator with new settings
reset[reset novatech]
[EXPERIMENTAL] when checked, the Novatech DDS state machine is reset on 
initialization (usually not necessary)
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[scan fhet]
[EXPERIMENTAL] When checked, the heterodyne frequency is varied (from 0.5 fhet 
to 1.5 fhet) instead of slice angle.  A "straight" sinogram means heterodyne delay is 
calibrated. 
heterodyne frequency[fhetero_mem]
starting frequency of chirp (relative to the center frequency)
heterodyne frequency[fhetero_incr]
starting frequency of chirp (relative to the center frequency)
real-time filtering[real-time filtering]
When checked, the detector data is filtered immediately after each slice acquisition 
(before it is accumulated).  Real-time filtering cannot be undone in post-processing. 
take absolute value[take absolute value]
[EXPERIMENTAL] take the absolute value of the computed projection before adding 
to sinogram (experimental - do not use)
filter signal
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Apply an FIR bandpass filter to the accumulated detector signals to improve SNR.  
The filter width limits the FOV of the reconstruction (due to FOV-mapped chirp 
delay).
real-time sino[real-time sino]
compute the sinogram slice-by-slice during data acquisition (reduces acquisition 
speed, but provides visual feedback)
[pad factor]
Projections of length L are padded with 0's, resulting in a new minimum length 
L'=2^N, such that L' >= pad_factor*L.  Must be at least 2.  Larger pad factors can 
reduce frequency interpolation artifacts.
wait (ms)[wait (ms)]
[EXPERIMENTAL] time to wait for the stage to settle after incrementing the rotation
DDS power down
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Manually turn on/off the DDS DAC outputs, and thereby the illumination (e.g. to 
avoid unnecessary sample photobleaching).  Illumination is turned on/off 
automatically during/after acquisition.
[turn off lights after acquisition]
turn off the illumination after the acquisition is completed (e.g. to avoid further 
photobleaching)
Last Session Path
path to the last saved session directory
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clear sino
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
clear the accumulated projections from memory
reset?
press to abort the current operation (e.g. acquisition, sinogram computation, 
backprojection) and reset the program state
heterodyne phase (deg)
An electronic phase difference between the AOD frequency sweep and the optical/
electronic modulation sweep (modulo 180 deg).  This phase delay maps to a time 
delay of the digitized signal.
save to .MAT file[save to .MAT file]
enables saving of detector data, sinogram, and backprojection to a binary Matlab 
.MAT file (in addition to the usual session files) when "save sess" is clicked
bilinear interp[bilinear interp]
use bilinear interpolation when rotating smeared projections (applies only when 
"rotate w/NIVision" is checked)
timer start[timer start]
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
message:
displays the current program state and other messages
P1D plot
df
F1D plot
angle
angle of slice currently being acquired/processed
sino
<B>all rows</B> is the data read from the file.
<B>all rows</B> is the data read from the file.
sbp
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
last path
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error out[error out]
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Contains error information. If <B>error in</B> indicates that an error occurred 
before this VI or function ran, <B>error out</B> contains the same error 
information. Otherwise, it describes the error status that this VI or function 
produces.
status[status]
<B>status</B> is TRUE (X) if an error occurred or FALSE (checkmark) to 
indicate a warning or that no error occurred. 
 
Right-click the <B>error in</B> control on the front panel and select 
<B>Explain Error</B> or <B>Explain Warning</B> from the shortcut 
menu for more information about the error.
code[code]
<B>code</B> is the error or warning code. 
 
Right-click the <B>error in</B> control on the front panel and select 
<B>Explain Error</B> or <B>Explain Warning</B> from the shortcut 
menu for more information about the error.
source[source]
<B>source</B> describes the origin of the error or warning. 
 
Right-click the <B>error in</B> control on the front panel and select 
<B>Explain Error</B> or <B>Explain Warning</B> from the shortcut 
menu for more information about the error.
samples
number of samples acquired per slice (reduced during processign if trigger delay is 
specified)
acquire next
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file) 
 
Reconstruction
RF plot
dt proj[dt proj]
Cleverscope controls
Position[position A]
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Position[position B]
 Source[ trigger source]
Slope[trigger slope]
 Mode[ trigger mode]
BW[BW A]
 Coupling[coupling A]
BW[BW B]
 Coupling[coupling B]
Volt/Div[volts per div A]
Volt/Div[volts per div  B]
Sec/Div[secs per div]
Acquisition Mode[acquisition mode]
Samples[points to acquire]
Number of data points to transfer via USB.  Each data point is computed in 
hardware from several ADC samples using the Acquisition Mode method.
 Filter[ trigger filtering]
Level[trigger level]
Position[horiz position]
Slope[center]
Clock[external clock]
Waveform[Sig Gen Wave]
Ampl. (V)[Sig Gen Amp]
Offset (V)[Sig Gen Offset]
Freq. (Hz)[Sig Gen Freq]
Resolution
Averages wrong[Averages]
Number of consecutive ADC sample buffers to be averaged in hardware.  
Used when the Acquisition Mode is set to "Averaged".
compute Fourier slice
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
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compute projection
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
status
Displays ERROR in red if an error occured.  In this case, abort the program, correct 
the cause of error (see "misc" tab), and restart the program.
initializing
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
tframe
duration of frequency sweep (time per slice)
timer (s)
automatically times major processing operations (e.g. acquisition, sinogram 
computation, backprojection)
run timer
NOSAVE (<- flag required to avoid saving control to .ini file)
[dt actual]
digitizer sampling interval - make sure this at least meets Niquist criterion w.r.t. 
heterodyne frequency 
 
Note: reducing the sample time increases the length of digitized data, but does not 
affect the length of cropped projection. 
369
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C.2 Thermal and Shot Noise Simulation Software
This section shows the Matlab script used to simulate the behavior of thermal and signal-
dependent shot noise for various RF drive signals and objects as described in Chapter 4.
% sigdepshot_xcorr.m
%
% This script simulates the propagation of signal−dependent shot noise or
% signal−independent thermal noise (depending on user selection) in
% time−multiplexed (TM) and frequency−multiplexed (FM) FAST measurements over an
% ensemble of experiment realizations.  
% In the TM simulation, the Bragg cell is driven with a combination of
% fully−modulated sinusoidal voltages (either in sequence or simultaneously)
% with user−specified frequencies and amplitudes.  A common additional DC offset
% at the detector can also be provided.  In the FM simulation, the Bragg cell
% can be driven with a superposition of sinusoids (sam frequencies as in TM
% mode), a superposition of sinusoids with random phases, a sequence of
% sinusoids (i.e. a concatenated TM waveform), or a continuous chirp (spanning
% the TM frequency range) with a user−settable repetition period.  In all cases,
% the TM and FM simulations are performed under the constraint that the same
% average optical power is illuminating the object.  The user−specified length
% of the TM waveforms (in samples) can be considered as the active aperture of
% the Bragg cell, or the illuminated field of view (FOV).
%
% The illuminated object is specified using a 1D "object array" spanning the FOV
% (note: it is automatically normalized to its maximum value).  The detected
% signal is calculated by convolving the 1D illumination pattern (calculated by
% squaring the magnitude of the Bragg cell drive voltage) and the object array,
% and adding any additional dc offset (if specified).  Signal−dependent
% Poissonian shot noise or additive Gaussian thermal noise is added to the
% signal current.  The noisy signals are then filtered by cross−correlating with
% the (noiseless) illumination pattern (this corresponds to band−pass
% filtering each frequency in the Fourier domain).
%
% Note that the detector signals are AC−coupled before processing, but after
% convolving with the object, adding dc offset, and adding noise.  
%
% The generated plots are:
%
% Figure 1 (TM):
% − unfiltered detector current with noise added (should always be positive).
% − variance of added noise over an ensemble of measurements.
% − correlation−filtered noisy detector current (no DC offset).
% − variance of filtered noisy detector signal over an ensemble of measurements.
%
% Figure 2 (TM):
% − power spectrum of noiseless signal.
% − power spectrum of noisy signal.
% − power spectrum of filtered noisy signal.
% − autocorrelation of the spectrum of the unfiltered noise (ensemble−averaged).
%
% Figure 3 (TM):
% − spatial reconstruction of the object using the unfiltered noisy signal.
% − variance of the unfiltered reconstruction over an ensemble of measurements. 
% − SNR calculated over an ensemble of measurements at each point 
%   in the unfiltered reconstruction (mean^2/variance over ensemble).
%
% Figure 4 (TM):
% − spatial reconstruction of the object using the filtered noisy signal.
% − variance of the filtered reconstruction over an ensemble of measurements. 
% − SNR calculated over an ensemble of measurements at each point 
%   in the filtered reconstruction (mean^2/variance over ensemble).
%
% Figures 5−8: same as Figures 1−4, but for FM measurement
%
% Note: Figure 7 is meaningful only when the FM illumination has flat phase
% across the FOV since otherwise filtering is needed to reconstruct the image.
%
% Author:
%   Dan Feldkhun
%
% FAST project
% April 21, 2010
%function sigdepshot_xcorr() % <− uncomment to use as function instead of script
clear all;
%warning off;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% user parameters %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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ntrials=100; % number of realizations in ensemble
len=1000; % TM segment length (FM signal is N times longer)
dBmax=150; % dB scale limit for SNR plots
% object array:
obj=zeros(1,len); % empty object array (field of view) 
obj([round(len/2)])=[1]; % add impulse to object array 
%obj([470 500 530])=[0.5 1 .25]; % add impulses to object array 
%x=[1:len];obj=sin(2*pi/20*x); % add sine wave to object array
%obj=(sin(2*pi*50/len*[1:len])+1)/2; % single sinusoidal grating object
% note: grating frequency must be 2X one of the modulation frequencies below
% TM parameters:
f=5*([1:1:40]−1/2); % array of frequencies modulating Bragg cell (#periods/segment)
%f=[4 12 20];
%f=[10];
N=length(f);
a=10000*ones(1,N); % array of detector current amplitudes (#photoelec/sample)
adc=0; % additional detector current bias (#photoelec/sample)
% noise parameters:
sig_dep=1; % 1 = sig−dep (Poissonian) noise; 0 = sig−indep white Gausian noise 
awgn_var=a(1)/2; % variance of AWGN (in photoelec^2) (applies if sig_dep=0) 
% FM parameters (default voltage is a centered stack of cosines min(f)−>max(f)):
rand_phi0=0; % 1 = randomize phi0 for FM (0 = don’t randomize)
tm2fm=0; % 1 = use concatentated TM signal (stepped chirp) as FM voltage
cont_chirp=0; % 1 = use repeating continuous chirp as FM voltage (if not tm2fm)
chirp_len=N*len; % length of repeating continuous chirp (sweeps min(f)−>max(f))
% no user parameters below
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% time−multiplexed measurement %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp(’performing TM measurement ...’)
% create signals, add noise, calculate noise spectrum autocorrelation, and apply
% bandpass filter for each frequency and realization:
x=[1:len];
xc=x−(len+1)/2; % centered coordinates
fobj=fft(obj); % object spectrum
fobj=fobj/max(abs(fobj)); % normalized object spectrum 
wbh=waitbar(0,’Creating TM signals, adding noise, filtering, ...’);
for i=1:N
 v(i,:)=sqrt(a(i))*cos(2*pi*f(i)/len*xc); % voltage signal driving Bragg cell
 % obtain detector current by convolving signal with object and adding bias: 
 p(i,:)=abs(v(i,:)).^2; % RF power at Bragg cell
 fpac=fft(p(i,:)−mean(p(i,:))); % spectrum of AC−coupled RF drive power
 s(i,:)=real(ifft(fft(p(i,:)).*fobj))+adc; % detector signal (plus DC bias)
 sac(i,:)=s(i,:)−mean(s(i,:)); % AC−copled detector signal
 for j=1:ntrials
  if sig_dep
   n(i,:)=poissrnd(abs(s(i,:)))−s(i,:); % Poisson signal−dependent white noise
  else
   n(i,:)=randn(1,len)*sqrt(awgn_var); % signal−independent AWGN
  end;
%  xn(i,:)=xcorr(fftshift(fft(n(i,:)))); % autocorrelation of noise spectrum
  sn(i,:)=s(i,:)+n(i,:); % add noise to signal
  snac(i,j,:)=sac(i,:)+n(i,:); % AC−coupled noisy signal
  fsnac=fft(squeeze(snac(i,j,:))’); % spectrum of AC−coupled noisy signal
  % filter signal by cross−correlation and scale to match unfiltered signal:
  hsn(i,j,:)=real(ifft(fsnac.*conj(fpac)))*4/len/a(i); 
%  % accumulate noise spectrum autocorrelation realizations:
%  rxn(j,:)=xn(i,:);
 end;
 % compute ensemble average of noise spectrum autocorrelations
% mxn(i,:)=mean(rxn,1);  % ensemble−averaged noise spectrum autocorrelation
 % compute ensemble variances of unfiltered and correlation−filtered signals:
 vsnac(i,:)=var(squeeze(snac(i,:,:)));
 vhsn(i,:)=var(squeeze(hsn(i,:,:)));
 waitbar(i/N,wbh); % update progress bar
end;
% sum waveform pieces:
dc=mean(mean(s,2))−adc; % DC offset corresponding to average photon flux 
ss=sum(sac,1)+dc; % sum AC−coupled clean signals
ssn=squeeze(sum(snac,1))+dc; % sum noisy signals
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shsn=squeeze(sum(hsn,1))+dc; % sum correlation−filtered noisy signals
%smxn=sum(mxn,1); % sum noise spectrum ensemble−averaged autocorrelations
% calculate the ensemble−averaged autocorrelation of the noise spectrum
% in the reconstructed image
xn=zeros(1,2*len−1); % noise spectrum autocorrelation placeholder
waitbar(0,wbh,’Computing TM image noise spectrum autocorrelation ...’);
for i=1:ntrials
 xn=xn+xcorr((fftshift(fft(ssn(i,:)−ss))));
 waitbar(i/ntrials,wbh); % update progress bar
end;
mxn=xn/ntrials;
% calculate ensemble variances of unfiltered and filtered AC noisy signal sums
vssn=var(ssn);
vshsn=var(shsn);
% calculate ensemble averages of unfiltered and filtered nosiy signal sums
mssn=mean(ssn);
mshsn=mean(shsn);
% purge redundant realizations (to free up memory)
snac=squeeze(snac(:,ntrials,:));
hsn=squeeze(hsn(:,ntrials,:));
ssn=ssn(ntrials,:);
shsn=shsn(ntrials,:);
% concatenate waveforms:
csn=reshape(sn’,1,[]);
cvsnac=reshape(vsnac’,1,[]);
chsn=reshape(hsn’,1,[]);
cvhsn=reshape(vhsn’,1,[]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% frequency−multiplexed measurement %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp(’performing FM measurement ...’)
% frequency−multiplexed signal (same mean as TM signal)
len0=len*N;
x0=[1:len0];
xc0=x0−(len0+1)/2;
% generate FM signal
v0=zeros(1,len0); % voltage signal driving Bragg cell
phi0=zeros(1,N); % phase offsets
fobj0=fft(padarray(obj,[0 round((len0−len)/2)])); % expand object FOV, take FFT
fobj0=fobj0/max(abs(fobj0)); % normalized object spectrum 
if tm2fm % use piecewise concatenated TM singal as FM Bragg cell voltage
  p0=reshape(p’,1,[]); % use concatenated RF power chirp from TM simulation
  s0=real(ifft(fft(p0).*fobj0))+adc; % detector current with additional bias 
elseif cont_chirp % use repeating continuous chirp as FM Bragg cell voltage
  v0=[]; % Bragg cell RF drive voltage (initially empty)
  while length(v0) < len0 %accumulate repeated continuous RF chirps
   v0=[v0 sqrt(mean(a))*chirp([1:chirp_len],min(f)/len,chirp_len,max(f)/len)];
  end
  v0=v0(1:len0); % crop Bragg cell signal
  p0=abs(v0).^2; % RF power at Bragg cell
  s0=real(ifft(fft(p0).*fobj0))+adc; % detector current with additional bias 
else % use stack of sinusoids as FM Bragg cell voltage (default)
 for i=1:N
  phi0(i)=2*pi*rand*rand_phi0; % generate random phases (if rand_phi0=1)
  v0=v0+sqrt(a(i)/N)*cos(2*pi*f(i)/len*xc0+phi0(i)); % sum RF signals (voltages)
 end;
 p0=abs(v0).^2; % RF power at Bragg cell
 s0=real(ifft(fft(p0).*fobj0))+adc; % detector current with additional bias 
end;
fpac0=fft(p0−mean(p0));  % spectrum of AC−coupled RF drive power
% generate noise, filter, etc. for each realization
waitbar(0,wbh,’Adding noise, filtering, etc. to FM signals ...’)
xn0=zeros(1,2*len0−1); % noise spectrum autocorrelation placeholder
for i=1:ntrials
 if sig_dep > 0 
  n0=poissrnd(abs(s0))−s0; % Poisson signal−dependent white noise
 else
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  n0=randn(1,len0)*sqrt(awgn_var); % signal−independent AWGN
 end;
 xn0=xn0+xcorr(fftshift(fft(n0))); % accumulate noise spectrum autocorrelations
 sn0=n0+s0; % add noise to signal
 snac0(i,:)=sn0−mean(s0); % AC−coupled noisy signal
 fsnac0=fft(snac0(i,:)); % spectrum of AC−coupled noisy signal
 hsn0(i,:)=real(ifft(fsnac0.*conj(fpac0))); % filter signal by cross−correlation
 waitbar(i/ntrials,wbh); % update progress bar
end;
hsn0=hsn0*4/len0/mean(a); % scale filtered signal to match TM case
mxn0=xn0/ntrials;  % ensemble−averaged noise spectrum autocorrelation
% compute ensemble variances of unfiltered and correlation−filtered signals:
vsnac0=var(snac0);
vhsn0=var(hsn0);
% calculate DC level to add to reconstructions
if cont_chirp || tm2fm
 dc0=0; 
else
 dc0=mean(a);
end;
% note: "chop/stack/sum" is a bad thing to do for non−repetitive waveforms such
% as a continuous chirp (sums noise, but not signal).  Also, for repetitive
% filtered signals there is no advantage over a simple crop (since noise also
% repeats due to filtering by a comb).  Therefore always crop central region of
% filtered singal instead of chopping/stacking/summing.  However, in the case of
% a repetitive unfiltered signal, chopping/stacking/summing is benefitial (noise
% from different segments adds incoherently).
% chop, stack, sum, average AC−coupled unfiltered signal, add DC
%ssn0=(fftshift(sum(reshape(snac0,ntrials,len,N),3)))/N+dc0;
% crop correlation−filtered signal, add DC
ssn0=(snac0(:,(len0−len)/2+1:(len0+len)/2)+dc0);
shsn0=(hsn0(:,(len0−len)/2+1:(len0+len)/2)+dc0);
% calculate ensemble variances of unfiltered and filtered noisy signal stacks
vssn0=var(ssn0);
vshsn0=var(shsn0);
% calculate ensemble averages of unfiltered and filtered noisy signal stacks
mssn0=mean(ssn0);
mshsn0=mean(shsn0);
% purge redundant realizations (to free up memory)
snac0=snac0(1,:);
hsn0=hsn0(1,:);
ssn0=ssn0(1,:);
shsn0=shsn0(1,:);
close(wbh);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot results %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% TM plots
figure(1);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(csn); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’TM Unfiltered Noisy Detector Signal: i_n(t)’);
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(cvsnac); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’TM Noise Variance of Unfiltered Noisy Detector Signal: \sigma^2_n(t)=<i_n^2(t)>’);
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(chsn); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’TM Filtered Noisy Detector Signal: i_{fn}(t)’);
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(cvhsn); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’TM Noise Variance of Filtered Noisy Detector Signal: \sigma^2_n(t)=<i_{fn}^2(t)>’);
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figure(2);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(4,1,1)
fss=abs(fftshift(fft(ss))).^2;
plot(xc,10*log10(fss/max(fss))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’TM Clean Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{\Sigma_N i_s(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,2)
fssn=abs(fftshift(fft(ssn))).^2;
plot(xc,10*log10(fssn/max(fssn))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’TM Noisy Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{\Sigma_N i_{sn}(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,3)
fshsn=abs(fftshift(fft(shsn))).^2;
plot(xc,10*log10(fshsn/max(fshsn))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’TM Filtered Noisy Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{\Sigma_N i_{fsn}(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,4)
amxn=abs(mxn(ceil(len/2):ceil(3*len/2)−1)); % crop autocorrelation
plot(xc,10*log10(amxn/max(amxn))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’TM Unfiltered Noise Spectrum Autocorrelation (dB): <i_n(\omega’’)^*i_n(\omega’’+\omega)>’)
;
figure(3);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(ssn); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’TM Unfiltered Reconstruction: i_{sn}(x)’);
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(vssn); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’TM Unfiltered Reconstruction Noise Variance: \sigma^2_n(x)=<i_n^2(x)>’);
subplot(3,1,3)
snr=10*log10(mssn.^2./vssn);
plot(snr); axis tight; ylim([0 dBmax]);
msnr=10*log10(sum(abs(csn−mean(csn)).^2./cvsnac)/len0); % calculate mean SNR
ylabel(’dB’)
title([’TM Unfiltered Reconstruction SNR (dB): \langle{i_{sn}(x)}\rangle^2/\’ ...
       ’sigma^2_n(x)         mean SNR (AC) = ’,num2str(msnr),’ dB    ’, ...
       ’peak SNR = ’,num2str(max(snr)),’ dB’]);
figure(4);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(shsn); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’TM Filtered Reconstruction: i_{fsn}(x)’);
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(vshsn); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’TM Filtered Reconstruction Noise Variance: \sigma^2_{fn}(x)=<i_{fn}^2(x)>’);
subplot(3,1,3)
snrh=10*log10(mshsn.^2./vshsn);
plot(snrh); axis tight;  ylim([0 dBmax]);
msnrh=10*log10(sum(abs(shsn−mean(shsn)).^2./vshsn)/len); % calculate mean SNR
ylabel(’dB’)
title([’TM Filtered Reconstruction SNR: \langle{i_{fsn}(x)}\rangle^2/\’ ...
       ’sigma^2_{fn}(x)         mean SNR (AC)  = ’,num2str(msnrh),’ dB    ’, ...
       ’peak SNR = ’,num2str(max(snrh)),’ dB’]);
% FM plots
figure(5);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(sn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’FM Unfiltered Noisy Detector Signal: i_n(t)’);
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(vsnac0); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’FM Noise Variance of Unfiltered Noisy Detector Signal: \sigma^2_n(t)=<i_n^2(t)>’);
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(hsn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’FM Filtered Noisy Detector Signal: i_{fn}(t)’);
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(vhsn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’FM Noise Variance of Filtered Noisy Detector Signal: \sigma^2_n(t)=<i_{fn}^2(t)>’);
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figure(6);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(4,1,1)
fs0=abs(fftshift(fft(s0))).^2;
plot(xc0,10*log10(fs0/max(fs0))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’FM Clean Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{i_s(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,2)
fsn0=abs(fftshift(fft(sn0))).^2;
plot(xc0,10*log10(fsn0/max(fsn0))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’FM Noisy Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{i_{sn}(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,3)
fhsn0=abs(fftshift(fft(hsn0))).^2;
plot(xc0,10*log10(fhsn0/max(fhsn0))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’FM Filtered Noisy Signal Power Spectrum (dB): |F\{i_{fsn}(t)\}|^2’);
subplot(4,1,4)
amxn0=abs(mxn0(ceil(len0/2):ceil(3*len0/2)−1));
plot(xc0,10*log10(amxn0/max(amxn0))); axis tight;
ylabel(’dBc’)
title(’FM Unfiltered Noise Spectrum Autocorrelation(dB): <i_n(\omega’’)^*i_n(\omega’’+\omega)>’);
figure(7);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(ssn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’FM Unfiltered Reconstruction: i_{sn}(x)’);
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(vssn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’FM Unfiltered Reconstruction Noise Variance: \sigma^2_n(x)=<i_n^2(x)>’);
subplot(3,1,3)
snr0=10*log10(mssn0.^2./vssn0);
plot(snr0); axis tight; ylim([0 dBmax]);
msnr0=10*log10(sum(abs(snac0).^2./vsnac0)/len0); % calculate mean SNR
ylabel(’dB’)
title([’FM Unfiltered Reconstruction SNR (dB): \langle{i_{sn}(x)}\rangle^2/\’ ...
       ’sigma^2_n(x)         mean SNR (AC) = ’,num2str(msnr0),’ dB    ’, ...
       ’peak SNR = ’,num2str(max(snr0)),’ dB’]);
figure(8);%set(gcf,’DefaulttextInterpreter’,’latex’) 
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(shsn0); axis tight;
ylabel(’e−’)
title(’FM Filtered Reconstruction: i_{fsn}(x)’);
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(vshsn0); axis tight; 
ylabel(’(e−)^2’)
title(’FM Filtered Reconstruction Noise Variance: \sigma^2_{fn}(x)=\langle[i_{fn}(x)−{\langle}i_{
fn}(x)\rangle]^2\rangle’);
subplot(3,1,3)
snrh0=10*log10(mshsn0.^2./vshsn0);
plot(snrh0); axis tight; ylim([0 dBmax]);
msnrh0=10*log10(sum(abs(shsn0−mean(shsn0)).^2./vshsn0)/len); % calculate mean SNR
ylabel(’dB’)
title([’FM Filtered Reconstruction SNR: \langle{i_{fsn}(x)}\rangle^2/\’ ...
       ’sigma^2_{fn}(x)         mean SNR (AC) = ’,num2str(msnrh0),’ dB    ’, ...
       ’peak SNR = ’,num2str(max(snrh0)),’ dB’]);
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C.3 Fourier Split-Step Beam Propagation Software
This section shows the IDL scripts that I used to simulate propagation and interference of the
DEEP illumination patterns in a highly scattering medium for different source spectral bandwidths
to generated the plots shown in Figure 7.11.
; simfast_bpm.pro
;
; This IDL script simulates the propagation of a polychromatic
; interference pattern with a specified banwidth through a random
; scattering medium, measures the spatially integrated intensity of
; the light after passing through an absorbtive grating structure
; burried in the medium, and plots the fourier transform of the
; measured intensity signal as the spatial frequrency of the
; interference pattern is varied.
;
; based on IDL code by Kelvin Wagner 
; commented, modified by Dan Feldkhun
; FAST project
; March 05, 2009 
; flags
eff=0                   ;0 to make pretty display, 1 for faster computation
;set up filename and directory structure
session=’test’
file_mkdir,session
pushd,session
if eff eq 0 then begin
 file_mkdir,’jpegs’
endif
;physical constants (default reference unit is center wavelength, lam0)
ss=1                    ;scatterer size in pixels (see dx, dz for phys. scale)
nr=1.33                 ;real part of the material index (1.33 for water)
stdn=.017               ;standard deviation of index peturbation
la=10000                ;absorption 1/e length in lam0 units
Nlam=1.                 ;number of wavelengths across bandwidth
bw=.2                   ;fractional bandwidth = (lam_max−lam_min)/lam0
z0=.1                   ;starting depth of scattering (frac of tot z range)
zf=.55                  ;depth of fringe pattern center
w0=200.                 ;gaussian beam waist in lam0 units
Nzg=1.                  ;number of grating depths to sequence through
zgmin=.1                ;minimum depth of grating (frac of total z range)
zgmax=1.                ;maximum depth of grating (zg when Nzg=1)
Nf=1.                   ;number of spatial frequencies
fpmin=6.                ;minimum fringe period in lam0 units (fp when Nf=1)
fpmax=12.               ;maximum fringe period in 1/lam0 units
Nps=2.0^12.             ;number of phase steps per spatial frequency
dps=1                   ;fringe shift per phase step in lam0 units
Ng=1.                   ;number of gratings to sequence through         
gpmin=6.                ;minimum fringe period in lam0 units (gp when Ng=1)
gpmax=6.                ;maximum grating period in lam0 units
a=1.                    ;amplitiude of grating
wabs=10.                ;boundary absorption 1/e width (lam0 units)
Navg=1.                 ;number of detector waveforms to average
                       
;sampling constants:  
dx=0.49                 ;lateral grid size in lam0 units
dz=0.49                 ;z propagation step size in lam0 units
Nx=2.^10                ;number of grid elements accross the field
Nz=2.^11                ;number of z propagation steps in the z direction
;save parameters to file:
help,output=params
openw,1,session+’_params.txt’
printf,1,params
close,1
                       
;set up display       
set_plot,’win’               ;set plot to ’X’ if using XWindows
window,0,xs=Nx,ys=Nz,ret=1   ;create display window
 
;set up arrays
i=DCOMPLEX(0.,1.)            ;define sqrt(−1)
n0=dcomplex(nr,−1./4./!pi/la);material index, imaginary part −> absorption
det=dblarr(Nps)              ;detected intensity for one fringe period
wf=dblarr(Nf*Nps,Nzg)        ;concateneated detector waveform
wff=dblarr(Nf*Nps,Nzg)       ;fourier−transformed detector waveform
bp1=dcomplexarr(Nx,Nz)       ;2d array to contain the propagated field
bp2=dcomplexarr(Nx,Nz)       ;2d array to contain the propagated field
bp1s=dcomplexarr(Nx,Nlam,Nzg);array of slices of propagated field at zd
bp2s=dcomplexarr(Nx,Nlam,Nzg);array of slices of propagated field at zd
dn=dcomplexarr(Nx,Nz)        ;2d array of random index perturbations
bpi=dblarr(Nx,Nz)            ;propagated monochromatic intensity pattern
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xi=(dindgen(Nx)/Nx−.5)*dx*Nx ;Nx elements spaced by dx, centered at 0
blue=bytarr(Nx,Nz)           ;blue channel of displayed image
grating=dblarr(Nx)           ;grating vector
blue(*,z0*Nz−1)=bytscl(replicate(1.,Nx)) ;store z0 boundary in blue channel 
tm=systime(1) ;start loop timer
;loop through grating spatial frequencies
for gc=0,Ng−1,1 do begin
 ;determine cur. grating period (lam0 units)
 if Ng gt 1 then begin
  gp=gpmax*gpmin*(Ng−1)/(gpmin*(Ng−1)+(gpmax−gpmin)*gc)
 endif else begin
  gp=gpmin
 endelse
 fname=session+’_g’+strtrim(fix(gc),2)
 ;dn(*,zg*(Nz−1))=i*(cos(!pi*xi/gp))^2*a ;put in absorption grating at zg
 grating=(cos(!pi*xi/gp))^2*a ;define absorption grating (located at zg)
 
 ;loop through illumination spatial frequencies
 ph0=0 ; initialize phase offset
 for fc=0,Nf−1,1 do begin       
  ;************************************************************************
  ; − Beam prop loop through random media
  ; − seperate field calcultions for object and reference beam
  ; − sequentially calcalate different wavelengths
  ; − Then add each wavelength up to get interference patterns
  ; − finally sum across wavelength for total
  ;
  ; Note: the initial fields have a different linear phase and
  ; gaussian beam center for each wavelength and frequency such that
  ; when the two beams interfere at the grating they maximally overlap
  ; while maintaing wavelength−independent spatial frequency
  ;************************************************************************
 
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;determine current fringe period (lam0 units)
  ;*******************************************************************
  if Nf gt 1 then begin
   fp=fpmax*fpmin*(Nf−1)/(fpmin*(Nf−1)+(fpmax−fpmin)*fc)
  endif else begin
   fp=fpmin
   fpmax=fpmin
  endelse
  ;*******************************************************************   
  ;average several beamprops for different randomn seeds
  ;*******************************************************************   
  dets=dblarr(Nps,Nzg)
  seed=173 ;initial random seed
  for detc=0,Navg−1,1 do begin
   ;*******************************************************************
   ;fill perturb. array with scatterers, apply boxcar filter
   ;*******************************************************************
   dn=complex(smooth(randomn(seed,Nx,Nz)*stdn,ss),0) 
   dn(*,0:z0*Nz−1)=replicate(0.,Nx,z0*Nz) ;no scaterring in first z0 of prop.
   ;*******************************************************************
   ;propagate and interfere fields
   ;*******************************************************************
   bpis=dblarr(Nx,Nz) ;initialize intensity accumulator   
   for lc=0,Nlam−1,1 do begin
    if Nlam gt 1 then begin
     lam=1.+bw/2.−bw*lc/(Nlam−1.) 
    endif else begin
     lam=1.
    endelse
    theta=asin(lam/fp/2./nr) ;beam angle w.r.t. propagation axis
    xoff=zf*dz*Nz*tan(theta) ;beam center offset (lam0 units)
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;propagate first beam
    ;*******************************************************************
    e=exp(−(2*(xi+xoff)/w0)^2)*exp(i*!pi*xi/fp) ;field to propagate
    bpmlam,e,dx,dz,n0,dn,lam,wabs,bp1
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;propagate second beam
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    ;*******************************************************************
    e=exp(−(2*(xi−xoff)/w0)^2)*exp(−i*!pi*xi/fp) ;field to propagate
    bpmlam,e,dx,dz,n0,dn,lam,wabs,bp2
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;store fields at each grating depth for phase−shifting later
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;loop through grating depths
    for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
     if Nzg gt 1 then begin
      zg=zgmin+(zgmax−zgmin)*zgc/(Nzg−1)
     endif else begin
      zg=zgmax
     endelse
     blue(*,zg*Nz−1)=bytscl(grating) ;store grating in blue image channel 
     bp1s(*,lc,zgc)=bp1(*,zg*(Nz−1.))
     bp2s(*,lc,zgc)=bp2(*,zg*(Nz−1.))
    endfor ;end looping through grating depths
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;interfere propagated fields
    ;*******************************************************************
    bpi=abs(bp1+bp2)^2.   
    ;*******************************************************************
    ;display propagated intensity pattern for each wavelength:
    ;*******************************************************************
    if eff eq 0 then begin
     rgb=bytscl(bpi^.5)
     ;plot propagated light in red, green channels, grating in blue
     tv,[[[(2.*lam+bw−2.)*rgb ]],[[(−2.*lam−bw+3.)*rgb]],[[blue]]],true=3
    endif
    bpis=bpis+bpi ;accumulate interference patterns at each wavelength
   endfor
   
   ;*******************************************************************
   ;compute detector waveform by phase−shifting fields
   ;*******************************************************************  
   ;loop through grating depths
   for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
    if Nf gt 1 then begin
     dph=dps/fp*2.*!pi ;phase increment for this frequency
     ;loop through phases, build up detector signal
     for ps=0,Nps−1,1 do begin
      ph=dph*ps+ph0 ;add phase from last loop for phase−continuos "chirp" 
      ;interfere fields and accumulate intensity at different wavelengths 
      bpd=dblarr(Nx) ;initialize intensity accumulator
      for lc=0,Nlam−1,1 do begin
       ;phase step depends on fringe period but not optical wavelength
       bpd=bpd+abs(bp1s(*,lc,zgc)+bp2s(*,lc,zgc)*exp(i*ph))^2*grating
      endfor
      det(ps)=total(bpd)/Nlam ;build up "detector" waveform
     endfor ;end looping through phases
     ph0=ph ;remember last phase as phase offset for next loop
     det=det−mean(det)
     dets(*,zgc)=dets(*,zgc)+det
    endif else begin
     dets(*,zgc)=replicate(0.,Nps)
    endelse
   endfor ;end looping through grating depths
   
  endfor ;end beamprop averaging loop  
  dets=dets/Navg
  wf(fc*Nps:(fc+1)*Nps−1,*)=dets ;high−pass, concatenate waveforms
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;display incoherent sum of propagated intensities and store as jpeg
  ;*******************************************************************
  if eff eq 0 then begin
   pushd,’jpegs’      
   bpis=bpis/Nlam ;normalize total intensity to match mono case
   gr=bytscl(bpis^.5) 
   if Nlam gt 1 then begin
    tv,[[[gr]],[[gr]],[[blue]]],true=3
   endif else begin
    tv,[[[gr*0]],[[gr]],[[blue]]],true=3
   endelse
   write_jpeg,fname+’_f’+strtrim(fix(fc),2)+’.jpg’,tvrd(true=3),true=3
   popd
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  endif
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;plot detector waveforms for each grating depth
  ;*******************************************************************
  window,1,xs=512,ys=1024,xp=0,yp=0,ret=1
  !P.multi=[0,0,Nzg]
  for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
   plot,wf(0:(fc+1)*Nps−1,zgc),tit=’depth ’+strtrim(fix(zgc),2), $
        /xs,chars=1.5
  endfor  
  wset,0 ;re−activate beam prop display window
  print,’  fp(lam0)=’,strtrim(fp,2),", timer(s):", systime(1)−tm
 endfor ;finish looping through spatial frequencies
 ;no need to do FFT etc. when running simulation for a single frequency 
 if Nf gt 1 then begin
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;Fourier−transform detector waveform and save plots 
  ;*******************************************************************
  wff=fft(wf,dimension=1)
  findmin=Nf*Nps*dps/fpmax−Nf   ;find low frequency index
  findmax=Nf*Nps*dps/fpmin+Nf   ;find high frequency index
  wff=wff(findmin:findmax,*)    ;crop FFT
  wff=congrid(wff,1024,Nzg)     ;rebin cropped FFT to make it manageable
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;Save the plots to a postscript file
  ;*******************************************************************
  set_plot,’ps’
  !P.multi=[0,0,2]
  ;loop through grating depths
  for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
   device,filename=fname+’_z’+strtrim(fix(zgc),2)+’.ps’,/inches, $
          encapsulated=0,xsize=8.0,ysize=8.0,yoffset=1.,xoffset=0.
   plot,wf(*,zgc),/xs,tit="!17Detector Signal",chars=1.2
   plot,abs(wff(*,zgc)), $
        /xs,tit="!17Detector Spectrum",chars=1.2
   device,/close
  endfor ;end looping through grating depths   
  set_plot,’win’
  
  ;*******************************************************************
  ;plot the fourier−transformed waveforms to screen
  ;*******************************************************************
  window,2,xs=512,ys=1024,xp=0,yp=0,ret=1
  !P.multi=[0,0,Nzg]
  for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
   plot,abs(wff(*,zgc)),/xs, $
        tit=’detector signal spectrum, depth ’+strtrim(fix(zgc),2),chars=1.5
  endfor 
 endif 
 !P.multi=0
 wset,0
 print,’gp(lam0)=’,strtrim(gp,2),", timer(s):", systime(1)−tm 
endfor ;finish looping through grating spatial frequencies
;*******************************************************************
;save wavefrom data to binary file
;*******************************************************************
save,bp1s,bp2s,findmin,findmax,wf,wff,filename=fname+’_waveforms.sav’
;*******************************************************************
;save FFTs at all depths to postscript file (no axes shown)
;*******************************************************************
set_plot,’ps’
!P.multi=[0,0,Nzg]
device,filename=fname+’_zscan.ps’,/inches, $
       encapsulated=0,xsize=8.0,ysize=9.0,yoffset=1.,xoffset=0.
for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
 plot,abs(wff(*,zgc)),XSTYLE=4,YSTYLE=4
endfor 
device,/close
!P.multi=0
set_plot,’win’
popd ;return to parent directory
end ;end program
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; bpmlam.pro
;
; This function implements the split−step Fourier beam propagation method
; in one plane in a linear, isotropic, nondispersive, and nearly
; homogenous medium using the following transfer function (e.g. see
; Goodman 2ed p60):
;  
;  H=e^{j*2*pi*dz*sqrt[(n/lam)^2−fx^2]}
;  such that: FFT{E(z+dz)}=H*FFT(E(z)}
;  
; Small index variations are then modeled as lateral phase
; perturbations of the field at each step of homogeneous
; propagation. An exponential absorber is optionally added at the
; lateral boundaries to prevent reflections back into the medium.
;
; Assumptions/approximations:
; − scalar diffraction theory applies to a linear, isotropic,
;   nondispersive and (nearly) homogeneous medium.
; − index perturbations must be small (less than ~1%), otherwise
;   scalar theory and perturbation method are frought with peril
; − back−scattering is not taken into account
; − lateral sampling grid must be at least lambda/(2*sin(theta)), 
;   where theta is the maximum scattering angle being modeled 
; − depth sampling grid must adequately sample index perturbations
;
; usage: bpmlam, field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, fields
;
; Note: all units normalized to reference wavelength, lam0
;
; inputs: 
;  field  (complex 1D array) = 1D complex field distribution to propagate
;  dx     (real scalar)      = lateral grid spacing
;  dz     (real scalar)      = propagation grid spacing
;  n0     (complex scalar)   = homogenous complex index of the medium
;  dn     (complex 2D array) = array of complex index peturbations
;  lam    (real scalar)      = free−space wavelength
;  wabs   (real scalar)      = 1/e width of absorbing region at boundaries
;
; outputs:
;  field  (complex 1D array) = propagated field at final propagation depth
;  fields (complex 2D array) = array of fields at each propagation depth
;
; Authors:
;   Tim Slagle, Bob McLeod, Kelvin Wagner − original bpm code 
;   Dan Feldkhun − re−commented, modified to account for wavelength 
;
; FAST project
; Feb 22, 2009
PRO bpmlam, field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, fields
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Check input parameters for proper number, dimesions
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
if N_Params() lt 8 then begin
   print, ’bpmlam needs 8 arguments, only ’,N_Params(),’ found.’
   print, ’arguments are: field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, fields’
   return
endif
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; convert inputs to double−precision floating point or complex type
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
field=dcomplex(field)
dx=double(dx)
dz=double(dz)
n0=dcomplex(n0)
dn=dcomplex(dn)
wabs=double(wabs)
fields=dcomplex(fields)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; check for dimensionality, initialize arrays (double)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Sfield=fix(size(field))
Sfields=fix(size(fields))
Nx=fix(Sfield(1))
Nz=fix(Sfields(2))
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if (Sfield(0) ne 1) or (Sfields(0) ne 2) then begin 
   print, ’error: field or fields arguments have wrong number of dimensions’
   return
endif
if (Sfield(1) ne Sfields(1)) then begin
   print, ’error: field and fields x−dimensions are not equal’
   return 
endif
babs=dblarr(Nx)
tran=dcomplexarr(Nx)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Define constants needed for BPM algorithm.
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
j=complex(0,1) ; define j=sqrt(−1)
xi=cindgen(Nx)−(Nx/2) ; complex single−prec. array of Nx elements −Nx/2:Nx/2
babs=1−exp(−(Nx/2−abs(xi+.5))/wabs) ; boundary absorption
dph=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*n0/lam) ; plane wave phase propagator 
fx=xi/dx/Nx ; scaled Fourier−space coordinate array (1/lam0 units)
tran=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*(conj(sqrt((n0/lam)^2−fx^2))−n0/lam)) ; transfer function
tran=shift(tran,Nx/2) ; circ. shift such that low frequencies are at edges
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Do the BPM
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
fields(*,0)=field
for z=1, Nz−1 do begin
   field=fft(fft(field,−1)*tran,1)*dph*babs*exp(j*2*!pi*dn(*,z)*dz/lam)
   fields(*,z)=field
endfor
return
end
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; bpmlam_mfp.pro
;
; This function implements the split−step Fourier beam propagation method
; in one plane in a linear, isotropic, nondispersive, and nearly
; homogenous medium using the following transfer function (e.g. see
; Goodman 2ed p60):
;  
;  H=e^{j*2*pi*dz*sqrt[(n/lam)^2−fx^2]}
;  such that: FFT{E(z+dz)}=H*FFT(E(z)}
;  
; Small index variations are then modeled as lateral phase
; perturbations of the field at each step of homogeneous
; propagation. An exponential absorber is optionally added at the
; lateral boundaries to prevent reflections back into the medium.
;
; Also calculates the mean free path of a photon based on diffusion
; approximation (Beer−Lambert law):
;
; mfp=−d/ln(Ic/I0)
;
; where d is the propagation distance, and Ic/I0 is the fraction of
; energy that remains collimated after propagating this distance.  The
; mean free path is calculated at each depth by taking the ratio of
; the squared magnitudes of the fourier transforms of the
; inhomogenously−propagated field and the homogenously−propagated
; field integrated over a pin−hole window (which could be defined by
; the homogenously−propagated field spectrum itself, for example),
; taking the logarithm, inverting, and multiplying by the total
; propagation distance.  The final MFP is the average of MFPs
; calculated at each depth over a user−defined depth range.
; Note: the mfp calculation makes sense only if the incoming
; field is a collimated (potentially oblique) plane wave!
;
; Assumptions/approximations:
; − scalar diffraction theory applies to a linear, isotropic,
;   nondispersive and (nearly) homogeneous medium.
; − index perturbations must be small (less than ~1%), otherwise
;   scalar theory and perturbation method are frought with peril
; − back−scattering is not taken into account
; − lateral sampling grid must be at least lambda/(2*sin(theta)), 
;   where theta is the maximum scattering angle being modeled 
; − depth sampling grid must adequately sample index perturbations
;
; usage: bpmlam, field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, mfplims, mfp, fields 
;
; Note: units normalized to reference wavelength, lam0, unless otherwise stated
;
; inputs: 
;  field   (complex vector)   = 1D complex field distribution to propagate
;  dx      (real scalar)      = lateral grid spacing
;  dz      (real scalar)      = propagation grid spacing
;  n0      (complex scalar)   = homogenous complex index of the medium
;  dn      (complex 2D array) = array of complex index peturbations
;  lam     (real scalar)      = wavelength
;  wabs    (real scalar)      = 1/e width of absorbing region at boundaries
;  mfplims (real array)       = min/max limits for mfp averaging (dz units)
;
; outputs:
;  field   (complex vector)   = propagated field at final propagation depth
;  fields  (complex 2D array) = array of fields at each propagation depth
;  mfp     (real scalar)      = mean free path of photon
;
; Authors:
;   Tim Sagle, Bob McLeod, Kelvin Wagner − original bpm code 
;   Dan Feldkhun − re−commented, modified to account for wavelength 
;
; FAST project
; Sep 27, 2010
PRO bpmlam_mfp, field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, mfplims, mfp, fields 
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Check input parameters for proper number, dimesions
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
if N_Params() lt 8 then begin
   print, ’bpmlam needs 8 arguments, only ’,N_Params(),’ found.’
   print, ’args are: field, dx, dz, n0, dn, lam, wabs, mfplims, mfp, fields’
   return
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endif
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; convert inputs to double−precision floating point or complex type
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
field=dcomplex(field)
dx=double(dx)
dz=double(dz)
n0=dcomplex(n0)
dn=dcomplex(dn)
wabs=double(wabs)
fields=dcomplex(fields)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; check for dimensionality, initialize arrays (double)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Sfield=fix(size(field))
Sfields=fix(size(fields))
Nx=fix(Sfield(1))
Nz=fix(Sfields(2))
if (Sfield(0) ne 1) or (Sfields(0) ne 2) then begin 
   print, ’error: field or fields arguments have wrong number of dimensions’
   return
endif
if (Sfield(1) ne Sfields(1)) then begin
   print, ’error: field and fields x−dimensions are not equal’
   return 
endif
babsx=dblarr(Nx)
babsf=dblarr(Nx)
tran=dcomplexarr(Nx)
mfps=dblarr(Nz−1)
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Define constants needed for BPM algorithm.
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
j=complex(0,1) ; define j=sqrt(−1)
xi=cindgen(Nx)−(Nx/2) ; complex single−prec. array of Nx elements −Nx/2:Nx/2
babsx=1−exp(−(Nx/2−abs(xi+.5))/wabs) ; real−space boundary absorption
fx=xi/dx/Nx ; scaled Fourier−space coordinate array (1/lam0 units)
dph=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*n0/lam) ; plane wave phase propagator 
tran=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*(conj(sqrt((n0/lam)^2−fx^2))−n0/lam)); transfer function
n0r=double(n0) ; discard complex part of index
dph0=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*n0r/lam) ; plane wave phase propagator 
tran0=exp(j*2*!pi*dz*(conj(sqrt((n0r/lam)^2−fx^2))−n0r/lam)); transfer function
tran=shift(tran,Nx/2) ; circ. shift such that low frequencies are at edges
tran0=shift(tran0,Nx/2) ; circ. shift such that low frequencies are at edges
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; Do perturbed and unperturbed BPM, estimate mean free path at each depth
;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
fields(*,0)=field
fieldf=fft(field,−1)
fieldf0=fieldf
for z=1, Nz−1 do begin
   field=fft(fieldf*tran,1)*dph*babsx*exp(j*2*!pi*dn(*,z)*dz/lam)
   field0=fft(fieldf0*tran0,1)*dph0*babsx
   fieldf=fft(field,−1)
   fieldf0=fft(field0,−1)
   win=abs(fieldf0)^2; DC window (i.e. far−field pinhole)
   mfps(z−1)=−dz*z/alog(total(abs(fieldf)^2*win)/total(abs(fieldf0)^2*win))
   fields(*,z)=field
endfor
plot,mfps
mfp=mean(mfps(mfplims(0)+5:mfplims(1)−5))
print,mfp
return
end
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; plot_wwf.pro.pdf
;
; This script outputs concatenated waveform plots to a postscript file
;
; Authors: Dan Feldkhun, Kelvin Wagner
; FAST project
; March 4, 2009
Nzg=10
set_plot,’ps’
!P.multi=[0,0,Nzg]
device,filename=’plots.ps’,/inches,bits_per_pixel=1, $
       encapsulated=1,xsize=8.0,ysize=9.0,yoffset=1.,xoffset=0.
for zgc=0,Nzg−1,1 do begin
 plot,abs(wff(*,zgc)),XSTYLE=4,YSTYLE=4
endfor 
device,/close
!P.multi=0
set_plot,’win’
end;
386
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C.4 Software for Calculating Carrier Separations in 2D Non-Redundant
Sampling
This section shows the Matlab script used to calculate the number and separations of unique
RF carriers in an interference pattern produced by a non-redundant array of beams diffracted by
a 2D acousto-optic projector, as described in Section 7.2.1. Note that this version of the software
does not take into account the small number of degenerate spatial frequencies (and corresponding
carriers) probed by the horizontal and vertical beam pairs.
% ao2d_find_unique_carriers.m
%
% finds unique RF diagonal pair carriers in a 2D AO frequency array
% df/ = dfx+dfy ; df\ = |dfx−dfy|
clear all;
s=.92;           % scale factor for Y axis
dfx=[2,1,4,1,2]; % neighboring pair difference frequencies along X axis 
dfy=s*dfx;       % neighboring pair difference frequencies along Y axis 
%
%                                   x−−−−−x−x−−x−−−x
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                               s*4 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   x−−−−−x−x−−x−−−x
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                               s*3 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% e.g. dfx=[6,2,3,4]; |  <−>        x−−−−−x−x−−x−−−x
%      dfy=s*dfx;     |         s*2 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   x−−−−−x−x−−x−−−x
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                               s*6 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%                                   x−−−−−x−x−−x−−−x
%                                      6   2 3   4
%
% Dan F. Sep 18 2010
%find all possible difference frequencies along X axis (duplicates are allowed):
fdiffs_x=dfx;
for m=1:length(dfx)
 n=1;
 while (n+m) <= length(dfx)
  fdiffs_x=[fdiffs_x sum(dfx(n:n+m))];
  n=n+1;
 end;
end; 
%find all possible difference frequencies along Y axis (duplicates are allowed):
fdiffs_y=dfy;
for m=1:length(dfy)
 n=1;
 while (n+m) <= length(dfy)
  fdiffs_y=[fdiffs_y sum(dfy(n:n+m))];
  n=n+1;
 end;
end; 
%find all possible diagonal carriers
for i=1:length(fdiffs_x)
 for j=1:length(fdiffs_y)
  carriers(i,j)=fdiffs_x(i)+fdiffs_y(j);
  carriers(i+length(fdiffs_x),j)=abs(fdiffs_x(i)−fdiffs_y(j));
 end;
end;
%find minimum carrier distance from other carriers (mcd) for each carrier
for i=1:size(carriers,1)
 for j=1:size(carriers,2)
  carrier=carriers(i,j);
  carriers(i,j)=NaN;
  mcd(i,j)=min([min(min(abs(carriers−carrier))) min(abs(fdiffs_x−carrier)) min(abs(fdiffs_y−carri
er))]);
  carriers(i,j)=carrier;
 end;
end;
% find non−zero carrier distances
precision=4;
mcd_nz=mcd(find(round(mcd*10^precision)/10^precision));
% count number of unique carriers
num_unique=length(mcd_nz)
% find the minimum distance between unique carriers
min_dist=min(min(mcd_nz))
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C.5 Software for Fabricating Zone Plates Calculating Carrier Separations
in 2D Non-Redundant Sampling
This section shows the Matlab script used to generate the zone plate radii and the program file
used to control the Aerotech stage to trace out the zone plate pattern under a focused femtosecond
laser beam - see Section 5.2.2.1.
function r=fresnelrad(n, d, w, o);
% usage:
% r=fresnelrad(n, d, w, o);
%  
% generates a set of radii for CNC generation of a binary Fresnel zone plate.
%
% inputs:
%   n = number of zones
%   d = distance from origin at which the period spans two distance units
%   w = width of writing beam
%   o = writing beam overlap
%
% output:  
%   r = array of radii of concentric circles needed to draw the fresnel zones
%  
% Dan Feldkhun Oct 13, 2007  
  
%%%%% find zeros
  z(1)=0; % there is not actually a zero at r=0, but it makes things simpler
  i=2;
  for m=1:2:4*n−3
    z(i)=sqrt(m*d);
    i=i+1;
  end;  
%%%%% fill in between zeros
  j=1;
  for i=2:2:length(z)
    ri=z(i−1)+w/2;  % inside border of zone
    ro=z(i)−w/2;    % outside border of zone
    for rz=ri:w−o:ro
      r(j)=rz;
      j=j+1;    
    end;
    r(j)=ro;        % note: if (r2−r1) is a multiple of (w−o), r2 is duplicated
    j=j+1;
  end;
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; − this script steps the Aerotech stage through an array of 2D points
; − the points are specified by coordinates in xarray.txt and yarray.txt
; − at each point we open the shutter and dwell for a specified time
; Dan. F. Oct 11 2007 (based on Tim’s script)
DVAR $vopen $vclosed $tdwell $speed $hFile $xarray[500000] $yarray[500000]
DVAR $xsize $ysize $xorigin $yorigin $ind $xpos $ypos
;************  assign parameters **************
$vopen=0                              ; shutter open voltage
$vclosed=5                            ; shutter closed voltage
$tdwell=0.002                         ; pixel dwell time in seconds
$speed=2                              ; stage speed (m/s)
$xorigin=0                            ; set origin of coordinate frame
$yorigin=0                            
;************ load arrays from files ************** 
MSGDISPLAY 1, "reading X data ..."
$hFile= FILEOPEN "C:\dan\scripts\xarray.txt", 1      ; open read−only
$xsize= FILEREAD $hFile 1 $xarray     ; record number of points in array and load array
FILECLOSE $hFile                      ; close file
MSGDISPLAY 1, "reading Y data ..."
$hFile= FILEOPEN "C:\dan\scripts\yarray.txt", 1      ; open read−only
$ysize= FILEREAD $hFile 1 $yarray     ; record number of points in array and load array
FILECLOSE $hFile                      ; close file
;************ check for errors ************** 
IF ($xsize==0) GOTO EOF              
IF ($ysize==0) GOTO EOF              
IF ($xsize!=$ysize) GOTO EOF         
IF ErrCode GOTO fail   
MSGDISPLAY 1, "done reading data"
;************ initialize **************
enable X Y
BoundAxesMask = BoundAxesMask BOR 0x1
BoundAxesMask = BoundAxesMask BOR 0x2
metric                                ; set coordinate scale (metric=> mm units)
seconds                               ; set timebase
absolute                              ; set coordinate mode to "absolute"
$AO0.Y=$vclosed                       ; Make sure shutter is closed
F $speed                              ; set stage speed
;************ home the stage **************
absolute
linear X $xorigin                     
WAIT MODE INPOS                       ; wait for motion to stop
linear Y $yorigin                     
WAIT MODE INPOS ; wait for motion to stop
;************ write points **************
$ind=0
MSGDISPLAY 1, "started writing"
repeat $xsize
$xpos=$xarray[$ind]+$xorigin
$ypos=$yarray[$ind]+$yorigin
rapid X$xpos Y$ypos
WAIT MODE INPOS ; wait for motion to stop
$AO0.Y=$vopen
        dwell $tdwell
$AO0.Y=$vclosed
$ind++
MSGDISPLAY 1, "point#: " $ind
endrpt
MSGDISPLAY 1, "done writing"
;************ return stage to home ************** 
linear X $xorigin                     
WAIT MODE INPOS ; wait for motion to stop
linear Y $yorigin                     
WAIT MODE INPOS ; wait for motion to stop
:EOF
:fail                                 ; error handler routine
IF( ErrCode <> 0 ) then
      MSGDISPLAY 1, "Error − ErrCode task parm. = " ErrCode
      TaskFault = ErrCode             ; this will display error message
      ErrCode = 0                     ; clear error
ENDIF
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